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THE EDITOR^S TREEACE.

In ofFering the present volume to the public, it may he proper fof

me to make a few remarks in regard to two or three expressions,

which, on account of their double meaning or their apparent non-

meaning, present some difficulties to the translator. These ex-

pressions are :

—

The German driickend.'' All English authors, including

the editors of the British Journal of Homoeopathy, are in the habit

of rendering the term " druckend " by pressive ;
" they constant-

ly say "jt5?-e55we headache,''^ pressive pain, etc. Pressive has

a more passive meaning than ''pressing;'''' this latter expression

corresponds exactly with the German '' pressend
;'''' the terra " ;?re5-

send'''' has been constantly translated by " pressing''^ in the

present volume. As regards the propriety of using the term

" pressive, " the opinion of scholars seems to be divided. Some

of my professional brethren, among others, Drs. Gray and CurLis,

seem to think that the German expression " driickender Schmerz "

simply means an ache ; " driickender Kopfschmerz,'''' a head-ache.

Other scholars, of great eminence, whose authority has great weight

with me, and would have with every body else, seem to think, on

the contrary, that the term pressive " is just as legitimate as are

the terms " compressive,'''' " contractive,''^ compulsive,'''' etc. On
reflection, I have thought proper, for the sake of popularity, to

adopt the view of my professional brethren, Drs. Gray, and Curtis,

and to use the term " ache " or " aching " in all the subsequent

volumes of the Materia Medica. But, in translating "Jiriicken"

by " ache,'''' it becomes necessary frequently to consider the Adjec-

tive Noun and the Noun Adjective. We frequently meet with the

expression " driickender stich.^^ This could not be rendered by
" aching stitch,'''' but has to be rendered by " stitching ache." An
" ache " is a pain which is perceived by the whole of the sentient
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system ; it may have a principal local seat, and may there excite a

peculiar sensation—which may be expressed in the form of an

Adjective—but «'ac/mi^" can never become an Adjective itself.

Dr. Jourdan, in his remarkable translation of our Materia Medica,

has constantly used the term pressive,'" ^Uephalalgie pressivc,^^

" douleur pressive,'''' etc.

There is another expression which requires an explanation ;
it

is the term " reissender Druck it occurs several times among

the symptoms of Dr. Gross, and once or twice among those men-

tioned by Dr. Langhammer. The literal translation of this ex-

pression is " tearing or rending pressure. This seems to be a

contradiction in terms ; but as the same indistinctness prevails in

German as in English, I have furnished a literal translation of this

symptom ; the idea which is meant by this symptom, seems to be

''pressure " and " tearing:' How far these two apparently con-

tradictory symptoms may exist in combination, one qualifying the

other, I must leave the reader to decide.

We meet several times with expressions like these: ''gurgling,

etc. in the knee ;" these evidently point to a peculiar kind of vibra-

tion perceived in those parts.

The reader will, I trust, be pleased with finding the nosological

portion of the recent work of Drs. Noack and Trinks annexed to

each remedy. The present translation of the Materia Medica Pura,

and the Antipsorics, may be regarded as a most complete exposi-

tion of all the symptoms, and therapeutical observations, which

constitute the present science of Homoeopathy.

In speaking of Drs. Noack and Trinks, I may here remark that I

have no faith whatsoever in their theory of doses. My reasons for

this want of faith, I shall furnish in the Homoeopathic Examiner.

Suffice it here to lay down the general proposition that " he who

deviates from Hahnemann's principles in the treatment of Chronic

diseases, lacks wisdom."

CHARLES J. HEMPEL, M.D.

New-York, August, 1845.

0'



MTI-PSORIC REMEDIES.

> AGARICUS MUSCARIUS—(bug-agaric.)

This fungus is surmounted by a scarlet coloured top,

which is studded with whitish excrescences, and white
leaflets. To prepare it for homoeopathic use, it may be
either used fresh or after it has been carefully dried. When
dry you take one grain of its weight, and two grains when
it is fresh, and triturate this portion with one hundred
grains of sugar of milk. To obtain the thirtieth degree
of potency, you resort to the processes of trituration, at-

tenuation, and dynamisation, which have been pointed out
in the first volume.
Apelt has found this drug serviceable in pains of the

upper jaw bone and the teeth ; also in pains of the bones
of the lower extremities (as well as in the marrow,) and
finally in itching eruptions of the skin, of the size of a mil-
let seed, and thickly set together. It has also been found
useful in lassitude consequent upon coition.

Whistling has cured with it convulsions and tremor, and
J. C. Bernhard even some kinds of epilepsy.

Dr. Woost has seen the effects of large doses of agari-
cus lasting for seven or eight weeks. Camphor is the
chief antidote, even against such affections consequent
upon the use of agaricus as have assumed a chronic cha-
racter.

The names of those who, besides myself, have tried this
remedy, are Apelt, Dr. Gross, Dr. Frederick Hahnemann,
Dr. Langhammer

; name not known, Seidel, Medicinal-
1



2 AGARICUS MUSCARIUS.

rath Dr. Stapf, Dr. Schreter ; name not known
;

Woost of Oschatz.*

AGARICUS MUSCARIUS—AMANITA.

Moral symptoms.—Depression of spirits.—Discour-

agement- Anxiety, as though something unpleasant were

fToinff to happen to her.—Restlessness and uneasiness ot

bodv and mind, (after the lapse of half an hour.)—His mnid

is uneasy and anxious ; he was constantly concerned only

about himself and his present and future condition.—He

does not feel disposed to speak, though he is not lU-hu-

j^oured.—He forces himself to speak ;
but he answers on-

ly in a few words, though his general disposition is cheer-

ful at the time.—It seems as though he were at a loss to

discover the words he wishes to \x^q.—Disinclination to

speak, combined with ill-humour, peevishness and disincli-

nation to work.-Fretfulness of mind. Extremely peev-

ish and irritable.—Ill-humoured and indifferent.- bhe who

felt so extremely solicitous about every thing, is now quite

indifferent.—Indifference and moody taciturnity, repug-

nance to work. Disinclination to toor/c.—He trifles with

every thinff, to save himself the trouble of workmg. A-

version to all those kinds of labor that occupy the mind

;

if he undertakes them in spite of that aversion, there is a

rush of blood to the head, throbbing in the arteries, flushes

of heat in the countenance, and the thinking faculty is dis-

turbed.—Forgetful ; he finds it difficult to recollect the

things which he had heard and imagmed before.—Loss ot

* Note —As regards the symptoms of other observers, T have

often found it necessary for the convenience of my readers, to abre-

?Se ong-winded accounts and to adopt more intelligible expres

lions in the place of unknown and unintelligible idioms. I have

not knowingly made any -sential ahe^anon^s.
^^^^^^^^

Note of the translator :-In this translation the ff<l^ing ab-

breviations have been used : a. for after ;
d. for day

;
h. fo hou^ »

w. for week. A stop behind a number, means that this number is

an ordinal number, for instance, 2. d. means the second day.
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consciousness ; He is intoxicated with fearless frenzy,

forming bold and revengeful projects.—Timid craziness,

fearless frenzy, menacing, mischievous ; also frenzy which
causes the patient to assail and injure himself, combined
with great exertions of power. Cheering up. Bright
mood with absence of care. Bright mood, but no inclina-

tion to speak. Extravagantly exalted fancy, ecstacy, pro-
phecies, making verses. Calm, composed, sociable, active,

and glad of having done his duty. (Healthful reaction of
the organism.)

Head.—Obtusion of the head.*—Obtusion of the head,
with obtuse pain, (after two hours.) Obtusion and heaviness
of the head, (after two hours.)—Continual heaviness of the
head, (after five hours.) Painful heaviness in the fore-
head, (on the 5th day.) A sensation of heaviness and
tugging down in both temples ; it reaches to the middle
of the ears ; the patient feels as though a heavy load were
hanging on both sides of the head, more in day-time than
early in the morning

; the sensation increases upon the parts
being touched. Heaviness of the head, as from intoxica-
tion, (after half an hour.) Early in the morning, heavi-
ness of the head and a sensation of confusion with empti-
ness, as if he had been revelling the day before

;
lasting

six hours. Heaviness of mind, imbecility, (reaction of the
organism in old age. Dizziness, stupefaction. Giddiness as
^om intoxication. Pleasant intoxication. Intoxication.
Keeling, and sinking down, (on the second day.) Reeling
when walking in the open air, (after an hour.) Reeling as
from the immoderate use of spirituous liquors

; when walk-
ing in the open air, he totters to and fro. Vertigo. Vertigo
and sensation of stupidity, early in the morning, (after

* Note of the translator :—The German expression is " Ein-
genommenheit." There is no entirely adequate expression for this
word ^in the English language. In the French idiom " la tete est
prise, the term « prise" means precisely the same thing as the
trerman " Emgenommenheit." Eingenommenheit means a dull-
ness, an obtusion of the senses and the thinking faculty, such as issomeUmes produced by a cold in the head, or as is sometimes con-
sequent upon the use of spirituous drinks. The term " Eingenom-
menheit, ' in this translation, has been always rendered by the term

.
'

' obtusion of the head." ^ ^
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three hours.) Vertigo early in the morning, as from in-

toxication, (after a quarter of an hour.). Vertigo, coming-

on principally early in the morning ;
it lasts from one to

eight minutes, and returns several times during the day at

short intervals. Strong light of the sun produces early

in the morning, a momentary attack °f S'd'^'"^^^' ^°

falling. AttaHks of vertigo, combined with a tottering

gait and indistinct siglrt, even of near objects; these at

tacks come and go every five minntes, and can only be

entirely removed by diverting the mind. Vertigo, com ng

on when lie meditates while walking in the open air, (alter

eieht davs.) Attack of vertigo in the open air
;

it disap-

pears in^he room, lasting for several days. Vertigo in the

TOom, on turning himself. Vertigo passing off for some

th^eby quickly turnmg the head. Head-aehe, early m

the morlg, in bed. Different kinds of /^f^-^^-"
left half of the occipital bone, iclien sealed DuUhead-

icl especially JtU forehead-, this headache ob,,ged

him to move ihe head constantly to and fro, ™d t° dos^

he eyes as for sleep. Dull, stunning headache, with thi t

and heat, especially in the face, (immediately.) Dull,

pressive headache, which disappears after a copious eva-

luation of the intestines ; this headache is combined with

flushes of heat. Pressive headache, coming and going at

fhort ntervals, before going to bed. Pressure in the cavi-

ties of the foreliead. Violently pressive pain in the fore-

;::d: with venigo, while sitting. Pressure ^^^^^l^oj^n

from the forehead, upon the upper half of the eye balls

(afSr an hour and an half.) Violent aching m he righ

emple, or the temporal bone. Pressure upon the upper

poXn of the left temporal bone, immediately above tlie

Ccha of the ear, the pressure reaches deep into the brain

,

k increases when the hairs are pressed upon, or when they

ar"mereTy touched, and is attended with complete depres-

s onTf splits. Acliing pain in the zygoma of the left

emnoral bone. Pressure in the occiput, (on the first day )

v Tent y pressive headache, especially m the occput
;
af-

ter d^mJr, (on the 9th day.) Pressure with stitches m tlie

Im, above the eyes.' Aching and drawing pam from

the left side of the forehead towards the right, wh le srt

ting (after half an hour.) Drawing headache, early, on
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waking up, with pressure in the eye-balls. Drawing pain

in the forehead. Drawing from both sides of the frontal

bone as far as the root of the nose. Very painful draw-

ing across the temples, forehead and eye-balls. Drawing
in the head in all directions, with a sensation as though the

person were to lose his (or her) senses. Drawing pain in

the occiput, in the afternoon. Drawing pain in the occiput,

early, when in bed, as if from a wrong position ; it in-

creases by extending the arms and holding in the breath.

Drawing and cutting pain in the forehead, when standing
;

when sitting, this pain assumes a pressive and stunning

character, (after an hour and a half.) Drawing and tear-

ing pain in the forehead, coming and going at short inter-

vals, (after 33 hours.) Tearing in the forehead, immedi-
ately above the root of the nose. Tearing in the right

temporal region. Tearing in the left side of the occiput,

which returns at short intervals. Jerking tearing in the

head, most painful behind the right ear, where it stops.

—

Headache as if the brain were torn. Tearing and press-

ing in the entire left circumference of the brain ; the

pain is most severe in the left orbit and zygom^L ; it is ac-

companied with a sensation of desolate confusion in the

head, (after 8 hours.) Tearing stitches in the occiput from
one side to the other, early in the morning, (on the second
day.) Violent, lancinating tearing from the vertex to the
left ear, (after 6 hours.) Fine stitches in the right temple,
(after half an hour.) Grinding pain in the head ; it lasts

only a few minutes, but it frequently returns. Violent,
grinding pain in the left frontal eminence, (after 3 hours.)
Boring pain deep in the brain, at the vertex. Pain, as
from a nail, in the right side of the head. Beating pain in

the vertex, with despair bordering on rage. Tearing and
drawing pain externally in the integuments of the head,
(skin and bones ;) it increases on pressure, especially at a
small spot in the vertex, which pains as if there were in-

ternal festering
; at night, (after 18 days.) Sensitiveness

of the integuments of the head as if they were ulcerating.
'I'witches in the skin of the forehead, above the right eye.
Frequent painless twitches in the right temple, by the side
of the eye, (on the Tih day.) Cramp-like pain in the left
temple, (after 37 hours.) Sensation of coldness, as of ice,
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on the hairy right side of the frontal bone, although, on

touching the parts, they seem to feel warm. Icy cold-

ness in tlie region of the coronal suture after the parts had

been scratched on account of their itching ;
the coldness

frequently returns, approaches more and more the forepart

of the head, and finally reaches that part of the forehead

which is not covered with hair. Itchmg of the hairy scalp.

Itching of the whole of the hairy scalp ;
it is like the itch-

incr of wounds which are healing, and mviles one to

scratch. Troublesome itching of the hairy scalp, espe-

cially earlv after getting up ; it disappears upon the parts

being scratched with a sharp comb. Pimples on the hairy

Eyes.—Itching in the eyebrows. Falling off of the

hairs of the eyebrows. Pressure in the eyes. Pressure

in the left eyeball, (after ten hours.) Pressure in the

eves, and inclination to close them, without sleep
;

alter

dinner. Pressure in the eyes and upon the forehead,

as though something were pressing from without inward,

(after ten minutes.) Pressure in the corners of the ielt

eve as if there were a foreign body. Pressing and draw-

ing 'in the eyeballs, especially in the left eyeball, reaching

as'' far as the inside of the forehead, (on the fourth day.)

Painful drawing in the eyeballs, (on the third and fourth

dav.) Cramplike pain under the right eyebrows ;
it makes

the opening of the eyes difficult, (after five hours. Itch-

ing and prickling in the right eye, (after one hour.) 1 ick-

lino- and itching in the left eye, which induce rubbing,

(af°er three hours.) Itching and winking of the left lower

evehd, which induce rubbing. Itching and pressing in

the ricxht eye, relieved by rubbing for a short time. Bur7i-

ino- stnsalion of the eyes ; there is, moreover, a sensation

of°contraclion, in the evening, (on the first dav.) Burning

in the inner canthus of the eyes, as though inflammation

were going to set in ; the pain increases upon the parts

being touched. Burning sensation of the inner canthus oj

the eyes, upon the lids being firmly closed. Burning and

aching pain above the right e)^, with running of the eye,

(after" an hour and a half.) Redness of the white of the

eve. Yellow colour of the eyes, (on the third day.)—

Swelling of the left eyehds towards the mner canthus
;
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this swelling causes the eye to appear diminished. Con-

traction of the eyelids, (after two hours.) Contraction

and narrowing of the inner canthus of the left eye. Sen-

sation of contraction of the right eye, with increased clear-

ness of sight. This is succeeded by biting pain in the

eyeball, and running of the eye; and lastly, by spasms of

the left eye, such as had previously existed in the right

;

wine relieved the symptoms at once.

—

Narrovnng of the

interval between the eyelids for several days, without

swelling, and often with twitching and winking of the

eyelids. The interval between the eyelids is smaller than

usual ; it requires an effort to increase it. Twitches in

the eyeballs* in frequent succession ; in the left eye they

are often accompanied by lachrymation. While reading,

there is frequent twitching and pressing in the left eyeball.

Spasms, with aching pain in the left eyeball, at any time

of the day and in any situation and circumstance ; the

eye has to be wiped, but the symptoms remain. Fre-
quently slight twitching in the eyelids ; it is generally

circumscribed within a small spot, and rather extending

towards one corner. Winking of the right lower eyelid,

accompanied by throbbing of an artery on the left side, at

the back of the nose, and twitches of the skin of the left

side of the nose. Dryness of the eyes. The caruncula
of the left eye increases in size for several days. Lach-
rymation of the right eye, (on the first and second day.)

Lachrymation of the right eye, (after three hours.)—Sen-
sation in the eyes as though they had to be wiped con-
stantly. The eyelids are adhering to one another as by
slimy threads

;
wiping relieves this symptom only for a short

lime. Gum in the canlhi of the eyes, (after six hours.) Vis-
cid (previously white) yellow humour, lohich glues the eye-
lids to one another; the secretion of this humour takes place
in the inner canthi, and continues even during the day,
but especially early, and in the evening.—The pupils first

dilate, (after three quarters of an hour,) then contract,
(after twenty-five hours.) Gradual decrease of sight, on
walking in the open air, (after seven hours.) Great wea-
riness (weakness) of the eyes ; if she looks long at an

* Note : The German is " zucken," which, probably, here
means jactitation in the muscles of the eye.
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object, the object appears pale. Shortsightedness and

dimsightedness of both eyes. Very indistinct sight ; he

is obliged to hold objects close to his eyes in order to per-

ceive them clearly.—In reading, he is obliged to ap-

proach the letters more and more closely to his eyes, m
order to recognise the letters distinctly ;

afterwards, he

has to remove them again to a greater distance, otherwise

the sight becomes dim again. Dimness before the eyes,

with sleepiness. Dimsightedness ; every thing appears

obscured, as if by turbid water ; he has to make an effort

to recognise the thing. Every object appears surrounded

with a mist, and therefore obscured. That which comes

before the eyes, is obscured as if covered with cobweb.

A black moth is hovering before the left eye, at the dis-

tance of half an ell ;* upon winking, the black spot is seen

flitting to and fro. In gloomy weather, a brown njoth

hovers before the left eye, towards the mner canthus.

On closing the right eye, there is seen before the left a

small, oblong, dark-brown spot, hovering in an oblique

direction towards the inner canthus, pretty near the eye.

He imagines to see things double. Dread of light.

Ears.—Pain in the ear, tearing pain m the meatus ot the

right ear, which is caused and increased by cold air pass-

ing into the ear ; the pain extends to the upper jaw, and

continues for several days. Itching in and behind the

ears. Itching in the external meatus of the right ear.

Itching, attended with tickling, in the right ear
;

thi^ in-

duces scratching, (after 29 hours.)—Itching, generally in

the left ear ; this induces the person to insert the linger

into the ear and rub it. Itching of the lobule of the ear.

Itching of the concha, which induces rubbing ;
rubbing:

makes the parts red and sore, but the itching continues.

Itching: redness, and burning of the ears, as if they had

been frozen. Itching of, and pimples on, the posterior sur-

face of the concha. Sensation in the ears as if wax were

flowing out. Whizzing in the ears. Tingling in the

right ear, when walking in the open air, (after four hours.)

Nose.—Sudden pressure at the superior part of the

dorsum of the nose.- Smart stinging in the eft side of the

root of the nose. Great sensitiveness of the mner walls

• Note of the Translator : Three ells make two yards.
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of the nose. Itching on the outer surface of the nose.

Vehement itching of the wings of the nose, which induces

rubbing. PrickHng sensation in the right nostril and eye,

as one experiences before sneezing. Tickhng itching in

the left nostril, which induces rubbing, (after 14 hours.)—
Burning pain in the nose and the eyes, (owing to vapour.)

Soreness and inflammation of the inner wall of the nose.

In hloiuing the nose, blood comes out of it, early in the

mornings immediately after rising from the bed ; this is

followed by violent bleeding from- the nose, (after 33
hours.)— Bleeding from the nose. The smell is finer.

Face.— Stitches in the face, in the left cheek
;
they

begin in the lower jaw, and extend upwards, (after one

hour.) Dull stitches in the right jugum. Lancinating and
drawing pain in the right cheek, (after two hours.) Quick
throbbing of an artery in the left cheek, attended with
shooting stitches extending from the left eye as far

as the upper jaw. Slight twitching in the right cheek,
like pulsating sensation, (after eight days.)— Burning sen-

sation of the cheeks. Burning sensation of the cheeks,
(after one, two hours.) Redness of ihe face, without any
perceptible heat. Redness of theface, with itching and
burning, as is consequent upon freezing of the parts.)

Itching in the face.—Itching in the whiskers. Itching in
the forehead, inducing scratching ; there are pimples on
the forehead. An itching pimple by the side of the mouth.
On the lips and in the throat, a tearing pain, (owing to

vapour
) Dryness and burning of the lips, (on the first

day.) The upper lips are chapped, with a burning sen-
sation in the fissures, (on the fourth day.) Bluish lips, (on
the first and second day )

Jaws and Teeth.—On the right side of the chin a
painful pressure. Fine, smart stitches at a small place of
the chin, close under the lower lip. Pricking in the chin,
as with pins, (immediately.)—Spasmodic drawing in the
chin and the lower jaw, (after two hours.) Pricking pain
ni the articulation of the lower jaw, as by a pin. Violent
tearing m the right side of the lower jaw. Toothache;
tearing^in the teeth of the lower jaw; it is increased by"
cold. Throbbing and tearing in the upper molar teeth
of the left side, in the afternoon. Gnawing pain in the
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molar teeth of the upper jaw ; this is followed by itching

in the left car, after which the toothache comes on again,

in the afternoon. Dull toothache (the German text sig-

nifies pouting or insidiously threatening toothache) on the

left side of the upper jaw. Drawing pain in the inci-

sors of the lower jaw. Lancinations, attended with a

sensation of drawing, in the incisors of the lower jaw
;
the

lancinations are continued towards the left angle ot the

lower iaw, (after one hour.) Dulness of the incisors of

the lower jaw. The fore teeth feel too long
;
they are

very sensitive, in the evening, (on the third day.)

Mouth.—The gums are painful, and the saliva tastes

acrid, (during the first ten days.) Painfulness and

bleeding of the gums. Swelling of the gums, attended

with pam. Bad smell from the mouth.—Bad smell from

the mouth, early in the morning ; attended with a faecu-

lent taste in the mouth. Smell of rotten substances Irom

the mouth, (on the eighth to the tenth day.) Acrid smell

from the mouth, as of horse-radish ;
he himse f is not

aware of it. Soreness in the whole inner mouth, espe-

cially of the palate, (on the fifth day.) The palate feels

sore, as though the skin were drawn off; it is very sensi-

tive to pain, (on the first day.) The tongue is sore. Small

painful ulcer by the side of the froenum of the tongue, (on

the ninth day,) The tongue is coated white
;

at the tip it

is bordered with dirty-yellow aphthoe, producing a sensa-

tion as though the skin would peel off"; immediately alter

a meal, (after four hours.) Tongue is coated white.

Very pale tongue ; it is covered with a thin ayer of white

T)hleem.—Back part of the tongue is coated yellow, on

the seventh-tenth day.) Slimy tongue Fine stitches

in the tip of the tongue, (after four hours.) Foam at the

mouth Water accumulates in the mouth, (this i-y nptom

exists simultaneously with pains in the belly, (on the se-

cond day.) Flow of saliva from the mouth. Sometimes,

especially upon raising the head, saliva flows into the

larynx ; this induces violent vomiting.
,

Taste and ApPETiTE.~-Saliva tastes very acrid, (during

the first ten days.) Flat taste in the mouth, the tongue

being coated yellow, (on the seventh-tenth day.) Insipid

taste in the mouth.-Bitter taste in the mouth, (on the
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12th day.) Want of thirst; complete absence of thirst.

Thirst, 'in the afternoon, (on the second day.) Want of

appetite. No desire for eating ; desire to drink. He
does not eat bread with pleasure. Much hunger, but no

appetite ; this symptom also exists early in the morning.

Great desire to eat, which often borders on a ravenous

appetite, (on the fourth—eighth day.) For several days in

succession he has sudden fits of hunger, during whicli he

swallows his food in a great hurry, and with greediness.

Towards evening his appetite increases ; he imagines not

to be able to satisfy it, and he swallows his food in a

hurry and with greediness, as if he were attacked with

rabid hunger, (after eight hours.) Towards evening he is

suddenly attacked with rabid hunger ; his whole body is

covered with sweat ; these symptoms are attended with

great weariness and tremor of the extremities.

(Esophagus and Stomach.—After a meal, a sensation

of choking in the oesophagus, and oppression at the sto-

mach. After dinner, oppression at the pit of the stomach,

attended with painful drawing and pressure in the balls of

the eyes, reluctance to work, and indolence of mind, (on

the tenth day.) Horripilation after supper. Frequent
rising of mere air, such as takes place when the stomach
is deranged, (after half an hour.) Empty risings. Fre-

quently empty risings, alternating with hiccough ; these

symptoms appear while he smokes tobacco, which he

is in the habit of doing, (after one hour.) Risings, w'ith

qualmishness, (after three hours.) Risings, tasting of

the ingesta. Early in the morning, risings : tasting of

the ingesta.—Heartburn. Hiccough, immediately after

having taken the medicine. Hiccough, in the afternoon.

Frequent hiccough, (after 26 hours.) A sense of nausea
rises as far as his mouth. Nausea, shortly after having

taken the medicine.—Nausea, with cutting pain in the

abdomen. Nausea, and inclination to vomit, (after two
hours.) Nausea, shortly after a meal; eructations relieve

it. Oppression at the stomach, with inclination to go to

stool. Oppression at the pyloric orifice of the stomach.
Oppressive pain in the region of the upper and left border
of the stomach ; the pain is felt when standing or walking,
(after two hours.) Oppressive weight in the stomach.
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Oppression at the pit of the stomach, (on the first and ninth

day.) Oppression £lt the pit of the stomach, extending as

far as the sternum.—After breakfast, oppression at the

pit of the stomach; in the afternoon, the pain passes to

the epigastrium, where it becomes a grinding pain ;
in the

evening, the person passes wind, after which the pain dis-

appears, (on the 16th day.)

Abdomen.—Tensive pain at the pit of the stomach,

which extends to the left clavicle ; it is felt towards even-

ing during deep breathing, (on the ninth day.)— Spasmodic

drawing in the region of the pit of the stomach, extending

as far as the chest; towards evening, (on the ninth day.)

—

When sitting, cutting cohc-hke spasms, resembling spasms

of the stomach, immediately below the diaphragm, and

extending towards the vertebral column, (after one hour

and a half.) Feeling of soreness in the hypochondria and

the region of the pit of the stomach, as if the contents of

the thorax were compressed ; the pain is more violent after

dinner. In the hypochondria, upon the left side of the

last true rib, there is a pressive pain returning every se-

cond ; at the corresponding place of the right side, the

person experiences a pain as from an old gun-shot wound,

(after two hours.) Acute pulsative pain below the left

hypochondrium ; it rises as high up as the third and fourth

rib ; in the afternoon, (on the eighth day.) Dull pressure

in the spleen, in the evening, when he is lymg m bed upon

the left side ; the pain is diminished by the person turnmg

to the right side. Stitches under the short ribs of the left

side, when breathing, and especially when sitting with a

stooping chest. In the region of the liver, sharp stitches,

as from needles.—Dull stitches 'in the liver, during breath-

ino-. Violent pain in the abdomen, (after four hours.)

Painful pressure in the- lumbar region, (after two hours.)

Violently pressive pain in the left splenic region, at night

;

the pain disturbs the sleep, (on the twelfth day.) Pres-

sure and sense of fulness in the abdomen, after mode-

rately partaking of light food.—Troublesome fulness of

the whole abdomen ; it makes sitting and breathing dilti-

cult. Bloated abdomen. Bloated abdomen. Sense as of

writhing in the abdomen. Writhing pain m the abdo-

men.—Pinching in the abdomen. Pinching beloiv the
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umbilicus, attended with a bloated condition of the abdo-

men. Violent pinching in the abdomen, attended with di-

arrhoea. Pinching and cutting in the epigastnum, in the

evening, (on.the nnith day.) Cutting pain in the umbihcal

region, (after two hours.) Cutting in the hypogastrium,

without gomgto stool.— Cutting pain in the hypogastrium,

as if diarrhoea were to ensue ; in the evening. Cutting

pain, attended wath wind moving to and fro in the bowels,

with bloated condition of the hypogastrium ; eructations

and emission of flatulence give but short relief, (after one

hour.) Cutting pain in the abdomen, such as is consequent

upon a purgative ; this pain is followed by liquid stools,

by which the pains are reheved, (on the second day.)

Sensation in the abdomen as if diarrhoea were just coming

on.—Dull stitches, which hurt very much, at the superior

anterior process of the iliac bones. A stitch on the right

side and near the vertebral column, in the region of the

right kidney, (after half an hour.) Mild pain in the lumbar

region. Pain, as from a sprain, in the left groin ; it is

felt only Avhen walking, (after four hours and a half.)

Troublesome itching of the hypogastrium, with goose-

skin ; it lasts almost the whole night, and only disappears

in the morning, after perspiration has set in.

Intestines and Stool.—Flatus move to and fro in the

abdomen in an audible manner. Grunting and rumbling
in the abdomen. Audible grunting in the abdomen, early

in the morning, (on the second day.) Loud rumbling in

the abdomen, (after half an hour.) A sort of rumbhng in

the epigastrium. Loud gurgling in the bowels, deep
down.—Loud, painless din in the abdomen, like distant

thunder, attended with a feeling as if the person had to go
to stool, in the evening. Motion in the abdomen, as if the

person had to go to stool ; at the same time the person
passes a quantity of wind, which has almost no smell.

Passes a large quantity of loind. Passes wind, attended
with a sensation similar to that experienced in diarrhoea.

—

Frequently passes fetid wind. Passes wind which smells
of garlic. In passing wind, there is an acrid pain in the
rectum, (on the sixth day.) Durirg the whole day there
is a sensation in the bowels as if the person had to go to

stool
;
however, the stools are not passed till late in the
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evening, after there had been copious stools in the morn-

ing. Absence of stool for two days. SoHd stools after

several days' constipation. Stools are passed every other

day
;
they are always solid. There is no stool for three

days, although stools generally were passed every day
;
at

the end of three days the person passed stools which were

hard. Very hard stools. Hard, dark-coloured evacua-

tions, (on the third day.) Knotty stools, at night, after

violent colic ; this is succeeded by violent lenespius, with-

out any more stools being passed, (on the third day.)

Stools are first knotty, and a quarter of an hour afterwards

watery, attended with violent colic, fermentation in the

abdomen, and great nausea. First hard, then pappy

stools
;
shortly after there is diarrhoea. Colic is succeed-

ed by knotty, then liquid stools, early in the morning, (on

the second day.) Soft stools, after the stools had been

passed as usually early in the morning.— So/^t. pappy

stools every day. The evacuations become pappy, (on

the sixth day.) Passes a quantity of pappy stools, (after

twelve to thirty-eight hours.) Watery stools, attended

with violent colic and tenesmus, early in the morning,

(on the third day.) Diarrhoea. Diarrhoea, with violent

pinching in the body, early in the morning, (on the second

(lay ) Five times in succession the person passes liquid,

yellowish stools, attended with pinching in the abdomen,

and emission of flatulence which has no smell. Diar-

rhoea ; at the same time the person passes a large quantity

of wind, (after six hours.) Slimy stools, at the same

time passing much wind. Passes mucus by the rectum,

attended with wind.—Before and during the stools there

is violent pinching and cutting in the abdomen. Diar-

rhoea attended with painful constriction of the stomach

and abdomen. During and after stool, acrid pam m the

rectum, (on the third and fourth day.) Colic after stool,

as if the person had swallowed poison, early in the morn-

incr (on the seventh and ninth day.)-After stool, rumbhng

in°the abdomen. Itching and tickling of the anus, which

obliges the person to scratch, (after three quarters of an

hou?.) Itching prickling in the rectum. Prickhng in

the rectum, (after three hours.) Prickhng m the rectum,

as from worms.
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Urinary Organs.—Desire to urinate, though but very

little urine is passed, (after three quarters of an hour.)—

Frequent desire to urinate ; he passes much urine, the

penis being quite relaxed, (after four hours.) Frequent

micturition. She frequently passes her urine, although

she had but drunk Utile, (on the fourth day.) Rare emis-

sion of urine, without any increase of quantity. Rare

emission of urine, with decrease of quantity. Urine comes

out slowly, feebly, sometimes only in drops ; he is obliged

to bear down in order to facilitate the emission of urine.

The urine sometimes stops flowing for a few moments,

and then flows again. Retention of urine. Scanty, red-

dish urine, (on the first and second day.) Clear lemon-

coloured urine.— Spasmodic drawing in the left groin,

when urinating, (after three days.) Prickling and itching

in the orifice of the urethra, (after two hours.) A stitch

in the urethra as if an incandescent steel were pushed

through it, (after three hours ) Sensation in the urethra,

as if he had not entirely done urinating. Sensation in the

urethra, as if a drop of cold urine passed through it.

—

Efusion of viscid^ glutinous mucus from the urethra.

Itching of the hairy parts of the pudendum. Quickly pass-

ing, voluptuous itching in the penis. Itching, with litilla-

tion, of the margin of the prepuce ; these symptoms oblige

him to rub the parts, (after five hours )—Drawing in the

testicles, attended with a sense of uneasiness, awkward-
ness, and sleepiness ; in the evening. Spasmodic drawing

in the left testicle and spermatic cord.

Generative Functions.—Continual erections, (the

first night.) Erection, early in the morning. Frequent
erections^ also at night. Pollutions, (the first night.)

Nightly pollutions, without any lascivious dreams. Great

aversion to sexual intercourse. The sexual desire becomes
excited. A nap after dinner is succeeded by an unbound-
ed desire, in the sexual organs, for an emission of semen

;

after the emission of the semen, there is a pressive tension

below the ribs, without any symptom of flatulence.

—

Great
desire for an embrace^ the penis being relaxed. In the

evening, when he was desirous of enjoying an embrace,
he exerted himself in vain to have an erection

; he was
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therefore obliged to desist ; in the ensuing night he had

several copious involuntary effusions of semen. In spite

of strong excitement, there is no pleasurable sensation in

an embrace. During an embrace, a copious effusion ot

semen, which is followed by a very long sleep. Tardy

effusion of semen during an embrace.—Insufficient effu-

sion of semen during an embrace, which is succeeded by

weariness of the body. After every embrace there is

great weariness, lasting several days. Every embrace is

followed by copious night-sweats, attended with a general

lassitude of the body, which lasts for several days. After

an embrace he feels very much exhausted ; there is a

burning itching upon the skin, and copious night-sweats,

for two nights, the sweat appearing first upon the upper

part of the chest and the shoulders, and then upon the

abdomen and the arms. Itching and titillation of the fe-

male organs of generation.—The menses flow more abun-

dantly.

Cold, Catarrh.—Sneezing, without coryza. Frequent

sneezings without coryza, (after twelve, twenty -two hours.)

Frequent sneezing, which sometimes comes on twice in

succession, (on the first day.) Frequent sneezing, imme-

diately after having taken the medicine. Several violent

sneezings early in bed.—Dryness of the nose. Dryness

of the nose, with a sensation of cold in the head. Con-

tinual dryness of the nose
;
only once or twice, during the

day, two or three drops of water flow out. Clear ivater

frecjvently drops out of the noscj without there being any

cold in the head. On stooping, clear water drops out of

the nose. Taking a little snuff is at once followed by an

abundant collection of viscid mucus in the nose. Upon

blowing the nose, there is a copious discharge of thick

mucus, (after five days.) Small quantity of dry white

mucus irt the nose
;
frequently attended with a sense as of

much mucus being in it. Cold in the head, in the after-

noon. Sudden cold in the head, attended with sneezing.

—

Cold in the head, the nose feehng obstructed, especially

when stooping, (on the seventh day.) Dry cold in the

head. Fluent coryza.
'

Throat, Respiratory Organs.—Roughness and raw-

ness of the throat.—Upon slightly clearing the throat,

small balls of phlegm become detached. Throws up
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small flocculi, or solid balls of phlegm, almost ivithout

anij cough. Irrilation, which excites coughing. Fre-

quently returning sensation of tickling in the larynx, which

induces short and frequently repeated coughing. Frequent

coughing after dinner, without throwing up.—When sit-

ting, there is a dry cough, after dinner, which disturbs

the'^nap. Breath is very short. Very short breath and

asthma, even when walking slowly. When walking, she

is obliged to stand still several times, in order to be able

to take breath. Difficult breathing, (after eight days.)

—

Aggravated breathing, as if the cavity of the thorax were

filled with blood, (after four hours.)

Chest.—Oppression at the chest. Violent oppression

at the chest. She feels so oppressed at the chest, that

she is unable to take a slow and deep inspiration, and has

to give it up again as soon as she tries. Total constric-

tion of the chest consequent upon oppression ; she is

\^ obliged to take frequent and deep inspirations ; this makes

-ir: walking difficult for her.—Oppression at the chest in the
'^'^ region of the diaphragm^ attended with drawing pain,

TQ (after half an hour.) Oppression at the chest, attended

5 with great throbbing of the arteries ;
one or tw^o days.

Sense of oppression at the pit of the stomach, as if the

cavity of the thorax were narrowed. Oppressive anxiety

in the chest. Feeling of pain in the lower part of the

chest, especially in the region of the pit of the stomach, as

if the contents of the thorax were compressed ; the pain

is most violent after dinner. Painful pressure at the mid-

dle portion of the sternum, aggravated by breathing, (after

two hours and a half.) Tension in the lower part of the

chest, during motion and when sitting ; this tension takes

away his breath. Stitches in the region of the lungs,

passing off soon. Painful stitches in the middle of the

chest. Stitches in the chest, below the nipples, (after four-

teen and thirty hours.)—Fine stitch in he left side of the

chest, where the ribs terminate ; the stilch is felt when
sitting, and stooping with the chest. Stitches in the left

side of the chest, where the ribs terminate
;
during an in-

\ spiration. Pinching pain in the left mamma, descending

I
obliquely as far as the navel. Pain, as from a sprain, in

j
the chest ; it increases especially upon taking a deep in-
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spi ration ; in the evening, (on the ninth day.) Burning

pain in the left half of the chest, (on the third day.) Fine

burning and prickHng at different places of the chest,

especially upon the sternum, (after one hour.) When
standing," painful palpitation of the heart. Pulsative sore-

ness at various inconsiderable. places of the chest, espe-

cially at the right half of the chest ; at night and also

during the day, (after a fortnight.) Itching upon the chest,

which terminates in burning. Burning itching upon the

chest, (and in the back.)—Violent itching of the nipples.

Burning itching of, and pimples upon, the left nipple-

Copious sweat upon the chest, at night.

Back.—Corrosive itching of the left side of the os coc-

cigis. Itching of the left tuberosity of the ischium, which

obliges the person to scratch the parts.—On sitting down,

those parts upon which he sits feel bruised, or as if he had

sat upon them for a long while. Violent tearing in the

left half of the nates, attended with a feeling of coldness
;

the tearing is very violent when sitting, less violent when

rising and walking, (lasting for eight days.) Drawing

and tearing in the left half of the nates ;
the pain wakes

him from sleep at night. Boil on the right half of the

nates. Violent pain in the small of the back, upon rising

from his seat ; the pain prevents the body from being

righted, and the thighs from being moved.—Violent pain

in the small of the back, when sitting or lying down ;
the

pain is relieved by motion, (from the first to the third

day.) As if the small of the back were bruised, espe-

cially when standing. Pain, as from a sprain, in l^e small

of the back, on the left side, (from the sixth to the eighth

day.) Violently shooting pain in the small of the back,

upon raising the thigh when sitting. Pain in the back, as

after continual stooping.—Upon rising from his seat and

rio-hting his body, his'back feels stiff; there is a violent

prun in^he left loin, which prevents the body being right-

ed ; when sitting, he feels nothing, and is able to turn his

body to all sides. Spasmodic, pressive and drawing pain,

which starts from the back, and extends to the middle of

the chest and into the oesophagus ; in the afternoon, (from

the fifth to the seventh day.) Pressive, boring pam m
the middle of the back, (on the second day.) Pamful,
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spasmodic jerks in the left side of the back. Tearing

pain, now extending to the right, now to the left side of

the lumbar vertebree ; when walking.—Frequent tearing

between the shoulders, (on the fourth day.) Painful

stitches between the shoulders, (on the second day.) The

muscles of the hack feel bruised. The muscles of the

back feel bruised, and upon bending forwards, seem too

short ; this symptom occurs early in the morning after a

good night's rest, in the bed as well as afterwards, when

the person is sitting ; two days in succession. Pain, as

from bruises, in the lumbar region, especially when lying

down and sitting.—Pain, as from bruises and sprains, in

the whole of the back, attended with a disposition to

stretch the back, (on the third and fourth day.) The

muscles of the back feel weak ; he finds it difficult to sit

straight or to lean against something. When stooping,

the spinal column experiences pain, as though it were too

weak to support the weight of the body. Paralytic pain,

as from weakness, in the back part of the loins ; the pain

is aggravated by walking and standing, (after twelve hours.)

Feeling of paralysis near the kimbar vertebrae, close above

the border of the os ilium ; this makes it difficult for him,

after he has risen from his seat, to step forward.—Short

twitches in the muscles of the right lumbar region, in the

evening, (on the ninth day.) Itching, with titillation, of

the back. Burning itching of the back.

Neck.—Pain, as from a sprain, in the muscles of the

neck
;

or, pain, as from having bent the body backwards
in lying down, (after thirty-two hours.) The muscles of

the posterior cervical region feel bruised, and, upon bend-

ing the body forwards, they feel, as it were, too short ; this

symptom occurs early when in bed, and also afterwards

when the person is sitting.—^^Stiffiiess in the nape of the

neck, (after two hours.) Suddenly a violent pressure

between the neck and the shoulders.

Superior Extremities.—Drawing rheumatic pains in

the shoulder-joint, attended with weakness of the whole
arm, (on the fifteenth day.) The arms feel bruised.

Want of strength in the arms. Painful weariness of the
arms. On account of the pain, he is obliged to change
frequently the position of his arms. Itching of the arms.
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Pimples upon the arms, ivith a burning itching, of the

size of a grain of flaxseed. The upper arms are painful

to the touch.—Tearing pain in the left upper arm. Fine

stinging on the fore part of the head of the humerus in the

right arm. Burning upon the upper arm, above the left

elbow. The upper arm feels paralyzed, in consequence

of much writing. Itching, with titillation, of the point

of the left elbow ; this induces scratching, (after three

hours.)—Pain in the fore arms, which is dull, but hurts a

good deal. Acute rheumatic pains in the whole of the left

fore arm, extending as far as the thumb j this symptom
occurs in the afternoon, during rest. Tearing in the right

fore arm. Tearing in the left fore arm, in the olecranon,

during rest. Twitches upon the upper surface of the right

fore arm, extending to the ball of the thumb.—Burning

pain upon the anterior surface of the left lower arm, just

above the wrist-joint, as if he had burnt himself. Burning

itching upon the right fore-arm, which makes it necessary

to scratch the parts ; the scratching is succeeded by white

eruptions of the size of a grain of flaxseed ;
at the same

lime the skin scales off, the scales having the shape of

bran. Dull pain in the metacarpal bone of the left

middle finger. Drawing pains in the metacarpal bones of

the left hand. Tearing in the carpus of the left hand.

—

The left hand goes to sleep, this symptom extending as

far as the middle of the fore-arm ; at night, (the fifth day.)

Tremor of the hands. Tremor of the hands, as is wit-

nessed in old people ; the symptom occurs when he moves

the hands or holds something with them, (after one hour

and a half.) Itching, with titillation, of the right carpus
;

the person is obliged to scratch the parts, (after a quarter

of an hour.) Itching and titillation in the palm of the

rif^ht hand, which has to be scratched, after seven hours.

—

Itching, redness and hurning of the hands, as occiirs lohen

the parts are frozen. Inflamed pimples, of the size of a

grain of flaxseed, upon the dorsum of the left hand.

Drawing in the index-finger of the right hand. Tearing

pain between the thumb and the index-finger of the right

hand. Violent tearing in the right middle finger, (after

twenty-three hours. Tearing in the fingers of the left

hand, where the phalanges join the metacarpal bones
;
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motion has no modifying influence over this symptom,

(after one hour.) Tearing twitches in the two last fingers

of the right hand. Cramp in the ball of the right thumb,

when standing and walking ; it passes off when the person

is sitting, (after six hours.) Burning and prickling in the

index-finger of the right hand, as if a paronychia would

form ; in a few days this symptom is followed by frequent

fits of numbness of the finger, and great, long-continued

sensitiveness of the finger to cold.—Itching and titillation

of the ball of the right thumb, which obliges the person

to scratch the parts, (after eight hours.) ' Itching, with

titillation, of the inner border of the right index finger, as

if the parts had been frozen, (after five hours.) Itching,

redness and burning of the fingers, as ivhen parts are

frozen.

Inferior Extremities.—Pain in the hip, for twenty-

four hours ; it is not fslt when sitting, but is very acute

when walking. In the legs, the pains {of almost any kind)

occur when the person is standing or sitting, more rarely

when walking ; the pains diminish and disappear by mo-

tion. Tearing in the legs ; it continues when the person

is sitting, and is relieved by motion. Great lassitude of

the legs ; he knows not where to lay them. Weakness

of the legs, (feet)
;
being too powerless to stand upon

them, the body is constantly balancing to and fro. His

legs feel so tired and heavy, that he can scarcely lift them.

Gj-eat weight in the legs. Weight in the legs
;
they feel

weary, and as if they had been knocked from under the

person. The legs go to sleep as soon as he crosses them.

On crossing the thighs, he feels a violent pain in them.

Pressive pain, as from a plug, on the external surface of

the thigh, above the knee. Painful pressure in the left

thigh.—Drawing rheumatic pain in the external surface of

both thighs, when walking, and after having been sitting.

Continual paralytic drawing in the left thigh down to the

knee, both in rest and motion ; in the afternoon. Drawing
and tearing in the right thigh, on laying it across the left

;

the pain disappears again on extending the limb, (after one

hour.) Tearing at the head of the left femur, which dis

turbs his rest. Tearing close below the lesser condyle of

the femur.—Tearing in the thigh, when walking or sitting.
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Tearing, attended with a sense of coldness, on the poste-

rior side of the left thigh, Tearing, which causes a feel-

ing of numbness in the whole thigh, fronn the left hip-joint

down to the knee. Painful weariness of the thighs. The

thighs are painful, as after great journeys on foot. Painful

sense of paralysis in the left thigh. Paralytic pain in the

right thigh, especially when walking ; the thigh feels as

if it were loo heavy, and supported a load, (after eight

hours.) Corrosive itching on the anterior side of the left

thigh. Biting pimple on the thigh, above the left knee

;

scratching excites a violent sensation of burning in it.

The knee-joints are painful early in the morning, on get-

ting out of bed, when sitting.—The pain in the knees in-

cre°ases when sitting ; it decreases and disappears by

walking. Drawing in the left knee. Simultaneous draw-

ing in both knee-joints. Tearing in the right knee-joint,

when standing or sitting. Continual boring and tearing in

the right knee, when sitting.—Twitches on the internal

side of the right knee. Pricking as with pins, above the

bent of the left knee, (after thirty-six hours.) Sudden

bending of the left knee, when walking ; in the afternoon.

Pain a°s from a sprain, in the left knee, when walking.

Painful sense of paralysis in the bend of the left knee.

—

When standing, the pain increases in the legs
;
he is soon

obliged to walk, or lo sit down ; the pain comes on already

after he has been standing a minute. The pain in the

libise increases and continues when sitting ;
it disappears

in walking. Pressure as from a contusion, on the internal

side of the gastrocnemii, when sitting ; the pain is some-

what lessened bv standing, and by touching the parts
;

but it becomes violent again when the person sits down,

(after two hours.) Drawing pain in the leg, extending

from the right knee as far as the toes
;
when sitting.

Painful drawing op the posterior side of the left leg, ex-

tendincr down along the calf ; it disappears in walking ;
in

the afternoon.—Drawing and tearing in the right tibia.

Tearing in the leg down to the lower extremity ot the

tibia Tearing in the left tibia. Tearing on the external

surface of the right calf, when sitting, (the first day.)

Violent stitch in the external side of the calf, (after Uvo

liours.)—Fine pricking on the internal side of the right
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leg and towards the tibia. Pain in the legs, as if they

were bruised. Pain in the legs, as from an exhaus-

tion such as is consequent upon typhus fevers. Weight

in the calves. Burning, attended with pressure, at the

upper part of the tibia, below the knee.—Sensation at the

top of the tibia and the head of the fibula, as if a warm
hand were lying upon the parts. Burning itching of the

legs, on getting undressed in the evening ; this itching is

attended with a desire to scratch ; the scratching produces

a burning sensation, and makes the skin dry, which easily

breaks ; after five weeks the skin peels off. "Burning itch-

ing of the left leg, which excites a desire to scratch ; the

scratching is followed by white eruptions of the size of a

grain of flaxseed, which peel off in the shape of bran.

Tearing pressure upon the internal malleolus of the left

foot, when sitting, (after thirty-five hours.) Tearing in

the hollow of the right foot, when sitting.—Tearing in the

soles of the feet, when walking. Painful stitches in the

external malleolus of the left foot, when sitting, (after five

hours.) Fine stitches in the dorsum of the right foot.

Stitches in the lower surface of the heel, when sitting.

-Violent stitches in the middle portion of the left foot, be-

ginning at the malleoli ; when at rest.—Stitches in the

lower surface of the first and second bone of the metatar-

sus. Cramp in the sole of the foot, at night. Pain in the

heels, as from a bruise, when standing. Heaviness and
want of tonicity in the feet. Corrosive itching on the

dorsum of the right foot.—Corrosive itching of the internal

malleolus of the left foot. Drawing in the toes of the left

foot. Drawing and tearing upon the lower surface of the
big toe of the right foot, when sitting. Frequent tearing
in the ball of the big toe of the left foot, (the second day.)
Twitches in the ball of the big toe of the left foot, (the first

day.)—Painful twitches in the big toe of the left foot.

Stitches in the toes, when at rest. Sharp stitches in the
toes of the left foot, when standing, (after a quarter of an
hour.) Stitches at the spot where formerly a corn had
been. Painful dull stitches in the three last toes of the
right foot, (after twenty hours.) Grinding pain in the toes
of the right foot. Soreness at the little toe of the right
foot, as from the pinching of tight shoes, (after six hours.)
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Soreness in the corn of the second toe of the left foot a«

from tight shoes, (after three hours.) Itching and litilla-

tion of the toes, as if the parts had been frozen
;

this ex-

cites a desire to scratch, (after eleven hours.) itching,

burning, and redness of the toes, as if the parts had been

frozen.—Itching all over the skin.

Common Ailments.—Spreading Herpes. All the par s

of the body are sensitive to pain.; on applymg even leeble

pressure to a spot, it pains still a long whde after. Cramp-

like pain in all the muscles, erratic, how in the upper, now

in the lower extremities, when sitting. Tearing of differ-

ent long bones, especially at their extremities.—Fricking

as from pins, in different parts of the body, (after half an

hour.) Fine pricking and burning m different parts ot the

body, (after one hour.) Drawing pain, now in the right

upper arm, now in the left knee-joint. The pams are felt

siri^ultaneouslv in several parts of the body, especially on

both sides above the small of the back. Pains of various

kinds, when sitting, simultaneously m all the parts ot the

body.-When sitting, there is a bormg pam m the whole

head, in the thighs, tibi^, and the bones of the tarsus, at-

tended with som^nolence, and relaxation of the whole body.

In walking slowly,.he feels the most comfortably.

Spasms, Paralysis, Weakness Fainting Fit j-
Convulsions. Several convulsions following each other

in quick succession, first in the posterior part of the chest,

then m the epigastrium, afterwards in the hypogastrium

J^^ecially on th? right side, attended with a sensation as if

the whole body were shaken through ;
in the evemng,

^vhen standing. Commotion of the nervous fystem.-

Convulsions.^ Epilepsy. In a patient, affected ^^.th epi-

leosv the fits come on at shorter intervals. In two pa

tients', affected with epilepsy, the fits become more violent

reTppear at shorter intervals, but afterwards occur more3 and are very slight. Uncomfortable feehng of

Sn'essTn the whole\od|.-Weakness an^^

to nain in all the limbs, attended with pa n m the heels

when standino. Loss of strength in all the parts of the

^dv Ssive loss of strength. Great lassitude and
bod>. .-t^^^^j"';;^

Sense of tremor in the whole

t^^j:^l &Tremor. Anxiety, attended with
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tremor and lassitude. Lassitude, (after twelve, sixteen
hours.) Lassitude and heaviness of all the limbs. Hea-
viness in the whole body, especially the calves. Painful
lassitude in the arms and legs. After a short walk, his
arms and legs feel bruised—the day after. The long bones
of the upper and lower extremities, and all the joints, feel

bruised after motion, and the muscles feel painful on being
touched. Great fatigue, after short but quick walking.
On ascending a little hill, copious sweat breaks out ; he
feels like fainting. When in his bed, he feels so tired that
he does not know what position to take. Weariness, early
in the morning.

Yawning, Sleep, Dreams.—Frequent yawning. Yawn-
ing; extension and stretching of the limbs, (after one
hour.) Frequent yawning, as if he had not slept enough,
(after seven hours and a half.) Frequently repeated
yawning

; it is so violent that it makes him giddy
;
early

in the morning, when walking in the open air, (im-
mediately.) Frequent yawning, with somnolence

; he
can hardly help falling asleep ; in the forenoon. Sleepy
and tired, the whole day. Irresistible sleepiness, which
makes it necessary that the person should lie down.
Sleepiness, with heaviness of the head, (immediately.)
Sleepiness, early in the morning, one hour after rising.
In the forenoon, when reading, he was overwhelmed with
sleep. Irresistible somnolence after dinner. In spite of
great somnolence, he cannot fall asleep

; in the forenoon.
Although he felt extremely drowsy in day-lime, yet he

,
was prevented from falling asleep by an abundance of
ideas that thronged his mind. After dinne?', sleep op-
pressed his eyes ; nevertheless, he was unable tofall asleep
on account ofpain and uneasiness in his legs. Already,
at eight o'clock in the evening, he felt so sleepy that he
was obliged to go to bed ; for fear lest some one should
disturb him, he only fell asleep an hour afterwards, after
which he slept until near morning. Being very sleepy in
the evening, he went to bed ; but he felt so uncomfortable

^^gs felt so tired, that he was
unable to fall asleep

; this symptom continued after he had
waked up from a dream. After a sound sleep, he did not
ieel refreshed m the morning, and rose from bed without

2
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desiring so to do. He has to make an effort to rise.—

^

After having enjoyed a siesta of two hours, he was not

able to beconne Avide awake. Uneasy sleep, (1— 3n.)

Uneasy sleep, several times interrupted by waking up.

Frequent waking up, at night, (fifth day.) He frequently

wakes up in the night, is wide awake, but falls asleep

again a little while after. Frequent waking up in the night,

as though he had slept enough. Frequent waking up in

the night, attended with anxiety. Waking up in the night,

with a violent desire to urinate ; much urine being then

emitted, (after nineteen hours.) Shortly after having fallen

asleep, she is roused from sleep by a spasmodic cough,

lasting for about ten minutes ) attended with a painful

ticklmg in the upper part of the larynx, and extending

down the throat. In the night he is roused from sleep

by a sense of coldness in the whole of the left leg.

—

Loose sleep, with many dreams, and constantly changing

images. Sleep interrupted by anxious dreams. Internal

mieasiness during a bad dream, the nature of which he is

not able to recollect, and during which the body remained

quiet
;
upon waking up, all uneasiness had gone. Fre-

quent waking up on account of bad dreams. Disagreeable

dreams often wake him up in the night. Vivid dreams,

partly agreeable, partly disagreeable.

Fever, Chills, Sweat.—Chills, all night. Chills all

over the body, (after ten minutes.) A chill, pervading the

body from top to toe. Very sensitive to cool air.—The

sHghtest contact with cool air causes goose-skin. Great

inclination to chilliness. He is chilled as soon as he goes

out into the open air, or raises the cover of the bed in the

night. Great internal chilliness. Continual chilliness ;

he cannot get warm in the room, especially early in the

morning. A slight thrill of cold down the left leg, as far

as the foot. Chill in the back, as if cold water were run-

ning down ; this chill occurs when he leans with his back

against a chair» Very chilly in the evening. Shaking

chills for ten minutes; on lying down in the evening.

Long-continued chill in the evening, which increases to-

shaking. Feverish chills every evening, without thirst,

and without subsequent heat. Chills with shaking, upon

lifting the cover of the bed. Chills with yawning. Chills
ii
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face, hands and feet, however, being warm. Violent

chills, with shaking of the whole body, and tremor of the

hands in writing ; the hands are cold, the face naturally-

warm, without any thirst or subsequent heat. Frequent
thrills of warmth in the face and on the whole surface of

the upper part of the body
;
every thrill lasting from five

to ten minutes. Increase of animal heat, at night. Vio-

lent attack of heat, in the evening ; his cheeks glow, al-

though his hands are cold ; these symptoms are attended
with long-continued thirst, without any subsequent sweat,
(after twelve hours.) Heat in the night ; she feels chilly

on turning herself or raising the cover of her bed. Con-
tinual heat during the night

; afterwards, sweat. Repeat-
ed attacks of heat, combined with sweat, during a whole
afternoon, attended with dull headache without thirst ; in

the evening, on putting on his hat, heat and sweat increase,
respiration is hurried, with great depression of strength.
Swea! consequent upon moderate bodily efforts. Sweat
in walking. Night-sweats during an uneasy sleep. Small,
quick pulse, eighty beats, early in the morning. The
pulse becomes slower, (after two hours.) The pulse,
which is generally strong and full, becomes small, weak,
and scarcely perceptible. Wea/c, unequal^ intermittent
pulse. Early in the morning the pulse is less intermittent.
After drinking coffee, the pulse became less 'intermittent,
and rose from fifty to sixty beats. Undulating, weak, slow
pulse.

ALUMINA, (argilla.)

To procure pure alumina, which is a somewhat difficult
business, the following process may be resorted to. Take
perfectly dry muriate of lime, heat it in a porcelain cup,
pulverize the hot substance, and dissolve it in a propbr-
lionate quantity of alcohol. Then take half an ounce of
white alum of Solfatara, dissolve it in five parts of distilled
\yater5 and filter it besides, in order to remove every par-
ticle of earth. From this solution precipitate the sulphuric
acid m the form of plaster, by means of the above named
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solution of the muriate of lime, and contmne tins process

of precipitation until the alcohol solution of the muriate

ceases to make the alum solution turbid. The superm-

cumbent clear liquid contains the muriate of alumma, trom

which the earthy constituents should be carefully precipi-

tated by means' of a solution of the salt of ammonia in

spirits of wine ; this precipitate should then be careful y

washed, and, whatever remains of the ammonium should

be driven off by heating the precipitate. When this pow-

der, which is the pure alumina, is yet warm, it may be

enclosed in a well corked bottle, and kept for further use.

Mix one grain of this substance with three hundred grains

of sugar of milk, by triturating the compound in the known

fashion, and from this trituration prepare the solutions in

the manner which has been taught in the first volume.

Alumina is an important antipsoric.

In the following affections, provided the remedy was

otherwise homoeopathically indicated, alumma has been

found especially useful*
. r^^^;Ur

Moroseness ;
fearfulness ;

apprehensiveness (easily

startincT up with fright ;) reluctance to labour; absence of

te power^of recollection ;
difficulty of thinking ,

verUgo;

headache, as if the hair were pulled out, attended with

nausea • Oppression at the forehead, and rush of blood to

the eye's a^'d nose, with bleeding from the nose
;
itching

of the forehead ; heaviness of the face
;
(Hg. ,)

bbated

places in the face, like bulbous excrescences ;
(Hg.

Tnse of coldness i^. the eyes, when walking in the open

air; in the evening, pressure m the canthus of the eye

as from a grain of sand ; the eyes are closed with pus;

* Note • The affections which I have indicated in the P^^eface to

.prv remedv are not to be considered as names of diseases, but

^
^JTisolated rvmptoms, which have either decreased or disap-

llZ us rSmedy under whose head they are mentioned,
peared by using y^^^^"

; { v indicated with the necessary
These affections^^^^^^^^ the

correctness. 1 hey shoui
^^^.^ ^^.^^ jemeAj; they are

affections ^^^'^^ the reader that experience, oh-

merely mentioned in
1,^^ oved certain remedies,
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running of the eyes; buzzing before the ear; redness of

the nose
;
tearing and lancinating pain in the malar bone

;

dryness in the mouth ; eructations ; inclination to eructa-

tions for years ; sourish risings
;
irregular appetite, which

is sometimes strong, sometimes wanting ;/reg'we?2^ nausea;

pain at the pit of the stomach, and in the hypochondria,

when stooping ; colic early in the morning ; want of action

of the rectum
;
itching of the anus ; frequent urinating in

the night ; difficult stools, attended with discharge of the

prostatic fluid ; excessive sexual desire ; too scanty
menses

;
painful menstruation ; leucorrhcea ; disposition

to catch cold, having lasted for years
;
coryza and cough

;

rawness in the throat ; catarrh of the neck and chest ;• dif-

ficulty of breathing ; asthma'
;

cough
;

itching in the

mammae
;
pain at the thyroid cartilage on touching it

;

palpitation of the heart ; shocks of the heart
;
pain in the

small of the back, during rest
;
paralytic heaviness in the

arm ; pain in the arms on letting them hang down, or
stretching them in the bed ; stitches in the wrist during
labour

;
chapping, sense of excoriation of the hands

; pa-
ronychia

;
at night, numbness, stiffiiess, and insensibihty of

the legs
;
pain, as from fatigue, in the articulations of the

foot, when sitting ; cold feet ; sense as of burning under the
toes

; tremor and twitches of the limbs
;
frequent exten-

sion of the limbs when sitting
;
disagreeable want of ani-

mal heat
; bad consequences of chagrin

;
falling asleep

late
;
sleep too loose

;
great number of dreams during

sleep
;
unrefreshing sleep, which is more like stupor

;

chills in the evening; fever and ague, beginning with chills,
immediately after having eaten the warm soup.

According to Bute, bryonia is an excellent antidote
against the fevers of alumina

; others consider chamomile
and ipecacuanha antidotes. (No.)
My co-observers are : Dr. Hartlaub, sen.

;
(Ng.* ;)

* Note
: With these two letters, Doctors Hartlaub and Trinks

designate a man who has furnished the greatest number of symp-
toms for their Annals. His symptoms are often indicated in a
careless, diffuse, and vague manner. I have availed myself of those
portions of his symptoms which appeared to me really useful •

taking It for granted, that he has been an honest and cautious ob-
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Dr. Schreter, Dr. Trinks, Dr. H. G. Bute, of Philadel-

phia.

Doctors Noack and Trinks have comprised those affec-

tions under the following technical names : Hysteric irri-

tahiliiy of the ner?;es.—Hydrargyrosis ?—Moist, gnawing

tetters; Herpes; Lupus vorax; Prurigoformicans; Pi-

tyriasis of the ancients.—Panaritia ;
Rhagades ;

frozen

limbs.—Weakness of memory and understanding.—Con-

gestive, or nervous, hysteric headache, with vomiting.—

Blepharophthalmilis glandulosa seu vetularum ;
Ptosis ?

Strabismus? ?—Otorrhoea.— 02rcE?2a.—Toothache of preg-

nant women
;
swellings and ulcerations of the gums.

Acute angina.—Pains of the liver.—Co/ica plumhcB.-—

Habitual costiveness of children that are brought up with

artificial nourishment ; costiveness of sucking babies and

pregnant women.—Cholera infantum.—Haeraorrhoidal at-

fections.—Fluor albus—Grippe.—Chronic coryza and

catarrh.—Incubus ?—Podagra. ^ t t
Analogous remedies: 1. Cham., Ign., Ipec, J^acti.,

Lobel, Phosp., Plumb. 2. Ars., Bar., Bell., Calc. Led.

Magn., Merc, Nux vom., Rhus., Silic, Sulph.

After Alumina, Bryonia is often useful. Alumina may

often be advantageously exhibited after Bryonia, Lachesis,

and Sulphur. It is often useful to employ these remedies

in alternation.
. , , i /

Duration of effects : of large doses m healthy persons,

eight, twelve, and fourteen days ; of small doses m dis-

ease, twelve or twenty-four hours.

^Prver However, it can scarcely be expected that the friends of

the homoeopathic system should have implicit faith in the state-

ments of an unknown person, concerning experiments which are

the essential basis of our system, and which require great caution,

acuteness of sense, fine perceptive powers, severe discrimination

in regard to one's own sensations and observations, and a correct

choice of expressions.
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Moral Symptoms.—His spirits are depressed ; he

wishes to be left alone, in the forenoon, (the eighth day.)

(He feels excessively contented.) His mood changes

frequently. He feels low-spirited on account of his dis-

ease.—He imagines not to be able to recover his health.

The person imagines nothing but disagreeable, sad ima-

ges, (first day.) * She is constantl)'- assailed by sad

thoughts, which oblige her to weep ; at the same time she

feels anxious and uneasy, as if something evil were to

happen to her ;
every thing that she looks at, gives her

uneasiness, {eleventh day.) Involuntary sighing and groan-

ing, such as takes place in great pain ; he is not conscious

of it. The person is depressed with grief, early in the

mornings on looking up ; consciousness is not clear.

—

She takes every thing in the worst sense, and weeps and
howls for hours, (2d day.) The hoy weeps constantly^

without wishing it, for half an hour. * Anguish, with much
uneasiness, the whole day, (2d day.) Serious, anxious

mood. Anxious, sullen, peevish mood. Oppressive anx-

iety, attended with emptiness and numbness of the head,

and pressure in the forehead, (after twelve hours.) Fear-
fulness, with external heat and uneasiness, as if she had
done something bad. Anxiety and fearfulness, as if he
had committed a crime, (fifth day.) * Uneasiness, in

the evening, as though something evil were impending
over him. * Apprehensiveness, with palpitation of the

heart, and pulsations in some parts of the breast and ab-

domen, (fourth day.) * Anxiety, early in the morning, as

though he were threatened with an epileptic fit.—He is

apprehensive of losing his thoughts, his understanding.

Upon seeing blood, or knives, horrible thoughts throng
her mind ; she feels, for instance, as though she would
commit suicide, although she has the greatest aversion

against it. The person is greatly excited, over-fatigued,

and nevertheless feels as if not enough had been done.
Extremely frightful, the person starts upon hearing the
least thing fall. Frequently changing mood during the
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day, sometimes assurance, sometimes timidity. Dissatis-

fied with every thing, feels despairing. Low-spirited and

peevish ; she is grumbHng uninterruptedly. Not disposed

to any thing; nothing gives him pleasure. Peevish, ill-

humoured ; she is conscious of it, at one o'clock in the

afternoon, (first day.) Peevish and whining ; the lobules

of the ears are hot, (after two days.) Extremely peevish

and obstinate. Is opposed to the wishes of other people.

She is excessively peevish, and every thing is off"ensive to

her; she desires nothing but to .quarrel and to raise a fuss
;

in the afternoon, (fifth day.)—He sneers at every thing

contemptuously. * Want of disposition for any kind

of labour, and ennui ; in the forenoon. * Reluctance to

any kind of employment, (first day.) Indiff"erence, absence

of mind, and peevishness. Great absence of mmd and

irresolution, (second day.)—Want of attention in readmg

;

the mind does not remain fixed upon one object, (first day.)

The mind is occupied with a variety of objects ;
but not

one of them leaves a distinct recollection in the mmd,

(fourth day.) He constantly speaks wrong, choosmg dif-

ferent expressions from those which he intended. Ab-

sence of all power of recollection, and great weakness of

memory. Striking forgetfulness.—Continual and great

weakness of memory. Want of memory, for many weeks.

Great forgetfulness. Inability for consistent thinkmg.

Dullness of mind. Inability and want of disposition for

mental labour. Intolerable ennui—an hour seems to him

half a day. He feels hght-spirited ; the intellectual and

physical powers appear to be excited, (first day.) In-

creased animation alternating with absence of mind, during

which one's thoughts, sight, and hearing, are indistinct,

and have almost disappeared.

Head.—Obtusion of the head, being at the same time

apprehensive of losing his consciousness.—The head feels

extremely obtuse, as if his consciousness were outside of

his body ; when he says something, it seems to him as

thoueh somebody else had said it ; or when he sees some-

thing, it seems as though somebody else had seen it, or as

if he saw the thing through somebody else s eyes. J^^arly

in the morning, the head feels obtuse and dull ;
this symp-

tom passes off after rising, (third day.) Early m the
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morning his head feels dim and hot. Obtusion of the

head, attended with heat in the face. Occasional weakness

of the head. Great stupor ; apprehensiveness of falling

over. Bad vertigo in walking or sitting, as though he

would fall over ; this often lasts for several days, and is

attended with straining in the nape of the neck, extending

towards the head. Vertigo even to falling ; the whole

room seems to turn with her ; she is obliged to sit down
at once, at four o'clock in the afternoon, (third day.)

Vertigo, every thing turns with him in a circle ; attended

with nausea. Every thing before his eyes turns with

him. Vertigo, early in the morning, as though she would
turn herself round; this symptom is attended with a faint-

ing, sort of nausea ; after havmg breakfasted on wheat
bread, her nausea ceased ; but a sour taste remained in

the mouth, (eleventh day.) Vertigo early in the morning.
Staggenng walk, such as is seen in intoxication. Quickly
passing vertigo in the morning. Vertigo increases on
stooping. Vertigo, even to falling," during a walk ; she
had to lean against a wall, (twenty-fourth day.) Giddiness
the whole day, even to falling ; in order to moderate this

symptom, she is obliged to wipe her eyes, (eleventh day.)
Giddiness, which continues for some days without almost
any interruption ; it is hke an intoxication produced by
beer, (thirty-first day.) The head always feels giddy, as
soon as she wakes up, (sixteenth day.) Her head feels in
a state of obnubilation and intoxication ; it seems to her as
though she would turn herself, for nine days ; this symp-
tom alternated with pain in the kidneys in such a manner,
that the obnubilation of the head decreased in proportion
as the pain in the kidneys increased, and vice versa, (after
thirty days.) Even the weakest spirituous drink intoxicates
him. Headache, increasing by walking in the open air.

Pain in the head and nape of the neck ; it increases on
going to bed, and leaves off early next morning, on rising.
Headache, which obliges the person to lie down ; it is at-
tended with dry heat and cough during sleep, the whole
afternoon. Headache on the left side, (after eighteen
hours.) Short-lasting dull pain in the occiput, (a. half an
hour.) Headache in the occiput ; it feels bruised

; the
pain passes off on lying down. Early in the morning the

2*
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head feels heavy, and hot. Great heaviness of the head,

attended vs^ith paleness of countenance, and lassitude.

Heaviness of the head ; when sitting straight, he feels as

if he would fall over ; this symptom increases on stooping,

at one o'clock in the afternoon, (fifth day.) Heaviness of

the head, attended with obtusion of the forehead, and sen-

sitiveness of the vertex to the touch, at four o'clock in the

afternoon, (second day.) Intensely pressive headache

above the eyes. Pressing out at the forehead, after dinner.

Screwing pressure at the head. Compressive headache,

above the eyes, coming from both temples, in the evening
;

in the night, heat when in bed, followed by sweat, (after

two hours.) Compressive (pinching) headache in the

forehead, above the eyes ; it seems to come from the tem-

ples, (after three—twelve hours.) Headache, tearing, with

a sense as of pressing from both sides, in the evening,

(after two hours and a half,) attended with chills, many

evenings in succession. Sensation as if the right side of

the head were pressed or screwed towards the other, and

as if the vertex were oppressed with a heavy load, in the

forenoon, at 8^ o'clock, (two days.) Pain, as if the

parts in the head were being screwed together, attended

with stitches in the forehead, and such a violent pam m
the head, that the head threatens to tumble down on stoop-

ing ; this symptom occurred when standing, at two o'clock

in the afternoon, (two days.) Sense of constriction around

the forehead, attended with pain, (after a quarter of an

hour.) Dull, pressive headache, increased in. walkmg,

(first day.) Burning and pressive pain, with loarmth, m
the forepart of the head, after dinner, when standing or

sitting ; the pain is relieved on walking out into the air,

and does not return on re-entering the room. Headache,

as from bruises, with redness of cheeks. Bad headache

of a peculiar nature, as though the brain were dashed to

pieces. Stunning tension at a small spot of the right

temple ; it passes off on pressing upon the spot
;
when

the pressure ceases, the tension returns immediately
;

in

the forenoon, (two days.) Drawing and pulsative tension

in the right side of the occiput, in the forenoon, (one day.)

Headache, painful traction in the right side of the head.

Boring and drawing pain in the region of the left temple ,
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in the evening, (lliird day.) Tearing headache in the fore-

head, which is reUeved in the open air, in the evening, (third

day.) Tearing in the whole head, in the forenoon, (first

day.) Tearing in the right tenriple
;
rubbing excites a burn-

ing sensation in the parts, (after half an hour—two hours.)

Tearing, and stitches in the right side of the head, in the

forenoon ; the same synaptom in the left frontal eminence,

in the evening, (first day.) Tearing in the forehead, in the

forenoon ; in the afternoon, this tearing is changed to

stitches, (second day.) Tearing upwards along the left tem-

ple, and subsequent stitches in the right, (after two hours.)

Headache, tearing, and stitches, in the ears, somewhat

lessened by being pressed upon with the hand, lasting four

days ; towards evening, (after sixth day.) Headache, vio-

lent stitches in the brain, with inclination to vomit. Stabs,

as with a knife, now and then shooting through the head.

Stitches shooting through the head at every step.—

A

stitch in the head, going round the brain. Sharp stitches

in the right side of the head, when stooping during labour,

(twenty-eighth day.) A stitch in the right temple, as with

a large, blunt instrument, leaving short soreness behind,

(after thirteen days.) Stitches in the temples, on sing-

ing
;
they abated as soon as she stopped singing, (after

thirty-three days.) Stitches in some parts of the head.

Stitches in the head, towards the vertex, (second and third

day.) Stitches in the forehead, with dullness and heavi-

ness of the head, in the afternoon, (third day.) Stitches

in the forehead, on going to bed, (tenth day.) Stitches in

the fore and back part of the head, after dinner ; worse to-

wards evening, (after thirty-seven days.) Stitches in the

head from within outward, in the afternoon, (eighth day.)

Painful boring into the right temple, in the evening, (fifth

day.) Continual bonng and tearing in both temples, in

the forenoon, (fourth day.) Pulsative headache in the

vertex, over the region of the right temple, early on waking
up. Beating, and stitches, in the forehead and right side

of the head, in the afternoon, (second day.) Beating and
pressing in the right temple, like strong pulsations, ac-

companied by pressure upon the vertex, as from a heavy
weight, in the afternoon, (second day.) Pulsative headache
on ascending the stairs, after dinner, (second day.) Beating
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and wild noises in the vertex ; in the forenoon, (two days.)

Beating and tearing, high up in the right side of the head }

in the afternoon, about o^e o'clock. Beating, in time, in

the whole head ; in the afternoon, when walking, and next

morning in bed, (after three days.) On stooping, undu-

lating motion in the head, synchronous with tlie pulse
j

on righting the head, the motion is dimimshed ;
alter din-

ner.—The headache decreases upon laying down the head

calmly in the bed. After dinner, heat in the head
;
on

stooping, there is a sensation in the brain as if it would

fall forwards ; this sensation passes off on raising the

head, (first day.) Sense of warmth in the forehead, which

is not perceptible externally; attended with dullness of the

mind, for half an hour. Heat rises into her head, coming

out of the stomach, in the forenoon. Headache, as if a

worm were crawling under the skull ; the pain is also cut-

ting and corrosive. Sensation as if something were

crawhng between skin and flesh, coming from both tem-

ples and going to the forehead ; here it presses outward as

though it would penetrate through. Over the head, ex-

ternally, there is a sensation as if the skin would go to

sleep, (three days.) Pressure at the occiput and forehead

fro?n without, as from a tight hat. At the upper part of

the forehead, a little spot which is painful to the touch;

early in the morning, (tenth and eleventh day.) Externa

tearing in the right temple, followed by continual internal

boring and beating, (second day.) Stitches on the outside,

as with an awl, at a small spot of the left side of the head,

close to the vertex. External pinching and griping on he

head, attended with a sensation as of freezing towards the

occiput, which increases on stooping, in the evening.

Pain at the left region of the vertex, as if somebody were

raising her up by pulling her by a cluster of hair, (first

day.) On touchmg the hair on the head, the person feels

pall as if the place were sore. Falling off of the hair, (after

eight days.)--Desiccation of the hair. Itching, formication

over the head, of an erratic nature. Intolerable itching of

the head ; he is obliged to scratch himself until the parts

bleed; after having done scratching, the skm aches. Ihe

hairy scalp itches, and is covered with white s^^^les. Dry-

ness and desiccation of the hairs on the head.—A cluster
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of pimples on the hairy scalp behind the right ear, attended

with a sensation of painful tension. Pimples on the fore-

head and neck.

Eyes.—Sensation as of trembling of the eyebrows.

Pressure in the eyes ; she was unable to open them.

Pressure in the eyes, and sensitiveness of this organ to

the light. Pressure in the right eye, in the evening, when
writing or reading. Pressure in the left eye, as if some-

thing had fallen into the eye, close'jbelow the upper eyelid
j

the whole day, (fiffh day.) Pressure upon the left eye-

ball, (a. half an hour.) Alternating pressure in the eyelids,

(one day.) Tension around the left eye, (two days.)

—

Tearing in the right upper eyelid, on looking down ; on
looking up, the person feels as if the U])per lid were longer,

and were hanging down ; afterwards stitches in the right

side of the head, early in the morning, (two days.)

Tearing in the upper border of the orbit. Biting pain, at-

tended with a sensation of burning and stinging, as from
an acrid humour in one of the corners of the eye.

Stitches in the corners of the eye. Stitches in the

lower eyelid. Frequent and violent itching of the eyes.

Itching in the corners of the eyes, and of the lids.

Sensation of excoriation in the interior of the eyes,
in the evening ; after this the eyelids were irresistibly

closed. Sensation of excoriation and dryness in the in

ternal canthus ,of the eye. Biting pain in the left eye, as
from soap, in the evening. Tearing and biting pain in
the eye. Biting and burning pain in the eyes, early
in the morning, (second day.) * Burning sensation of
the eyes, early on waking up. * Burning sensation of
the eyes, especially on looking up. * Burning sensa-
tion and pressure of the eyes. * Burning sensation
and pressure of the eyes and nose, as if she wera to
be attacked with a cold. Burning sensation in the cor-
ners of the eyes, (two—three days.) * Burning sensation
and increased secretion of mucus of the eyes ; at night,
and sometimes early in the morning, attended with itching.
* Every evening, burning and dryness of the eyelids, ac-
companied with pain in the internal canthus of the left
eye, and with a secretion of dry gum, taking place every
morning, and lasting upwards of a week. Redness of
the eyes, attended with a sense of excoriation in the cor-
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ners, and dullness of sight ; in the evening, when reading,

he sees a halo around the hght ; he is obliged to wipe

his eyes often ; in the night, they become closed with

pus; these symptoms last long. Redness of the right

eye, attended with a feeling of soreness and running

of the eye, (third and fourth day.) Inflammation of the

conjunctiva of the right eye, without any considerable

pain, in the evening, (first day.) On the left lower eyelid,

a pimple, with a stinging pain. Incipient stye, frequently

forming on the upper eyelid. The eyelashes fall out

easily. Weakness of the eyelids
;
they are all the time

on the point of closing, although he is not sleepy; in the

afternoon. He cannot well open the left eye, because it

seems to him as if the upper eyelid were hanging deep

down ; on this account, he often wipes the eye, in order

to see better, (fifth day.) The upper eyelid feels para-

lyzed, hangs down, and covers only half of ^he eye,

(twenty-ninth day.) On closing the eyes but lightly, they

are often spasmodically and suddenly contracted, with a

sensation of pain ; if he tries to open his eyes in the

night, they pain him as if they were oppressed with a

sudden flood of bright sunlight, even in darkness
;
they

become again contracted ; these symptoms are accompa-

nied by little sleep, and by frequent winking, during the

day, of the right upper eyelid. Tremor of the left eye as

though it would leap out ; worse towards evening, and on

looking down ; less violent on closing the eye, or on look-

ino- up? or on holding the eye with her hand
;

at the same

tiSe, the eye is so sensitive to the light, that she was often

obliged to close it, for three days, (after 47 days.) "
Kun-

nincT of the eyes in the open air. * Frequent running of

the%es, without pain. * Running of the eyes, early m

the morning, after waking up. * Running, and burning

sensation of the eyes, attended with a sensation ot swe 1-

ng of the face, (first day.) *The right eye constantly

secretes a mucus humour, (eye-gum.) The eyes secrete

much mucus in the night, for several days in succession.

Much dry gum, early in the morning, on waking up-

* The eyes are agglutinated, on waking
^P'

f

morning; they burn on being opened ; attended wiUi

dread of light. * Nightly agglutination ^oT'^^'^r^^^^^^^^

attended with inflammation of the conjunctiva, and secre
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lion of mucus during the day ; in the evening, when the

room is lighted, the eye feels as if it were covered with a

gauze ; he is obliged to wipe the eye, but the sensation of

the gauze remains ; he sees a halo around the light, (after

ten days.) The eyes are agglutinated early in the morn-
ing; dim, with a sensation as of biting, (second day.) Dim-
sightedness^ as through a fog. Dim-sightedness, some-
times in the open air, and passing off again in the room.
Dim-sightedness, as through mist, in the evening, (one to

thirty days.) Dim-sightedness, which obliges her to wipe
her eye constantly ; there is -a sensation in the eyes as if

the lids would adhere to one another in the corners, (ele-

venth day.) The right eye is dim, as if a feather or a hair

were before it, which she thinks herself obliged to take
away, (the sixth and seventh day.) In the evening, her
eyes are so dull and dry, that she can neither read nor
sew; also, during the day, her sight is dull

;
(usually her

sight is very good.) The eyes become weak after long
looking, (fourth day.) Squinting of both eyes. Winking,
and mist before the eyes. Short flickering, and a kind of
spots, before the eyes, attended with a sort of vertigo.

After blowing the nose, white little stars sparkle before
the eyes, (fourth day.) On closing his eyes, there is a light

before them. The objects she looks at, appear yellow,
(the 34lh—35th day.)

Ears.—Tension in the ears, (the second—third day.)
Tearing in, behind, and below the ears. Stitches in the
ears, especially in the evening, (after thirty days.)
Stitches in the left ear, (the seventh day.) Stitches
through the ear, from within outward, (after four hours.)
Lancinations into the ears. In the night, stitches deep in
the right ear, (after four hours.) Frequent stabs, as with
a knife, into the hollow of the ear. Boring pain in the
ear, early in the morning; and in the hollow of the ear,
in the afternoon

; the pain is also felt on pressure, (fourth
day.) Pulsations in the ear. Bad itching in both ears

;

rubbmg with the finger increases it, (after fifty hours.)
Ilchmg and tingling in the internal meatus. On the right
ear, a transparent watery pustule, without pain. Itchino-
before and behind the ears, and of the lobules. Itching
and burning in the anterior border of the right ear, (firs't
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day.) Heat and redness of the ear for many evenings.

Discharge of pus from the right ear, (after eleven days.)

It seems to her as if something were lymg before her ear

on the outside. * On blowing her nose, somethmg ob-

structs her ear; on swallowing, the ear opens again.

* Humming of the ears, in the evening. Humming ot tne

ears, early m the morning ; at the same time the stools are

more solid than usually. * Humming before the ears, as

of larffe bells, early in the morning after rising. wmz-

zinff ?n the ear. * Loud whistling in the ear. On

swallowing, there is a sen&e as of cracking m the ear,

as in breaking dry straw. * Snapping of the tympanum

as of a spark from the electric machine, especially when

chewing. For an hour he feels, in the right ear, as though

he had a totally different voice, (fourth day.)

Nose —Intermittent burning pain in the right wing ot

the nose ; in the evening (1. d.) Tearing in and near the

right nasal fossa
;
upon pressing the part, the pain passes

off only for a short while, (2. d.) Itching of the dorsum

the side and around the orifice of the nose. Bad itching of

one ala of the nose, one hour. Ulcerated nostrils. J^'ore-

ness with scabs in the right nostril, attended with a dis-

charge of a quantity of thick, yelbwish mucus from the

nose? (the first four weeks). On the right side of the nose

there are two pimples with a burning and stinging pain

Aboil on the nose. * Bleeding from the nose, nothing but

blood comes out. * The septum of the nose is swollen, red

and painful to the touch ; in the evening the Pams are in-

creased, with stitches in the forehead, (I. d.) Swelling

and hardness of the left ala of the nose, with pam to the

touch (8. d.) Sour smell in the nose, early m the morn-

ing (3d.) Excessively acute smell. * Weakness of

'""FACE.-Sullen, low spirited look.-* Paleness and red-

ness of the face, alternating in quick succession. I earing

fn he sides of the face, especially m the right side, m the

zvffoma; upon rubbing the parts the pam passes off
,

it

L^fomet mes attended with tearing pain m the teeth of this

side The cheeks look as red as copper, as in those per-

vT ^qvYnV much brandy. Heat and tension in the
sons who drink mucn uictuu;y.

, >- T^v^oinn ^nrl

left half of the face, in the evemngs, (1. d.)-Tension and
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drawing in the jaws and cheeks, attended with an increas-

ed secretion of saHva, (2. d.) Drawing and tearing in the

left cheek and the gums of the left side ; in the afternoon,

(a. 30. d.) Formication in the right side of the face, at-

tended with stinging pain in the hollow of the ear and tear-

ing in the right knee. The skin of the face is tense, even
around the eyes, as if the white of an egg were drying
upon it

; after dinner, when walking in the open air, (5.
d.) His face appears to him as if it were larger or swol-
len, and the eyes were smaller, so that his sight is impe-
ded

; after dinner, (1. d.) * Paleness of the face- Every
day flushes of heat in the face. A painful red spot upon
the right cheek. Skin of the face rough, especially on the
forehead. Sensation around the chin, as if it were cover-
ed with cobweb. Violent itching in the face. * Itching of
the forehead, cheeks, around the eyes, and of the chin.
Itching of the cheeks, with a sensation as of burning after
the parts have been scratched.

Jaws and Teeth.—Formication on the right side of
the lower jaw. Itching attended with a violent desire to
scratch, in the face and under the chin ; this is succeeded
by small pimples like rash, (4. d.) Itching pimples on the
forehead, the right side of the nose and the left angle of
the mouth

;
upon being pressed the pimples flow into each

other, (6. to 9. d.) Upon the right cheek a pimple which
IS pamlul to the touch like a sore. Small red painless
pimples upon the right cheek, which feel rough, (12. d.)
The vermilion border of the lips is bluish (during and af-
ter the fever.) Small pimples on the chin, which pass off
again next morning, (a. 8 and 13 d.) Pimples on the left
cheek and forehead, (the 10. d.) One boil after the other
on the left cheek. Itching of an already dry crust of an
uncured boil upon the forehead ; the itching disappears
upon the part being scratched. The jaws are firmly set
agamst each other, (1. h.) Painful tension in the articu-
Jations of the jaws, when chewing or opening the mouth.—
1 he jaw IS so swollen that he cannot open his moulh with-
out leeling pain

; there are stitches going up to the malar
bone and the temple. Both his lips appear to him larger
and swelled. Swelling of the lower lip. Swelling of the
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lips with vesicles upon them. Itching of the left angle of

the mouth, and the zygoma ; it disappears upon the parts

being scratched. On the internal surface of the hp a bright

vesicle as large as a pea, (2. d.) Eruptions on the lower

lip in the form of crusts ; the hps peel off, (4. d )
O/iap-

ved (dry) livs- Remarkable shortenmg of the lower jaw ;

the upper teeth project over the lower for three days-
Drawing pain in the gums as if they were sore SweU-

iW of the gums. Bleeding of the gums, (4. d.) Ulcer-

atfon of the roots of all the teeth. On the gums of the left

side of the lower row of teeth an ulcer is forming, which

opens immediately and pours out blood which tastes salt-

ish. Drawing pain extending from one tooth as far as the

ear to the side of the head. The toothache extends down

to the larynx, attended with irritation of the nerves, such

as is frequently experienced after having caught cold or

used too much chamomile. Drawing pain in the teeth ot

the right side, in the evening ; it disappears after having

laid dSwn. Shooting pain in one of the first molar teeth

of the left upper row^ (1 . d-) Shooting and tearing ooth-

ache wakes lier up after midnight ; it disappears after ris-

ing, (5. d.) Drawing and tearing pain in the anterior low-

er eeth, extending to the zygoma and the temples. Tear-

ing in the molar t?eth at different times of the day, some-

times as high up as the temple. Gnawing pam in one of

thTanterior molar teeth of the lower jaw, attended wi h

earing behind the ear, as if the ear were to be torn out

it is worst at 9 o'clock in the evening, then slowly decreas-

inl litting up in the bed procures a little rehef
;
after mid-

ni|h ther'e i^ only gnaw'ing in the tooth; tl- pain re

mains the same under all circumstances ;
m day time the

pain s dull. In the evening, boring (t-nng. grinding) in

the teeth, (a-. 1 . h.) Boring in various hollow teeth. Cut-

tinVtoothache in the open" air and on lying down in the
ting loouidu

9 Q Vi ^ Tickling n the teeth and of
evemng in bed, (a. 2, 6. h.) i icrhus

. . i x

their roots, immediately after dinner, (the 4, 5. d.) feense

of coldness of the teeth, attended with great sensitiveness.

The hollow teeth are iery painful, when food gets into

S^em PrLivepa^^^ in one of the inc.sor teeth both

when chewing, or not. The teeth are very painful when

The chew! she is afraid of pressing them against one
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another, (a. 2. d.) In chewing ever so little, she suffers

the most violent toothache ; the roots of the teeth are then

painful as if they ulcerated. Upon pressing a tooth a-

gainst a stump, this one is painful as if it were violently

pushed into the socket. Upon setting the teeth against

one another, there is toothache, as if the teeth were loose.

Pain, as from a bruise, in one of the molar teeth of the

right upper row
;
pressing upon the tooth, which makes it

feel loose, relieves the pain, (11. d.) One of the upper
molar teeth is painful to the touch. Two rotten molar
teeth, (one above, the other below) get hold of each other

on opening the mouth. Sensation as if the teeth were too

long, (1. d.) Thick, badly smelling mucus on the teeth,

(5.d.)

Mouth.—The inner mouth continually feels as if it were
burnt (after dinner) (a. 48 h.) Tingling on the internal

surface of the cheeks, (a. 3 h.) *Painfulness of the in-

ner mouth, palate, tongue, gums ; these parts feel so sore
that he can scarcely eat. Number of little ulcers in the
mouth. * On waking up, the mouth is desiccated and the
tongue is glued to the palate. Water in the mouth. In
the morning, spitting of a quantity of saliva and mucus.
Thick mucus running from the posterior nares into the
mouth. Musty, rotten smell from the mouth. Tingling
in the tongue, with a sensation as of stinging, very light and
short, (1. h.) Itching in the tip of the tongue ; he would
like to scratch it to pieces, (a. 5, 7. d.) Sense of roughness
upon the tongue, (a. three quarters of an hour.) Tongue
coated white, with a good taste. Tongue coated yellow-
ish white with bitter taste. Pressive pain in the left ton-
sil, during and after the act of swallowing, (1. d.) Early
in the morning, dull stitches in the right tonsil, (4. d.)

—

Swelled tonsils, (6. d.) In both sides of the neck, sensa-
tion as of an external swelling, with painful stitches.

(Esophagus and Stomach.—Sore throat in swallow-
ing. Sore throat, pressure in the throat, even when the
person does not swallow, both hands being affected with
mternal heat, (a. 2 h.) Pressure in the throat as from a
bulbous mass, attended with soreness, rough voice and dry-
ness of the throat. Aching sore throat during empty de-
glutition, in the evening, for several days in succession

;

*
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brought about by a sweUing in the throat, (4. d.) Ve-

hemently pressive pain, as if a portion of the oesophagus

were contracted or conapressed in the middle of the chest,

especially during deglutition, but also when the person

does not swallow, attended with oppression of the chest

alternating with palpitation of the heart, especially after

dinner, (8, 9. d.) Spasmodically pressive pain in the mid-

dle of the chest, on swallowing food and drink. Sense

as of squeezing from the oesophagus down to the stomach,

every time he swallows a morsel of food. Narrowing of

the oesophagus, and want of action of the same, early in

the morning, on waking up. Impeded deglutition at mght,

as from a spasmodic constriction of the neck, (1- d.) t'ain-

ful pressure and constriction in the throat and pharynx,

with much pituita in the mouth, in the evening, (1, 2. d.)

Pressive and painful tension in the inner right side of the

neck, as far as the ear, (1. d.) Drawing and tensive pain

in the right side of the neck, especially on moving the

tongue, (9. d.) At night, spasmodically drawmg pain m
one side of the throat and in the ear, disturbmg the sleep,

and increased by deglutition, (9. d.) Erratic and hght

stitches in the throat ; on swallowing, something pomtfd

seems to be in the throat ; in the evening, (2. 4. d.)

Stinging in the throat, during empty deglutition. In the

evening^ and at night, roughness of the throat, which in-

duces a necessity of clearing the throat ;
moreover, secre-

tion of mucus, several days in succession, bense as ot

scraping in the throat, as if the person had swallowed

pepper, (a. 3 h.) Continual sense as of scraping (raw-

ness) in the throat, accompanied by a sensation as ot

griping, (5. d.) Scraping (rawness) high up in the throat.

After eructation, scraping in the throat, which obliges the

person to clear the throat, (2. d.) Burning soreness in the

Throat, during and after deglutition, in the evening, for

several days in succession, (4. d.) Sense as of burning in

the throat, in the evening, (3 d.) Burning in the throat,

like heartburn, with a sense of roughness, (5. d.) Ijjtlam-

mation of the throat, terminated by a marked ivid border

round the buccal cavity, several days, (a. 2 d.) i^^dness

of inflammation in the back part of the ^hroa
,

(9. d )

Great dryness of the throat, mouth and hps, as it the parts
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were parched, attended with torturing thirst. Dryness of

the throat and mouth, (shortly after taking the naedicine.)

In the evening, dryness of the throat, which induces fre-

quent clearing of the throat, (3. d.) Dryness and sense
as of scraping (rawness) of the throat, (1. d.) The pain
in the throat is most violent in the evening and at night

;

it is least violent in the forenoon ; warm eating and drink-
ing relieves it. Increased secretion of saliva in the mouth,
attended with a sense of contraction in the mouth, or with
continual tingling upon the inner surfaces of the cheeks,
(a. half an hour.) A large quantity of saliva accumulates
in the mouth, when in bed in the evening, (3. d.) Fre-
quent collection of watery saliva in the mouth

; he is

obliged to spit it out. the whole day, and most frequently
in the afternoon ; he never spits at night, (a. 10 minutes
and 2 d.) The secretion of saliva becomes real ptyahsm.
Increased secretion of saliva and pituita, (1. 2. d.) Col-
lection of a quantity of pituita in the mouth ; on spitting it

out, new saliva is formed, whilst the throat remains dry,

(1 d.) Collection of thick, viscid mucus in the throat,
especially in the evening, and early in the morning, on
waking up

; this mucus increases the soreness of the
throat

;
it induces frequent clearing of the throat, and can

only be thrown up in htlle lumps with great efforts, (the
first days.) Thick, viscid mucus flows into the throat from
the posterior nares. Phlegm in the throat, which she finds
It very difficult to throw up

; after clearing the throat, it

feels very sore. He cannot hawk up the phlegm in his

.

throat, on account of the phlegm being too far down.
Phlegm comes into his throat, which threatens to choke
him, until he swallows it, (a. 10 minutes.) Upon clear-

f^A \
throws up saltish phlegm, after dinner,

(2. d.) Constant collection of svveetish or sourish water
in the mouth, (5, 8. d.) Dryness in the mouth, although
sahva is not wanting ; this dryness causes the person to
swallow frequently, vsrhich gives much pain.

1 ASTE AND Appetite —Taste in the mouth as of blood,
lor half an hour, (seven days.) Sweet taste in the throat,
with vertigo; this is succeeded by throwing up phlegm
mixed with blood, early in the morning, (twenty-eight
days.) Astringent acrid taste upon the tongue, as from
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eating sloes, (one-eight days.) Bitter taste in the even-

ing, after having eaten apples. Bitter taste in the mouth,

shortly after having taken the medicine. Bitter and slimy

taste in the mouth, early in the mormng, on rising, (tive

days.) Bitter and insipid taste in the mouth. ±.very

thing tastes flat. Early in the morning, flat, metallic taste

in the mouth, (four and five days.) Sourish taste appear-

ing suddenly in his throat, without eructations, in the lore-

noon, (four days.) Sour Hquid comes into his mouth.

Sourish taste in the throat, afterwards gulping up some-

thing tasting bitter, shortly after having eaten his rni k-

soup in the evening, (four days.) Sourish, saltish taste

(one day.) Rancid and rough in the throat ;
this obliges

the person to clear ,the throat, (four days. Every thing

she eats appears to be tasteless, and not salted, especially

in the evening ; bread tastes like sponge, (one and two

days.) Meat, especially, does not seem to have any taste.

Beer tastes bitter and rotten ;
this causes retching, (twelve

days.) No desire to eat, no appetite, no hunger
;
looa

does not taste badly, but it does not taste at all
;
every

thincr tastes like straw, or sawings. She has no reluctance

to fo°od, but no desire to eat ; on looking at the food, she

s already satisfied ; she could be a whole day withou

eating ; this symptom lasts many days. Little hunger and

To apVetite, for many days ; even when he eats nothing at

dinner, (one-fifteen days.) Diminished appetite w th

fullness of the abdomen. He has no appetite, and eats

with reluctance. Reluctance to meat Aversion to meat,

even unto vomiting ; for three days, (after six days.) Re-

luctance to smoking to which he is otherwise accustomed.

SreeaW^ of hunger and emptiness m the

stomach ;
without, however, much appetite. She is hun-

gry? but' she eats nothing with appetite. He is always

hungry, could always be eating. Very hungry. Rab d

\Z JIt
' he is panting for his dinner, aud can scarcely

awJt it Strong appttite for vegetables, fruit, and pappy

Zd Smoking^ of tobacco does not agree with him

Smoking^f tobacco does not give him any pleasure, and

fnTox afes him, for four days After having ea en pota-

toes, the stomach aches; sick feeling,
"/^^^'/^^^^^^^^^^

colic. Hiccough after dinner, at noon, and in the evenmg.
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Oppression at the stomach upon eating, ahhough she eats

with appetite. Shortly after dinner, acute pressive pain
in the left side of the abdomen. Pinching in the abdomen,
after every dinner, at noon, and in the evening, (after twen-
ty-nine days.) Violent nausea and tremor after supper.
After supper, nausea, loathing, and weariness, for several
evenings.

Oesophagus and Stomach.—After dinner, drawing
pain in the stomach ; this caused a sensation of tension in
the whole body, which made her so tired that she was
obliged to he down. Very thirsty the whole day, also at
dinner. * Hiccough after dinner, also after the soup for
breakfast, with previous eructations, (one—two days.)
Heartburn after supper. Heartburn after drinking water.
Heartburn^ attended with abundant discharge of water
from the mouth. Waterbrash. * Frequently empty
eructations, (after two hours.) * Empty eructations after
supper, (two days.) Eructations, with pressive pain at ihe
chest, during dinner, (after three quarters of an hour.)
* Frequent eructations, tasting of the milk-soup which he
had taken, from supper until the moment when he went
to bed. Bitter eructations after having eaten potatoes

;

he feels a loathing which causes him to shake
; in the

evenmg, (five days.) Rancid eructations, leaving a burn-
ing sensation in the throat for a long while, (one day.)
Rancid eructations, especially after dinner, (ten—thirteen
days.) Rancid eructations, after having eaten his soup
for breakfast, (Ng.) Acrid eructations. * Sour eructa-
tions, in the evenmg, when in bed. * Sour eructations,
with burning in the throat, like heartburn, (one day.) In
the forenoon, acidity rises into his mouth

; it continues for
a iong time, and is attended with a sensation of heat in the
mouth. Gulping up of sour phlegm

; afterwards burn-mg in the throat like heartburn, coming on frequently,
especially after the soup for breakfast. * Sweetish rising
irom the stomach

; the phlegm which he throws up tastes
sweetish^ and continues long, early in the morning, (three
days.; (INg.) Sense of loathing and qualmishness in the
oesophagus, (1 hour.) Qualmishness at the stomach, at-
tended with a fainlmg sort of nausea and vertiffo : theroom turns round with her ; after this her head remains
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gloomy, (10. d.)
* Frequent nausea, especially during the

chills.)
* Nausea, with rising of air. * Nausea and chil.

liness/ the whole day. * Attack of nausea, attended with

headache, paleness of the countenance, want ot appeUte,

several evacuations of the bowels, loathing, subsequent

inclination to vomit, and chilliness ; after a walk, he is

obliged to lie down, (1 1 . d.) Early m the morning faint-

incr sort of nausea; after breakfast, the person feels re-

lieved, (9.' d.) On waking up, early in the niorning, nau-

sea, qualmishness, and lassitude attended -th lancinaUo^

over the eyes, and pain in the kidneys during motion,

(9 d.) When standing, she feels nausea. Nausea, even

to faintinff ; her breathing is arrested on account ot it, at

Lht. Nausea, already at four o'clock in the morning.

Frequent nausea, as if he would vomit; his appet te s

nevertheless, tolerably good. Inclination to vomit in the

morning. Early in the mornmg, retching, as if the person

would vomit. Inclination to vomit, consequent "pon rising

of air attended with chiUiness of the body, which begins

a he'ffet Nausea, attended with an inclm« vom.^

and retching ; this caused her to insert her finger into the

hroat S Which she -mited phlegm and wa^^^^^^ bu

the breakfast, which she had eaten two hours before, re

mained, (14. d.) Violent pain at the s omach, attended

wS^painllesi to externafpressure - the region of th

stomach, in the evening, (6. d.)
. ^PP^^

^^^^^^^f,
stomach, extending up to the neck, ^a^^^^^^^^

po

tatoes ;
eructation reheves it, early in the morning, (». a ;

Oppre «ion at the stomach, towards noon or ev^mng
J^^

n^Pnt messure at the pit of the stomach ;
great oppression

Se'~beginnin'g at the pit ; she was obl^ed to^^and

still every moment, and was unable to walk on. J^ain a

r stomLh ; it feels full, or bloated
; P-^^^^^^

touch • empty eructations and fermenta on, or ^^^^^^"S

rd JrunTin/in the abdomen; after dmner (1. 5. d^

Twisf'nTaiTd constriction in the region of the stomach,

JxTeS "to the chest and throat, attended with aggra-
exienuujj,

Prp«snre and constriction in the region

and between the scapulae, (13. d.) bensaiion u
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in the region of the stomach ; it is painful to the touch, in

the afternoon, (2. d.) Stitches in the pit of the stomach,

up along the chest. After dinner, stitches in the stomach

and chest, coming out at the shoulder, attended with short

breathing and great anguish ; for several days, in the

evening, (a. 12 d.). Gnawing in the region of the

stomach, a little while after dinner; (2. 3. d.) Sensation

as of pinching at the stomach, in the afternoon, (1. d.)

Drawing pain at the stomach. Drawing pain from the pit

of the stomach up to the pharynx, attended with difficulty

of breathing. Pressure and soreness transversely over

the stomach and at the epigastrium, in the afternoon.

Soreness at the pit of the stomach, as from internal ulcera-

tion, early in the morning, on turning to the other side, in

the bed. Tearing soreness from the pit down to the ab-

domen, as if every thing were torn out. Pressure and
crawling at the pit, as if there were a worm, (a. 2 h.)

Sensation of coldness in the stomach, as if she had been
drinking cold water, in the evening; also, in the forenoon,

both after an eructation and while sour eructations are

continually taking place ; in the afternoon, these eructa-

tions pass off, (2. 5. d.)

Abdomen.—When stooping, the liver is always sensi-

tive to pain. 'Tearing jerks in the liver. Tearing, ex-
tending from the right hypochondriac region into' the hip,

in the forenoon, (1. d.) Upon raising the body from a
stooping position, the person experiences violent stitches

in the right side of the abdomen, as if they were in the
liver

;
they arrest breathing, (11. d.) Stitches in the right

hypochondriac region, when standing
;

they disappear
when sitting. In the .evening, continually painful stitches
under the left lower ribs, extending as far as the pit, (5. d.)

Dull stitches, occurring alternately under the left lower
ribs, and in the right side of the abdomen, (4. d.) Stitches
in both hypochondriac regions. Sensation as if both hy-
pochondriac regions were pressed or screwed towards
each other by force, in the forenoon, (1. d.) Long-con-
tinued burning, and stitches in the, right hypochondriac
region, as if it were deeply cut into by a band, in the af-
ternoon, (1. d.) Frequently an instantaneous drawing pain
under the right ribs, when sitting or walking. Both sides

3
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of the epigastrium seem to press against each other ;
the

place is externally painful to the touch, (a. 2 h.) Con-

tinual pressure and burning in the abdomen. Burning

and lancinating pain in the abdomen, after dinner, (5. d.)

Pressure into the umbilical region, attended ^ith stitches,

in the afternoon, when standing. Pressure and heavmess

in the abdomen. His abdomen seems to hang down like

a load, in the afternoon, in walking. Early, before break-

fast, spasmodic pain from the bladder to the chest
;
disap-

pears after breakfast. Violent pinching m the abdomen

after every cold she takes, or as soon as she walks into

the cold air. Pinching and writhing in the abdomen, (a

1 h ) In the evening, pinching around the navel, (1- a-)

During the usual breakfast, there is pinching below the

navel, with fulness and distention of the abdomen, (1. d.)

Sudden pinching in the abdomen, of an erratic character ;

it then passes to the small of the back, where it produces

a gnawing pain for a long time, in the afternoon, (16. d.)

Pinchincr in the abdomen, attended with heat in the sto-

mach, (a. 1 h.) Pinching in the abdomen, m the evening,

when in bed ; it terminates in a conflux of saliva m the

mouth, (2. and 3. day.) On waking up, pmching in the

abdomen, and tenesmus ; she was scarcely able to reach

.

the privy, where she had to lean against the wall in a

fainting hi ; she had no stool, but the pam in the abdomen

ceased after much tenesmus, (12. d.) In the afternoon

and night, pinching pain and tearing lancmations m the

left side of the abdomen, as high up as the hypochondriac

region and the, sternum, (7.-d.) Towards evenmg, colic-

like pinching and tearing In the body, attended with chil-

liness in the body ;
rehevedby warm clothes laid over the

body. Colic, attended with flatulency. After dinner,

violent fits of colic, the whole afternoon ;
short sleep re-

lieves them ; as' soon as he moves, it seems as if the fits

would return, attended with tenesmus and occasional ex-

pulsion of excrements ;
this lasts until evening ;

the anus

feels sore, with a sensation as of stinging, so that he can-

not sit down without sufl"ering pain
;
on the followmg day,

liquid slime frequently passes ofi" by the rectum, without

his desiring it, (a. 14 d.) Sense as of tearmg in the ab-

domen, early after rising. Pam m both sides of the ab-
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domen, as if something would tear ; the pain extends to

the thighs, and is felt when the person makes bodily exer-
tions. Frequently cutting pain in the abdomen, without
distention ar stool, (2, d.) Upon sitting crooked, the per-
son experiences acute cutting pains transversely across the
abdomen, (a. 5 h.) Violent cutting and rumbling in the
whole abdomen ; the pain rises up to the stomach in the
shape of violent twisting ; this is succeeded by an intense-
ly pressive pain in the chest, which arrests the breathing

;

from four in the afternoon until eleven at night. Drawing
pain in the abdomen. Stitches moving about in the abdo-
men and the hypochondria, as if something would press
out, (7. d.J Grinding around the navel, as after a cold,
in the afternoon, (2. d.) Moving to and fro, and painless
dull rending in the abdomen, (a. half an hour.) Pain in
the abdomen, as after a copious evacuation, which leaves
a sort of desire for stool behind, (a. 10 d.) Pain in the
epigastrium, as if the person were threatened with diar-
rhoea; this is succeeded by soft stool, without any dimi-
nution of the pain, (1 1. d.) Colic followed by diarrhoea;
this was succeeded by a violent pain in the abdomen, at
the place where, when a girl, she had had an internal ulcer,
which opened

; the pain was like that experienced by a
violent blow

;
she had to move her hand along the place

and lay the hand upon it, whilst the body was curved
; this

relieved the pain somewhat ; the pain had lasted uniformly
the whole day, either sitting or standing, (17. d.) Violent
pain m the left side of the abdomen, as if an ulcer were
forming

; attended with nausea, (34. d.) The pain in the
abdomen can be diminished by the application of warmth
Feeling of coldness in the abdomen, in the afternoon,
fcudden sensation as of burning in the abdomen, in the
afternoon. Pain in the region of the kidneys. Pain in
the region of both kidneys, over the small of the back,
as trom a bruise, or after driving upon rough roads

; it
IS worse on stopping or turning

; she feels as if a hook
were plunged into her

; the pain makes her scream
and lasts for a few days, (4. d.) Pain in the loins, espe'
cially on walking and stooping, (10. d.) Early in the
morning, pain in the kidneys ; better in the afternoon
Pinching and stitches in the hypogastrium and the lumbar-
regions, on ascending the stairs. Sharp cutting and burn
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ino- in the lumbar regions, the whole afternoon, until even-

ing. Pulsative pain in the left side of the abdomen, in the

nelo-hbourhood of the al?dominal ring, wlien sitting, (4. d.)

Pre^'ssing in both lumbar regions towards the sexual organs,

in the evening, (3. d.) . .

Intestines and Stool.—Lancinating and pressive pain

in the reaion of the abdominal ring, as if a hernia would

press out there, attended with tension as far as the side o

The abdomen ; at the same time a tumour may be lelt at

the painful spot, which feels like a strangulated hernia.

Inguinal hernia protrudes with violence, (a. halt an h.)

Hernia did not protrude in the first days; then it pro-

truded every day until the twelfth day ; on the thirtieth

dav hernia threatened to become strangulated; then it

protruded every day untiKthe fiftieth day although the

protrusion diminished from day to day, and finally ceased

for several months. Hernia protrudes a good deal towards

evenincr, becomes constricted in the lumbar region under

the most violent pain, which obliged her to bend her body,

and did not suffer her to walk ; the hernia could not be re-

duced • half an hour afterwards, when the person was sit-

tino- quietly, this reduction took place of
.

its own accord,

m d ) in the abdominal muscles, over the left lumbar

reaion, she experiences a drawing pain for a quarter ot an

hour, when she is dancing, or walking fast. Shootings

causino- a sensation of anxious surprise, in the left, side ot

the abdomen, (2. d.) Straining of the abdominal muscles,

consequent upon reaching high. Sensation o disteiition

as if the abdomen became more and more full, alter sup

Zv (5 d ) Fulness.of the abdomen, attended with orgasm

extending towards th? chest, after dinner, for several days,

fa 3 d ) Great distention of the abdomen, attended vy.lli

emntv eructations and two soft evacuations, without relief,

f ^8 d ) After dinner, a good deal of distention attended

with tenesmus ; this was afterwards succeeded by the

mssa-e of two hard clots of excrements ;
afterwards she

went to walk ;
during her walking, the distention of he

rbdomen continued incite of her A^^tulency being emiUed

in great abundance ;
no relief ^^^^^^^^"ff^^-^^^^^^^^^

evacuation occurred after her walk, 9- d.) Painful di^

tention of the abdomen at night, which prevents her fiora
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sleeping
;
accompanied with retention of stools, (11. d.)

The abdomen^ is distended and very hard, without any sen-

sation of pain. Grunnbling in the abdon:ien, attended with
anxiety, without any flatulency passing off, (1. d.) Loud
grumbhng- and shrieking in the abdomen, without pain.

Quantity of grumbling flatus in the abdomen
;
however,

they pass off freely, attended with a feeling of weakness
of the sphincter ani. A good deal of audible rumbling
and grumbling in the abdomen. Loud grumbling in the
abdomen, also after dinner. Rumbling in the abdomen,
succeeded by eructations. Frequent desire of emitting
flatulence. Emission of flatulence, which relieves the
sense of fulness of the stomach, in the evening, (5. d.)

Emits a quantity of flatulence. Quantity of badly smell-
ing flatus, which pass off in the night, and after din-
ner, (1.7. d.) Tenesmus, (3. d.)

,
Tenesmus, (1. d.)

Retention of stool, (8. 11. d.) - No stool during the
first days. Evacuates the bowels only once every two
days

;
the stools are firm, sometimes mixed with blood*

* Tenesmus, lasting a long while, and succeeding a
troublesome pressure in the abdomen, the evacuation
comes on slowly, and .can only be effected by straining
the abdominal muscles ; the whole of the intestines ap-
pears to be inactive for want of peristaltic motion. Stools
are not hard, (a. 2 d.) * The rectum is inactive, as if it

were deficient in peristaltic motion, and had not strength
enough to press the contents out. The stools are soft and
thin, and can only be pressed out by straining the abdom-
inal muscles, (a. 16 h.) * The rectum seems paralyzed,
(2. d.) "^Hard and difficult stools, attended with pain in
the rectum. Involuntary emission of urine, occasioned by
bearing dowii in order to evacuate the intestines, which
can only be effected with great difficulty, (2. d.) * Bear-
ing down, during an evacuation

; the stools are very firm,
knotty, and scanty

; previously to going to stool, tenes-
mus, (2. d.) Firm, hard, scanty stools, attended with
prp.ssure and paiain the rectum, and difficult evacuation,
(the first days

) Evacuation of a small quantity of hard
lasces, attended with pressure and a sensation of excoria-
tion in the rectum. Stools too scant]/. Stools covered all
over with whitish slime, firm, preceded by oppression in
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the region of the stomach ; it ceases immediately after the

evacuation, (a. 30 d.) Bright-coloured stools. The first

portion of her stools is liquid, and is expelled with a jerk
;

ihe last portion appears burned, (5. d.) The evacuation

which generally took place in the evening, look place al-

ready in the morning. Eor some time she has three or

four ordinary evacuations a day, without feeling any trou-

ble. Stools almost liquid, ,
attended with a burning sensa-

tion in the rectum ; she has also an evacuation in the even-

incr. preceded by tenesmus; another evacuation in -the

ni^'ht, (2. 5. d.) Shori attacks of diarrhoea, attended with

colic,' lasting for about two-three days. Diarrhoea, suc-

ceeding colic. Diarrhcea, .succeeding a retention ot stool

which had lasted six days ; six evacuations a day, -every

evacuation being preceded by cohc, which sometimes

continued even after the evacuation had taken place. i.i-

quid stools, preceded by ordinary pain in the abdomen, or

Attended with colic, (3- 5. d.) Twice a diarrhea, in the

evening ;
the stools at last become clotty, (2. d.) Viar-

rhcea, attended luith tenesmus. Tenesmus of the rectiim

and the bladder, passing off after an evacuation. Dis-

agreeable pressure in the region of the stomach betore the

evacuation had taken place, (9. d.) Colic preceding an

evacuation ;
the stools are sometimes solid, sometin:ies solt,

but always scanty. Tenesmus, preceding an evacuation.

After an evacuation, desire for stool in the epigastrium

and in the sides of the abdomen, without tenesmus. Dur-

ing an evacuation, he felt as if the rectum were desic-

cated and constricted;,.however, the stool was regular.

Chills over the whole body, during an evacuation, in the

evening (5. d.) After the evacuation, beating in the small

of the bkck. After an evacuation, and during the period

of digestion, he experiences a sense as of scrapmg m the

stomach and the mouth. * Pricking, as with pms, m^the

orifice of the rectum, after a difficult evacuation. Sen-

sation of excoriation in the rectum, after an evacuation at-

tended with contraction of the rectum and constriction o

the orifice. Difficult evacuation, the stools being hard and

of the shape of laurel-berries, ..attended with cutting pam

in the orifice of the rectum, as if it were too narrow IJiis

is succeeded by a jet of blood from the rectum, followed
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by soreness in and all along the rectum, (a. 17 d.) During

an evacuation, blood drops out at the rectum. Blood

comes off during an evacuation of firm stools, (9. and 30. d.)

Bloody mucus comes off during an evacuation, and without

it. When walking, dark-coloured blood passed out of her

rectum. Protrusion of a varix of the rectum ; it distends

by walking, and decreases during a night's rest. Varices

of the rectum always distend in the evening
;
they become

moist, and are affected with a sensation as of burning. The
varices become moist, are affected with a lancinating pain.

*Bad itching in the hollow between the nates, and of the

orifice of the rectum
;
scratching makes it worse, (1. 2. d.)

* Itching of the orifice of the rectum ;
this symptom exists

for a good while, (a. 30 d.) Itching and burning of the

orifice of the rectum. ' Itching, burning, and stinging of

the rectum. Itching of the rectum, attended with a pulsa-

tive sensation in the rectum, as of ascarides. Pressure in

the rectum, (3. d.) Painful pressure in the perineum, which

passes off quietly. Momentary pressure in the perineum,

on blowing the nose. Upon touching the perineum, there

is a pain as from a bruise. Stitches in the perineum.

(Soreness of the perineum during a common clap,) (a. 4.

w.) Sensation as if the perineum were inflamed. Sweat
of the perineum, attended with an intolerable itching, which
increases and becomes painful on friction.

Urinary Organs.'—-Pressure and drawing in the

region of the bladder, especially at the neck of the

bladder, (4. and 5. d.) Lancinations and shootings in

the urethra, when walking in the open air ; the lancina-

tions ascend towards the hypogastrium. Itching and
burning in the urethra- Agreeable and delightfully-volup-

tuous itching in the urethra and between the testicles.

(Feeling of dryness in the anterior portion of the urethra, as

if the skin there were without any sensibility
;
especially

in the morning.) Sensation of heat in the urethra, which
passes off by lying still. Feeling of weakness in the ure-

thra and the genital organs ; he fears that he will wet- his

bed ; in the evening. Violent tenesmus of the bladder.

Tenesmus of the bladder
;
however, the urine does not

pass off in an increased quantity, (soon after having taken
the medicine.) Tenesmus of the bladder, early in the
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morning, onwaking up; the urine passes off in a thin stream

from the female urethra, the emission being difficult and

tardy, (7. d.) He is frequently obliged to rise during the

night, for the purpose of urinating, (1. 4. d,) Large

quantity of water-coloured urine. Increased secretion of

urine for several days. Frequent and copious emission of

pale urine, (preceded by burning in the urethra.) In-

creased secretion of pale (warm) urine, attended with

burning. Emission of a quantity of straw-yellow, clear

urine, (4. 5. d.) Rare, but copious emission of urine, (6. d.)

Frequent emission of urine in little quantity, in the even-

ing, (1. d.) Decrease of urine, (early in the morniug, at-

tended with cutting in the anterior part of the urethra,)

(4. 5. 6. d.) For a whole day there is no evacuation,

either of urine or faeces. No emission of urine in the fore-

noon ;
but, in the afternoon, the person frequently emits

an increased quantity of reddish urine, which becomes

turbid during the night, and forms a sediment, (1. d.)

She emits but little urine, which forms a sediment of red

sand. The urine, of a high yellow colour, soon forms a

large and loose cloud, (1. 5. d.) When standing, the

urine forms a thick white sediment. Pale urine, with a

turbid sediment. White, turbid urine, as if chalk had

been stirred with it. (Twisted stream of urine.) ' (When he

intends to urinate, he has a sort of fright.) When uri-

nating, there is a sensation as of burning by fire, much

worse in the evening, (1. d.) (After having been sitting

for a rather long time, he feels no uneasiness in urinating

;

but as soon as he takes a little exercise, he feels a burnmg

pain.) Cutting in the anterior part of the urethra during

micturition, and even a while afterwards, as if the urine

passed over an inflamed place, (a. 18 d.) After the ex-

pulsion of the urine, the urethra became hot ;
this was suc-

ceeded by a sensation as of burning and tenesmus of both

the rectum and the bladder. (Urinating is followed by a

sensation as of burning, which makes him low-spirited and

desponding.) Involuntary emission of urme, at least

twenty times a day ;
very little urine passes off at a time ;

(this person had a clap,) (a. 4 w.) -

GeneuativeFunctions.—Pressure in the sexual organs.

Tickling of the sexual organs and the thighs Formication

upon the glans. Itching of the glans, (4. d.) Traction,
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from the glans through the urethra, (a. 5 d.) On moving

his hand along the penis, he experiences a drawing and

pinching pain, which extends as far as the glans ; attended

with -weak appetite. Sensation as if the glans were com-
pressed, for two minutes. (Clap, for more than six weeks,

(a. 14 d.) attended with a violent and painful swelling of

the inguinal glands of the right side, cutting pain during

micturition, and pain in the perineum ; these symptoms
are especially violent at the end of the second week ; the

pain in the perineum is especially violent when standing,

rising, or sitting down.) Secretion of a quantity of

greasy matter behind the prepuce. Soreness on the inner

surface of the prepuce. Painful contraction in the right

spermatic cord ; the testicle of the right side is drawn up
simultaneously, and is also very sore and painful, (2. d.)

The left testicle is hard, and indescribably painful to the

touch. Itching of the scrotum
;
scratching removes it,

(2.-d.) At first, the sexual instinct appears to be lessened,

and the erections appear to be increased
;
whereas, in the

reaction of the organism, the desire for an embrace in-

creases, although erection is wanting. Want of sexual
instinct, (immediately, for several days.) Indifferent to

sexual intercourse. During the first weeks, the sexual
instinct is more intense ; in the following weeks, that in-

stinct is decreasing, and becomes more moderate. Nu-
merous erections, in the evening, and during the night
when lying in bed, and in the afternoon when sitting,

(1. 3. d.) (Priapism during the night.) (When waking,
during the night, he has constantly painfid erections

;

they are not perfect, but they cause a sensation as if the
organ were ulcerated internally, accompanied by short,
fine, piercing stitches in the whole organ, resembling shoot-
ings,) (a. 4 w.) Frequent and violent erections and in-
voluntary effusions of semen, (a. 8 and 33 d.)

~
Involun-

tary effusions of semen, two nights in succession, (a. 15 d.)
Involuntary effusions of semen, the first four nights, at-
tended with voluptuous dreams. Almost every other night
he has an involuntary effusion of semen, accompanied by-
voluptuous dreams. Involuntary effusion of semen during
the afternoon nap. All the symptoms which he had ex-
hibited heretofore, appear again, and become aggravated

3*
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in consequence of an involuntary efTusion of semen, (2. d.)

Violent pressure in the perineum, at the commencement

of an embrace and during erections. Pressure m the pe-

rineum, during an embrace. (During an embrace, the

semen passes off in the shape of a thick and clotty jelly.;

Jerking stitches on the left side of the pudendum, extend-

ino- as far as the chest. Pain,-like the tick of a watch, on

the left side of the vagina; this is accompanied by a sen-

sation as of beating in the bag of pus of an ulcer which

continues for two days, without being affected by any

change of conditions; however, nothing could either be seen

or felt (36. d.) The menses are scanty, and last only three

days. Menses scanty and pale, (a. 3 d.) Menses appear

too soon, (by 3, 1 1 days,) short and scanty. The period

had already delayed ten days; (after 52 d ;)
during a

walk and a desire for urinating, a litlle dark-coloured lymph

passed off; the menses did not appear ti 1 the third month,

(in a woman of forty-eight years.) The menses which

had gradually stopped, appear again, (a.- 17 d.) Appear-

ance of scanty menses, (a. 9 d. ;) four weeks later, (a. 37

d.,) they flow copiously. The period came on five days

too early ;. a copious flow, on the second day lasted eight

days, as usually
;
preceded by pain in the abdomen ;

diar-

rhL on the sixth day. Uneasy sleep before tl^ appea^

ance of the menses ;
many dreams ;

on wakmg up from

her dreams, she has orgasm, heat m the face, headache,

and palpita ion of the heart. Six days before the appear-

anceVthe menses she has a copious flow of mucus from

the vagina, accompanied by tremor lassitude, and a sensa-

inn as of every thing falling out of her abdomen. A few

lys befle^ appelrance^of the menses, she has cutting

pains in the abdomen during an evacuatiQu, as if she were

have a diarrhc^a^ attended with pinching, writhmg, and

pressing, like labour-pains. During the menses, pinching

Fn lhe abdomen, and greater lassitude than usual. During

the menses, bloated abdomen, and too large a flow of blood.

The menses appear on the sixth day, vjithout any dis-

aiLXle symptoms ; two days later, a cold comes on, with

th7nose, the head, and the forehead; this pam

?n re ^es on blowing the nose ;
in the latter days d-^^^^^^

and colic supervene besides. Durmg her menses, she
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was obliged to urinate frequently, day and night; this

corroded the genital organs, (6. d.) The menses appear
four days too soon

;
they are preceded by violent headache,

which ceased on the appearance of the menses ; after they
had flowed for one day, the headache came on again, and
continued during the whole period, for five days ; the

menses were less copious than generally, (a. 22 d.) After
the menses had ceased to flow, body and mind felt ex-
hausted

; a little work and moderate walking laid her
prostrate, and made her feel low-spirited. Leucorrhoea.
The leucorrhoea with which she was aflected, ceased.
Leucorrhcfia, succeeding the menses, painless, lasting
three days, (a. 27 d.) Frequently acrid leucorrhoea.
Acrid leucorrhoea, accompanied by a burning sensation in

the genital organs, and still more in the rectum ; these
parts seemed inflamed and corroded, so that she found
walking difiicult

;
washing the parts with cold water re-

lieved her
;
the leucorrhoea was very abundant, and flowed

almost over her feet ; at the same time blood, resembling
lymph, came off" for two days, three days after the menses,
(22. d.) Leucorrhoea, looking like lymph, in the afternoon
when walking in the open air, (and when sitting,) also at
night. Abundant leucorrhoea of transparent mucus, only
in day-time, without sensation or pain in the abdomen.
Leucorrhoea, quite clear, like water or transparent mucus

;

it made the shirt stiff", (a. 8 d.) Leucorrhosa of yellow
mucus, (a. some d.) Itching in the vagina, during the
leucorrhoea.

Cold, Catarrh.— Frequent sneezing, (and hiccough,)
without coryza, (1. 2. 7. d.) The nose is stopped up, (1. d.)
Obstruction of the left nostril, (10. d.) Indisposition, as
from a cold which cannot acquire full development. Sen-
sation in the nose, as if a cold were to come on, in the
evening, for several days, (4. d.) Cold, accompanied by
sneezing, and obstruction of the nose, the whole day, (3. d.)
Dry cold in the nose, (9. d.) Violent and dry cold in the
head, especially at night, attended with great dryness of
the mouth. Violent and running coryza at the left nostril,
appearing all of a sudden

; the right nostril being obstruct-
ed entirely. First, fluent coryza, then dry cold in the head
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so that both nostrils are entirely obstructed

a Quantitv of thick and viscid mucus from the nose. W aler

nms from the right nostril, without there bemg a cold.

Runn nrcoryza, (with impurity of voice,) m the afternoon

fnd early in the mormng, (4. 6. d.) ^^"X^Z'
attended with frequent sneezmg and running at tlie eyes.

Snorinff during the afternoon-nap, (6. d.)
.

Sat, Rkspiratory OEGANS.-Ratthng and—
in the nose, with impurity of voice, m the ff7°"'

(f

'

Rattling in the chest, caused by mucus, (5. d.) bibUus

the t?achea, and sensation as of smothering in the ches^

durine breathing. Phlegm in the trachea, which is always

aZrent • npol clearin| the throat, which is constantly

nec^SaJ;, o'nly a smalf portion of phlegm becomes de-

tached. On waking up, early m the morning, his throat

s rough, and his chest feels oppressed ;
he cannot succeed

i r clearing his throat, and is obliged toj-'^.-e ^
J""^

deal, (a. 12 h.) Feeling of dryness in both sides of the

chest, ( 15. d.) Hoarseness, early in the morning, (16. d.)

She is frequently attacked with sudden hoarseness, which

caused a loss of voice, and could not be relieved by deal-

ing the throat ;
mostly in the afternoon and evening.

Hoarseness and rancidity of the throat, the who e after-

noon, (a. 5 d.) Rawness (the German term, literally,

means scraping) and roughness of the throat, which in-

on ev^emng,) (4. i ) Violent tick ing

in the throat, exciting frequent cough, (4. d.) Irritation in

the larynx, inducing cough. Irritation to cough, attended

with frequent spitting of saHva. Cough, with scraping in

the throat. Cough, which makes the chest feel sore in

the forenoon, (3. d.) Cough, with painful pressure in the

occiput. Frequently short and dry cough, m the forenoon

and evening. Short fits of cough, attended with tearing

and shooting pain in the right temple and the vertex. Vio-

lent short, dry cough, which lasts a good while, attended

with sneezing ;
and tearing, lancinating and pmching pain,

extending from the nape of the neck as far as the right

axilla Dry cough, at night, attended with dryness ot the

throat, (a. 24 h.) Dry cough, coming ^^^denly early m

the morning, and passing off quickly, or else contmmng

when walldng in the open air, and then also continuing m

i
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the room, (1. 6. d.) Contimial dry cough, attended with
vomiting and arrest {incarceration) of breath, and lanci-

nating painj extending from the left side of the abdomen
to the hypochondrium and the pit of the stomach. Violent

dry cough, during the day
;
every fit lasts long

;
only two

days afterwards, the cough became less frequent, and
more loose. Violent and dry cough, early on waking up

;

a little later it is accompanied by a little discharge from
the mouth, (4. 6. d.) Cough, with a quantity of expecto-
rated matter, especially early in the morning. (The morn-
ing cough and expectoration ceased, curative effect.) (5. d.)

(Cough, accompanied by discharge, the throat being rough
and hoarse, accompanied by a cold in the head.) Cough,
attended with secretion of loose mucus ; curative effect.

Suddenly violent, but short cough
;
by making an effort,

he succeeds in throwing up a piece of phlegm, mixed
with blood, in the afternoon, (5. d.) Difiicult breathing,
in the forenoon. His chest feels oppressed. Oppression
at the chest, (1. d.) Sensation in the throat as if it were
-narrowed, and as if the air were cut off, as in a violent sore
throat, after a cold, or in an inflammation of the throat

;

the symptom always lasts only a few minutes, (the first

7 d.)

Chest.—Oppression at the chest. Oppression, orgasm,
and pulsations in the chest, (a. 2 h.) The chest feels
contracted, accompanied by a feeling of apprehension,
(1 1. d.) Sensation of constriction around the chest, when

'Stooping, while the person is sitting
; it passes off on right-

ing the head, in the afternoon, (1. d.) When stooping
during some work, her chest felt constricted, so that she
was scarcely able to breathe, as if she had been laced too
tightly

;
the symptom passed off, when walking in the open

air, (9. d.) During a violent effort, lifting, carrying, etc.,
there was a pain in the chest, on the left side of the ster-
num, accompanied by a sensation of soreness in that place
on being touched, (a. 10 d.) Feeling of soreness in the
interior of the chest, when moving or turning the body.
Ramful sensation, as if the chest became wide. Weight
on the chest, with shortness of breath, without cough

;
only in the afternoon, (18. d.) Oppressive pain at the
chest ; the chest feels tight. Oppression at the chest.
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Oppression at the chest, when stooping while writing.

Sensation of oppressive dryness under the sternum.

Pressure at the sternum, worse in the evenmg, when

walking. Sensation of hard pressure durmg active exer-

cise, high up on both sides of the chest, less when sitting,

completely disappearing on lying down ;
touching the parts

does not affect this symptom. Erratic pressure in the

chest. Pressure in the chest, followed by empty eructa-

tions, which do not procure any relief; the pressure some-

times reaches as far as the back, and increases by walking,

in the forenoon, (1.20.d.) Pressure at the chest, at-

tended with shortness of breath and irritation to cough
,

the cough often goes and comes. Pressure at the chest

during an already .existing cough, and after the cough had

gone
;
during the pressure, a paralytic pain suddenly ex-

fends through the arm, so that the arm becomes weary

and is depnved of strength, (a. half an h.) Oppressive

pain in the middle of the chest, alternating
^^^If^^ll'

iion of tightening, and violent palpitation of the heart, es-

peLl y after dinner, (8. 9. day.) At mght, molenily op-

lZs^vevam at the chest, which disturbs the otherw 30

ilm sleip, and is not increased by breathing but by

bending the head over ;
several days, (a. 5. d.) t^^essure

at archest, with shoriness of breath, at night, when lying

upon ?he back; passing off when lying -pon the side

\l d.) Disagreeable feeling of constnction below he

right side of the chest, at a small spot, (a. 2 h.) Pinching

^)Sn in the superior part of the chest, in the evening, when

Sg L dY Pain in the chest, as if it were cut or sore

after d nner, until ten o'clock in the evening ;
relieved after

W ng down ; next morning the pam returns, during a

/oufh, attended with a feeling of languor m the chest and

is then accompanied by empty eructations and short breath

(1 1) When walking fast, sensation as of cuttmg and

pressure in the chesti relieved by^sitting, a fortnight

(a 20 d.) At the inferior part of the sternum, pain as

fr;m excoriation, which extends to the stomach
;

after-

3sToarseness. Soreness in the chest and m the pit

'sl^ach

"^1:^11:^:^^^^ by breathing, spmetimes
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burning. Lancination passing like lightning from the right

loin to the left side of the chest, through the pit of the

stomach, when breathing. When stooping, a lancination

coming out at the left side of the abdomen, and reaching
the middle of the chest ; the lancination comes on at every
inspiration ; afterwards also, when standing straight.

Stitches high up in both sides of the chest, daring active

exercise ; when sitting or walking, there are no stitches,

but only pressure accompanied by arrest (incarceration) of
breath. Stitches under the sternum, augmented by talk-

ing
; at the same time, a feeling of compression of the

chest, as if she were tightly laced, (35. d ) Sharp stitches

in the upper part of the chest, (3. d.) Boring pain, some-
limes in the middle, sometimes in the sides of the chest,
made worse by breathing, sometimes in the evening ; re-

lieved by righting the body, and walking. Chilliness in
the interior of the sternum. Continual warmth in the
middle of the chest, (a. 5 minutes.) Heat in the anterior
part of the chest ; she feels the heat when breathing.
Burning in the whole right side of the chest, accompanied
by stitches and straining in a false rib of the right side, in
the afternoon, ( I . d.) Palpitation of the heart, every day,
on waking up. Frequent palpitation of the heart ; a few
irregular beats, large and small ones being intermixed. Fine
stitches in the left mamma, at nine o'clock in the morning,
(2. d.) External pressure at the lower part of the chest,
(diminished somewhat by friction.) Itching upon the
sternum, which goes off by scratching, (15. d.) Formi-
cation of the left clavicle, (and over the right half of the
chest, accompanied by a biting titillation ;) the spot burns
upon being scratched

;
burning vesicles make their appear-

ance, (16. d.) Blister on the right half of the chest and
at the neck, accompanied by a sensation as of burning
pam;' moreover, glowing heat in the face, and chills in
the rest of the body; sleeps soundly, and without
dreams.

Back—Itching of the os coccygis. Painful twitches at
the point of the sacrum, in the forenoon, (2. d.) Sensation in
the right ilium as of both sides being pressed together with
a vice, (1. d.) Gnawing pain in the sacrum, not altered by
walking, relieved by stretching, ( 1 . d. in the evening ) Vio-
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lent pain in the small of the back, like gnawing; the pani rises

up to between the shoulders, where it becomes so vio ent

that she would like to weep, (relieved by
f^^^"^^,"^'^^^')^?^^

d ) Lancinations in the small of the back, in tne even ng

before falling asleep, in bed. Tearing jerkings m he

small of the back, especially during motion. P^^^
J"/^^^^^

small of the back, when walking. Violen P^^^; f 7"
a bruise, in the small of the back, and (early m the morn

ina) in the sacrum, on touching the part (4. 7. d.) rain,

asfrom hrmses. in the small of the hack, and in the back

Pimples upon the back. Burning itching, like a Aea-bite,

in the left lumbar region ; it makes him startle
;
lastea a

good while, and did" not go off till after long scratching.

Itchinc of, and between, the scapulae. Formication and

t'r^ ng in the whole of the back and of the sacrum, sue-

ceefed^y groanmg (grumbUng) pain. Violer. pressure

m the back, preceding the protrusion of ^^^"^
f

rectum. Tearing pain in the left scapula, (a 34- cl; /lo

lent pain all along the back; stitches twitd es, so

that she cannot stoop, and cannQt raise any thing wi^^^ he

hand ;
increased by breathing (8. d.) ^me sUtdres e

tending from the back to the ribs (a. ^ h')
,

°

lime a violent stitch in the middle of the back. Fam in

t ^back, as if a hot iron were thrust through the lo^^^r

v^-tebrt' Burning at the superior part of the left^"^a

diminished somewhat by friction. Stitches and cutting m

hrscapul., attended with chilliness, two days m sue es-

sion Gnawing and stitches m the scapulae, (2. d.) btitcn

:s between th? scapulae. Stitches between and at^ the

scapula, accompanied by arrest (incarceration) of breath,

(T 2 ^. d.) Painful stiffness between the scapu ^, after-

v;rds moving towards the ribs and kidijeys PainM t^^^^^

sion between the scapulae, in the forenoon, (2. d.) rainuu

Taction m the musclL of the neck, not altered by friction

or motion of the head, in the forenoon, ( I- a-)

Neck -Violent tension in the nape of the neck, one
iNECK.

Early in the morning, stiff-

IZ'^i tM ^^^ «PP- par 'of the bacU. accompa-
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disappear only after long friction. The nape of the neck is

painful on moving the head. Itching in the nape of the
neck and of the neck,- (a. 18 d.)- Violent itching of the
neck, and on the chest, as if she were bitten by fleas, (a.

10 d.) Violent itching of the neck, nape of the rieck, and
of the chest, without any visible eruption

; on touching the
skin, a hard granule is felt here and there,- (14. d.) Ve-
sicle on the right side of the neck, (8. d.) Stitches in the
glands of the right side of the neck, and drawing pressure
in those of the left side, (a. half an h. 1 h.) Stitches in
the neck, 'on the left side, externally, relieved by pressure

;

attended with tearing in the head and stitches in the ears'
(a. 12 d.) Drawing and pressure in the glands of the left
side of the neck. Swelling of the glands of the left side
of the neck. Stiffness of the muscles of the neck, so that
she cannot turn her head to the left side.

Superior Extremities.—Pain, asfrom a sprain, in'
the shoulder-joint, especially on moving the arm. Fre-
quent tearing, occurring at intervals, in both axillfe, in the
afternoon, (4. d.) S^udden jerk of concussion in the right
shoulder, (a. 2 h.) Eruption, transversely across the
shoulders, consisting of small red elevations with a pointed
vesicle m the middle

;
they cause some burning, only in

the evenmg, (a. 6 and 14 d.) Stitches in the shoulders,
axillae and arms, also at night. Tearing, at very different
periods, m the arms and all the parts thereof, in the shoul-
ders, axillas, upper arms, elbows, fore arms, etc. Tearincr
in the arms, from the upper arm to the fingers, and from
the lingers and wrist-joints to the shoulders. Paralytic
pain as from a bruise in the arms, sometimes over the
small of the back, coming out of the right upper arm, and
going to the left lower arm, and vice versa. Great lassitudem the arms, which the person is scarcely able to lift, (8. d.)
l^assilude of the arms. Great weariness of one arm. Sense
ot tightness m the arm, as from cold. Heat in the right
arm, trom time to time, which may be even felt externallv.
liurning sensation (and tension) of the arms (upper arms)
and fingers, and of the left elbow, as from a glowing iron.
IJsott, red) swelling of the arm, and violent stitches in th6
arm. Itchmg of every part of both arms, which disappears
by scratching. Pain in the left upper arm, as if it were
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dislocated. Drawing pain in the left humerus, (2. d.)

Teanncr painrat the back part of the upper arm, extendmg

as fl as the scapula ; the pain is felt xyhen sneezing and

cou' ling. StUches in the muscles of the left upper arm,

(aft?r some hours.) Lancinations m the upper arm and

he ai6or Uie pain seems to be in the bone, m the fore-

noon Lancinating pain, as from a spram, m the elbow

=nH wrisl-loin . Ataost constant and bonng pam m the

pot o the elbow. Pain over the point of the elbow, es-

Secmllv on leaning upon it, as f^om a sharp pressure at

S.e upper arm. Pain'ful drawing in the lower arm, when

at re ? Drawing and tearing pain in the lower arm, extend-

h ^ as far as the'hand, early m the morn.ng on wakmg up.

pfinful tearm. in the lower arm, apparently upon the bone,

fas ing one mtnute and occurring thre^ t.mes Tearmg m

W fare arms as far as the wrist and the fingers. Con-

"(vidbi: Switching in U.e.right fore arm and the pos

lerior ioint of the thumb,, of the left hand. Jixcessive

he™ niss in the fore arms and hands, her arms appearmg

shorter Hi left lower arm goes to sleep every day

;

the e IS a pr eking sensation in it from the hand to the el-

there P™ .
>=

1
i3 ri ht liand has gone to sleep.

T7elef?LpSo^se„sitive?that he cannot lift any thmg

whh this hand without experiencing the greatest pam.

spot
°f

^^"^^ . d^y. Continual, troublesome

. J Thp middle fino-ers are pamful on motion. Uraw-

Ttm b thrthumb and index! Tearing in and between

IhfCers His left thumb went to sleep m the after-

„on twice in succession, attended with a sensation as of

noon, twice m
^^^^^^ ^^^^ Po,.

tn srSrs of
.'-;=:^:>r^6's;'' o=l

ri:^"S rtl»^yu an a..^
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the arm, as high up as the clavicle. Swelling of the fin-

gers. Itching of and between the fingers, which goes off

by scratching. Itching upon the right fingers, which in-

creases by scratching and rubbing. Itching around the

posterior joints of the fingers, which increases by friction
;

this is succeeded by an insufferable pain in the bones of

the fingers. Burning itching, with a sensation as of ting-

ling beUveen the index and the middle finger of the left

hand. In the tips of the fingers a disposition to ulcerate;

there is formed in them. a white spot, indicating subcuta-

neous ulceration, attended with lancinating pain ; the white

spot goes off without breaking open. An eschar upon the

finger which was formed 9 years ago in dissecting a body,

begins to itch, (9. 12. d.) Extreme brittleness of the fin-

ger-nails
;
they break on being cut.

Inferior Extremities.—The right hip joint gives him
pain. Tearing pain over both hips and at the upper brim
of the pelvis. Tearing in the os innominatum. Stitches

in the right region of the pelvi,s. Stitches in the left hip,

extending, one part, to the small of the back, the other,

to the loin ; when breathing the stitches come on again.

Cutting, as with a knife, transversely across the right half

of the nates, in the forenoon, (2. d.) When sitting, the

nates go to sleep. Pain in the left hip as from a bruise
;

it becomes worse on pressure, early in the morning, (4. d.)

Tearing and lancinations in the hip joint, and close over
the knee, in paroxysms. Boil on the right hip, which ter-

minates in suppuration. Pain in the legs and loins, dur-
ing motion. After a walk, pain in the legs and loins ; this

prevents her from sleeping. Traction in the legs. Tear-
ing in the legs, the thighs and legs, when sitting and ly-

ing down, especially at night. In the thighs and legs, long
continued straining, almost like a cramp

;
only a few mi-

nutes, but frequently returning. Gnawing pain in the legs.

Feeling of uneasiness in the legs for several evenings, at

7 o'clock, lasting half an hour, before she went to bed.
Heaviness of the legs ; she can scarcely lift them. Great
heaviness in the lower limbs ; he can scarcely drag them

;

when walking, he staggers and has to sit down ; in the
evening, (5. d.) Great weariness of the legs, when sit-

ting.
,
Burning and biting itching of the thighs, passing off
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by scratching. Itching of (and fine eruption on) the in-

side of the right thigh. Pain in the bent of the left knee ;

the boy cannot well step upon the foot. At night, violent

pain in the bent of the knee, extending down to the heel.

Sensation of pressure into the bent of the left knee, when

walking, after having risen from the seat. Drawing

pain in the bent of both knees, on ascending, riot on de-

scending the stairs. Drawing pain in both knees on ascend-

ing the Stairs ; the pain is not felt on simply bending the

knees, nor is it felt on touching them. Pain in the patella

on pressing the hand upon it or upon bending the knee.

Sharp, twitching pressure from without inwards at the pa-

tella. Tearing in the knees and patellcs. Lancinating

pain in the knee, in the evening, before falling asleep.

Dull tearing on the inside of the left knee, in the evening,

(19. d.) Violent tearing beginning at the knees and com-

ing out at the toes, with d sensation of swelling of the

knees ; in the afternoon, until evening (relieved by walk-

ing,) (21. d.) Stitches in the left knee, only when sitting
;

they disappear -when walking in the open air. Lancina-

tions in the right knee., in the evening, (1. d.) Painful

boring in the right knee, (a. 2 h.) Cracking of the right

knee in walking. Trembling of the knees. Her knees

appear to her to be larger during the pam. Weariness of

the legs ;
especially in the- middle of the tibiae, they leel

bruised when standing or walking, she feels as if she

would sink down, for then the pain is worst, especially in

the evening. Pain, as from a bruise, in the left tibia,

especially during motion. Stitches in the right tibia, when

in bed in the evening. Cramp-like pain, of a lancinating

nature, in the right leg, with a sensation of numbness
;

during the afternoon-nap, when sitting, and also on wak-

ing up. Tearing in the legs at different periods. Tear-

in? and drawing in the leg, extending from the malleolus

externus. Tearing in the tendo Achilhs of both legs, m
the evening, (5. d^ ' Intense drawing pain in the tendo

Achilli^, when at rest ; not when walking. Painless draw-

ing down along both calves, (a. 2 h.) Tearing in the calves.

When walking the gastrocnemii muscles appear too short,

they feel strained, (a. 20 h.)
^.

Straining pain at the mside

of the calves, when walking. Straining and burning, at
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the external surface of the right calf, in the evening, (2.

d.) Before taking the drug he had straining of the

calves (soles of the feet and toes, accorapariied by spasm
and a sensation of paralysis of the legs ;) this symptom is

increased by the drug and extends over the knee, so that he
cannot keep himself straight ; afterwards a burning, shoot-

ing, sometimes cutting pain in the calves and soles, (the 1.

days.) Fr-equent cramps in the calves. Upon laying one foot

across the other,, or stepping upon the toes, she is attacked
with cramps of the calves. Cramp in the calves, as if

the tendons vi^ere too short, after rising from his seat-;

previously his feet suddenly became so languid, that he
M^as afraid of rising; in the afternoon, (2, d.) Painless
beating or throbbing in the left calf, like pulsations, early
in the morning. (4-. d.) Violent formication in both calves,
after supper, (5. d.) Itching of the calves. Sensation in
the left heel as if it were pressed upon on both sides, (2.

d.) Tearing in the feet and malleoli, at different periods.
Heaviness in the feet, attended with tearing. Heaviness
of the feet, with great lassitude of the legs, (3. d.) The
right foot goes to sleep with a sensation as of tingling in
it. Painful drawing below the malleoli, (10. d.) Pain
in the bones on the dorsum of the foot, on touching the
parts, accompanied by itching of those parts, (I. d.) On
trying to step upon the foot,. he experiences lancinations in
one of the malleoli of the right foot, and violent cutting ex-
tending from the left big toe to the heel, so that heds not
capable.to step upon the foot, (2. d.) Numbness of the
heel on stepping upon the foot. Slinging, (itching) and
titillation-in the soles of the feet. Itching in the sole of
the foot. Itching and titillation in the sole of the foot.
Burning stitches in the sole of the right foot, in the even-
ing and early in the morning, disappearing by friction.
Tension in the sole of the foot, in the forenoon, (2. d.)—
Painful sensitiveness of the sole of the right foot. Pain
in the sole of the foot, on stepping upon it, as thoucrh it

were. too soft and swollen. The hard skin of the sole of
the foot, is veYy sensitive to the touch ; but even without
being touched, it is affected with a violent aching pain.
The old hard skin of the feet ^becomes very sensitive.
Stitches m the corns, attended v^ith a sensation of excori-
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ation. An ulcer in the sole of the foot, which is almost

entirely cured, causes a lancinating pain on stepping upon

it; in the room, after having walked in the open air.

Painful stitches in the ball of the big toe. Burning stitch-

es in the left big toe, close to the nail, at night. Cutting

in the bia toe of the right foot, as if he walked upon knives,

early in the morning ; when walking, (4. d.) Sensation

as of tinglmg in the big toe, as if.it had been frozen, (2.

d.) Itching of the toes, after staying in the open air.

Itching of the toes and feet, when the feet have become

warm by walking ;
after walking the symptom disappears

immediately, (a. 30 d.) Itching and shmmg redness of

the great toes
;
they are painful upon external pressure

(a Id )
iLching of the toes, with redness, as if they had

been frozen, worse after scratching, in the evemng, (3. 4.

16 d )
Herpes between the toes. Corns are very pain-

ful' Traction in the extremities. Sensation as of burn-

ing, and tension in the dorsa of the feet and hands, as from

^
'comS AiLMENTS.-Gontinual burning and stinging

in the rectum, attended with stiffness m the back, so that

she cannot well move. (Dull pressive pains in the bones

especially of the legs, the chest and the back.) Tearing

"Te letl scapula, in the arms, hands and egs, especially

in the evening, (3. I) Shooting to and fro in the right

shoulder, the small of the back and the abdomen
;

after-

wards feels bruised, (2. d.) Pain, as from bruises, in he

loins, over the hips and in the gastrocnemii muscles, when

walk ng. Pain, as from bruises, in the back and all he

rxtremities, as in fever and ague Upon entering the

room, after a walk in the open air the person experiences

fearfulness and nausea, when talking. Walking in the

open air, is succeeded by excessive cheerfulness and star-

in^, look ;
afterwards, at every motion, cold shiverings and

sweat attended with chilhness of the head; when going

o bed, head, hands and feet are hot. Dunng a bodily ef-

fort a thrill of heat suddenly runs over his^whole body
;

h^^' is succeeded by chills, attended with burning in the

ablLn When e^ngaged in some bodily labor the per-

son experiences a cra'mplike sensation, hke -^bne^s, as-

cending the whole of the left leg, also m the left arm, ac
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companied by vertiginous stupefaction of the head, in pa-

roxysms, (14. d.) All the muscles feel paralyzed. Early
in the morning, paralytic weakness of ail the limbs, with

stupefaction of the head, in paroxysms of some minutes,

(10. d.) Rigidity of tne hands and feet, as if they had
gone to sleep, early, on waking up ; the symptom disap-

peared after rising and walking a little. The fourth and
fifth fingers, the right knee, and at last the heel, go to sleep,

after sitting. Slow, wavering gait, as after a violent dis-

ease. Towards evening, she feels sick at the stoniach,
and her head turns, with constant palpitation of the heart
and great anxiety ; this lasted the whole night, until the
forenoon. Upon entering the room after a walk in the
open air, one feds a sort of anxiety and nausea when talk-

ing. In the evening, violent pains in the small of the back,
and vertigo, followed by a desire for stool, during which
pure blood was passed

;
feeling of paralysis in the small

of the back
; when sitting straight, the small of the back

did not support her. Congestion of the blood to the head
;

the eyes see black; giddiness, tingling before the. ears, and
drowsiness. First he sat still without answering

; this was
followed by anxious groaning for five minutes ; after this,
a convulsive laugh for ten minutes, then again weeping

;

then weeping and laughing in alternation. Inclines to con-
vulsive laughter, in the evening, when in bed, (5. d.)
Tremulous irritation of the whole nervous system. Shaking
pulsations through the whole body. Sense of- contraction
in the right index and foot, as if the tendons were too short

;

when he touches something with the finger, he feels as if
he were being electrified. When he attempts to take his
siesta m a sitting posture, he experiences a jerk through
the head and the other parts, like an electric shock, accom-
panied by stupefaction. His arm and head are pulled
backwards with a jerk several times, accompanied by a
sensation of apprehension. In the evening, one experi-
ences twitchings in both of the lower extremities, especially
in the legs and feet ; these are followed by a disposition
of the arms to turn and to extend themselves upwards.
* Involuntary convulsions here and there, and movements
of one foot, of the fingers, etc. * Involuntary motions of
the head and of other parts. Twitchings in all the Hmbs.
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Pain ill the limbs as if the Ijones were squeezed into a

narrower space, accompanied by pressure m the joints.

Uneasiness, she constantly had to move her feet and to go

about. Uneasiness when sitting or lymg ;
she has to sliitt

the position of her hands and feet. Most of the symptoms

appear to come on m the sitting posture, and to decrease

when walking. All the symptomslDCCome aggravated im-

mediately af£r dinner. Most of the symptoms come on

shortly after dinner, and in the evening. A great number

of the symptoms appear after dinner, and continue until

the evening
;
they disappear in the forenoon, and at nignt.

Potatoes appear to aggravate or to renew the symptoms.

He feels the most easy after dinner. He feels a hule bet

ter every other day. One feels pretty well by day
,

most

of the symptoms appear in the morning and evening, i le

symptoms appear to be relieved in the open air and m he

evening. She catches easily cold, even in the room
,

she

Tet hoarse; this symptom decreases by walking in the

^;Si air Sweat conseW"pon ^/ery—
by cold thrills, as if one had caught cold. Sensation in

the limbs as if he had caught ^^^^^

quent chilliness during the day and heat m the face in the

evening. Intolerable itching of the whole body, especially

when he becomes heated, and when he is in bed
;
he has

To sir^:h himself until the skin bleeds whid. is pain^l

after the scratching. Itching of the whole body^especiaUy

in the face, (T. d.) 'Erratic itching of single small p^ces

o tt My mosily in the evening, and not going off by

srratchino- Violent itching of the whole body, as it an

e^uJio^would break.out,%. 5d.) Violent itching and

onawin" upon the skin -of the whole body ;
the symptorn

fJ^CMe relieved by scratching.
' Stingmg itching of the

Lka d thrsideof th'e abdome^ (2.d.). Erratic stingmg

nf the whole body, especially in the evening. The te teis

t^:ilt:LA i?/nples clusters) increase tch^^^^^^

of the tetters, especially towards evening. Itching erup

?ons of rasVon^the ar4s and legs, without any redness

;

mon scratching the pimples, a watery b ood oozes out.

TinAnlhe tftters.
' Small injuries of the skin became

FAiNTXKa FtTs.-Gr.a. depression
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of strength, especially after walking in the open air, ac-

companied by yawning, stretching, drowsiness, and incli-

nation to lie down ; lying down, however, increases the

lassitude, (1. 3, d.) Depression of strength in the whole

body, accompanied by obtusion of the thinking faculty,

flushes of heat, and anxiety, (4. d.) His strength fails

already after a short conversation or walk. Greatfatigue

consequent upon talking. Excessively faint and tired

;

he is obliged to sit dov/n. Tremulous lassitude. Lassi-

tude in the forenoon, and considerable chilliness ; in the

afternoon, she felt a chilHness in the back, which shook

her. Great lassitude of the whole body, with chilliness

and headache, (33. d.) Lassitude ; dizziness
;
frequently

a feverish pulse and want of disposition to work, for several

days ; little appetite ; drowsiness after dinner, heaviness

in the body, frequent disposition to eructations, which,

however, either do not take place at all, or but imperfectly,

(a. 4 w.) Physical depression, lassitude, so that she can
scarcely lift her feet, accompanied by drowsiness and la-

ziness, (22. d.) Unconquerable disposition to lie down,
(a. 3 h.)

Sleep.—Tired and drowsy. A good deal of yawning,
accompanied by drowsiness, (which goes off only in the

open air.) Constant yawning, also before dinner, without
drowsiness. Drowsiness by day. Great lassitude, accom-
panied, in the forenoon, by an irresistible inclination to

sleep
; she lies down and sleeps soundly for an hour ; this

sleep caused the lassitude to disappear, and made her feel

very comfortable. Great drowsiness in the evening, even
when standing. Great drowsiness in the evening, already
at six o'clock. She falls asleep very early in the evening.
* Early on rising she feels as if she had not slept enough

;

she feels yet tired, and yawns. Early in the morning,
after an uneasy sleep, he feels yet tired, and does not wish
to rise. In the morning, he would like to sleep long. In
the morning, he is obliged to sleep longer than usually, and
he cannot wake up entirely

; at the same time, however,
he falls asleep later on going to bed. In the evening, he
falls asleep late, on account of images crowding upon his
fancy, (2. d.) * In the evening, he cannot fall asleep under
an hour,—^but afterwards he sleeps well. He cannot fall

4
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asleep before midnight, and tosses about from one side to

another, (2. d.) At night, uneasiness in all the limbs
;
this

prevents him from falHng asleep. She cannot find rest

any where at night ; she tosses about, and she feels pain

alfover, for several nights, (a. 15 d.) Uneasy sleep
;
he

tosses about in his bed ; he feels hot and anxious ;
this is

accompanied by twitchings in the limbs, and startings, be-

fore falhng asleep. Uneasy sleep during the first nights.

Uneasy sleep ; she often turned from one side to anotlier ;

she/e// hot, lay most of the time uncovered ;
her sleep was

a mere slumber, which did not afford her any rest, accom-

panied by many dreams, and frequently interrupted by

waking, (7. d.) Uneasy sleep, with toothache. Walking

up frequently at night, for eight days, (12. d.) Une

wakes up before midnight, on account of a dry cough, brst

accompanied by chilliness, then by dry heat. After mid-

night, his sleep is uneasy ; he often wakes up, and tosses

about in the bed. At night, when in bed, throbbing of the

roots of the teeth like pulsations. At midnight, one is

roused from sleep by violent pinching and rumbling in the

abdomen; this symptom ceases towards mormng, (a. 12 d.)

Headache, when in bed at night. Griping in the pit of the

stomach, in the evening, when in bed. At night, violent

pain in the bent of the knee, extending down to the heel.

At night, he is roused from sleep by a spasm and dyspnoea,

(having walked a good deal the day before.) At four

o'clock, early in the morning, one is roused from sleep by

chilliness of the whole body, accompanied by violent

contraction of the stomach ; continual empty eructations,

which afford relief; then four hquid stools, with constant

chilliness, followed by burning in the lower part of the

rectum ; the chilliness lasted until morning, (32. d.) At

night, when waking up, there is anxiety, dyspnoea, and

copious sweat. Towards four or five o'clock in the morn-

ino- the person is waked up by anxiety about the heart, as

if%weat would break out, which, however, is not the

case : after rising, the anxiety immediately disappears.

Towards morning, one wakes up with an anguish of death,

caused by pains which one imagined to endure when sleep-

ing. Early in the morning, one wakes up vvith a depres-

sion of spirits, such as is caused by grief without any
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clear consciousness. She wakes up early in the morning

with nausea and qualmishness at the stomach, * and phy-

sical depression as if sleep had not recruited her strength
;

this is accompanied by a quick, feverish pulse, with in-

ternal heat, (3. d.) Early in the morning, on waking up,

one experiences, while in bed, a drawing and biting sensa-

tion in the urethra. After midnight, he starts up from

an anxious dream, (such as,—that a horse is pursuing

him, and intends to bite him,) (10. d.) Violent startings

when asleep, before midnight, which rouse him com-
pletely, (7. d.) When asleep, she spoke loud, laughed
and wept. He talks much when asleep, as if he had an
anxious dream. Great uneasiness during sleep, with vio-

lent weeping and disconsolate grief, without being fully

conscious of those symptoms, for a few minutes, before

midnight. She sobs and groans at night as if she were
weeping, although she is not aware of those symptoms,
shortly after falling asleep, (7. d.) At night, he rises

from his bed without being aware of it, and with firmly

closed eyes ; he goes anxiously from one room into another
while he is rubbing his eyes ; when brought to bed again,

the boy fell asleep again immediately. She sleeps too
soundly, and has to be waked up. Sound sleep, full of
dreams, with erections. * Deep sleep towards morning,
with dreams which fatigue the head, (a. 10 h.) Sound
sleep, with a quantity of pleasant dreams. Pleasant
dreams, such as about money which he had received, etc.

Confused dreams. Shameful dream. *A number of
dreams,—all of them of a disagreeable nature. Dreams
about quarrelling and vexations. Dreams about falling
stars, fires, marriages. Dreams about thieves, after which
she wakes up with anxiety. She dreams that she has
committed a theft, or that she has got among robbers.
Dream about death and burial. Tormenting dreams,, be-
getting a fear of death, which lasts even after waking up.
Dreams causing anxiety, with uneasy sleep. Anxious
dreams towards morning, the sleep being otherwise sound,
(a. 12 d.) Fearfully anxious dreams, and nightmare.
A.nxious dreams : such as that the tiler forcibly thrusts a
piece of meat. into one's mouth. In a dream, he imagines
to be obliged to descend from a height, he thinks ihat he
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will have to fall. She dreams that she is upon a ferry-boat

which is foundering in the river ; she wakes up with

anxiety. He dreams that he is walking about in a river,

in which he sees serpents and other animals, of which he

is afraid. He dreams about ghosts, and makes so much

noise that it wakes him up. •

i i
• -Uf

Fever.—Chilliness and uneasy sleep the whole night,

(33. d.) Chills near the warm stove, (15. d.) An ^he

evening, chilliness from seven to eight o'clock
;
she teels

so chilly that she is obliged to go to bed ;
but even there

it takes her a long while to get warm, (5. d.) Uold air is

very disagreeable to her, especially to her feet. InternaL

chills, with a desire for the warm stove, and stretching ot

the limbs ; worse after warm drinks. Chilly m the open

air. Chilliness of the whole body ;
the feet are as cold as

ice the whole day, with heat in the head, also m the room,

( 1 . d.) Internal chilUness and external heat, especially on

the cheeks, with dark redness of the same, as is seen in

persons who drink much brandy. Interna^^ chilliness with

hot cheeks and cold hands.* Cold thrills, without any

thirst or subsequent heat or sweat, from four to six o clock

in the afternoon, with throbbing pains m the forehead and

the occiput, which decrease by pressing upon the P^rts w th

the hand, (9. d.) Chilliness, constant eructations, bitter

taste in the mouth, frequent collection of saliva, g^^^
"

ing of strength, and headache, as if the head would burst,

especially on the top of the head, accompanied by vertigo

Crelieved bv a dose of ipecacuanha,) (34. d.) frequent

^epSn oJcMUs ^n the Ivemng, (2. d.) Chills over the

whole body, every other day, towards evening, without

any thirst, Accompanied by want of appetite, sleeplessness,

and restkss tos4g about in the bed. In the evening,

one experiences chills, which increase by the shghtes

motion sometimes also flushes of heat in the face, (1. d.)

Che evening, at five o'clock, she experienced such v o-

entchmmessr especially of the back and feej that she

could not even warm herself near the warm stove
,

in halt

Note. Bryonia is an antidote against the fevers censed by Alu-

mna.
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an hour, sweat broke out, without any thirst, (6. 7. d.) In

the evening, chilliness and warmth often alternate, the

face is hot, and the rest of the body experiences chills.

Internal chilliness, with hot hands and hot lobules of the

ears, (a. 2 h.) Chilliness of half an hour is followed by

heat of the body, and sweat in the face. Pleasant warmth,

of short duration, in the right side of the face, in the after-

noon, (5. d.) Sudden heat in the face, with redness, last-

ing only for a short while, (5. d.). Sensation in the body,

as after having become violently heated, when sitting, (the

first days.) In the evening, heat in the body for two hours
;

it appears to begin at the head, (5. d.) Feverish faintish-

ness, with internal heat. Towards evening, heat in the

whole body, especially in the feet ; followed by shaking

fits, which obliged her to go to bed, where she soon fell

asleep ; thirst neither during the hot nor the cold stage,

nor were there any other symptoms besides these men-
tioned, (11. d.) Heat before midnight ; it does not permit

him to fall asleep. Heat, loitli anxiety^ at night, accom-
panied by sweat. Sudden heat, with sweat and anxious

palpitation of the heart. Early in the morning, upon re-

maining in bed after six o'clock, she begins to sweat, for

some mornings, (a. 9 d.) Orgasm, with increased pulse,

and trembling of the hands when writing ; this orgasm
also exists after a meal, and is combined with heat of the

whole body, and sweat of the face, (1. d.)

AMMONIUM CARBONICUM. (carbonate of am-
monia.)

This salt may be prepared by mixing one ounce of the
sal ammoniacum and one ounce of the crystals of Natrum
in a Florence flask, which should then be loosely closed
at the top. Then take an iron pan filled with sand, into
which the flask is inserted to a level with the contents.
The pan being then heated, the ammonium is sublimed
into the upper part of the flask, the top of which may be
broken off, in order to take out the salt. Triturate one
grain of this salt ; the dilutions are obtained from the mil-
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lionth degree of potency. One or two globules of the

degree X. sometimes act thirty-six days.

Ammonium carbonicum has been found useful m the

following affections :— ^ •, .,• i i
•

Tearfulness ;
disobedience ; want of docility ;

loathing

of life; uneasiness in the evening; attacks of anxiety

;

anxiety, with weakness ;
diminution of the thinking iacul-

tv; vertiffo, when sitting or reading; chronic headache;

headache, as if something would get out at the forehead ;

headache, with nausea ;
hammermg headache ;

lalling otl

of the hair; dry pus on the eyelids; burmng and leehng

of coldness in the eyes ;
dimness of sight, with a sense as

of waving before the eyes; black points and streaks ot

light hovering before the eyes ; cataract of the crystalline

lens; short-sightedness; hardness of hearing, accompa-

nied by suppuration, and itching of the ear ;
humming and

tingling before .the ears ;
itching of the nose

;
pustules in

the no?e
;
bleeding at the nose, early in the morning, when

washing ;
summer-freckles ;

tearings, extending from the

left upper lip across the cheek as far as the ear
;
cracking

in the articulation of the jaw, when chewmg
;
chronic

looseness of the teeth ; sore throat, like rawness of the

throat ; soreness of the throat ;
swelling of the inner

mouth ; eructations tasting of the ingesta, either food or

drink ; bitter taste in the mouth, especially after a meal

;

rawness and burning of the oesophagus from below up-

wards, after a meal ; headache after a meal ;
nausea after

a meal
;
vertiginous giddiness during a meal ;

unconquer-

able desire to eat sugar ; thirst ; want of appetite in the

morning ;
sour eructations ;

heartburn ;
eructations and

vomiting; pain at the stomach
;
spasm of the stomach;

contractive pain in the pit of the stomach, when stretching

one's self; burning pain in the liver
;
boring stitches m the

liver in the evening, when sitting; uneasiness in the ab-

domen ;
painful concussion in the hypogastrmm when set-

ting the foot down in walking; costiveness ;
difficulty of

pass n' the stools ;
colic, with diarrhoea; blood wth the

Jtools
"
discharge of blood from the rectum, (flowing h^-

^rh^dsT^/cW oftheanus;vances ofJre..cU^;

nightly micturition ;
pollutions ;

(deficiency of the sexual

desire;) scanty menses; sterility, with scanty men.es,
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menses too short and scanty ; menses too early
;
during

the menses, she experiences a pressure upon the genital

organs, cutting in the abdomen, tearing in the back and
the genital organs, these symptoms obliging her to lie

down
;
watery discharge from the uterus ;

leucorrh(Ba

;

profuse, acrid, corrosive leucorrhoea ; chronic dryness of

the nose ; chronic coryza ; dry coryza ; shortness of

breath; asthma; cough; cough with hoarseness, the body
being warm

;
cough caused by tilillation in the throat,

with discharge
;
cough by day

;
cough at night ; stitches

in the small of the back, when coughing; burning in the

chest from below upwards
;

tearings, beginning at the

upper left side of the chest, and extending as far as the

shoulder-joint ; stitches in the fleshy part of the chest

;

goitre
; swelling of the cervical glands, accompanied by

an itching eruption of the face and body
;
pain in the nape

of the neck; rigidity of the arms and fingers,—they be-
come cold and insensible, at night, early in the morning,
and when closing the hands in seizing something

;
pain

of the wrist-joint, ivhichhad been sprained som.e time ago;
swelling of the fingers, when letting the arms hang down

;

the fingers go to sleep
;
great lassitude in the lower ex-

tremities
;
drawing pain in the legs, when sitting ; stitches

in the heel
;
sweating of the feet

;
swelling of the feet

;

cramp in the sole of the feet
;
pain as from a sprain, in the

ball of the big toe, at night when in bed
;
burning in the

hands and feet
;
feeling of weakness in the limbs, when

walking in the open air ; disinclination to walking
; draw-

ing and tension in the small of the back, in the back and
in the joints ; curvature of the bones ; warts

;
burning

stitches and tearings in the corns ; drowsiness by day

;

sleeplessness at night
;
nightmare on falling asleep ; fever-

ish heat in the head, wih cold feet
;
evening chills ; sweat.

This remedy may be repeated with advantage, afler
some intermediate remedies. Its effects, when excessive,
may be diminished by smelling of camphor.

This drug has been proved by myself and Doctors Hart-
laub; Ng.

; Gross; Stapf; Trinks ; Schreler.
Noack and Trinks have arranged the above mentioned

affections under the following technical names : Hysteria
znd Hypochondria.—Chlorosis.—Eclampsia—Scrophulo-
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sis 1—Nervous A sthenic affections.—Rheum^iism and gout,

especially rheumatic, arthritic metastases characterised by

torpor.—J5iYe of a serpent.- Suffocating and apoplectic

fits.— Comatose conditions.—Fainting ^^5.—Faraly sis —
Convulsions. -Tetnims. Sci/ri;r/.—Melaena.- Morbus

maculosus h^morrhagicus Werlhofii.—Acwte exanthemasy

with- disposition to torpor and colliquation, especially

scarlatina, when Sphacelus is threatening to set m ;
Mili-

aria and Morbilli, especially when the epidemic disease is

characterised by torpor and colliquati07i.—Fapulous and

squamous eruptions upon the skin, such as : Strophulus,

lichen, prurigo, psoriasis localis.—Fmuudes, pustulous

eruptions, such as : Porrigo furfurans, ecthyma, variola,

(with a putrid character.)—Hot gangrene ;
gangr^na se-

nilis —2nim7ii«er?i/ei;er5, where coldness is a prevailing

symptom ; febris intermittens miiWgr^ix.—Nervous fevers,

with asthenic affections of the chest^Puind fever.-

Tvv^ous fevers.—Colliquative sweats, especially m con-

sumptive individuals.—Megrim.-Headache, caused by

congestion of the blood to the he^id.—Intoxication ; deh^

riu^. tremens.—Photopsia, originating in plethora abdom-

inaii-, anemia, threatening apoplexy.—Oz^na.—Angina

parotidea.—ATi^ma gangrcBnosa.—HcBmatemesis.—l\ er-

dyspepsit—Gastrodynia. -Colic - Costiveness,

caused by want of tone of the mtestinal canal; h3e,mor.

rhojdal constipation.—Diarrhoea, with colic.--Dysen-

xJt^Flatulence and t^/mpani^z..-Hemorrhoidal affec-

tions, flowing h^morrhoids.-A^ony of the urinary or-

sam; diabetes, especially of hysteric mdividuals.—

Vi^mzXx^^x?..-lrregularities of the menstrual functions,

esTecialhj ^ohen accompanied by nervous erethism;

menstrual colic ;
dysmenorrhea.-Fluor albus.-Ammo^

.

Bium has a specific effect upon the organs of respiration ,

in chronic affections of those organs it may be used with

especial advantage.-F/^en^ and dry coryza.-Chronic

catarrh of the air-passages.—Bronchitis maligna.-Asth-

maUc coiplaints!-mghtmare.-(Edem^
'^^^T'^'^'^r'^Z

n^LvXol-Pneumonia no/Aa.-Pneumonia hypostati-

^t^Apoplexia pulmonum.-Tormenting dry cough of

con.uZtvoepersLs.-Erethisminaffeclw^^

Ztj^Lonly phthisis.-M.cUon. of the venous hea^^^

t-Hydrothorax 7-Tingling m parts that have gone to
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sleep.—Dropsical swellings.—Rheumatic and arthritic

affections of thejoints.—Dropsy of the joints.

—

Sprains,—
Contusions.—Extravasations and exudations.

Ammonium is especially suitable to adynamic, weak,

nervous, venous, or lymphatic constitutions, to individuals

of a torpid, phlegmatic, melancholy temperament, to peo-

ple leading a sedentary life, and to the female organism ;

in persons who are easily impressed, and react but slightly

and for a short lime, when there is laxity of the fibre, dis-

position to lymphatic accumulation of mucus and fat, and

to nervous affections.

p. S. It is remarkable that ammonium should be useful

against a tendency to gangrene, and that cancerous and

mortifying ulcers should evolve a large quantity of ammo-
nium ; that ammonium should play an important part in

the affections of the sexual organs of the female, and that

a considerable quantity of. ammonium should be evolved

through the skin durmg the period of menstruation ; and
lastly, that ammonium should relieve the symptoms of

poisoning by fungi, and that ammonium should be a charac-

teristic constituent of those growths. It is well known
that a similar relation exists between the itch and sulphur

;

that the itch-vesicle smells of sulphur, and that sulphur is

a specific against the itch.

Antidotes : Arnica, Camph. Hep.—Ammonium is used
as an antidote against acid. Hydroc, Lauroc, and Laches
is, also Secale ?

Analagous remedies: Amm.caust., Ammon. muriat., Ant,
Arn., Asa., Ars., Bell., Bry., Camph., Carb. anim. et veg.,

Hep. sulp., H3'droc. ac, Hyosc, Kali, Laches., Laur.,
Lycop., Magn. p. aus, etc. Merc, Nux vom., Phosph.,
Puis., Rho., Sulp.,— 2. Chin., Dulc, Electr., Nux mosch.,
Lee, Leneg., Stann., Silic,—3. Euphorb., Ferr., Graph.,
Tp., Mang., Mur. ac, Natr. mur., Nitr. ac, Op.
MORAL Symptoms.—Earnest mood. Sad, weeping

mood, towards evening, (2. d.) Weeping mood, with
thoughts of death. Morose and full of grief. The re-

collection of past disagreeable occurrences torments him.
She is anxious on account of her illness. Sad, low-spir-
ited, apprehensive of evil, accompanied by chilliness, in
the forenoon. * Every afternoon betvi^een 5 and 6 o'clock
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she is seized with anguish, as if she had committed llie

greatest crime ; towards evening the anguish passes off.

* For many afternoons she is seized with a weakness and

anxiety ; she knows not how to comfort herself, what to

do with herself; this state leaves her towards evening.

* Great oppression of the heart ; he knew not how to^qmet

himself, * Fearful and uneasy mood, (2. d.)
^

• bhe

has rest nowhere and succeeds in nothing, (4. d.) * Sigh-

incT. Not disposed to do any thing. Dread of labour.

cFoudy weather makes her very sad. Peevishness early

in the morning. Ill humour, peevishness, sometimes ac-

companied by headache, in the forenoon. Very unamia-

ble, irritated, peevish ;
she answers reluctantly (the se-

cond day of her courses.) She found fault with every

thing. She could not bear any noise. The child is ex-

tremely obstinate. Bears no contradiction. Peevish and

ansrv. Peevish, angry, scolding, in the evening, (6. d )

The mood changes for the better, after supper ;
headache

and pain at the stomach, ceasing at the same time. V ery

easily frightened. Extremely fantastic. Occasionally ex-

cessive mirth. He often laughs, without moderation, at

a trifle, (a. 38 d.) He does not seem to be in his senses.

Head very thoughtless. Very forgetful and headache

when reflecting on something. Forgetfu ,
absent, cannot

recollect, (9. d.) Very absent ; when telhng a story, Jie

easily loses his train of thoughts, and hits upon thoughts

and expressions which he did not wish to empby, (8. d.)

Absence of mind, accompanied by anxiety ;
vvhen speak-

ing, he is at a loss to finish his speech. She finds it hard

to arrange her ideas. He speaks incorrectly, speaks wrong

without wishing it, uses one word for another in speaking.

He easily uses wrong letters and figures in writing or cy-

^^He"ad ^^Emptiness and sensation as of closing of the

head, (a. a quarter of an hour.) Stupefaction of the head.

Vertigo as from intoxication, after having sat still for some

time, (towards evening.) Upon turning with the body, the

head feels immediately dizzy Vertigo and trembling of

the feet, so that he has to hold himself in order not to fa 1

for several days, (a. 3 d.) Vertigo, at night and ear y in

the morning, (a. 2 d.) Early m the morning, vertigo
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with a sense as of waving before the eyes
;
she has to sit

down. Frequent vertigo, early in the morning after ris-

ing ; it continues the whole day and is worse toward even-

ing ; he feels as if things turned with him in a circle ;

also at night on moving his head. Giddiness, nausea and

want of appetite, ever since the dawn of day. Vertigo

with nausea, early in the morning ; in walking, that symp-

tom soon passes off, (4. d.) * Headache, early in bed,

with nausea, which rises as high up as the throat; she

feels an inclination to vomit ; the symptom passes off af-

ter 2 or 3 hours. * Headache and pain at the stomach,

accompanied by ill humour, the whole day, (a. 3 d.)

* Headache after dinner, (5. d.) Headache with heaviness

of the forehead, early in the morning, worse in the after-

noon, (3. d.) Pressure at the top of the head, half an
hour, (a. 6 d.) Pressure over the whole head after having

got heated, (a. 10 d.) Erratic headache in the brain, pres-

sure and stinging over one of the eyebrows. His head is

very heavy. Heaviness and beating in the forehead, after

dinner. Heaviness in the left side of the head, growing
worse in bed, (46. d.) The right side of her head seems
to be heavier than the left ; the head feels as if it would
fall over on that side, (1. d.) Pressive sense of fulness in

the forehead, as from the vapor of coal. * Pressive full-

ness in the forehead and in the upper part of the head, as

if the head would burst there. * On stooping there is

tension in the nape of the neck ; in front the head threat-

ens to burst with pain. * Headache, pressive jerkings in
the forehead from within outwards, as if it would burst.
* Uproar behind the right frontal eminence, as if every
thing would come out there, (2. d.) Clawing pain in the
head. For several mornings she is roused from her slum-
ber by a drawing pain of the periosteum of the forehead

;

the pain passes off after rising. Drawing and tearing in

the whole head, early after rising and during the whole
day, (23. d.) Tearing of the temples, early and in the
evenings.. Tearing behind the left ear, as far as the ver-

tex, with a sensation as if the head were cleft. Headache
with stitches the whole day. Erratic stitches in the head
deep in the brain, especially in the right side

; they pass
off in the open air, (4. 42. d.) Stitches in the left temple,
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increased by chewing. Stitches in the left temple, as with

a blunt instrument. Prickings over the right eye. Stitch-

es over the left eye, so violent that they cause the eyes to

contract, after dinner, (4. d.) Boring stitches behind the

light frontal eminence, deep in the brain, durmg dmner,

(2. d.) Headache resembhng a knocking or hackmg with

a sharp instrument ;
pain prevented her from moving, she

had to lie still. Painful throbbing and beating in the tem-

ple, in the left side of the head and the left side of the oc-

ciput, sometimes with yawning. Pain as from ulceration

in moving the head and on pressing upon it, especially in

the occiput, at one of the glands of that region, for some

time. On moving his head there is a sensation as of the

brain falling to and fro, towards the side where he stoops,

some times attended with stinging pains ; a symptom which

troubles him even at night, for several weeks in succession.

Headache as if water or something else were in his head.

Sense of looseness of the brain. The head easily catches

cold. Itching of the head, accompanied by great sensi-

tiveness of the integuments of the head when scratching

them, (10. d.) Violent itching of the hairy scalp, espe-

cially of the occiput. Sense as if the hairs would stand

upon end, with tingling over the whole head and a feeling

of coldness there, after coming out of the open air and en-

tering the room. The hair is painful when touched. 1 he

scalp and the hairs are intensely painful when the hand is

moved along them ; this movement made him shudder,

(1st evening.) -
, -u •

i

Eyes : The eyes are weak ; the child winks continu-

ally. Pressure upon the eyelids on waking up and when

he is about falling asleep ; he cannot open them, although

he is internally awake. Pressure in the eyes. Pressure

and cutting.in the eyes, (4. d.) Pressure and fine stitches

in the eyes, (2. d.) Prickings and pressure m the eyes.

Biting in the eyes and itching of the borders of the lids.

Itchin? and biting in the eyes, which pass off by rubbmg.

early in the morning,) (1. 4. 12. d.) * Burning of the eyes

the whole day, especially early on waking up, with intol-

erance of light, and in the evening on lying down. A stye

of the rieht upper lid becomes inflamed, with a sensation

of tension (2. d.) Inflammation of the inner canthus of

9
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the right eye, without pain, (26. d.) The eyes are inflam-
ed and dim. The right eye is a little inflamed and dim.
The eyes are agglutinated, early in the morning. The
eyes are closed with gum, early in the morning, after

sound sleep ; it takes her a long time to open them. The
eyes are closed with gum in the morning

;
they run in day

time. When reading his eyes run. Watery eye ; the
white of the eye is full of red veins, as in an incipient in-

flammation of the eye. The right eye waters, and the
vessels of the cornea are distinctly visible. Copious lachry-
mation, especially of the right eye, as well in the open
air as in the room. When sneezing, white stars sparkle
before his eyes. A large black spot hovers before the eye
after she has been sewing. When making an eflbrt, he
sees the objects which are at a distance double, and also
those which are near him.

^
Ears :—Frequent and painful stitches in the right ear.

Stitches in the left ear, (2. d.) Throbbing in the left ear,
at night, when resting upon it ; on turning to the other
side, the symptom disappears, (6. d.) Twitches and
pinching in the internal ear. Twitches and tension around
the left ear, in the cheek-bone and in the temples, with
swelling of the cervical glands. Tension behind the right
ear. Tearing below and behind the ears, made worse by
moving the head, sometimes extending as far as the vertex,
the occiput and the nape of the neck, also the shoulder,
(after dinner.) Hard swelling of the glands of the ear.
Early in the morning itching over the ears, which spreads
over the whole body, (3. d.) Tingling and slow and deep
tearing in the left ear, which afterwards extends to the
lower jaw, (10. d.) A report in the ears as of a distant
shot, 5 or 6 times in the course of an hour. Whizzing
before the left ear. Illusion of hearing

; he imagines to
hear the rmging of bells. At night, whizzing in the left
ear, (2. d.) Every day, after midnight, whispering as of

• • T"^
among trees, in the right ear, when resting upon

p ^u A
^^'^^^'^S before the ears as if the hearing were

A J"^.^^.^^.
^°"^^^^^"g were lying before the ears, (a. 17

Diminishing of hearing. Painful sensitiveness of
the deaf ear in consequence of a strong sound

; this caus-
ed her to tremble over the whole body.
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Nose -.—Tearing in the left nasal fossa, and simulta-

neously in the bone of the left elbow, extending towards

the hand. Slight shootings in the left side of the nose

which seem to draw up the wing of the nose. When stoop-

ins, sensation in the extremity of the nose as if the blood

were accumulating there. Upon strongly breathing through

the nose this organ feels painful. Swelling, sensation of

soreness and itching in the right cavity of the nose with

a tinglina: in the nose as if the nose were continua iy at-

fected wtth cold ; the nose runs, (a. 3 d.) Furunculus on

the tip of the nose. Pustule on the side of the nose. On

the septum of the nose a pustule, in front. Pimple upon

the tip of the nose. An acrid fluid runs out at the nose.

When stooping, water runs out at the nose. On blowing

the nose, early in the morning, pus drops out at one ot the

nostrils, (5. d.) Bloiving bloody mucus out of the nose

frequently. On blowing the nose, blood comes out a the

left nostril, (2. d.) * Bleeding at the nose, (8. d.) Bleed-

ing at the nose, after dinner, (2. d.) * Dry coryza, Jahr,

Face Violent pain in the face on the right side. Pain-

ful tension and tearing in the riglit side of the face (2. d )

Pressive pain in the zygoma. Drawing pain in the cheek

bones. Contraction of the skin of the forehead and the

face. Sense as of stretching in the face, she ^as to rub

her eyes and het face, as if she were sleepy. Heat m
the fale, during mental exertions. Heat m the head and

face wilh red dieeks. Redness of the left cheek. Pale-

ness' of the face, with nausea and moral and physical wea-

nness. Wretched look. Pale face, accompanied by

headache pain at the stomach and ill-humour, (4. d.) rale,

b otd face, for a long lime (a 30 dO Tension of

skin ot the faee (the nose and bolh lips), as if the face

were swollen; early in the morning, on waking up. Hard

Twelling of the cheek, * as well as the glands of the ears

and neck. White, -herpes-like spots of the size of a small

pea which continually exfoliate ;
(upon the cheek.) Bolls

Tpon the cheek and around the ear Small bo, s and in-

durations, emitting water and ""'l' "P°"
'^^^^.^'f

'

'

the corners of the mouth and on ^e chin. Eruptions up

on the forehead resembling little boils Pimples and ve

sides on the forehead. Pimples on lie forehead and the
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tip of the nose. Miliary eruption around the chin, with-
out sensation. Pustules upon the forehead, temple, cheek
and chin. Pustules upon the cheeks, during the menses.
Itching of the mouth ; both hps were itching. Pimple
on the lower lip, with burning pain. Burning vesicles on
the vermilion border of both lips. Vesicles at the right
corner of the mouth and on the upper lip. Eruption at

'

the mouth. Herpes-like, scaly eruption around the mouth.
Jaws and Teeth :—Scaly skin" of the chin, with ve-

hement itching, which does not pass off by scratching.
The upper hp feels sore, as if it were chapped. The
low«r lip is chapped in the middle, with a sensation as of
burning; it bleeds. Chapped lips and sore corners of the
mouth. Dry, chapped lips with a sensation of soreness
as from excoriation, and a feeling of burning, as if they
were covered with vesicles. Pain and swelling of the
submaxillary glands

;
they feel tense upon the mouth be-

ing moved. Under the gum, upon the jaw, a swelling of
the size of a pigeon's egg ; this swelling felt very»painful
upon moving the jaws for the purpose of chewing. The
gums are so sensitive that she does not dare to touch
them with the tongue, (41. d.) Stitches of the inner and
upper gums of the right side. Itching of the gums

;
they

bleed upon being scratched. Gums incline to-bleed. Sen-
sation as of swelling, or also swelling and inflammation
of the gums. Swelling of the gums accompanied by swell-
ing of the cheek. Abscess of the gums, attended with
discharge of pus. Pain in two molar teeth as when
sweets come into a hollow tooth. Violent toothache, with
heat of the same side of the head, (a. 12 d.) Violent
toothache, as soon as she enters the bed in the evening^,
durmg the whole night ; it cannot be relieved in any po-
sition. Toothache at night, and swollen cheek on the
day following

; afterwards enlarged nose and red spots in
the face and upon the neck. When a warm liquid gets
into the mouth, the person experiences painful shootintrsm the teeth and the lower jaw of one side, for b or fo
minutes. In chewing almost all the teeth are painful •

the person was unable to speak on account of pain
; upon

mr rushing into the mouth, the pain became intolerable.
The teeth are painful when set against one another, in the
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act of biting: An anterior inferior incisor tooth becomes

very painful when biting upon it, during the catamenia.

Toothache during the catamenia, day and night, especial-

Iv durinff and after dinner, relieved by warm cloths and

pressincT upon the teeth. Drawing toothache durmg the

catameSia. Drawing toofhache during the catamenia; it

'

passes off by eating, (a. 6 h.) Drawing toothache, which

seems to b^ in the jaws, and extends as far as the ear

and the cheek
;
only during eating and when bitmg upon

the tooth. Darting in an infected molar tooth, after dinner

;

the pain ceases upon a toothpick being inserted in the

tooth. Tearing pain in the upper row of teeth. Draw-

ing and tearing in a molar tooth, after a journey m damp

weather, (a. 23 d.) Griping in a hollow molar tooth with

a sensation as of tearing and shooting, also at night, re-

lieved by smelling of hepar sulphuris. Tearing in^ the

teeth and jaws as far as the ears, before midnight
;
she is

obliged to shift constantly from one side to another, the

teeth are very painful when biting upon them, (the third

day of the catamenia.) Tearing in the upper molar teeth

of the left side, with frequent collections of water in the

mouth, and gnawing in the left shoulder, (10. d.) iear-

in£T toothache in the left upper row, which seerns to affect

th? roots as "if an ulcer would form there (36. d.) Sen-

sation as if an abcess were existing at the roots of the

teeth, which threatens to burst on the access ot air, or

when the tooth is pressed upon during mastication, bhoot-

inffs in a healthy molar tooth, in the open air. Shooting

toothache, uninterruptedly for eight days. Shooting pain

in the molar teeth, upon pressing their edges against one

another ; he was only able to chew with the mcisor teeth

(immediately, and on the 2. d ) On touching he oo h

with the tongue, a violent stitch occurred in a hollow tooth

of the upper row. Sensation of soreness in a hollow mo-

lar tooth, (a. half an h.) Throbbing and pressive tooth-

nrhp Ca 3 d.) Toothache in the evening, as it the teetn

were clawed: Sensation in the teeth, as if there were n

power to bite. The teeth become very dull. ^ff ^f^J-

the molar teeth, on setting them against
0"^^,^;^;°^^^^^^^^

ing mastication ;
they appear to be loose. 1 he teeth teel

k
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as if they were dull and too long. The teeth frequently

feel as if they were too long, as after having eaten acids.

A tooth which, formerly, had often been painful, appears to

be longer, and becomes again sensitiveto pain. On suck-

ing, Hood comes out of a molar tooth. The decay of the

teeth progresses rapidly. His teeth fall out, even sound

ones.

Mouth.—Burning vesicles on the inner side of the lower

lip. On the inner side of the lower lip, a painful, white

vesicle. The inside of the cheeks is full of vesicles with-

out sensation. Vesicles on the tongue^ especially on its

border. Vesicles at the tip of the tongue, which hinder

speaking and eating, with a burning pain. Pustules upon
the tongue, with a burning and stinging pain, especially on

the border and under the tongue. Small ulcer at the tip

of the tongue, feeling sore whenever the tongue is moved.
Pain at the palate, as from an ulcer, on touching the

palate with the tongue ; the part exfohates on the day fol-

lowing. The anterior half of the tongue feels as if it were
pithy, early in the morning, (4. d.) ' Burning at the tip of

the tongue, made worse by touching it. Redness and in-

flammation in the mouth and throat ; these parts are pain-

ful, as if they were sore and excoriated. Sensation as of

swelling in the mouth. The buccal cavity feels so narrow
that she scarcely dares to open her mouth or to move her
tongue, lest she should hurt some part by touching it with
the tongue, (40. d.) Talking is often difficult for her, as
if the organs of speech were paralyzed, or on account of
a pain, resembling pain at the stomach, (3. d.) Sore
throat towards evening. Pain in the throat during de-

glutition, as if the right tonsil were swollen. Swelhng of
the amygdalae, with difficult deglutition, especially early in

the morning and in the evening. Sensation as if some-
thing were in her throat, by which swallowing is made
difficult, accompanied by a sensation of choking pressure

;

(early, and in the evening.) She feels- as if something
were in her throat, on the right side, making deglutition

difficult, (a. 6 minutes.) Sore throat, sense as of scraping,
(rawness.) Roughness and sense as of scraping in the
throat. Soreness in the throat. Burning sensation in the
neck, down the oesophagus, as from alcohol. Bad sore
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throat, like slinging and drawing, or tearing, more painful

when speaking; (3. d.) Pressure in the throat, with ex-

ternal swelling on both sides. Dryness of the mouth in

the evening, which cannot be relieved by drinking ;
the

mouth feels parched early in the morning. Great dryness

and heat of the mouth, at night, (a. 12 d.) Dryness of

the mouth and neck. On waking up early in the morning,

dryness of the mouth and neck, with thirst. The lips are

constantly dry, and adhere to one another, (15. d.)

Taste and Appetite.— Collection of saltish water in

the mouth. She has to spit a good deal, for several days.

Frequent and copious collection of watery saliva in her

mouth ;
she is constantly obliged to spit. Bad smell from

the mouth, which he himself perceives, for a long time.

Sweet taste in the mouth, with bloody saliva, (5. d.) Taste

of blood in the mouth, during the whole time of provnig.

Bad taste and smell in the mouth, early in the morning.

* Bitter taste in the mouth, early in the morning, and at-

tacks of nausea the whole day, (10. d.) Bitter taste m
the mouth, early on waking up, (2. d.) " Nasty and sourish

taste in the mouth. Acid taste after drinking milk. Sour-

ish and metallic taste of food. Constant eructations.

Frequent^ hut suppressed eructations. A good deal of

empty eructations, especially the first day. Frequent

risings of air, in the evening and after dinner, (5. d.)

* Eructations tasting of the ingesta. * Eructations tasting

of the ingesta, during and after supper, (10. d.) * Sour

eructations. * Frequent heartburn. Feverish chilliness

early in the morning, succeeded by hiccough, (2. d.)

Nausea and coated tongue, early in the morning, (a. 8 d.)

Qualmishness, early after rising, until the afternoon, ac-

companied by chilliness in the whole body
;
when this

symptom appears, she vomits sour water, during the cata-

menia, (a. 55 d) Qualmishness of the stomach unto

vomiting, when walking, (4. d.) Constant absence of

thirst, during the time of proving. * Continual thirst.

* Thirst the whole afternoon, (6. d.) No appetite, but

* continual thirst. She cannot eat her dinner without

drinking, (a. 10 d.) Little hunger and appetite, although

he relishes his meal, (2. 8. d.) * Want of appetite, early

in the morning. Milk becomes offensive to her. INo
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desire for meat or boiled things ; she only desires bread

and cold food, for several days, during the catamenia.

Increase of hunger and appetite, (1. 2. d.) A good deal

ofhunger and appetite, (a. 18 d.) Rabid hunger, (a. 2 h.)

Increased appetite at dinner
;
nevertheless, she is imme-

diately satiated after having eaten little^ (4. 6. d.) Heat

in theface, during and after dinner. Tearing in the right

temple during dinner. * Sense of nausea and lassitude

during and after dinner, (during the catamenia,) (9. d.)

Pain at the stomach, and loathing of the supper, while the

person is taking it, (8. d.) Stitches in the chest, after

supper. * Qualmishness after dinner. * Qualmishness
and inclination to vomit, every day, immediately after din-

ner, for a whole hour. Uneasiness, with pressure at the

stomach and * the forehead, immediately after dinner, for

several hours, (a. 4 h.)

Stomach.—Pressure at the stomach after dinner. After

eating, great pressure at the pit of the stomach, succeeded
by nausea and vomiting of the ingesta

;
afterwards, sour

taste in the mouth—for five days, (a. 16 d.) After dinner,

she finds talking difficult. Sensation as of the stomach
being overloaded, until three hours after dinner. The
stomach appears full, trembling, (during the catame-
nia.) Sense of emptiness at the stomach. Pain at the
stomach, with disposition to watery risings, (6. d.) * Pain-
fulness of the stomach, when pressed upon, (4. d.) The
cloths press upon the stomach. Pressure at the stomach.
Oppression at the stomach after dinner. Oppression at

the stomach' after supper, (a. 12 h.) Oppressive weight
at the pit. Pressure at the stomach, with nausea and sen-
sitiveness at the pit. Oppression at the stomach, with a
sensation of contraction, (also in the chest,) accompanied
by loathing and nausea, (4. d.) Oppression at the stomach,
already early in the morning, passing i-nto nausea and in-

clination to vomit. Pinching, and rumbling in the stomach.
Gnawing at the right side of the stomach. Tearing and
boring pain in the region of the stomach, extending up to
the first lumbar vertebrGS. Feeling of coldness in the re-
gion of the stomach. Burning in the region of the stomach.
Burning, first at the stomach, then also in the belly,

(shortly after taking the medicine.) Heat at the stomach,
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which extends to the bowels, as from drinking strong wine,

(a. a quarter of an hour.)

Abdomen.— Pressive pain under the right ribs, in the

region of the Uver. Soreness of the Uver. Slitches below

the left ribs, in the evening. Pressure over the umbilicus,

as from a button. At three o'clock in the morning she is

roused from her sleep by a violent colic, two days before

the appearance of the menses, (41. d.) • Pressure in the

hypogastrium, for three hours, also during dinner, (a. 2 h.)

Pressive pain in the left side of the abdomen, early in -the

morning, (a. 12 h.) Painful compression on both sides of

the abdomen, only when sitting, relieved by motion and

extension of the limbs, (5. d.) Sudden, painful contraction

of the bowels, as far as the region of the stomach, relieved

by compressing the belly with the hands, passing off after

lying down, (33. d.) Contractive and pinching pain in

the belly, first in the upper, then in the lower part, early

in.the morning, so violent, that it produced qualmishness

and gathering of water in the mouth, even unto faintness,

accompanied by chilliness, twelve hours before the appear-

ance of the menses, (a. 9 d.) CoHc in the left side of the

abdomen, during dinner ; the pain terminates with the emis-

sion of flatulence. Violent pinching, contraction and rum-

bling in the belly, in the forenoon ; it comes on when

walking in the open air, and can only be relieved by lying

upon the belly, and applying warm cloths to it
;

in the

evening it appears again, also in the cold on the following

morning ; afterwards it becomes less, when in the room,

(17. d.) Contractive spasm deep in the hypogastrium, on

stooping ; also in the small of the back, (38. d.) Sense as

of clawing and of obstruction in the abdomen. Cutting

pain in the abdomen, the belly being very small during the

pain, (16. d.) Violent colic, at 7 o'clock in the morning,

(a. 48 h.) Cutting and biting in the belly as from worms,

with contractive pain at the stomach and chilliness and

sweat- the person cannot fall asleep till morning; on

wakina up, the pain reappears. Stitches in the abdomen,

which make walking difficult. Stitches m the left side of

the belly, in the evening, when stooping. Transverse

stitches deep in the hypogastrium, when standing. Burn-

ing, deep in the left side of the belly, (2. d.) Heaviness
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in the abdomen. Pinching and lancinations in the right

side of- the lower abdomen, when stretching the limbs,

(20. d.) Painful pressure in the groin and the bent of the

right knee. Sense of fullness and distention in the region

of the left groin. Elastic swelling in the left groin, as

large as a fist, in the evening, after lying down, with a
pain asfrom a bruise at that place; on account of this

pain, she cannot rest upon that side ; the pain is also ex-

perienced upon the parts being touched ; on waking up,

swelling and pain had disappeare<l, (9. d.) A hernia pro-

trudes in the left groin, (2. d.) Excessively distended ab-

domen. Distention of the abdomen, with retention of

stool.

Stool.—Rumbling, and moving of flatulence in the

abdomen. Rumbling in the abdomen, as from spasms or

when fasting, every time after she swallows something,
for several days, (a. 16 d.) Rumbling in the abdomen,
with colic. Griping, with a good deal of flatulence. Dis-
position to colic, with flatulence. Much flatulence. Emis-
sion of a quantity of flatulence, in the afternoon, evening,
and at night, the evacuations being -normal, (4. d.) * Re-
tention of stools during thefirst days ; this is succeeded
by loose stools; this symptom is observed in- all the per-
sons upon whom the drug was tried. * Constipation the
first four days. * Retarded and hard stools, forming clots

which she finds it difficult to press out. Hard, painful
stools, with prickings in the anus. Hard stools, surrounded
with streaks of blood, (a. 22 h.) Loose stools, twice a
day, (3. and 4. d.) * Diarrhoea, with colic, early in the
morning. Diarrhoea, the stools being composed of fseces
and slime, with cutting in the abdomen, before and during
the stools, (8. d.) Stools mixed with slime. Evacuations
with constant tenesmus. Violent cutting in the rectum,
with easy evacuations. During the evacuations the person
experiences a pinching pain in the abdomen, which moves
transversely along the abdomen towards the small of the
back and \he rectum

; it is diminished by bending the body,
and ceases entirely after an evacuation, (28. d.) Colic
before and after the loose stools. After the evacuation,
sense as of rasping, then burning, at the anus. After a
copious and hard evacuation, discharge of a milklike pros-
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tatic fluid.
* Discharge of blood during and after the

evacuation. *The varices of the rectum protrude a good

deal during the evacuation, and are painful a l«"gJ'i'J®

afterwards, so that she finds it inrtpossible to walk, (7. d.)

* The varices of the rectum protrude even when there is

no evacuation,—but they recede when lying down. or-

mation of varices of the rectum, moist, and with a pam as

from excoriation.
* At night he cannot sleep, on account

of a burning pain -at the rectum ;
this, together with a

strong desire for stool, compelled him to rise. Itching

of the anus. The child becomes sore between the leas.

Urinary Organs.— Fio/eni tenesmus of the bladder,

with cutting. Constant tenesmus, even at night, with

diminished emission of urine, accompamed by burning.

At night, she is obliged to rise for the purpose ot urinat-

ino-
* At night, several successive emissions of urine,

some of them seem pretty copious. Involuntary emission

of urine, of a boy,ivhile at sleep, towards morning, (1. and

2. night, and a. 16. d.) Frequent micturition, especially

the first day. Frequent and copious emissions ot urme,

especially in the evening. Increased and turbid urine.

At noon, the urine looks pale-yellow ; this is the first emis-

sion since last evening. White sandy urine, for several

days, (a. 9 d.) The urine looks reddish after dinner, as

if it were mixed with blood. Blood comes put of the

urethra. After urinating, there is a strong traction m ttie

fore part of the urethra ; in the evening, when going to

bed. Violent itching of the genital organs. Itctiing ot

the scrotum. Sweat of the scrotum. Frequent relaxation

of the scrotum. Drawing pain in the scrotum. Occa-

sional drawings in the scrotum, which are relieved by

raising it. Increased weight of the scrotum ;
he was

obliged to raise it by a bag.
.

Generative Functions.— CAo^cmg- pain in the scro-

tum and spermatic cords ;
the scrotum is paintul to the

^

touch ; it is excited by involuntary erections. Involuntary

and continual erections, early, in the morning, (13. d.

Stiffness of the penis, without any desire for coition, (6. d.)

The sexual instinct is dormant for some time, (a. 7 d.j

Total want of the sexual instinct. Disinclination to the

other sex. Vehement desire for coition, without any violent-
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ly voluptuous thoughts, and almost without any erection,
(a. 5 d.) Vehemently voluptuous desires, with trembling
of the body, almost without any erection. * Pollutions,
almost every night. Pollution, two days after an embrace.
After coition, excited circulation and palpitation of the
heart. Violent itching of the pudendum. Soreness of the
pudendum and the anus

; during an emission of urine, the
parts are especially painful. Swellings itching, and hum-
ing of the pudendum, (a. 12 d.) Continual itching of
the mons veneris

;
it constantly reappears after scratching

the parts. The menses appear too late by three— five
days; there occurs one complete interruption. *The
courses come on six days too soon. * The courses, which
had always been regular, appear one day too soon. After
a long drive in the cold air, the courses come on four days
too soon

; they are very copious, especially at night, and
when sitting and driving previously, she experiences
griping cohc, with want of appetite. The courses come
on on the eighteenth day, (a. 7 d.) The menses are
more copious, (immediately.) The menstrual blood is
blackish, often in clots, passing off with spasmodic pain
in the belly and hard stools, with tenesmus ; the flow is
abundant. The menstrual blood is not much coloured.
1 he menstrual blood is acrid, it makes the thighs sore :

this soreness causes a burning pain. Pain in the belly and
he small of the back, before the catamenia. Paleness of
the tace, before and during the catamenia. Invincible
sadness during the catamenia. Toothache during the
catamenia. Cohc during the catamenia, with griping,
pressure and tension between the scapulae. Violent tear-
ing m the body during the catamenia, which appear oneday too soon. Violent pain in the small of the back during
the catamenia. Tiolent cold during the catamenia, (9. d.)

e/n?Ml^f\''^
the whole body during the catamenia,

especially of th^ thighs, with yawning, toothache, pain inhe small of the back, and chilhness. * Violent, acrid
Leucorrhcea, (causing soreness, Jahr.,) (a. 2, 7, 8 d.)Watery, burning leucorrhoea, (13. 14. d.)

OoLD, Catarrh—Frequent sneezing, early in the
morning, when in bed. Frequent violent sneezing, (5. d.)
Obstruction of the nose. The nose is vety much obstructed.

/
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without any cold. At night the nose was so obstructed that

she was not able to breathe except through
"""f

'

f^'^*
d.) After having had a sound

V" '^^^^T ^riV she were
up at one o'clock with a sense of anxiety, as if she were

choking • this was on account of the nose being quite ob-

structed
'W her not being able to take breath except with

an open mouth, so that chest was painful in con e^

ouence of the difficult breathing, (a. 12 d.) Cold, with

Sbg, in the nose, accompanied by obstruction of he

no and imp«rity of voice. Cold with obstruction of h

left nostril. Vy coryza,
^TT^^y ''\'''S%'^''tZyza,

slightest air passing through the nose. Fluent cmyza,

a°d ) Violent fluent coryza, with tearing in tlie left

cheek Violent fluent coryza, with cough. Water drops

o t at the nose, without a cold. During the catamen a

:c id w ?er,whi;h excites a sensation as of burning upon the

UDuer lip, is constantly running out of her nose (43. d.)

cTs rkUon of the lar'ynx from both sides of the n ck^

nrawin.^ and stinging itching in the larynx. Hoarseness

andTou°ghuess in the°throat.° Rough throat ;
he can only

:;eak with difficulty, as speaking
^"<^^---'l,^\lZtol e

(2 i.) Violent and frequent hoarseness. She is so hoarse

t\at she cannot speak a lo"d w°rd (a. 16 d,

Rfspirvtory Organs.—His cnesi leeib &u yj^^j

thafhe can scarcely speak; this symptom - accompamed

by coryza, and e^pecto-^^^
^Tli'cte's^telUough

!

XnSSLd,t^relsho|..^^C^^^^^^^

^^f:^:r:'^'^^ a"ru.a.ion of phigm
throat irequeniy mucus, for seve-

'"l'^" He S c^^ge^to cougl a quarter of an hour, when

r':o»rs?ofn^^^^^^^^

'"^T;^ Coush' which contracts the chest. Cough, which

"'
uT, the ches't under the sternum feel sore, as from ex-

makes the oho^t m
;

which is

rtirupJ^i^t^hlng thL' cough, with pain at the
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lower part of the sternum. Cough, with stitches in the
sternum, (1. d.) Cough, every attack causes a stitch ia
the pit of the stomach. Cough, with heat in the head.
Short and suppressed cough, from an irritation in the la-
rynx, accompanied by a painful sensation of spasmodic
asthuia. Soon after, a catarrhal irritation in the nose, and
scraping and scratching in the throat, with pain as from
excoriation, and difficult hawking up of a little quantity of
phlegm, (a. half an h.) Dry cous^h, especially at night,
as from particles of dust in the throat. Cough, with ex-
pulsion of phlegm and soreness in the throat. Couo-h,
during the whole day, and early in the morning, with ex-
pectoration of a quantity of phlegm. Continual coucrh,
early, m bed, with expectoration of phlegm, affecting chest
and head. Cough, with expulsion of phlegm, intermixed
with hltle globules of blood, (a. 8 d.) Cough, with ex-
pulsion of bloody phlegm, heaviness upon the chest, and
s^iort breath, especially in ascending a hill, (6. IS. d.)
Bloody expectoration when clearing the throat. Roa^h-
ness, and bloody taste in the mouth, succeeded by co °o-h
and expectoration of light red blood, with burnino- and
heaviness in the chest, heat and redness in the face° and
trembling of the whole body, (4. d.) Difficult breathincr;
It made him gulp up phlegm, (short cough.) Difficult
breathmg at night; he cannot bear the cover of the bed
lo touch his mouth, for then he is afraid of chokino-, (7. d )Asthma and palpitation of the heart, after eve?y effort.
Contraction of the middle of the chest, either when breath-
ing or not

;
the place aches on pressing upon it, as after ablow. * Attack of asthma for eight ^days ; he had im-mense trouble ui ascending a few steps, m in breathino-;

this was only possible for him in the open air; he dared
not venture into a warm room ; he there turned as pale as

?tiir'rr'2i d r%T f^i? '°i^°
^^^"^ ^^^^p'

;V
S'?^^^ breathing, with stitches in the

When bl if- ^'J^'^'S^ especially in going up stairs.When breathing, frequent stitches in ihS hands and fin-
I

gers.

Chest.—During an expiration, the person feels as iftsomething were moving downwards in the chest, and didinot permit the breath being expelled, (7. d.) The chest
5
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feels faint. Chronic weakness of the chest and coryza,

(a. 4 w.) Heaviness on the chest, as from an accuniula-

tion of blood, (4. 5. 7. d.) Heaviness and lightness of the

chest, when walking in the open air. Pamful oppression

at the chest as from a hundred weight ; all she desires is

to cough, in order to become more easy, (7. d.) Rush ot

blood to the chest, (after writing.) Heat in the chest.

Great oppression at the chest, as from anxiety. When

standing, sensation in the chest as if the lungs were drawn

down (6. d.) Sense of contusion in the middle ot the

chest, early in the morning, (4. d.) Painful oppression at

the chest, especially when lying in the bed. Compressive

oppression at the chest. Stitches in the chest, close by the

last true rib, when breathing and singing. Stitches upon

the sternum, in the right side of the chest, and under the

left nipple; upon touching the parts, they feel bruised.

Stitches in the chest when stooping, relieved by righting

the body, (16. d.) Stitches in the right mamma when

stooping. Stitches in the right side of the chest when

walking. Twenty, thirty successive stitches, even when

she does not breathe, under the right mamma, close by

the lowest ribs, early in the morning, when rising m the

bed ; likewise at other periods of the day. Stitches m
the left mamma, during a great portion of the night, which

do not permit her lying upon the left side. Violent stitches

in the left side of the chest, commencing in the praecordial

reo-ion, and then moving downwards towards the side, and

afrerwards move towards the back, (a. 11 d.) Frequent

stitches in the heart. Frequent palpitation of the heart,

with retraction of the epigastrium and sense of weakness

in the praecordial region. Audible palpitation of the heart,

and accelerated beating; upon the hand being pressed

upon the heart, the blood seems to rise to the neck, with

breathing rendered difficult, (at rest.) The parts of the

sternum crack upon the chest being bent backvvards, with

a pressure in the middle of the chest. The right mamma

is painful to the touch, (3. d.) Purple rash on the chest.

A small red furunculus above the light mamma, which is

only painful when touched.

Back —Stinging at the sacrum, preceded by itching.

Pain in 'the small of the back, increased by motion and
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walking. Pain in the small of the back when stooping
;

she feels as if the muscles were not strong enough to sup-
port the body, which constantly threatens to fall forwards

;

-relief is obtained by righting the body, (2. d.) Pain in
the small of the back, as from a bruise, (2. d. of the menses.)
Upon walking out into the open air, he had a sudden dart
into the small of the back; this was most painful when ris-

ing after having been seated for a long time. Shooting
pain in the small of the back. Drawing pain from the
small of the back to the legs. Drawing and pressive pain
in the small of the back and in the loin, only when at rest,

(sitting, standing, or lying,) in day-time
; it disappears

when walking. Violently throbbing pain in the small of
the back and in the loin, when at rest

;
upon touching the

parts, "the pain remains the same. Gnawing pain in the
small of the back, and in the hips ; from these parts it ex-
tends to the abdomen, and moves again backwards, both
when at rest and in motion, (16. d.) Sudden stitches in
the right loin. Pain in the back, during motion. A jerk
in the back, at night, when asleep, (7. d.) Pressure in the
back. Burning at the back, especially in the small of the
back, several times during the day. A blister forms upon
the left scapula, with a sensation as of biting, as from
fleas.

Neck.—Violent burning in the nape of the neck, earlym the morning, (10. d.) Traction all along the back, be-
gmning at the nape of the neck, (6. d.) Stiff neck when
turning the head. * Drawing pain at the nape of the neck,
(with stitches at the head, over the temples, and bloated
lace.)

Superior Extremities.—Pressure upon the left shoul-
der. The glandular indurations in the axilla become pain-
tul and enlarged. Drawing pain in the right shoulder-
joint, (a. 14 d.) Shooting and tearing in the right shoulder-
jomt, both when at rest and in motion, (37. d.) Tearing
in the jomts of the upper extremities. Tearing in the
snoulders. A few tearings in the left shoulder towards the
chest. Fain of contusion in the left shoulder, when at
rest and in motion. Pain of contusion in the left shoulder
and elbow-joint, (in the evening.) Small furunculus upon
the left shoulder. Burning at a small spot of the upper
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and lower arm, (11. d.) Drawing pain in tjj^

™<J
hands. Paralylic drawing in ll.e lefi arm corn ng out at

the axilla and exiending as far as llie wrist, bensalion ol

«arX is 0 the rigl.t arm, (14. d.) Heaymess and sen-

Luo^of paralysis°of the.right arm; ^he -s^no s^reng^h

in it. and is obliged to let it hang down ;
at the same lime

Jhe hand is swollen and cold tor half an hour, (a. 2 h.)

%leri^ht arrLppeared to v,eigh a hundred '^er

f,
and

lo be hthout sJJngth.
' On some days the right rm is

nniie weak and cold, so that it appears to be benumoea

'a d liHess ; this was' again sneeeeded by a t-g mg sensa-

imn in it In the night, about three or four ocloclt, stie

p°ts her arm out of ter bed without know.ng it
; J^he

p^n

wl,irh she exoeriences n her arm, rouses her from sleep

,

n e arm ts cold, sti£f,-and, in the elbow-Joint, it is as

expenences a teann pain i

^^^^

if"''™ sX" "
the ebfwToin?. Boring pain in the

r^^int'lfrfossawM^^^^^^^^
cess. Sharp sUlches in the elbow, i earm^ / Violent

P,e bone^) .as ^r as the 'jttle fin^-^
; f,' eS

pain m the middle ot the 'eit lore a ,

P
hen in b^d, with a -nsation a .f the bon-^^^

curb inward and breaK, (z.a-) s
,

the right fore arm, with a -"sat»n as of bu n„^^
^^^^^^

quent upon .^"atching at he same time
,^ ^^^^^

rl"afte''r'Zng' c edf oTtle day following, they

to Itch a ter being .

,p ; in the wrist-jomt,

become highly red (4
5^

dO^ i e

when at rest, worse auring •
. ^ wrist- oints, as

not move Ins hand, f /Xn'she has got warm in

t^t pS'telr^gt .hi left wrist-ioL ;
the tear-
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ing seems to be in the marrow towards the little finger,

(6. d.) The right hand frequently goes to sleep when lying

upon it during the night, (4. d.) Trembhng of the hands,

(a. 7 d.) Distended veins and blueness of the hands, after

washing, them with cold water. The skin of a child's

hands becomes quite hard and chapped, the fissures being
" very deep. The skin of the palm of the hand peels off,

(a. 4 d.) . Upon stretching the fingers apart, they experi-

ence a clawing pam. Cramp in the posterior joint of a

finger, so that he cannot stretch it, with painful stitches
;

from morning to night, when staying in the cold, (2. d.)

Drawing pain from the tips of the fingers as far as the

hand, as from continual mesmerizing, (1. d.) Tearing in

the fingers and in the articulation of the tjiumb. Pain, as

from a bruise, in the left thumb, when in the cold, (2. d.)

Griping and twitching in the left thumb, which seems to

be in the bone, accompanied by yawning, (11. d.). Visible

twitching and slight shooting in the left thumb. Swelling

of the middle joint of the right middle finger, with painful-

ness of this joint upon being touched or bent.

Inferior Extremities.—Burning itching upon the

nates. Acute pain in the hip-joint when walking. Acute
pain in the hip-joint every morning in the bed ; the joint

feels as if it were beaten asunder, so that he cannot turn

himself when lyitig down ; the pain decreases after rising,

and still more when walking; in the afternoon, the pain

disappears entirely ; for four weeks. Drawing pain de-

scending from the left hip. His legs are contracted. The
tendons of the muscles of the legs feel too short. Pain in

the left leg, as from a sprain, when walking. Uneasiness
in the legs. Twitches in the leg, towards evening. Hea-
viness in the legs, so that he can scarcely lift them, in the
evening, (8. d.) * Sudden and great weakness in the
lower extremities ; she finds it diflScult to move them along,

after dinner, (2. d.) * Great lassitude in the thighs and
legs. Jerk-hke scraping upon the bones of the thighs and
legs, so that she is obliged to twitch up her leg every mo-
ment, and cannot remain lying down, but has to walk
about, (in the evening.) Acute pain in the right femur, as
if the inmost marrow were shaken, increased by lying and
sitting, a quarter of an hour, (a. some hours.) Great las«
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situde, with pain in the thighs, as if they would fall off, or

as if the tendons would tear off; .alternating wilh pain in

the small of the back ; she has so much pain that she

knows not what to do with herself, (on the third day

of her menses.) Pain as of contusion in the thighs.

Pain as of contusion in the middle of both thighs,

both when at rest and in motion, (during the catame-

nia ) Pain in the thigh, as if she had been beaten blue,

which prevents her from walking, (only when walking and

taking much exercise.) Pain as of contusion in the right

thigh, immediately over the knee, which passes off by

rubbing, (11. d.; Pain, as from a sprain, m the le It thigh,

with a feeling of weakness and sudden bending of thelegs

in walking. Stiffness in the thighs when walking. Pain,

as if the tendons were too short, at a place of the left thigh

over the bent of the knee
;
only when the parts are pressed

upon, or when the person sits upon them, otherwise there

is no pain, (3. d.) Blue spot, as large as a child s hand,

over the knee, with a sensation of excessive burning at

that spot. A deep-seated, burning furunculus consequent

upon itching. An induration over the right knee, deep

under the skin, painful only when pressed upon, t^mali

furunculus in the left instep, painful only when touched.

Tearing in the knees and knee-joints. Boring pain in and

upon the patella. Boring and drawing m the knee, which

causes such an uneasiness in the legs that she is obliged

to move them constantly ; this motion however does not

relieve the uneasiness. Twitches in both patella, in the

evening, several times in succession, (5. d.)
_

i witches in

both knees and legs. Cracking, when moving the knee.

Pain in the knee, as from a sprain, upon sitting down and

turning the leg. Burning redness, like the eruption m
scarlatina, in the bent of the right knee and along the leg

;

the pain increases upon laying the cold hand upon the

parts, (20. 21. d.) Pain, as from paralysis in the legs as

if thev were going to sleep, relieved by walking, (T. d.)

The legs frequently go to sleep, when sitting or lying

down, Ind at night, when he is resting ^P°^ ^^§1

Tearing below the knee and at the left tibia, i^^fjj'^
quent cramps in the legs, especially in the muscles of the

tibi^ and the feet. Cramp in the leg, when lying down.
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which became intolerable on rising, and which obliged the

person to lie down again. Violent cramp in the calf, when
walking in the open air, so that he has to stand suddenly

still. Straining in the calf, (from a cold ?) Violent stitches

deep in the calves, (14. d.) (Stitches over the right heel)

Acute pain in the heel, early on waking up, as if the bone

were perforated by ulceration. Tingling in the left heel

;

when touching it with the hand, it feels as if it were ul-

cerated, (a. 5 d.) Tearing twitches in the right heel,

(37. d.) Tearing in the joints of the feet and in the mal-

leoli ; it extends as far as the toes, and ceases when she

gets warm in her bed. Drawing pain at the external mal-

leolus, (4. d.) Cold feet. Chilliness of thefeet^ in the even-

ing, especially when going to bed. Rapid * swelling of the

feet, extending as far as the calves. Great lassitude in the

feet, (2. d.) Trembling of both feet, (a. 9 h.) Tingling

sensation on the dorsum of the left foot, as from the foot

having gone to sleep, (II. d.) Tingling and itching in

the sole of the foot, which is almost unbearable, and so

vehement that she would like to scratch off the skin ; after

scratching, there is a burning sensation ; in the evening,

(after lying down.) Tearing in both soles, (11. d.) Sharp
stitches in the ball of the right foot. Tearing stitches and
twitches of the big toe. Frequent and painful twitches

of the ball of the big toe, (when a child, she had this ball

frozen.) Occasionally acute stitches, and drawing of th6
balls of both the big toes, as if they were frozen, for seve-
ral days, especially in the evening, on going to bed. Itch-

ing and tingling in the ball of the big toe of the right foot,

as from a chilblain. The left big toe feels hot, and is

painful, as if he had burnt it, especially in damp weather,
and when the boots press upon it; the pain decreases on
pulling off the boot, or on resting the foot firmly against
the floor, or when walking. (14.—36. d.) The big toe
becomes red, big, and painful, especially in the evening,
when in bed, and * the whole foot swells. During walk-
ing, the ball of the big toe is painful, as if there were sub-
cutaneous ulceration.

Common Ailments.—A good deal of itching upon the
skin of the whole body. Itching over the whole body,
early in the morning, for three hours. Itching of many
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places of the body, erratic, passing off after scratching, or

painfullv burning. Erratic itching over the whole body
;

the scratching is followed by burning vesicles and pimples

or hard granules. Burning pimples, of the size of a

millet-grain, on the nape of the neck and on the fore arms.

Strange uneasiness, every evening at seven o'clock, which

rouses the child from its slumber ; it tosses about in the

bed, and screams, until it falls into a sound sleep, towards

ten o'clock ; this sleep lasts the whole night
;
during the

uneasiness, the head feels bloated and burning ;
next morn-

ing the face is covered with spots, as if scarlatina would

break out. The whole upper -part of the body is red, as

if it were covered with the ervptions of scarlatina,

* Rash—on the left side of the neck and the left lower

arm. Around the elbow, small red tubercles, painfully

cutting, only a few of them ulcerating; the same upon the

neck, but large. The warts become inflamed. A herpetic

eruption, without sensation, becomes red, itching, and

burning, and disappears in a few days. The fluid m the

ulcer becomes slinking. Unusual sensitiveness ot the skin

to cold. Chilliness when undressing. A cold affects her

head, and makes her hoarse. She cannot bear the evening

air : her feet become heavy, the external air is offensive to

her and every part of her body feels sore. Walking m the

open air tires him out. Excessive sensitiveness to open air.

Walking in the open air makes him feel hot. ViolentJiead-

ache after walking in the open air; it continues through

the evening. Several symptoms appear to come out or to

become worse in the open air. Cracking in the joints,

when walking. Tearing in the whole body, especially m
the thighs. "Violent rheumatic pain, with a sensation as

of dravving, through all the limbs, hands, feet, nape of the

neck, head, etc. Lancinating drawing, sometimes m the

right arm, sometimes in the legs. Fine prickings in the

head in the tips of the fingers, and in the toes. Pam in

the occiput, in the chest, and from both scapula, down

along the ribs. Feeling of numbness on the right side, upon

which she is lying when in bed
;
upon t.irning to the other

side, this feeling passes off, (2. d.) The hands and feet

go to sleep when sitting ;
this symptom passes off by

moving about. Cold hands and feet, even in a warm roon:>a
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and when they are well covered. All her limbs ache in

the forenoon, and at night, with gnawing pain in the small

of the back, more when at rest than when moving about,

(41. d.) The right side of the body appears more affected

than the left. Visible emaciation of the whole body.

Spasms, Paralysis, Weakness, Fainting Fits.—To-
wards noon his eyes saw black, the letters appeared to

move, his breath was arrested, with previous lassitude
;

upon quickly rising from his feet, his whole body felt

rigid, the arms and legs being stretched out, whilst his fin-

gers were clenched ; he had to use force to stretch them
again ; this made them again moveable, (4. d.) Towards
evening, she became suddenly indisposed ; she thought she

would faint
;
walking up and down in the open air gave

her relief, although she experienced yet a few stitches in

the right side, (a. 10 d.) She is much incommoded by
much talking, and hearing people talk; her hands and feet

become cold in consequence of it. The whole day a slight

perspiration, as from exhaustion. Tired and weary all

day, without being either sad or cheerful, (a. 24 h.) * Ex-
cessively tired. On leaving her bed, she is often unable
to stand, on account of weariness, (a. 48 h.) * Extreme
lassitude ;—often she cannot sit, and has to lie down for

hours, (a. 24 h.) She is lying down for several hours, as
if she had become senseless with fatigue. Weariness and
moroseness when walking in the open air ; he trembled
with weakness. When walking, she trembles over the
whole body. She staggers upon rising. * Great lassitude
in her limbs—and complete disinclination to work. Great
lassitude and fatigue of the body, early in the morning and
in the forenoon, as if he had worked too much ; relieved
by walking in the open air. Sensation as of being bruised
in the whole body

; lassitude, and whining mood, early
after rising. Sensation as if the limbs were bruised, also
in the evening. * Great fatigue and weakness of the
limbs,—especially in the evening hours, in the knees and
legs, so that he is obliged to lie down, (1. and 2. d.) Great
fatififue in the forenoon, which invites to sleep, (one hour.)

Sleep.—Frequent stretching of the body, early, as if he
had not slept enough, (2. d.) Disposition to stretch the
arms and feet. Much yawning, with accumulation of

6»
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water in the mouth, weariness, uneasiness or chilliness.

Spasmodic yawning in the evening. * Sleepmess dunng

the day in the afternoon, he has to sit down to sleep,

otherwise his eyes feel sore. * Sleepiness through the

day ;—he has to lie down in the forenoon and afternoon.

She 'becomes very sleepy when she is not busy, for m-

stance, at table ; the sleepiness passes off when she is busy

at something. * Sleepiness in the day, with yawning,

(I. 4. d.) Unconquerable sleepiness after supper ;
never-

theless, he does not sleep w^ll in the night. He is soon

sleepy in the evening, but his sleep, at night, is uneasy,

for several weeks. Falhng asleep late at night, (1. night.)

Cannot fall asleep in the evening, he knows not why

;

afterwards, the person sleeps well, (2. d.) (Nightmare on

fallinff asleep.)' The sooner she goes to bed, the better

she sleeps ; the later she goes to bed, the less able is she

to sleep. At night, when in bed, he cannot fall asleep be-

fore two, three, four hours, on account of uneasiness, dry

heat, and sometimes burning at the stomach. He cannot

fall asleep on account of itching and stinging of the skin.

He remains awake until four o'clock in the morning, when

he falls into an oppressive sleep, during which he sweats

until seven o'clock. Light sleep at night
;
every little

noise wakes her up. Uneasy, unrefreshing sleep every

flight; he tosses about. His sleep is uneasy and inter-

rupted ; he sleeps little, and frequently wakes up. Uneasy

sleep, with frequent waking up, for several nights, espe-

ciallv during her menses. Frequent waking up, at night,

with chilliness, (1. d.) At night, she wakes up every half

hour, and is very weary in the mormng. He wak^s up

between one and two o'clock at night, and cannot fall

asleep again under two hours, (2. d.) After midnight she

wakes up with pain at the stomach, and cannot fall asleep

again till four o'clock. Frequent waking up, with groaning

and sobbing, for several weeks. He starts up from his

sleep as if by fright, several times in succession, atter mid-

night
• afterwards he cannot fall asleep again before a long

time has elapsed ; for many nights. Frequent starting up

from sleep as if by fright, at night, ^^^^ subsequent great

fearfulneis. Sleep full of dreams. He dreams while

awake, at night. Vivid dreams in a person who never
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dreamed. An abundance of fanciful dreams when asleep.

She dreams whole stories. Romantic dreams. Lewd
dreams, three nights in succession, about having had an

embrace, and, on waking up, sensation as if there had been

an elfusion of semen, which was however not true. Con-

fused dreams. Anxious dreams. Dreams, every night,

which, wlien ending, were accompanied by a sensation of

anxiety ; this woke him up at three o'clock in the morning.

Anxious dreams about danger. Anxious dreams about

ghosts ; he screamed when asleep. Dreams about death

and dying. Dreams about dying and corpses. Disgusting

dreams about lice, (a. 18 d.) Dreams about quarrels, Qi,

and 7. d.) She expresses in her sleep what she thought

of when awake. Anxiety, when in bed in the evening ; she

cannot lie still. At night, attack of great anxiety, as if she

had to die, accompanied by cold sweat, audible palpitation

of the heart, and involuntary lachrymation ; she was unable

to move her eyes, or to speak, accompanied by distinctly

difficult breathing, and trembling of the hands, (a. 19 d.)

Vertigo at night, every thing turned with her ; she had to

sit up in bed. Rush of blood to the head, at night, and

heat in the face on waking up. Boring and lancinating

pain in the head, at night. Sparks before her eyes, upon
waking up at night. Drawing in the teeth, at night and on

waking up. Attacks of nausea, the whole night, so that

she was unable to -sleep, (a. 8 h.) Pressure at the

stomach, at night. Violent colic, two nights in succession,

which did not diminish till a good deal of flatulence had
passed off. At night, he is roused from sleep by a desire

to urinate. Dry coryza, and obstruction of the nose, when
lying in bed, in the evening and at night. Hawking up a

good deal of saltish slime at night. Heaviness and op-

pression at the sternum, at night. Great pain on the dor-

sum of the hand, which roused her from sleep, at night.

Piercing pain in the ball of the big toe, in the evening when
in bed. Sweat of the legs, at night. At three o'clock in

the night, he felt a jerk in the upper part of his body and
in the arms, with a tearing pain, in the full possession of

hia senses, for at least ten minutes ; afterwards he felt

very faint. All her limbs pain her at night, with a gnaw-
ing pain in the small of the back, (41. d.) He has to turn
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himself slowly in the bed, because motion gives him pain.

He finds it more easy to lie upon the left side than upon

the right.

Fever.—Excessive orgasm at night ; he imagines that

the blood will burst his veins and his heart. At night he

often feels chilliness in his sleep ;
on waking up, he is im-

mediately warm again. At night, chilliness, so that he

cannot get warm, least of all his feet, nor can he fall asleep.

* Frequent chilliness, towards evening, and continuing

until going to bed. * Frequently feverish chilliness, in the

evening. * Chills before falling asleep. Chilliness in the

open air, or upon coming out of the open air and entering

the room. '^Attacks of chilliness, in the evening, fre-

quently accompanied by the hairs standing upon end, blue

hands, blue nails, clattering of teeth and shaking ; some-

times these symptoms are followed by nightly heat, and by

sweat early in the morning. Chills when in bed, from

nine—twelve o'clock in the evening, alternating with heat,

and much uneasiness, (a. 10 d.) Chills and heat for seve-

ral days, mostly shaking chills, followed by general dry

heat ; a little sweat only early in the morning. Alternate

chilliness and heat, with sensitiveness to cold ;
nausea,

thirst, pressure at the chest, with stitches in the left side

of the chest, tearing in the forehead, and obtusion of the

head, alternate redness and paleness of the cheeks, pres-

sure at the stomach, with disposition to eructations, accom-

panied by a violent coryza and sleeplessness ;
for several

days, (during the catamenia.) Feverish heat for several

evenings in succession, one hour and a half, accompanied

by headache. Heat at night, (19. d.) Heat in the whole

body, especially in the abdomen, in the forenoon, (11. d.)

Always warm, and oppressed with anxiety, in the fore-

noon, previous to the menses, (42. d.) * Feverish heat in

the head, with cold feet. Continual night-sweats. He
sweats every night, early in the morning, and is then quite

hot. Sweat early in the morning. Sweat towards morn-

ing, (1. d.) Sweat in the joints, early in the morning,

(a. 16 d.) * Sweat by day, (Jahr.)
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AMMONIUM MURIATIGUM.

Take four grains of the sal ammoniac in lumps, this

kind being the purest, and dissolve them in six grains of

boiHng distilled water, filter the solution, through white

printing paper, and then set it in the cellar, until the crys-

tals shall have formed. From these crystals the different

degrees of potency are obtained, by means of those pro-

cesses of trituration and succussion, which have been
pointed out in the first volume. One or two globules of

the highest potency, dissolved in more or less water, ac-

cording as the medicine i^r required to act more or less pow-
erfully, are sufficient to secure the proper curative influ-

ence of this remedy ; even smelling of one of those
globules may be sufficient.

This salt is eminently deserving of more trials as regards
its pure effects.

In the following affections this remedy has shown itself

especially efficacious :

—

Whining, peevish, insociable mood
; musccE volitantes,

in day time and in the evening by candlelight
;
(hard

hearing,) tingling and buzzing in the ears; ulcerated
corners of the mouth ; tensive pain in the articulations
of the jaws, when masticating or opening the mouth

;

empty eructations
;
painful stitches in the left hypochon-

drium, early on waking up in bed, with difficulty of breath-
ing, which obliges the person to sit up

; the groin, when
touched, feels as if there were swelling and subcutaneous
ulceration

;
disposition to costiveness, discharge of blood

during stool
; soreness up along the rectum, when sitting

;

vomiting and diarrhoea during the catamenia
; pressive

and contractive pain at the belly and hack during the
catamenia ; pain at the small of the back during the cata-
menia

;
tearing in the feet during the catamenia ; lancina-

tions in the nape of the.neck, as far as the shoulder, when
sneezing

; violent cough
; tightness at the chest when

doing some kind of labour with the hands ; stiffness in
the small of the back

; stitches in the right scapula, when
breathing

; lancinating pain as from a sprain, in the left
hip

;
cold feet ; paralytic weakness in the limbs, with
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dizziness
;
sleepiness during the day, with laziness, and

indisposition to work
;
night-sweats.

- /^r \ xr f

This drug has been tried by Hahnemann, (INg.) hLart-

laub, and Rummel.
. i

Noack and Trinks resume those affections under the

following heads : (comp. Amm. Carb.) The effects of

the Muriate of Ammonia may be said to consist in an

increased secretion of mucus, irritation of the 'peripheral

action of the irritable tissues, with a tendency tojiuidiji-

cation, decomposition, and collapse. The Muriate of Am-

monia is especially useful in the status pituitosus. 1 he

doctrines of the Old School in reference to that fact, are es-

sentially based upon homoeopathic ground. Gumpert, in-

deed, asserts that " the Muriate of Ammonia produces the

most marked and complete status pituitosus. Is not all

this homcEopathic doctrine andpractice ? The Muriate ot

Ammonia is especially adapted io fat, bloated, lax indivi-

duals, to the venoso-lymphatic, or lymphatico-scrophulous

constitution, with indolent body and mind, livid complex-

ion, scanty growth of hair, and weakness of the osseous

structure, especially when accompamed hy thinness of the

extremUies. In the following diseases the Muriate of

Ammonia will prove beneficial : Anorexia, flat impure

taste, tongue coated with mucus, constipation or slimy

diarrhoea, especially in remittent or intermittent so-called

venous fevers, (pituitous, saburral gastric fevers ;)
acute

and chronic inflammations of the mucous and serous is-

sues, (acute and chronic catarrh ;)
inflammations of the

glands and parenchymatous organs ;
swelhng of the nose,

with discharge of a badly smelling, excoriatmg pus, and

swelling of the cervical glands ; rheumatic swelling of

the tonlue ;
parotitis ;

inflammatory sore throat ;
habi ual

Quincyt rheumatic angina; sthenosis of all the hollow

organs, the oesophagus, trachea, rectum, urethra ;
distention

of the liver and spleen; phthisis pituitosa of the intes-

tines ;
peritonitis ;

enteritis ;
diarrhoea, dysentery

;
dis-

eases of the kidneys ; lithiasis ;
blennorrhoea of the blad-

der and urethra ;
gonorrhea, (third stage ;)

stnctures and

contraction of the urethra ;
scirrhous

prostatic gland; tumefaction of the ovaries
' P^^^^^^^^^

menstruation consequent upon hypertrophy of the uterus ,
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amenorrhoea and menostasia ; fluor albus
;
inflammatory

catarrh, laryngitis, bronchitis, especially in children,

(second stage ;)
haemoptoe

;
hooping-cough ;

croup
;
pleu-

litis
;
peripneumonia notha, pneumonia in the last stage

;

phthisis piluitosa pulmonum, with little fever and not vio-

lent cough
;
hysteria and hypochondriasis, especially when

the primae viag were blocked up with mucus, when there

was flatulence of convulsive fits ; helminthiasis ; chloro-

sis
;
gout with status pituitosus ; hsemorrhoidal complaints

;

polypous excrescences and degenerations of the tissues

of the rectum, strictures of the rectum, hemorrhages, as-

phyxia, fainting fits, concussions of the brain, paralysis,

melanchoha, epilepsy, atrophy, accumulation of mucus in

the mouth, formation of tartarates upon the teeth, falling

off and whitening of the hair, chronic eruptions upon the

skin, malignant, gangrenous, even cancerous ulcers, espe-

cially when they smell badly, necrosis, arthritic and rheu-

matic excretions and indurations, anchylosis, tumours of

the adipose tissue, oedema, hydroceles, contusions, extra-

vasations, sprains ; mercurial diseases, scurvy, cardialgia

from plethora of the ventricles, aneurisms, hypertrophy

of the heart with dilatation, (?) blepharophthalmitis glandu-

losa and ophthalmia angularis in individuals of a lax and
puff'y appearance, amblyopia amaurotica

;
pemphigus ?

pompholyx, especially when of long standings miliaria,

especially when accompanied by excessive anguish and
great depression of spirits, and above all in the status

pituitosus ; ulcers on the heel, melancholia, haemorrhoids
of the rectum and bladder, dysmenorrhoea, chronic cough,
pain from sprains, glandular swelHngs, etc.

Antidotes.—Acid, hydroc, Camph., Coff., Hep., Lau-
rocer., Spir. nitr. dulc.

Analogous Remedies.—Comp. Amm. Carh. 1. Amm.
Carb., Amm. caust., Arn., Ars., Bell, Bry., Hep., Laur.,
Lycop., Merc, Nux. vom.. Puis., Phosph., Rhus., Sulp.
2. Chi., Con., Sassap., Sen., Sil. 3. Caust., Ferr.,

Grap., Kali., Mang., Zinc.
Duration of Effects.—Twenty-eight days and up-

wards in healthy persons ; small doses act from twelve
to twenty-four hours in sick people.
Moral Symptoms.—Great earnestness. Full of melan-
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choly and anxiety, as if some internal grief were gnawing

at her heart. She is overwhelmed with anxiety, would

like to weep,—and does weep sometimes, (the first days.)

Bitter taste during the anxiety, and nauseating, bitter eruc-

tations. She is sitting there full of ill-humour, absorbed m
her thoughts, and can scarcely be induced to speak, m the

evening (15. d.) Peevish, as if she had some mternal

vexation ; and looking as if she were not yet enlirely

conscious of herself, as if she had not slept enough, (3.

d.) Irritable and peevish, in the forenoon ;
the mood

improves after dinner, (8. d.) Tery irritable, peevish and

easily frightened. When talking about some important

subiect, he becomes extremely excited. Involuntary an-

tipathy to certain persons. The head feels gloomy as

after intoxication, (14. d.)
, , , • 'i,

HE^D.-Thehead feels dizzy and closed up m the

room; this symptom passes off in the open air
;
early in

the morning, (4. d.) Vertigo as if she would fall to one

side : worse during motion, passing off m the open air

;

frequently, (3. d.) Giddiness and fulness of
^f^^ {

the head feels as if it loere too heavy, (1. and 2o. cl.;

Feelin«T of heaviness in the head, almost daily, after rising.

Heaviness in the forehead, frequently during t^he day, ac-

companied by a feeling of internal heat, and a little sweat.

Violent headache for several days. Headache on the top

of the head, as if the head were broken in two pieces, (4.

d ) Pressure in the forehead, with a sensation of heat

there, early in the morning, after an uneasy night. Down-

ward pressure in the forehead towards the root of the

nose, with a sensation as if the brain were torn, early

after rising, (25. d.) The occiput feels as if it were com-

pressed with a vice ; this symptom afterwards manifests

itself in both sides of the head, accompanied by excessive

ill-humour, (17. d.) Clawing pain in the occiput at a

small sDot, (11. d.) Painful twitches from below up-

wards, in the left temple, (3. d.) Tearing in the head,

mostly in the right temple ; it reaches down to the side of

the face
;

(also during the catamenia and in llie forehead

and right side of the head, when sitting.) (6. 7. 15. 17

d.) Stitches in the left temple, side of the forehead and

of the head, also when stoopmg, and in the vertex with a

i

r
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sensation as if the head were bursting, (2. to 5. d.)

Slitcbes and pressure in the head, especially in the left side,

in the room, (2. d.) Boring in the forehead, early after

rising, and ahnost during the whole . day, (5. d.) Glow-

ing heat on the right side of the bead, every evening.

Frequently a thrill of heat runs over the skin of the bead,

(25. d.) Feeling of beat and fulness in the head, early

after rising. Burning pain and sometimes stitches in the

left temple, both when at rest, and when masticating and

sneezing ; no increase of pain when the parts are touched.

Itching of the hairy scalp which forces one to scratch

constantly, (3. d.) Itching pimples on the right side of

the occiput in the evening ; at night they pass off, (a. 19 d.)

Eyes.—Pain in the eyes. Sensation as of hammering
over the margin of the right orbit, or as if a large body
were pushing there, (15. d.) I'earing in the upper border

of the right eye, first made worse, then improved by press-

ing upon it, (15. d.) Tearing in the external canthus of

the eye. Tearing in the eye-balls. Burning of the eyes,

especially of the corners, even early after rising, so that

she cannot look into the light ; this symptom passes off

after washing, (3. and 4. d.) The eyes are burning for

several evenings, only at twilight ; the pain ceases as soon
as light enters the room. Burning of the eyes in the even-
ing, and closing thereof as from sleep ; this symptom
passed off as soon as light entered the room, (15. d.)

The eyes burn, at night, with profuse lachrymation.
Twitching and slight pulling in the eyes, passing off by
rubbing, (4. and 14. d.) Shght twitching m the lower eye-
lids, especially the left, during the whole time of proving.
Lachrymation, early after rising, (3. d.) Agglutination
of the eyes early on waking up, with burning in the
corners after washing, (2. d.) Redness of the white of
Ihe eyes, and itching of the eyes. A vesicle in the white
of the eye. Mist before the eye ; in the open air she
distinguishes nothing either near or far, even in the light

of the sun
; in the room, on the contrary, she sees belter.

For several mornings dimness of the eyes, there is a mist
before them which passes off after washing. Sensation
in the left eye, as if a body were rising in it, which pre-
vents her from seeing, in the forenoon, (14. and 15. d.)
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Yellow spots before the eyes, when sowing, and when

looking into the garden out of the window, (2. d.)

Ears.—Stitches in the ears, from without inwards and

from within outwards, accompanied by boring or burn-

ing mostly when walking in the open air. Grinding and

tearing pain in the right ear, also at night, when lying

upon it ; there is a kind of turmoil in the ear, as if some-

thing would get out there.
^

Shooting and boring in the

ears, also behind the left ear, in the neighbourhood of a

moist herpes. Tickling in the right ear. Itching in both

ears, which does not pass off by scratching, with running

of liquid wax for several days, (a. 5 d.) Painful pimple

on the ante-helix of the right ear. Itching pimple on the

external concha of the right ear, which induces one, con-

tinually to scratch. Grunting and thundering noise m the

right ear, when sitting, also at night, with pulsative beats

at equal intervals, (6. d.)

Nose.—Sore nose, on the inside and around the margm

of the nostrils. Pain, as from ulceration in the left nasal

fossa, with sensitiveness to the touch ;
this symptom oc-

curs frequently (a. 3 d.) External swelling of the left

side of the nose, with formation of bloody crusts commg

out at the nose, (3. d.) Bleeding at the nose from the left

fossa, after previous itching, (3. d.)
-r^ . r ^ i

Face.—Colour of the face very pale. Pamful shoot-

ino-s in the right upper side of the face, a.t a small spot,

pa'lsing off by pressing upon it, but immediately return-

incr, (15. d.) tearing in the bones of the face, especially

in'the zygomata and in the lower jaw, also in the evening.

Lancinations on the right side of the chin. Burning heat

in the face, passing off in the open air, (3. d.) Swelling

of the cheek, with enlargement of a gland below the right

angle of the lower jaw, attended with a throbbing and lan-

cinating pain. Eruptions in the face, pimples on the fore-

head, consequent upon itching and scratching, (6. d.) Ve-

sicles without any sensation upon the left side of the face,

(11 d) Herpes in the face, dry and tettery. The hps

become contracted and feel as if they were greasy. Both

lips burn like fire; the burning sensation m the upper lip

is sometimes accompanied by stinging, (2 and 22. d .) i^x-

coriation on the right side of the upper hp, with burning
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isoreness, (2. d.) Chapped lips. Dry, wrinkled lips;

they became chapped, and she had to moisten them con-

istantly with the tongue. Itching pimples, around the

upper lip, (2. d.) Blisters on the upper lip which become

inflamed and ulcerated, (a. 22 d.)

Jaws and Teeth.—Swelling of the gums of the left

lower row, accompanied by stitches extending as high as

the left temple, (a. 11 d.) Tearing toothache. Tearing

; toothache, mostly in the evening, sometimes passing off

iwhen in bed. Tearing in the rotten root of a tooth ; it

[passes off by pressing upon it with the finger, (15. d.)

; Stinging pain in the upper fore-teeth, (5. d.)

Mouth.—Vesicles at the tip of the tongue with a burn-

ing pain. Vesicles at the tip of the tongue, which burn

:iikefire, (3. d.)

Throat.—Sore throat, stinging in the throat, both during

aand between the acts of swallowing, (a. 20 d.) Sting-

iing in the throat when yawning ; this symptom occurs

sfrequently, (1. d.) External and internal swelling of the

vneck, with pressive pain when swallowing, and drawing
i;and lancinating pains in the highly swollen submaxillary

tglands. Sensation as of throbbing in the tonsils, which are

mot swollen
; the throbbing is like that of an artery, with

luneasiness and oppressive anxiety, (a. 12 d.) Considerable
throbbing in the glands of the neck, without the glands
being either inflamed or swollen, accompanied by flushes

cof heat and want of air in the throat, (a. 24 d.) Swell-
ing of the cervical glands, (a. 12 d.) Sore throat with
rawness. Roughness in the throat, which passes off after

:dinner. Sensation of roughness in the pharynx, with
istinging pain, (a. 13 d.) Feeling of dryness in the throat,

((15. d.) Phlegm in the throat, mostly early in the morn-
ling ; he can neither hawk it up, nor swallow it, (the first

^8— 11 d.) Hawking up a quantity of ])hlegm early in
tthe morning.

I

Taste and Appetite.'—Pappy taste in the mouth,
nearly after rising, (3. d.) Disagreeable taste and collec-

ttion of water in the mouth, (1. d.) Bitterness of the
rmouth, the whole day, (a. 7, 8 d.) Bitter taste in the
rmouth, early in the morning, with bitter ^eructations,

mhich pass off after having eaten, (1. d.) Sourish taste

It
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in the mouth. Sourish taste in the mouth early on waking

up, (14. d.) Rising of air, (shortly after taking the medi-

cine.) Oppressive eructations, tasting of the ingesta, (a. 22

d.) Bitter eructations, sometimes tasting of the ingesta, or

accompanied by hiccough, (5. 11. d.) Gulping up of the

ingesta. In the afternoon gulping up of bitter, sour water,

the taste of which remained in the mouth until she ate again

something, (17. d.) Frequent hiccough, sometimes accom-

panied by stitches in the left mamma. Attacks of nausea,

(I. d.) Nausea, with disposition to vomit, when walking

in the open airj-or immediately after dinner; after dinner

that symptom passes off after previous eructations, and

by walking in the open air. Nausea, with oppression at

the stomach ;
nevertheless, there is an inclination to eat.

Almost total loss of appetite (a. 24 d.) Neither hunger

nor appetite ;
nevertheless he takes his usual meals, espe-

cially at noon, and the food tastes naturally, (a. 4 d.)

Want of appetite in the evening; she does not wish to eat

any thing, and frequently yawns, (16. d.) Much thirst,

especially in the evening, "(the first 8 d.) and afterwards

(the 15. "19. d.) Thirst during several days and nights,

which caused her to drink a good deal of water, (a. 24 d.)

Absence of thirst, contrary to habit, (1. d.) After every

dinner or supper, he is attacked with nausea, water-brash

and horripilation, (a. 26 d.) Beating in the chest after

dinner; the beating comes out at the pharynx, with heat

of the face and uneasy mood. Diarrhoea after every meal,

with pain in the back", belly, small of the back and limbs.

Stomach.—Sensation in the stomach, as of empti-

ness or hunger, (shortly.) Sensation as of fasting in the

stomach, which nevertheless feels full, worse after break-

fast, (16. d.) Sensation of fulness in the stomach, with

oppression, without shortness of breath ;
this symptom

lasts the whole afternoon, and is neither relieved by rest

nor motion, nor eructations. Frequent traction in the

stomach. Sensation in the stomach as if every thing

would turn round, with disposition to water-brash, and

great qualmishness, even unto vomiting, relieved by eruc-

tations in the open air. Grinding and writhing in the

stomach, early in the morning, passing off after breakfast,

(2. d.) Gnawing or grinding at the stomachy as if it con-
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tained worms. Burning coming from the stomach and

Teaching up to the pharynx, like heart-burn. Burning and

^pressure at the stomach, terminating in stinging. Burn-

iing and stitches at the pit of the stomach ;
they thence

imove to the right axilla and the upper arm.

Abdomen—Occasional pinching in both hypochon-

cdria, both when at rest and in motion, (2. d.) Stitches and

burning in the region of the right ribs, in the afternoon

',when walking, (9. d.) Occasional stitches in the right

hypochondriac region, when spinning. * Splenetic stitches,

eeven when sitting. Colic. Oppression in the abdomen.

IPressure in the left side of the abdomen as with the hand,

{(19. d.) Weight in the abdomen as of a load, with

janxiety as if the abdomen would burst ; the symptom

'.passes off while the person is asleep. Distention of the

J abdomen, terminated by the emission of flatulence in the

cevening before the menses, (15. d.) Distention and infla-

ttion of°the belly up to the stomach, passing off after two

.liquid stools, in the evening, (1. d.) Stitches in the left

•side of the abdomen, over the hip, when sitting, and when

istooping in the standing position. Cutting and shooting

jaround the navel, (15. d.) Cutting in the whole belly, at

iseven o'clock in the evening; this pain extends as far as

tthe groin and the small of the back, and passes off after a

igood evacuation, (19. d.) Pinching in the belhj, around

tthe navel, with subsequent evacuations, or made worse

iwhen stooping in the standing position. Bad pinching in

I the belly, which is soon followed by a loose evacuation,

I
(immediately.) Pinching and griping pain in the abdo-

I men, with dyspnoea. Pinching in the belly at every inspi-

iration, which passes off again by expiration, (l3. d.)

1 Pinching all around in the abdomen, and in the groins, as

1 before the appearance of the menses, early after rising,

I (18. d ) Traction in the side of the belly. Sensation as

(of grinding at a small spot near the navel, (4. d ) Burn-

iing pain in the epigastrium, at a small place ; also in the

1 right groin, when sitting. Indescribably vehement pain in

ithe right groin ; it often extends to the hip and the small

(Qf the back, (15. d.) Feeling of distention in the groins,

'with pain in the left groin when seated, and tension and

j
grinding in the right groin. Pressive tension in the left
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side of the abdomen, near the ring, as if something were
pressing out. Tearing and tensive pain in the groin when
walking. Cutting and stitches in both groins, as far as

the small of the back, with tenesmus of the bladder every

half hour in the evening. Stitches in the right groin and
coming out behind the hip, when sitting, (4. d.) Pain, as

from a sprain, in the left groin ; it obliges one to walk
crooked, (3. d.) Pain as from ulceration in the left groin,

perceptible only when walking. A large furunculus on
the right side of the abdomen. Grunting, rumbling and
moving of flatus in the abdomen, at times with pinch-

ing, at times also accompanied by the emission of a good
deal of flatulence. Rumbling from fermentation in the

sides of the abdomen, extending as far as the chest, early

in the morning, on waking up in bed. Frequent emission

of loud or stinking flatus.

* Stool.—Occasional intermission of stool for several

days, (2. 3. 4. 13. 16. 17. 22. 23. d.) in the difl"erent

individuals upon whom the medicines were tried. * No
stool for two days accompanied by constant colic, and

sensation, as if diarrhoea would come on, (22. 23. d.)

Frequently normal stools, sometimes followed by burning.

Hard stools during the whole time of proving. Hard stools

in clots, scanty, which can only be expelled by bearing

down, they are constantly followed by soft stools. Stools,

the first part of which was hard, the other soft, (9. 14. d.)

Several soft stools during the day sometimes with

tenesmus and pain in the abdomen ; after every new dose,

and under other circumstances, these symptoms came on

more frequently. Soft yellow stools ; the person is in

great haste to go to stool ; this is followed by tenesmus

and burning in the rectum, (5. d.) Diarrhoea, followed by
pain in the abdomen, a feeling of soreness and as of being

bruised, (5. 8. d.) Half-liquid, slimy stools, with pain

around the navel, (1. 2.' d.) Green sHmy stools, early in

the morning, (3. 4. d.) Pain around the navel preceding

the usual stool, (even yet after twelve days.) Stinging in

the rectum during the usual stool. A good deal of

burning in the rectum during, and after, the expulsion of

soft stools. Itching, * soreness of the rectum, several

pustules being found by the side of it. Tearing in the
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perinaeum when walking. Lancinating pain in the peri-

nasum in the evening. Bleeding from the rectum, (Jahr.)

Urinary Organs.—Pinching and stitching pain in the

bladder, as far as the urethra, when lying down. Con-

stant tenesmus of the bladder from four o'clock in the

morning. Desire to urinate, only a few drops of urine

being passed ; afterwards the urine was emitted regularly

with the stool. Slow emission of urine in a male. Emis-
sion of a small quantity of uxine, and occurring less fre-

quently than usually, (the first days.) Increased emission

of urine, even though the person drink little, (2. and 9. d.)

Frequent desire to urinate, and frequent micturition early

in the morning. At night he is often obliged to rise in

order to urinate; he emits a large quantity of urine, (1.

17. d.) The urine, when being emitted feels hot; its

quantity is increased, (the first days.) Reddish bright urine,

without flocculi or sediment during the catamenia. Bright

yellow urine, with a loosely cloudy sediment, (6. d.)

Clayish sediment in the urine, after one hour, (5. d.)

Generative Functions.—Stitches and beating in the

left spermatic cord, (5. d.) Frequent erections, (a. 7 d.)

Sensation in the genital organs, as after a nightly em-
brace, early after waking up. The menses appear two
days too soon, with pain in the belli/ and small of the

hack ; they continue during the night when the blood
flows more abundantly, (a. 17 d.) Discharge of a quan-
tity of blood with the stool, during the catamenia. Leu-
corrhoea with distention of the abdomen, without accumu-
lation of flatus. Leucorrhoea, like the white of an egg,
after previous pinching around the navel. Brown, shmy,
painless leucorrhoea, after every discharge of urine, (6. and
7. d.)

Cold, Catarrh.—Frequent sneezing, during the day,
(13. and 14. d.) Sensation in the upper part of the nose,
as when a cold is approaching. Constant itching in the
nose, with desire to blow it, and sensation as if a large and
rough body were sticking high up in the nose, with ob-
struction of the nose, (2. d.) Coryza, with eruptions in
the nostrils, (sore nose.) Coryza, "with obstruction of the
nose and loss of smell, (13. and 14. d.) Obstruction of the
nose, with pain at the right nasal fossa, at night, the
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symptom passing off again the next morning. Dry coryza

;

however clear water runs out of the nose. Coryza, with

a feeHng of obstruction in the nose, during wiiich a large

quantity of mucus passes off, with great difficulty how-

ever, (a. 24 d.) Coryza at one nostril, out of which runs

a quantity of thick, yellow matter; this is accompanied

by tearing in the cheek-bone and the teeth of the leit side.

Clear acrid water runs out at the nose, corroding the

hps.

Respiratory Organs.—Hoarseness, with burning m
the region of the larynx, the whole fore-noon, (a. 3 d.)

This chest is affected as with a dry cold. Clearing the

throat frequently with eocpecioration of small clots of

mucus, accompanied by a feeling of roughness and sore-

ness behind the uvula. * Violent cough,—in the even-

in(y when in bed, during which water comes up into her

m outh, (3. and 4. d.) Cough when breathing deeply, espe-

cially when lying on the right side. * Dry cough—(from

tickling in the throat,) in the evening and at night, also in

day-time. Dry cough early in the morning, with stitches

in the forepart of the chest or in the left hypochondriac re-

gion ; in the afternoon it becomes loose. A dry cough

which had existed already before taking the medicine,

suddenly passes off, without any discharge, (a. 15 d.)

When lying on the back, at night, he had an attack of dry

cough, with stitches in the left hypochondriac region, so

that°he was not able to finish coughing on account of the

pam ; on turning to one side, the stitches became worse ;

the next day renewed attack, but without stitches, (a. 21

d.) Cough, with a little discharge, early in the mornmg,

(first days.) Expectoration of blood for six days, after

previous itching in the throat. Short breath, (a. 18 d.)

* Asthma when moving the arms with force and when

stooping. Dyspnoea when walking in the open air
;
she

cannot take breath in a sufficient quantity, and is therefore

obliged frequently to stand still, (2. d.) ...
Chest.—Oppression at the chest, with inchnation to

eructations, which came on in the open air and relieved the

pressure
;
early after rising, (a. 19 d.) Pressure upon

the left mamma, when taking exercise in the open air

;

the pressure reaches into the left side of the chest, upon
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leaving the warm room and going; into the open air, (3.

19. d.) Pressure at the chest, with stitches, as if a mor-
sel which had been swallowed, had been arrested there.

Shootings in the chest, sometimes when taking an inspira-

tion or when stooping in the sitting position ; the shootings

sometimes come on at intervals as regular as the beats in

music. Sensation of pricking soreness' in the left side of
the chest, when sitting. Palsative beating at a small
place in the left cavity of the chest, only when standing,
not when sitting, early in the morning, (4. d.) Painful
tension under the right mamma, in any position, frequently
intermittent, (after dinner,) (15. and 1(5. d.) Tension or
compression as with a vice in front at the lower part of
the chest, when standing; breathing has nothing to do
with the symptom, (1. d.) Pain as ifrora a bruise, under
the right mamma, both when touched or left alone, fre-

quently intermittent, and often with shortness of breath,
(12. to 16. d.) Burning at small spots of the chest, (when
walking in the open air,) (shordy, and after 13 d.) Tear-
ing in the praecordial region, which extended thence into
the left forearm, (15. d.) Tearing at a small spot in the
left clavicle, with pain as from a bruise, when pressing
upon it, (2. d.) Sensation of flea-bites at several places
of the left mamma, which passes off by scratchincr, in the
evening, (-11. d.) Red spots on the left side of the chest,
with a sensation as of burning itching, and turning pale
when pressed upon with the finger, (10. d.)

^

Back.—Pain in the small of the back, with incarcera-
tion of flatus. After yawning, a sensation in the small of
the back as if something elastic, like air, were pressino-
put there, (6. d.) Pain in the small of the back when
walking, so that she was unable to walk straight. Painm the small of the back, when raising the body after
stooping. * Painful stiffness in the small of the back,
even when sitting, mostly however when raising the body.
J\ightl^ pam in the small of the back, which always
rouses her from sleep, (a. 16 d.) Pai?i in the small of
the back, as if the parts were bruised or dashed to pieces,

u
" ^^^^ motion, and.- at night when in

bed ; she could neither lie upon her side nor upon her
back. Pam of the ischiatic bones, as from a bruise, when

6
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siuiiKT auicllv, especially when slumbering. Pain as of

it at nidit (:< 3 d.) Pain between ihe scapute, as trotn

c^UusioT a. I a bruU, ov, as if the muscles of the back

Tre pressed asunder. Whet. sUHng, tension n, the

back, Id as if the back were compressed wnh a v^e

this svmpiom disappears by motion, ( 5. dO i^ra" n

and WC-'L", from without inwards, of the middle lumbar

"erteCa='Uich forces one to stretch the abdomen for-

"""NECK—Slitches in the left scapula, especially on low-

eriP 'the shoulder, and turning the trunk to the left side.

Stiiches in the left scapula, w','™
«f •

f-S'^ ^'^J^
Pinchin" in the flesh of the right scapula, (15. d.) Joy

Toto in the back, and between the shou d -^

,not of a previously existing pain, only "»?^'
' ."fj'

v

Shers iLwool 'can w-m t at spot ; after h U a day

roldness terminates in itching, (a. 12 6.)

e i of the .eck, .n the evenn.g when undress^g

after Ivina down, the itching passes ofF, (18. d.) bmalS

Ma.l,Vinful tabercle -Pon.he n,^^^^^^^

does not terminate in suppm-ation, (3. d.) ^'^^^"^^^ .

1 iiVp left shoulder, with a tensive pain, (a. o cl-)

upon the.- le t snouK
,

_ draw ng seems to

Drawing in the nape of the "eck ^^^^^ ^^.^^^^ ,^,e

'^ouL nLir'so^';a
•

he to move in the

nape of the necW, so u.
^ ^ g^^^

evening; it passes off ,
V

"-?H Xes::,r^ ^
?^hfneck and n the eft clavicle, ^t a small spot

pjiil as from a bruise when touching that spot .v.ith

the finger, (2. d.)
^^^^^ ; the

l^rr^s^mll'a" d ulcer, which -pa-^-^VsT)ootHo, resemvH"!^
a ar<re pimple, (a. 18 a)

ever constantly ,

mlo parts, hke a p V

Blisters of the size f P;^^:„7°\
^ „f3,„f after 3 days,

r^at EhS'S^ « shouldcr-ioiats, whe,
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moving Ihem, first in the right, then in the left. Drawing
in the right shoulder-joint, as after a cold ; when at rest.
Bealing on the right shoulder, and in the left axilla, early
in the morning, and frequently during the day, (12. and
19. d.) Burning and pressure in the right axilla, (2. d.)
Her rigid arm is very heavy and feels rigid ; the upper
arm seems paralyzed, in the evening, when spinning and
early in the morning, (16. 17. and 18. d.) Tearino- in
the left arm and foot, (1. d.) Tearing in the left ?rm
which seems to he in the tendons, and reaches into the
fingers, passing off during assiduous motion, (9. d )Compressive pain in the left upper arm when leaning it
against something, passing, off during motion of the arm
(22 d.) Tearing in the upper arm, as if in the marrow!
as far as the wrist-joint, (13. d.) Tearing in the upper
arm, the arm being very sensitive to pressure, (19 d )Drawing in the lower arm from the right elbow to the left
'finger

;
it becomes a tearing pain, and passes off by mo-

?u
Pressure in the left lower arm when'lyino-m the bed, which passes off by motion, but is renewed b'vleaning the arm upon the table when writing, (U. and

ci.) Itching and burning in the left lower arm, under lirebent of the elbow, (13. d.) Itching of the in;ide of 1 elower arm, early m the morning, and pimples in the bentof the elbow. After scratching the internal itching side ofthe left lower arm, small pimples are formed theie whichsoon disappear again, (14. and 15. d.) Pimples on heright lower arm. which force one to scratch co inually naccount of violent ilching. Heaviness and sense as of h.ving gone to sleep in the right fore-arm, (;}. d.) Tea inl andtwitching in the tendons of the inner side of the v^Hst

iun ,1^' ^'u
''^^'

""V^
^^"^^"^ be ton out •

a 25 d ) s" 1"^ 1^' ^"T""
^^^^^^ hand 1. and

hemenilv ifch Tf'' i'"
^^^^^-Joint, which fiVst'^^-tiement y itch and then burn, when scralched, (a 20 c\\Large blisters and indurations, deep in the k n'uoon .

in'c:?cr"cL
^^'^^^^"^'^ 'hen burn affi eing scraiched, become inflamed and form a red brownscurf, which remains inflamed for a long time, around ,^1ri^ht wrist-joint, (wiih swelling of the spot,) (a 12 and od.) Violent lancination throufh the hands, while wTltrng
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in Ihe open air, (22. d.) Sutclies and beating in the left

hand, worse when moving H. Beatn.g in tl»= palm of the

rieht hand, passing off by moving the hand, (lid-)

Ffeling of 'paralysl in the right hand, and the right m.d-

dle-finaer- when silting and kmlting, (15. d.) fam as

from a sprain in the dorsa of both hands, when seizing

something he pain is not felt when making any other

motion upon extending the hand, the pain decreases, and

uoon nresshK. upon the joint of the thtimb, the pain passes

off vviU a cr'ackin.. sou id. Itching pimples on the dorsa

°of b hands In Ute evening and at night, attended ». h

desquamation of *-k,„ at those ... ung
p^^^^^^^

:^ rrt3i:d1nt\ ofta hands (a. HJO
f^iooling and tearing in the fingers, thumbs and the^omts

ihnreof sometimes increased by pressure or triclion, mostly

in the evening. Violent tearing in the index finger upon

stretchin
™

after having held something fast
;
accompa-

Sed by sUffness after bending it inwards, so H-at^he wa

wirds (11. d.) Stiiches in the tips ot the lingers auu
warub, Uoot^nrr pTtpndmff into tne

rising, and comes on again w „
iWeariness

motion ceases -'-^t Toie^dfy, (L 1st days )

Mhnrot theWt lei:'with sensitivcLss to the touch,
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(10. d.) Tearing pain in the thigh, in front, when sitting.

Painful tearings in the external surface of the right thigh,

in the evening, when sitting down, (15. d.) Excessively

painful stitches in the knee joints, in the evening, when
sitting, (3. d.) Lancinations in the -left knee, when walk-

ing, (11. d.) In a child, that had been affected with

swelhng of the knee, and whose knee., after the swelling

had been cured, remained stiff and curved from before

backwards, the mohilily of the knee was very soon re-

stored. The hamstrings of both legs are painful when
walking ; sometimes there is a twitching

;
they feel as if

they were too short, not so when at rest. Early, when
rising, the thighs were contracted about the popliteal re-

gion, as if they were dried up or too short, so that she
was unable to go down stairs ; this symptonn passed off

after long and violent exercise, (15. d.) Drawing tension

in the legs, when silting and lying ; this obliges one to lie

crooked, after which the symptom passes off. Tension
and traction in the tendons of the legs, so that he finds

walking inconvenient, with lassitude in the legs. Spas-
modic contraction around the lower part of the left leg,

(5. d.) Insensibility of the left leg when sitting, (it feels
dead,) (12. d.) Stinging upon the inner surface of the
left leg, also in the calf, when sitting, (13. 14. d.) Sting-
ing pain in the left calf after four hours' walk, when at
rest, (3. d.) The ossa calcium are very painful when
walking, and bringing the feet down upon the ground

;
they

feel bruised and contused. Violent tearing (and lancina-
tions) in the heels, with pain as from ulceration, some-
times passing off by friction

; also at night, when in bed
;

no position whatsoever procures relief, (4. 17. 19. d.)
Spasmodic contraction in the right heel, with pain, in the
evening when in bed

; also tearing around the internal
malleolus, when sitting, (14. 15. d.) Throbbing and pain
as from ulceration, when walking, in the right foot, and the
external malleolus of the left foot, (9. 11. d.) Tearing at
the external border of the foot, when standing ; it passes
off by motion, (7. d.) Sensation in the feet as if they had
gone to sleep, also at night, (19. 20. d.) Cold feet,m the evening, when in bed ; it takes her a long time
to get them warm, (14. d.) Pain is excited in a paralytic
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foot, (which had already been much improved ) Itch-

ing of the sole of the right foot, in the evening. (2. d.)

Shooting and tearing in the toes, especially the big toes,

when sitting and standing. Stitches in the left small toe,

when standing and walking; also in the big toe
;
there

the symptom ^increases and decreases at slow intervals.

Pinching at and itching of the forepart of the right big

toe, (7. d.)
. , . / 1 , • • X

Common Ailments.—Erratic itching (and biting) over

the whole skin ; she cannot scratch enough ;
in the even-

ino-, mostly before Wing down ;
after lying down, the

symptom sometimes passes off. Violent itching over t le

whole bodv in tiie evening before lying down, especially

upon the chest and the fore arms, with little pimples after

scratchin^r, (2. 10. 14. 15. d.) Violent itching around tbe

hips at mght and early in the morning, also ot the thighs,

]eU] and around the bent of the knee, witli rash-pimples.

Fme rash over the whole body, for two weeks, (a- lb d.)

Vesicular pimples upon the chest and the left leg
;
they

first itch and then burn. All the bones of the body are

painful and feel bruised, when slumbering or sitling still.

Pain as from bruises, in the whole body, especially m the

back with tearing in both shoulders and in the back, early

in the morning, after rising, and worse during motion (a.

25 d ) Early in the morning, after waking up, she teels

contracted in the whole body, so that she was scarce y

able to walk ; the pain went off by long walking, (19. d)

Tearing, apparently in the bone, of the eft upper arm and

afterwards of the right thigh, descending from the hip,

when sitting, (10. d.) Erratic tearing and painful shoot-

incT in the limbs, mostly in the (temples,) arms, popliteal

sD°aces, thighs, calves, fingers, and toes, in the evening,

when sitting, relieved after lying down ;
there was some-

times a throbbing pain between the index and middle hn-

aers as if an ulcer would form there. In the evening, tlie_

Serson experiences a shooting and tearing in the tips of

the fingers ^and toes, then in the right upper arm, where

the tearing is of an erratic nature ;
it is attended with anx-

iety ad passes off after lying down, (16. d.) Shooting

stiiwing, and burning vricking m the tips of the fingers

and toes, as if they had gone to sleep, in the evening, af-
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ternoon, and also at night. Stinging in the tips of the fin-

gers and toes, when walking in tlie open air, (22. d.) Er-

ratio burning and stinging, with a feehng of pressure at

several places, (3. d.) Stitches in the left side of the ab"

domen, then in the right side of the chest, then in the right

scapula, and lastly in the small of the back, accompanied
by chilliness and sleepiness during the day. The limbs

of the right side appear to be more affected than those of

the left. She appears to be belter in the open air. He
appears to be constantly affected wiih orgasm. Orgasm
in the whole body, with anxiety ; in the beginning of the

proving period she feels more warm than cold. Violent,

throbbing headache in the forehead, towards evening, last-

ing one hour
;
upon touching the forehead, the headache

got worse ; this symptom was accompanied by weakness,
so that he wrs scarcely able to walk, and by chills on go-
ing to bed.

, Spasms, Paralysis, Weakness.—Sudden faintness and
weakness after dinner, when taking exercise in the open
air, (19. d.) The person feels worn out. A good deal of
lassitude in the mornini?.

Sleep.—In the morning, constant yawning without be-
ing sleepy, (7. d.) Eai'ly in the evening great sleepiness,
with closing of the eyes ; this symptom passes off when
light is brou^rht into the room. She cannot fall asleep be-
fore three o'clock in the morning; she then sleeps until
morning, and wakes up with sweats. She cannot fall

asleep before midnight, on account of cold feet. She can-
not fall asleep before midnight, on account of heat in the
head. Starting up, while one is falling asleep, (5. d.)
Uneasy sleep, after midnight, with frequent waking up,
and turning from one side to another, amidst dreams.

°
She

wakes up already at twelve, three o'clock at night, and
cannot, then, fall asleep a.crain, (1. 17. d.) Uneasy niahts.
Sleep full of dreams, (a. 3 d.) Frequently anxious, fear-
ful dreams, which rouse her from her sleep with a start

;

she then feels oppressed with anxiety. Dreams about fall-
ing into the water. She dreams that she is attacked with
rash. Leiod. dreams about having had an embrace. Vo-
luptuous dreams, (a. 4, 5, 12 d.) Violent cutting in the
whole abdomen at two o'clock at night ; this rouses her
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from her sleep, (a. 24 d.) Frequent sneezing, without a

cold roused her from her sleep, with titillation in the

throat, which caused her to cough, and produced a secre-

tion of saliva, (a. 6 d.) Weight upon the chest when m

bed at niffht ; he is half awake without bemg conscious ot

it
• he is in a kind of dream as if some one had hung him,

and had pressed hard upon his chest, (a. 5 d.) Imraense

vain in L sm all of the hack rouses herfrom her slumber,

with a paralytic pain in both hips and the thighs these

parts when touched are yet painful the next morning, (a.

18 d ) At nieht the person is roused from sleep on ac-

count of a pain as from a sprain or bruise in the right side

of the back, as far as the middle ribs and the axi la
;

this

symptom occurs when turning the body, stretchmg the

ann, sneezing, yawning, or breathing. Stitches in the

hips after Jnidnight, in any position, relieved by pressing

Jon the part; at the same time, a good dea of flatu ence

and sensation as if the pain came from flatulence, (19.d )

At nisht, the person is roused from sleep by tearmg pain

in the^ight upper arm and in the legs
; P^^"

/^^"J^^^
bones, aSd begins at the heels, (a. 24 d.) Violent itching

at night, between the shoulders and on the left lower arm,

so that he would like to scratch the skin open, (a. 2 d.)
,

FEVER,-Chilliness, at night, she dares not uncover

herself. Chilliness (and coldness,) mostly in the evening,

The chi liness is sometimes preceded thirst, o^hje is

thirst during the chill; this is sometimes followed by

sv^eat in the ni-ht. Chill in the evening or after midnight,

hr aC heat, then sweat without any tlnrst dur-

incr these different symptoms, (3. 13. d.) ^J^^quent at-

a?ks of fever, followed by chills and heat, with a bloated

ied fac , and thirst both during the chills and the heat

;

Ihe ntervals when there is no fever, last about half an

hour More heat (warmth) than coldness, during the last

period of the trial,' (a. 17 d.) Heat over the whole body

L a warm room, and after quick motion ;
this hea is ac-

companied by redness of the face, and a sensation of

*NoTE OF THE Tbat^slatok:-" Breathing" probably here

means "taking a deep inspiration.
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stinging heat, which is especially external over the whole
chest. Heat in the forenoon, thirst early in the morning,
after rising. Frequently dry heat in the head, upon enter-

ing the room, followed by a little thirst, in the evening,

(19. d.) Heat in the whole body, as if sweat would break
out, (a. 14 d.) Frequent flashes of heat, with subsequent
sweat, (13. d.) Great heat, when in bed at night; then
sweat early in the morning, (18. d.) Heat in the palms
of the hand, soles of the feet, and in the face, in the even-
ing, immediately after lying down (with thirst ;) after-

wards sweat, (2. 3. 4. d.) Early after rising, sensation of
heat, and a little sweat in the hands, and swelling sweat
of the feet. Heat over the whole body, with redness of
the face and sweat, when taking exercise in the open air,

(a. 24 d.) Heat and sweat, in ihe afternoon
; then a little

thirst. Sweat about midnight, -(a. 4 d.) * Sweat over
the whole body for several nights. Copious sweat, early
in the morning when in bed, (2. d.)

ANACARDIUM.

This is the fruit of a tree

—

Avicennia tomentosa, seme-
carpus Anacardium~vi\\\c\\ grew upon the ^Etna, in
Sicily, at the time of the Arabs, and is now to be found in
the forests of the East Indies. Between the external,
black, shining, heart-shaped, hard shell, and the sweet ker-
nel which IS covered with a brown reddish thin skin, there
IS a thickly, blackish juice contained in a cellular tissue,
with which the Indians mark their linen in an indelible
manner, and which is so sharp that moles may be etched
away by means of it. In the fruit which we receive here
(in bermany) this juice, which is commonly of the con-
sistence of honey, is generally found dry. One srain of
this juice is to be triturated, and the different potencies
are then prepared according to the mode which has been
pointed out.

The Arabs, who were the first that knew the medicinal
powers of that juice, called that heart-shaped fruit Bala-
dor. 1 his fruit must be well distinguished from another

6*
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tree, called Anacardium occidentale, the fruit of which is

kidney-shaped, and was not known to the Arabs.

This powerful drug, toaelher with others of vvhich the

ancients availed themselves wiih great benefit, had been

coumlelely forgouen for the last thousand years

Serapio, in Ins book, de simphcibvsf C. 346, (con-

tained in Pradica Serapionis, Venet. fol. 1550,) quotes

most of those Arabian authors who have writien on the

use of the Anacardium juice. Aben Mesnai :
est bonus

corrupiioni se?isus et memori<B. Alciialahamen :
p'O-

prietas ejus est, conferre relaxationi nervmum (paralysis.)

Bedigouas: removet oblivionem et acuit sensum Abu-

gerig: est bonus paralylicis et eis, quibus timetur ad-

ventvs ejus. • This last author recommends caution in the

use of the iuice : commovet-baras el lepram et aposjemata

et forlassis occidit-{nocivu,) javenibus et

^^^fl'^''-
The following symptoms indicate the use of Anacardi-

um with tolerable certainty :—
. r

Hypochondriac, sullen mood;

dread of men; fearful ness ;

apprehension of near deatn ,

d ficiency of moral feeling (depravity, Aagaiousness, n-

humanity, hardheartedness ;
sensation as

^^^^^^^

^vills one of which repels him from what the other Jeaas

l^C!^ sensation^ if the spirit were d.-nite^om

the body ;
desolate emptiness of the head

;
l^^^dacht

pessin? from the temple' towards the eyes ,
head^d^^^

[he occTput, arising from vvrong «^^PP^"S
^"^f d ^rk snofs

Weakness and dimness of the eyes : nets ^"d/a^ spots

before the eyes
;
painful swelling of the eai

,
chin m

ihc ears
• running at the cars ;

grumbling in the eais ,

ro.rirm heears; Wi/y /
hleeding at the nose; fetid

odo "i^m the mouth, without his perceiving it
;

accumu-

latl of water in the mouth ; faeculent taste in the mou h

-^^v^tik^roftjs^

sometimes P= "f"^'
"^^^^^^ ;„ ii,e glands before and after
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is but little enjoyment in coition
; leucorrhosa with itching

and soreness
;

feeh'ng of dryness in tlic nose
; obstruclioa

of the nose
;
chronic coryza, and discliarge of mucus from

ihe nose; expectoration when coughing; ratthng in the

larynx, when lying on one side
; slilches and heaviness in

the fore-arm
; tensive pain and weakness in the arm

;

Irembhng of the right hand
;
burning in tlie soles of the

feet
;
weight in the limbs, especially in the i^nees

; tremu-
lous lassitude

; want of irritability of the skin, which can-
not be excited into itching or becoming moist by the use
of resins

; sensitiveness to cold and draughts of air ; catch-
ing cold easily; falhng asleep late; anxious dreams;
chilliness

; sweat when sitting.

_

Camphor and spirits of nitre do not seem to act suffi-
ciently as antidotes

;
smelling of cofFea cruda is a power-

ful antidote against the anger and the vehemence conse-
quent upon the use of anacardium.

This drug has been tried by Doctors Samuel Hahne-
mann, Becher, Tranz, Gross, Harlmann, Herrmann, Lane-
hammer, Stapf.

^

Noack and Trinks offer the following remarks on ana-
cardmm: It is adapted to nervoso-bilious, dry constitu-
tions, to the melancholico-choleric temperament, to irrita-
b^ hypochondriacs. It may be employed in the followincr
atiections: herpes furfurans

; warts; catarrhal fevers.
iJepression of spirits, or moral affections partly exaltation
partly weakness; moral affections consequent upon Onan-
ism. Weakness of inind, memory, senses ; imbecility
JoquaciQus dementia, originating in humiliation : Furoru ennus? Satyriasis ? Melancholia simplex; Anoia et
Abulia melanchohca, Melancholia Moria, misanthropica,
Athymia, Melancholia hypochondriaca. Amblyopia amau-
rolica. Disecoia c/zro/vzcfl.-Anosmia.-Paralysis of the
\ox^gM^.-^\Vealmess of digestion, and flatulence of hypo^chondrzacs.~ Diseases of the liver.-Asthma

; hysteric
^Vasms of the chest, zoUch go off amid floods of tears.

\ 1
anacardina ^eu sapientium has beencelebrated as a distinguished remedy against weakness ofrnina, memory and the senses. Nevertheless, R. A. Yo^el

(hist. mat. med. p. 276,) remarks : That " Caspar Hoff-mann has called this confection of the wise a confection of
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fools because many had lost their memory and had be-

come mad on account of using it too often and mconside

ZTelvT sence it was only the improper and too frequent

x,se of anacardiam that mlde it hurtful ;
.f applied cor-

:-l. Calc Natr. mur. Plat.,

iTn^ntteJletZPetrol l>h03.Rhu.
1^^^^

Duration of Effects.-In large doses from iourteen

to twenty days; in small doses, in s,ck persons, about

%?a"!rSYMPT;MS.-- Sadness. * Anxiety apprehen-

ding? of threaleninrraisfortune. In the evening fearfu ness

and
• apprehen"™, after having spent the day wUh a

^trfuiispositio.

^r2,^^i^rou,dt^o|meg.atly.^^^^^

present and "
o.hin" but misfortune aiid danger were

.T.'inn for him wa^t of confidence in his strength,

r-EondencY He fs disunited with the whole world
and

, <'«\P™,f™7j„fiaence in himself that he despa.rs of

r ^^b e ^do tharw uch is asked of him. In the fore-

nnn^» he is extremely hypochondriac, low-sp.nted and

T.pon him.
peevish and iU-disposed, ex-

into the «P^^.,^';'i',J all sorts of offences. Retakes
trernely susceptible against

^^^^^^^^^^^
every thing bad part, a

^^.^

ble and contradicting- A siigni uuoiiv.
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menlly angry, breaking out in personal violence. Want of

disposition to do any thing. Dread of labour ; he is

afraid of undertaking the least labour ; he likes nothing.

In the afternoon he is more cheerful than in the forenoon
;

as soon as the sleepiness after dinner is past, he is more
cheerful and more disposed to work, (a. 38 h.) He is

very indifferent and unfeeling ; neither agreeable nor dis-

agreeable objects excite his interest ; for eight days. Ex-
cessive cheerfulness. He laughs when he ought to be
serious. When occupied with serious things he is obliged

to laugh on account of a tickling at the pit of the stomach
;

when occupied with laughable things, he is able to abstain

from laughing. He loses his thoughts. Great weakness
of memory ; he cannot remember any thing, he forgets

every thing immediately. He remembers with difficulty ;

he retains nothing in his memory, he is deficient in ideas,

and he soon loses his subject without being aware of it.

The memory is quite deficient, early in the morning, espe-
cially as regards single names. Diminution of the imagi-
nation,.and the memory in the afternoon ; he cannot recol-

lect any thing, (a. 5, 6 h.) In the afternoon his memory
is better than in the forenoon, although his recollections
only come to him after the time when he was in need of
them

; however, he easily understands what he reads, al-

though he does not entirely remember it, (a. 3, 4 d.) In-
crease and greater vividness of the memory ; he sponta-
neously recollects the smallest circumstances of times long
past

;
he would be able to learn easily by heart, if his at-

tention were not diverted by other thoughts, which he,
however, finds it easy to control, (a. 1^ h.) Anacardium
weakens the understanding, (Matthiolus, in the Commen-
tar. in Discorid. M. M. L. V. Cap. V. p. 985.) Obtusion of
the senses, with anxiety

; he scarcely perceives what is tak-
ing place around him. The mind feels obtuse as if a cold
were coming on. He can only reflect upon a subject
which has been furnished to him ; he does not remember
any thmg of himself. Every kind of intellectual labour is
difficult for him, owing to a sort of mental absence. Ob-
tusion of the senses, accompanied by obtusion of the head
and exhaustion of strength. Early in the morning, after
a sound sleep, he is unable to comprehend any thing ; his
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head feels desolate and empty. Increased fancy ;
he con-

stantly thinks of some new object to which the mind for-

cibly clings. Extreme animation of the fancy, and a num-

ber of projects, in the evening from nine—ten o'clock ;
'he

is not able to control his attention ; little by little, the mind

becomes dull, so that he is-^without any ideas, (a. 16 h.)

His mind is much more animated than before ;
he hkes to

enter upon acute analyses ; but every effort of this kind

crives him an acute, pressive headache in the forehead, the

temples and the occiput. Any litlle effort of the mind

causes a sensation as of being bruised in the brain. II u-

sion of the fancy ; he imagines to hear his name called by

the voice of his distant mother and sister, accompanied by

an apprehension of misfortune and anxiety. Melancholy

illusion ; he imagines to see a bier in the side-room upon

which either his friend or himself is lying. He confounds

the present with the future.

Head.—Obtusion first of the left, then of the right side

of the head. Painfully dull obtusion of the head, when he

does not lie in his bed in a convenient position. Dull,

painful obtusion of the forehead reaching down to the root

of the nose. Early in the morning, after rising, his head

feels so obtuse and heavy that he is scarcely able to carry

it; he was obliged to lie down again. His head feels

verv heavy the whole day. Dizziness of the head, as after

spirituous drinks. The head turns. Vertigo on stooping,

with a sensation as of turning round, (a. 13 h.) Vertigo,

the eyes see black. Great giddiness after a walk, in the

afternoon. Vertigo when walking, as if all the objects

were too far distant. Vertigo as if all the objects or himself

vftre wavering ; he is obliged to hold himself, (1. d.) Ver-

tigo, he almost fell down. Pain in the head, especially in

the forehead, stunning, pressive, exciting vertigo
;

he

threatened to fall to the left side when sitting, (a. 2, 2j h.)

Occasional pressure in ihe head. Pressure in the occiput,

on the right side, (a. 3 h.) Pressure in the forehead,

every time he wakes up, worse in walking, as if the brain

were shaken. Dull pressure in the centre of the forehead,

increasing at slow intervals, becoming more and more

deep, and gradually extending over the whole anterior

pirt of the head, in the evening. Violent pressure on
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the right side of the forehead, from within. * Violent
pressure in the region of the right temple. Dull pressure
coming out at the right frontal eminence. DuW pressure,
asfrom a plug, on the right side of the vertex. Pressure
from without inwards at the right temple. Dull erralic

pressure from without inwards, at small places of the head.
Pressure inwards, and sense as of squeezing in both tem-
ples, with continual constriction of the upper part of the

head, increasing towards evening. Compression and dull

pressure below the left frontal eminence. * Compression
simultaneously in both temples. Constrictive headache
in the forehead, with extremely peevish mood, increasing
every hour, accompanied by a violent grinding pain which
is diminished for a few moments by strongly pressing upon
the forehead

; at last the pain takes hold of the whole
head, with a sensation as if a tight band were reaching
from the nape of the neck to the ears ; he is obliged to
lie down, the pain lasts from five o'clock in the afternoon
tip to next morning. Violent clawing pain in the right
side of the forehead, especially at the external border of the
orbit. Pressive clawing headache in the forepart of the
head, with a few tearings towards the forehead, (a. 24 h.)
Tearing pressure in the left temple. Tearing headache
during hard labour, (a. 4 d.) Tearing pain in the brain,
close above the right temple. Tearing which commences
in /the inferior part of the occiput on the right side and
reaches as far as the forehead, (a. 35 h.) Repeated tear-
ings in the right side of the head, face and neck, and sub-
sequent humming before the left ear. Repeated tearings
m the whole head, with chills all over the body, low spirits
and uneasiness

;
this does not permit her to remain at any

one place
;
the symptoms always return every third day.

Tearing headache in the occiput, in distinct successive at-
tacks which reach as far as the temple, (a. half an h.)
Jerking tearings and pain in the occiput and temples,
mostly when bending the head backwards, (a. 2 h.) Sud-
den, acute, piercing and biting tearings in the temple, as
far as the brain, (a. 3 h.) Sharp, pressive tearings in the
left temple. Lancinations in the forehead over the riaht
eye. Shootings and tearings in the left temple. Sharp
stitches through the left side of the head, reaching deep
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into the brain. Dull, tremulous stitches on the left side of

the superior part of the head ;
they are merely "ncipient,

and do not become distinct. Pressure in the r.ght .de of

the head, interrupted by violent st.tches, (a. three quarters

of anh.) HeadLhe with stitches in the left temple Se-

veral times, when breathing, a lm,g st tch from the temple

leachinff to the forehead, (a. 5 h. and a half.) Draw ng

pam on^he left side of the head. Drawing pan, m he

forehead, in the left vertex and m the occiput, bhootings

n tt left side of the head, frequently repeated, close down

aloncT the ear. Several vehement jerks, at intervals, so

lhaUie would like to scream out loud
;
they conne from be-

hind and reach across the left side of the upper part of the

head and the forehead, (a. half, an h.). G™ ™
headache, in the evening. Grinding in Ure ngltt halt o

forepart of the head, especially along the border o the or

bit ; it is relieved by strong external pressure and dur ng

a meal - accompanied by intolerable pain, as it a heavy

bo^y w'ere forced in at those parts ;
the pam diminishes

in the evening, when in bed, and lying upon
.

the arm

wl^ch corresponds to the painful side ™h>le 'ing aste^p

the nain subsides entirely. Throbbing headache. Heat

„ r head. The headache is worse uring motio

Pressure at the forehead from without, over *e left eye

brow (a. 2 h.) Hard pressure in the corner between he
orow, ^ ii.y

1 ^ o J \ Violent itchinff oi the
occipital and nasal bone, (a. 3 d.) ^

"u^rcles
hairv scalp. Itching //^e forehead Many tubercU^s

unon the hairy scalp, of the size of a little pea
,

t ley leei

Te when'to^'uchei^'or scratched Painless pimples with

red areote, at the top of the left temple, (a. 9 1.)
.

'eyes -Sore eyes without redness. Sensation in the

eyS "if there wire something between ^e eyeba l and

.hp nnner evelid, which causes friction. 1 here is some

thin^ between the eyeball and the lower lid which causes

Son Pre5™««>« eyeball, bo^ before back-

T nr from above downwards. Pressure below the

Vernal can h"s of the left eye, (a. 2 h.) Pressure as

from a stye in the inner canthus of the right eye, and the

ar^al ca^^i ages in the vicinity. Violent pressure upon

the eyes especially upon the left, and in the external can-

thus o his^e, when looking long at one object, (a. half
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an li ) Dull p7~essii7^e as with aplug^ on the upper border
of the right orbit, reaching as far as the brain, with stu-

pefaction of the whole side of the head. Pain as if a plug
were pressed in below the upper border of the orbits and
touched the ball. Rheumalic tearing pain in the left eye,

(more in the lids,) which reaches as far as the temples.

Tearing in the balls and orbits, early when walking, (a. 24
h.) Twitches in the eyelids ; he imagines that one must
see them. Great sensitiveness of the eyes to the light.

The light appears to be surrounded with a halo in the
evening. The flame of a light appears to flicker, and to

alternately darken and brighten ; on looking steadily at the
light, he saw that it burnt calmly. Frequent sense as of
waving before the eyes. Contraction of the pupils, (a.

14 h.) The pupil of the right eye became smaller for a
short time, (a. 48 h.) Great dilatation of the pupils, (a.

13, 14, 19 hours
;
reaction.) Short-sightedness ; he can-

not distinguish any thing at a distance, whilst he distinctly
sees every thing which is held near his eyes. Diminished
short-sightedness, (a. 48 hours; curative eff'ect.) * Dim-
ness of the eyes, as if they were full of water, which
forces one frequently to wink, in the evening, (a. 16 h.)
Ears.—Painful traction in the right meatus auditorius.

Cramp-like pain in the meatus auditorius externus. Sen-
sation of a cramp-like contraction in the left concha, (a.
half an h.) Cramp-like contraction in the left meatus au-
ditorms, with a pressure against the tympanum. Painful
pressure upon the external ear. Slow, dull thrusts coming
from both sides of the ears, and in their cavities, as if two
blunt plugs were penetrating from opposite sides to meet
in the centre. Shootings in the left meatus auditorius, at
short mlervals and very painful, as if a nerve were put
upon the stretch, or like electric shocks. Twitches of the
external ear. Drawing pain behind the left ear. Painful
traction m the left meatus auditorius internus, (a. three
quarters of an h.) Tearing in the left ear, down the cheek.
Violent tearing along the upper border of the cartilage of
the right ear. Lancinating dull pains in the tip of the tra-
gus of the left ear. Violent lancinations in the left exter-
nal ear, (a. 24 h.) Violent stitches in the left ear. Pain as
from ulceration in the ear, mostly when swallowing. Pain
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in the ear as from ulceration when setting the teeth

against one another in masticating. Pressive tearing and

Ihrubbino- in the cartilage of the ear, and in the internal ear,

as if an ulcer would form there
;
upon inserting ihe finger

the pain increases, and there is a sensation as if the mea-

tus had become obstructed, (a. 10 h.) * Itching m the

ears while a brownish matter is running out at the same

time. Sensation behmd the ears, as if the part would be-

come sore ; he is obliged to rub the part. Roaring before

the ear Humming in the ears. Tingling m the right car.

Feelincr of obstruction in the left ear, as -from colton
;
he

did not^hear as well with this ear as with the other, (a. halt

an h ) He sometimes heard so feebly that he did notliear

when some one opened the door with a noise
;

often his

hearing was so acute that he heard people through double

doors ?valk in the anti-chamber, (a. 54 h.)

NosE.-Short pain in the nose, such as arises from too

great cold, which causes his eyes to run. Contractive pam

in the forepart of the nose, as from great cold, with lachry.

mation. Sensation as of being bruised in the left de of

the nose; the pain seems to be in the bone. Pimples

with red Areolae at the corner of the right wing of the no e.

Red pustules on the septum, in the right nostril, with so e-

^ess when being touched. * Bleeding at the "osc-after

vereme 't blowing. Illusory smell, as if he snaelled lighted

^nde^arrwhen rising. Constant smell before the nose,

rp~r chicken dung, especially when smelling his

c othes° or his body, (a'. 2 h.) Smell seems to have di^ap-

almost colpietely, although t e nose ,s not ob-

structed, (a. 5 li.)
* Chronic coryza, (Jahr.) Obstruc

lion of the nose, (Jahr.)
. -jju

Face.-DuII pressure in the face, m the raiddle of the

cheeks, as if the place were squeezed with a pair of pin-

rer'^ Dull pressure upon the left cheek-bone. 1 he pei

son looks worn out, hollow-eyed, with blue borders around

the eves, for several days, (shortly after takmg the medi-

c^^lT Paleness of theface, without cold, (immediately.)

G eat paleness of Ihe face shortly after taking the medi-

clnT 'Pale, sick, wan colour of the f^^ce, without ' ho

PVPr anv other symptoms of indisposition. Dry heat in

the fece'anT ove7/e whole head, with obtusion of the
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head and pale look ; at the same lime he feels hot upon
the skin, which he himself, however, does not perceive.
White scaly herpes on the right cheek, close by the upper
lip, (ii. 4 h.) Jlching of the forehead. Hard, red pusiules
on the forehead and in the corner of the left wing of the
nose, with a feelinnr of soreness, for several weeks. RouiHi,
exfoliating, herpes-like skin around the mouth, with litilla-

lion. Dryness of the lips and their commissures. Burn-
ing dryness of the external borders of the lips, as from
pepper.

Jaws and Teeth.—External burning upon the chin,
and dull pressure, in an ascending direction, upon the left

side, of the chin. Burning between the lower lip and the
chin, such as is experienced after being scraped with a
dull razor. Suppuration and painfulness of a place under
the chin, where there was a boil two years ago. Fre-
quently a drawing pain in the lower jaw, especially in the
evening. Frequently repeated tearings in the right ramus
of the lower jaw. Occasional tearings in the articulation
of the jaw, (a. 42 h.) Swelling of the gums. Bleeding
of the gums consequent upon slight rubhing. Itchincr
pam in one of the lower denies cuspidati, as if a 1.ooth°

Ji'.ck had been stirred about in it, made worse by contact
wnh the tongue and the open air, (2. d.) Tooth-ache
upon taking something warm in his mouth, a few jerkings,
more pressive than drawing. Drawing pain in the gums
and the roots of the lower molar teeth of the left side.
Cramp-like traction in the lower row of teeth of the right
side, reaching as high as the ear, (shortly after taking The
medicme.) Tensive and drawing pain in a hollow molar
tooth, reaching as high as the ear, for several days, at ten
0 clock in the evemng. Tearing in all the teeth, returnino-
at intervals.

°

_
Mouth.—Painful blisters in the mouth. The tongue

xs white and rough, like a scraping-iron, (a. 3
Heaviness of the tongue, and sensation as. of s-welling, so
that^he is unable to continue speaking. When speaking,
he finds it difficult to utter certain words, as if his tono-ne
were too heavy. In the afternoon lus speech is firmer
and surer than in the forenoon. His throat feels as if it
were raw and sore. Sensation as of scrapings (rawness)
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in the throat. Pressme in U,e pit of ihe neck Dryness

in the ihroat, passing off by eaung ;
m 'he fo enoon^

Phlegm of a firm and tough consistence <=°'7/
'f

°

throat obstractmg at the same time the postenoi nares,

AppEliTE.-Bitter dryness in the mouth and throat.

Biucr testi in the mouth after smokmg tobacco. The to-

bacco does not taste well, it excites a feeling of bitmg.

Every thmcr tastes to him like herring-pickle. nsipid

fecuLt taste of the food also without -Ung^ In^,p d

taste of the beer. Several kinds of food, ot which he s

ottrwise Very fond, disgust him - h^-"^
like to vomit.

• He has no appetite for dinner ,-never

t eless r 'akes it and relishes it, because it is dinner-

hour bread however, tastes a little bitter to h.m. Con-

stTnt'tltT 'however, when drinking, his brea. is imer-

ceoted and he is obliged to swallow his drink little oy

Me At limes violent hunger, at times none at all.

Gre't aj^eti.e, with pressure at the stomach and naus

••• ^Aqt o mpal even when the person idKca

"Hx^Sr' Dur" g dmnt, almost all the s/mptoms dis-

no exeicise. -^^'^^ '
.

j-s afterwards.

iCdi^ne^e trth:U^ wit^^ °f

^h salila in the mouth, and violent thirst After a meal,

heat in face and exhaustion of stre^^^

«ep™afi e'vTr? mea
' PressLe and tension in the pit of

rk^mrhVtlr every meal M^P---' ^ ^ ^ '

[

over and by the side °f; P'"'/^
•™f ^jTe stomach after

Snrof ext^^r'^hanstion and ph,j^^^^

deTection wilh great thirst, (after three days a"d a hal )

Pressurein the region of the stomach, after a slight break-

Fast towards the abdomen, as if he had eaten too mucK

T fl:.,inn of the abdomen, shortly after dinner, as if he

li ^Men too much. After a meal, flatus move about in

had ea en 'e"
curo-ative. Tenesmus after a meal,

the abdomen f™". ^ Pur t^

Hypochondriac
more in the upper pai

nressure in the abdo-
dejection

f-^^^a'rd^ ™d h^ Lis extremely weak

both -rbS and' rnM (a. 6 h.) After a meal, when
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standing, the person feels weak in the knees unto falling,

at the same time sleepy and not disposed to any kind of

work. After a meal, sleepy and indisposed to work. After

dinner irresistible desire to sleep. Tussitation, (short

and hacking cough,) after a meal, affecting the throat as

if it were raw, (a. 3 days and a half.) After a meal,

roughness in the throat, with a deep tone of voice. Burn-
ing eructations after a meal. Eructations, after drinks and
liquid food. Empty eructations early in the rnorning.

Eructations v/ith spasmodic pain at the stomach. Hic-
cough. Humid eructations in frequent succession, the

swallowing of which chokes him slightly. A quantity of
liquid comes into his mouth and throat, which caused a
sensation of nausea in the chest. Heart-burn, after soup,
like sour air in the oesophagus, with a sensation of contrac-
tion. Burning, rising out of the stomach into the throat.
* Nausea, early in the morning, with a sensation as of
fasting in the stomach. * A good deal of nausea, early in

the morning. Violent nausea towards evening, constant
accumulation of water in the mouth, vomiting, followed by
a good deal of acidity in the mouth. Nausea with retching
returning shortly after drinking cold water, and then vomit-
ing this water with a sensation as if- the oesophagus were
pressed asunder by a large ball. Qualmishness at the pit
of the stomach, between the meals, with anxiety as from a

I

sprain, without, however, what might be called nausea with
good taste in the mouth and good appetite. First sensa-
tion as of fasting at the pit of the stomach, then pressure
at the pit the whole day, with obstruction to the emission
of flatus both above and below, and want of appetite.
Pressure at the stomach from reflection and intellectual
exertions. Intensely painful, dull pressure at the pit of
the stomach, slowly coming and going. Pressive and draw-
mg pain under the pit of the stomach, when walking, (a.

10 h. and a half.) Soft pressure with traction at the pit of
the stomach, which disappears after a meal : when walk-
ing m the open air, (a. 12 h.) Violent contractive pain at
the stomach, relieved by stooping, made worse by lifting
the arm and when turning the body. Stitches on the left
side of the prsecordial region, increased when breathing

.
and walking, and coming on anew, when the walking was
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recomraeticed. Sharp stitches in the praecordial region,

extend™, thence to the small of the back. Severe sUlches

in the vrmcordial region, when breathing. Compressive,

™ nfufp^ckings at the pit of the stomach, when inspiring

and e™ n., which cannot be reUeved by any position of

bodv 0? by contact, (a. 4 h.) Cutting ,.i ^l'^ P'^^^":

dial rejon. Slight rumbling and fermenting in the pit of

*
ABrMEN:-Stitches in the hypochondria, when taking

anTnspiration, sometimes on the right side, Bomeumes on

the left. Stitches in the left hypochondrium. 1^"" ^'^^^

in the recrion of the spleen; they seem partly to be m

he dte'rpartly in the^abdominal cavity. Pressure .n e

region of the liver, an hour after a meal P^/™""'^

navel as if a bluni plug were squeezed mto the intestines.

Dull pressure close beneath the navel, made worse by

nressin "upon it, and by breathing, shortly after a nieal

l-re" re iHhe ;egion.oVthe navel, as ^ -""h-g ^^d

had formed there, with a sensation when
Y='^^'"f[,^P „t

eft sWe of the a'bdomen. Thrusts - f™^.--;
^'J ;

r,afama^itrd:«^^

"i^i'?:i^iLr\';:;:idr:^e-i:?;:tS

^
nn when flalus become incarcPT^^^^^

coming
7^^^^^^^^^^^^ ,he abdomen, (a. 1 2 h.) Squeez-

Pinchmg ^ 'd/^^^^^^^^^^^

apparenlly in the inlest mes, (a 7 h.)

,ng pam m the ^^d^'^^t^^'^^^^^^ V on the left side of the

Pain,as.fso.ething
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in the abdomen would become convoluted, with subsequent
pressure, (a. 32 h.) Upon bending the body backwards, ihe

intestines are painful, and feel spasmodically shortened, in the

forenoon. Burning prickings coming and going as regularly

as musical beats, externally, on the right side of the abdo-
men, under the short ribs. Shootings in the muscles of

the left side of the abdomen, close under the short ribs.

Tearing in the mons veneris. Intermittent dull pressure from
within outwards over the abdominal ring. Continual grunt-
ing in the abdomen, especially in the region of the navel.

Continual grunting and pinching in the abdomen.
Stool.—Frequent tenesmus during the day^ for many

days, loithout his ever being able to expel any thing.
Desire for stool, three times a day ; he had a desire, but
upon going to stool and sitting down, the desire had gone

;

the rectum would not fulfil its function
; he had to strain

considerably, even when the stools were very soft. Te-
nesmus

; he cannot expel any thing ; the rectum seems to
be stopped up with a plug. Constant tenesmus

; the ex-
pulsion not taking place immediately, there is a painful
twisting and turning in the intestines," transversely across
the abdomen. Every day, two or three ordinary stools,
passing with great difficulty. He was frequently obliged
to go to stool

; however, he expelled but little every time
;

the stools were first soft, then hard. Stools of a very
pale colour, (a. 48 h.) Frequently watery diarrhoea, the

• expulsion being nevertheless difficult. Pinching in the
abdomen during stool. During the -act of expelling the
faeces, and especially after the expulsion, there was a dull
pressure in the abdominal muscles, increased by inspira-
tion, close below the navel. Yawning and eructations af-
ter stool. * Frequent itching of the anus. The varices
of ihe.rectum become smaller, and cease to be painful, ex-
cept sonrie soreness when the person begins to walk, (cu-
rative effect.) °

.

Urinary Organs.—Itching of the urethra. Constant
desire to urinate. Frequent desire to urinate, but little
urine passing off, (ihc first 4 h.) He is obliged to rise at
night for the purpose of urinating; nevertheless, he uri-
nates again at the usual period. "Early in the mornino-,
before breakfast, tlie person frequently emits urine, which
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is as dear as water. The person frequently

clear as water, but in little quanluy, The """^' ^h.le be ng

emitted, is turbid, deposits a d.rty ^'^d.men ,
and, when si a

ken lookslikeclay. Painalongthe penisofacuttmg nature.

GE°t.lT.VE /.NCT.oNS.-Conlinualvob^

of the scrotum, which excites the sexual desire, (a. 2 h.)

Sexual desire, early in the mornmg after waking up, with

erection of the peL. Extreme sexual desire^ Wan^ f

excitability of the sexual de^'re.(ll>e first 10 d.) Dis-

; o^t:t£"mcraf{:remissiof of urine E^jsion of semen

at nicrht. without any lewd dreams, (a. 27 h.) itcliing oi

'''i::^^::^^:^^^,- obstruction of the post.

c^rKturwt,S'TverfZ,=
^n7 (a 48 h f Severe coryza, with fever

;
she was un-

able to get warm, with heat in the head, and icy coUness

f 1,1 ifsmls ind feet in the warm room ;
afterwards dry

he the te id^ns of the muscles of the legs appear to be

fno ;hort c amp of the calves, and uneasiness about the

heart (8 d ) Violent fluent coryza after requent sneez-

• : wiS lachvymation. Roughness of the ihroa.^ R^at
ess of the throat, witli deep tone of voice, after a mea .

Tu sHation (short and hacking cough af|^r a meal, aff«=t

tCZl or t'eVal d^;?. mgkily cough, with raw-

"est^f he throat. Cough early in
J^^^J.

attacks of cough with horripilation, lasting for ho^rs, be

g intg already at four o'clock in the '-"^'V^
^^^^^^^

™« /t tieTemntXnt btXci^i 2 bSl
cough in the evening

^ ^^^^

1 wi h stitche's in the^forehead or in the side of the

Cssive pa n on the top of the head when cough-

^ ,»W a deep inspiration. Cough, with yawmng

S^'r'th: atLlc CougH, with vain desire to sneeze.
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Congh commencing with lilillation in the larynx and suffo-
cation. Periodical attaclis of cough, only in ^ay time -

he gets out of breath
;
every three, four hours. .Shaking

attacks of cough, resembhng fits of whooping cough, ex-
cited whenever he begins to talk. Shaking cough, which
does not permit him to sleep at night. Short cough,
mostly in the afternoon, with expectoration of a consiste°it,
gray-yellow substance. * Short cough, with expectora-
tion of pus. He spits blood when coughing, (4. d.)

Respiratory Organs.Short breath ; he feels op-
pressed in the region of the sternum. Short breath, es-
pecially afler a meal and when silting. Asthma, dyspnoea,
(a. 10 h.) Dyspnoea, with weeping

; this relieves the op-
pression. Dyspnoea, with internal anxiety and heat. Op-
pressive anxiety in the region of the sternum, without any
pain, as if he could not remain in his room, but had to go
into the open air, and had to be very busy. Uneasinessm the 'chest, apparently about the heart, especially in the
aftern9on, (4. d.) Dyspnoea, during an expiration, with
pressure upon the sternum, (a. 1 h. and a half) Oppres-
sion at the chest, hke dyspnoea, extending towards the ax-
1 l^e, with difficulty of breathing, (a. 24 h.) Pressure at
the chest, especially when sitting, with fulness ; he would
hke to get rid of this symptom by vomiting, (a 10 h)
Pressure from without over the right nipple. . Quick
pressure upon the sternum, as from a blow, when fallino-
asleep during the day. Sudden quick pressure in the riah'l
side of the chest, close by the axilla

; he feels it at ihesame time on the opposite side of the back, without any
influence upon breathing. Dull pressure at the right bor-
der of the sternum. Dull pressure, as from a plug, in

In/'f. t
'^'^

""^r'-
Wavelike traction in the" eft.

side of the chest Feeling of soreness and rawness in the

; hph nd'^''^^^^ (immediately.) Sensation:beh nd the sternum, as if there were a sore place in the

K
^^^^h a little pressure, on the left side ofthe chest reaching as high as the heart, as though the

'
Whole side were being dashed to pieces, especially when

^
s oop.ng, lOh.) Single sharp stitches in thi chest. Sharp

:
stitches in the superior part of the left mamma, which

I
prevented her for a long time from rising from her seat

7
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afterwards she experienced a sensation of apressive weight

at that place. Dull stitches in the left side of the chest, at

the distance of a hand's breadth below the axilla. Sharp,

pulsating stitches in the chest, above the heart, (a. bO h )

A stitch m the praecordial region, at night, when breathuig.

Lancinations in the heart, short ones, succeeding each

other two by two. Drawing pain in the muscles ot the

chest. Quivering sensation in the pectoral muscle, when

Taisina; the arm. Constrictive prick as from a pin, at the

false ribs of the left side, externally, (a. 4 h )
Corrosively

itching prickings as from pins, at the last false rib. Itching

upon the chest. „ r , i i -d
•

Back.— Blunt stitches in the small of the back. Gain-

ful stitfness in the back when raising one's self wlnle in a

sitting position ; the pain disappears when sitting crooked.

Pain on ihe right side, near the vertebral column, in the

shoulder-blade, as from continually sitting cjooked.

Cramn-hke pressure under and by the side of the shoulder-

blades, from without, (a. half an hour.) Violent lanci-

nalincT pressure close under the left shoulder-blade, with-

out having any sort of influence upon breathing, ^harp

stitches in the external side of the left shou der-b ade.

TearincT stitches by the side of the right shoulder-blade,

from whhin. Dull stitches in the left shoulder-blade, re-

tiirmn<r slowly, and causing a teormgpaintobe jelt aLL

round. Painful tearing between the scapula. A sort ot

formication in the shoulder blades, or a sensation as it

Ihev had ^one to sleep. Pain as from a bruise, frequently,

in the right scapula and upper arm so that she can

scarcely lift up her arm. Fine and dull thrusts in the

rieht half of the external surface of the left scapula, exter-

'

rally, at short intervals. Cracking in the scapula, upon

lifting the arm.
i ,

Neck —Cracking in the cervical vertebrae, when sloop-

incr Stifness of ihe nape of the neck. Stiffness of the

mu.cles of the neck, with tensive pain, especially when

moving the head quickly after having kept it. still
;
the

stiffness is less during constant motion, (a. 52 h.) Painful

stiffness of the right side of the nape of the neck, two days

in succession, early in the morning, on waking up
;
he had

been lying on that side ; the pain was brought on by the
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slightest motion, and especially upon turning the head
towards the painful side, (a. 4, 5 d.) Stiffness and pressive
tension in the nape of the neck, in the occiput, and between
the scapulas, on waking up, both when at rest and in

motion. Painful stiffness, with a sensation as of clawing
on the left side of the nape of the neck, close to the occi-

put ; the pain is felt when at rest ; it neither interferes

with the motion of the head, noE is it increased by this

motion, (a. 2 h.) Dull, intermittent ^resswre, as from a
heavy burden, on the right side of the nape of the neck,
and on the top of the left shoulder, apparently in the bone.
Rheumatic drawing along the back. Hard pressure at
the neck, on both sides of the larynx, which sometimes
interferes with deglutition. Sudden, dull pressure, as
from a weight, on both sides of the neck. Slowly inter-
mittent pressure in the angle formed by the neck and the
top of the shoulder of the left side. Erratic prickings, as
with pins, at the neck, externally. Intermittent prickings
as with pins, with a sensation as of throbbing, on the left
side of the chest, close to the neck, (a. 3 hours and a half.)
Frequent itching of the neck. Itching and titillation in
bolh axillae, which forces one to rub, (a. a quarter of an
hour.)

Superior Extremities.—Itching prickings, as with
pins, below the shoulders, passing off by rubbing. In-
tensely painful lancinating tension in the arms, upon
stretching and extending them

; this tension commences
at the joints, following the flexor muscles

; on bending the
arms, aft.erwards, there is a cracking in the joints, espe-
cially of the shoulders, with a feeling of pain as if the
arms were dislocated. The left arm goes to sleep. Pres-
sure m the left arm, apparently in the muscles and bones
simultaneously, with lassitude in those parts. Tearing
and traction ,n the left arm. Rheumatic drawing pain in
the right upper arm, from the shoulder to the bent of the
elbow, with a feeling of stiffness in the arm. Spasmodi-
cal y pressive pam in the muscles of the upper arms, whenwalking in the open air, and when sitting: in the evening.
Dull pressure, which remains merely incipient, at the leftupper arm, apparently in the humerus, intensely painfuand intermittent. Pamful jerking at the left uppe? arm
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above the bent of the elbow. KnocJdngs, as with a heavy

bodvj intensely painful, in the centre of the left upper

arm, (immediately.) Pimples with red areolae and pus at

the tip, on the inferior portion of the upper arm, with

painful itching during motion of the arm, inviting to scratch

(a. 12 h.) Pressure in the bent of the left elbow, * which

draws the arm down as with a weight,
'
and makes the

motion of the arm difficult, when walking in the open air,

(a. 13 h.) Po-essure from without inwards, in the fore

arms, erratic, short, painful, (immediately.) Pressive pain

in the muscles of the right fore arm, when writing, (after

13 h.) Pressive scralcliings upon the bone of the fore

arm, when at rest. Cramp-like pressure at the left fore

arm more violent on pressure, and assuming a tearing

character through motion. Cramp-like traction in the right

forearm, from the wrist to the elbow. Cramp-hke twitches

all over the left fore arm, beginning a hand's breadth above

the left wrist, (imraediatelv.) Cramp-hke violent pain in

the left fore arm and the back of the hand, uninfluenced by

motion, at night, when in bed. Twitches in the teridons

of the flexor muscles, in the wrist. Simple pain in the

Dalm of the hand, on moving the hand. Cramp-hke pain

in the ri^ht hand, where the metacarpal bones join the

TDhalancre^s, (a. half an hour.) Cramp-hke pam m the joinis

of the^eft hand, where the index hnger joins the meta-

carpal bone. Cramp-hke pain in the hand, in the region,

ofThe metacarpal bone of the little finger. Cramp-hke

twitching, dull pain in the anterior extremities of the meta-

cl pal bones, uninfluenced by motion. Intermittent, dull

lancinating, cramp Uke pain at the external border of tlie

eft hand, where the little finger unites with its metacarpal

bone Cramp-like contraction of the left hand, so that she

cannot make her finger straight. Pain, as irom a sprain,

•n he metacarpal bone of the little finger o the right hand

Grumbling pa n between the metacarpal bones of the

h/dex fin "er^nd middle finger of the left hand, immedi-

1 el v behmd the knuckles. Violent cutting at the metacarpal

T l of the rieht index finger. Pressive spasmodic pain

L'the m c - ^ansversely across the back of tl.e left

I Llf an hour.) Pressive tearing on the back of

(fo h.) Prickings, as from pins, upon the back
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of the left hand. Violent, long, painfully tearing stitch in

the ball of the right hand. Sharp, burning stitches at the

external border of the left hand, where the little linger

joins the metacarpal bone, (a. 36 h.) Great feeling of
dryness of the hands. Dry, hot hands. Slinging, with a

sensation as of itching, of the external knuckle of the right

hand, which does not pass off till the parts have been
scratched a long time, until they become red. On the

side of the left index finger a pimple, which opens on the

day following and then passes off, is formed after nightly
itching in the hollow of the hand and between thefingers

;

violent friction relieves tJie disagreeable feeling, without
diminishing the violence of the symptom. The hands,
even the palms of the hands, are covered with warts.

Cramp-like twitches in the fingers oi the left hand, syn-
chronous with the pulse, in the posterior parts. Intermit-
tent cramp-like pain in the posterior parts. Intermittent
cramp-like pain in the posterior joints of the right thumb
and index. Contractive lancinating pain in the muscles of
the left thumb, passing off by motion and touch, (a. 2 h.)

Frequently repeated tearings in the little finger. Repeated
tearings in the right thumb, ascending as high as fhe
elbow, resembling the pain which is felt when a panaris is

forming. Numbness of the fingers. Feeling of dryness
of the fingers and hands. Itching and tickling in the little

finger, in'the evening after lying down
; relieved only by

strong pressure and friction, inasmuch as the symptom
does not appear to be in the muscle, but deeper. Pustules
upon the index finger, with red areolae, and a stinging sort
of voluptuous itching, which spreads into the whole of the
hollow of the hand

; the itching forces one to press and to
squeeze, which gives origin to a red and white lymph

;

afterwards a scurf appears, beneath which is formed a
plug of pus

;
in the evening the ulcer, which lasts eight

days, IS affected with a drawing sore pain.
Inferior Extremities.—Loud cracking in the hip-joint

oi the right thigh, during a motion of the part while sitting,
ram as from a sprain and a bruise over the right hip,
when rismg from the seat ; the pain is lasting ; it also
comes on when moving the trunk while sitting; rising is
then mtolerable, and he has to walk stooping. Erratic
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traction, pressure, and sense of heaviness in the legs, after

a walk ; the sense of heaviness is dinainished by extending

the foot (immediately.) Intensely painful, dull pressure

in the thighs, sometimes intermiltent, with the regularity

of beats in music. Dull pressure, as from a plug, in the

glutei muscles of the left side. Cramp-like pressure m
the left thigh, anteriorly and posteriorly. Violent pressure

in the middle of the external side of the right thigh, syn-

chronous with the pulse, and always accompanied by a

lancination, (a. 10 hours and a half.) Pressure, with a

sensation as of twitching, at the internal side of the right

thigh. Slight twitchings and drawings in the thighs, es-

pecially about and in the knees, as after a distant journey

on foot, with painful uneasiness when sitting, resembling a

tremulous agitation,, (a. three-quarters of an hour.) Draw-

ing pain down the external side of the right thigh. Tearing

contraction on the external side of the left thigh at a small

spot
;
subsequently a pain as from subcutaneous suppura-

tion, (a. 1 1 h.) Dull pain in the left thigh, immediately above

the knee. Boring stitch in the muscles of the right thigh,

in front and below, (a. 10 h.) Burning itching upon the

thighs, in the evening. Burning prickings as with pins,

which oblige one to scratch
;
they are of an erratic nature,

in the muscles of the thighs. Itching prickings of the le t

thigh, which pass off after rubbing. Long stooping is fob

lowed by severe pain in the knees, and in the muscles

above and below them. Pressure at the internal side ot

the knee, when walking. Pressure and traction at the

internal side of the knee, when walking. Dull and pres-

sive traction at the internal surface of the right knee, when

sitting. Drawing pain in the right knee, apparently be-

hind ^the patella, uninfluenced by position, (a. 1 h. and a

half) Painful traction in the left knee, when bending it

(while sitting;) passing off when stretching the leg.

Drawing pain above the knees, when sitting
;
m walking,

thi« pain is felt as mere weakness, (a. half an h.) 13 unt

stitches in the right knee. Dull stilchep- or thrusts, close

below the right knee, when bringing the foot down upon

the ground. Burning, sore pain, the parts feeling as if they

wer? being scraped, at the external side of the left knee.

Dull pain, with soreness, above the knee, on lifting up the

feet, with a painful feeling of weakness around the knees,
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and cramp-like pinching between the bent of tlie knee and

the calf. Painless feeling of weakness above the knees,

when walking, wilh aching when sitting, as after great fa-

tigue of the legs, (a. half an h.) Painful uneasiness

around the knees, with a sensation of stiffness, as if a

bandage were tied round these parts, or as if they were

surrounded with a band ;
this symptom occurs when sit-

ting. The knees feel paralysed, wilh stiffness and great

lassitude, so that he is scarcely able to walk. Ilching

eruption around the knees, as far as the calves Uneasi-

ness in the legs, when sitting, as if every ihing were alive

in them, and descended in a turning motion downwards

into the feet, which appeared heavy to him, and almost as

if they would go to sleep. Heaviness in the legs. Fre-

quent traction downwards in the legs, when sitting. Dull,

indistinct traction in the legs. Painful trac/.ion in the

tibia, {r. three quarters of an h.) Rheumatic tensive

pressure at the leg, transversely across the tibia, but felt

only when extending the leg in walking. Pressive pain,

like a lancination, sometimes with boring in the tibia and

in the muscles of the legs. Pressive pain upon the left

libia when silling, wilh uneasiness of the wiiole limb,

which decreases upon the leg being drawn in. Tearing

pressure at the anterior surface of the tibia, close above

the articulation of the foot. Cramp-like pressure at both

calves, more towards the external side, towards the tibia,

(a. 3 d.) Cramp of the calf, when walkintr- Painful

straining in the left calf. Painful straining in the calf,"

when walking, as if the muscles were too short, also when
in bed, at nicrht, with sleeplessness. Cramp-liks, inter-

mittent traction in the legs from the heels up into the

calves. Twitches in the left, tibia, close over the malleo-

lus, intensely painful, and occurring at short periods, re-

semblinii; electric shocks. Erratic wave-like twitches ia

the legs (when sitting.) Frequent pulsations arid twitches

in the muscles of the legs. Dull slitches, intensely pain-

ful, on the surface of the libia, over the joint of the right

foot. Burning pain in the lesj whh soreness, above the

heel. Burning pain at a small spot in the middle of the

leg, in front and rather towards the outside. Burning at

the legs, as of red-hot sparks. In the tarsal articulation
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oftlie left leg pain as from a sprain, on setting the foot

upon the ground. Drawing pain in the tai'sal articulation,

when he seats himself, (a. 32 h.) Traction downwards

over the external malleoli, when standing, with pain in the

soles, so that standing becomes very difficult lor him.

Cramp-like contraction of the sole ot the right foot into a

curvature. Dull, intermittent pressure at the internal bor-

der of the sole of the foot. Cramp-like pressure at the

left heel, Ca. 30 h.) Tearing and grinding pain in the

heel, early when in bed. Painful jerkings internal y upon

the back of the foot. Priclrings, as with pins on the back

of the left foot. * Burning at the soles of the feet when

sitting. Cold feet, early in the morning. The ieet, whicti

had been warm, become intensely cold when walking, the

cold feet become still colder. Itching, with a sensation

as of scratching, as if he were rubbed with a wool en cloth,

upon the back'of the foot, (a. 6 h.) bpasmodically draw-

ing and tearing pains from the toes as far as the back of

thf feet. Tearing, while standing, transversely across

the roots of the toes, passing off by movmg them, (a. o h.)

Repeated tearings in the big toe.
i j • •

Common Ai^MENTs.-The skin of the body is in-

sensible to itching stimuli. General voluptuous itching

over the whole body, which spreads still more by scratch-

ing. Desire to scratch, without itching, of an erratic na-

ture ; after scratching, the irritation immediately disap-

T^ears Corrosively stinging itching upon the body, of an er-

Ltic"ature especLly up?n the back and the thighs, with

de ire to scratch ;
sialclnng relieves the symptom for a

short while. Sensation as of burning upon the skm, ei^

?atic which induces one to scratch, and which passes off

W scratching. In the evening, when m bed, heat in the

sL of the whole body, with burning itching and irritation

of the skin such as arises from much scratching
;
after he

^Latcbin-, the burning increases. Burning itching a the

!orP nhcS nicreased by scratching. Burning and s ing-

nf .he te e's whicl/ had itched before. Pain, like a

n the nf^^ring parts ; he dares not touch them ;

^ externall , ?t several places of the body, for ex-

'
t li thTpeto muscles, \he forehead, the wrist etc
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body. (Any part which he leaves unmoved, immediately
goes to sleep.) The attacks cease for one or two days,
and then continue again for 'a couple of days, so that a cer-

tain periodicity may be observed in the^ appearance of
these symptoms. When sitting, he feels well ; but stand-
ing causes an uneasiness in the lower extremities, as if

they ought to be drawn up, with anxiety. When sitting

quietly he perceives the beating of the pulse in the arms
which had been loosely laid upon one another, yea, in the
whole body (after some bodily effort.) General aching,
in the interior of the whole body. All the tendons of the
body ache so much, that he cannot walk^ and is forced to
let himself fall. Sensation as if all the bones were bruised,
early in the morning, when lying quietly in bed, wilh stiff-

ness of the nape of the neck and the small of the back, and
headache in the forehead and the temples

; all these symp-
toms become relieved on rising. Repeated tearings, in
paroxysms simultaneously through the upper and lower
extremities. Heaviness in the left upper and lower ex-
tremity, when walking. He feels a heaviness and fulness
m_ the body from playing upon the piano. She grows
thin, without, however, feeling indisposed.

Spasms, Paralysis, Fainting Fits.—Faint and worn
out; at first, walking is inconvenient for him, and his feet
feel heavy

;
by contmuing to walk, this feeling of fa^nr-iess

becomes less, and he feels better. Faintness in the oody
he wants to he down or to sit all the time. Highest de-
gree of faintness, he can scarcely move his hands • * he
trembles at every motion. Very faint on going up stairs.
JJunng a short journey on foot, he becomes so worn out
that he can scarcely go on, and that even long after, when
suting, he is not able to recruit himself. * After a short
journey on foot, which he found extremely hard to accom-
p ish, he felt so worn out, tired and exhausted, that he was
obliged to sit down at once, and would prefer lying down

:

resting the head upon something, and closing the eyes, d
ford him a fecluig of comfort. He accomplishes all his
motions with greater energy and perseverance

; his mus-
cles contract more vigorously : but the motions seem as ifthe fibres were put upon the stretch too much, or as ifthere were not a sufficient quantity of synovial fluid in the

7-^
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joints, (a. 1 h.) Paralysis of some parts, (Matthiolus, a.

].—Dacosta.) Panting, languishing condition, like para-

lysis, as if he were obliged to let himself fall, after a short

journey on foot in the afternoon ; in the evening, he may

walk fast and a good deal, without feehng tired
;
he then

sweats a good deal, (6. d.) His legs totter when standing ;

painful weakness in the feet, when sitting. Weariness of

the limbs, as from walking too much, and sleepiness as

from great weakness, (a. 9 h.)

Sleep.—Tired and sleepy in the evening sooner than-

usually
;
early in the morning, he would like to sleep on,

without leaving his bed ; also after dinner, he would like

to take a nap. Sleepiness' and weariness in the afternoon,

when sitting or reading, as if he had exerted himself too

much by mental or bodily efforts, (a. 3 h.) Continual in-

dolence after the siesta, he can scarcely move his limbs,

and he loathes speaking. Uneasy sleep, at night, with

frequent tossing about ; his head lay either too high or too

low, which caused a sensation of obtusion in his head.

He feels so uneasy, that he can scarcely sleep a little every

other night. He is without any sleep, at night, unti two

o'clock, early in the morning ; lie was constantly obliged

to shift his position, (second night.) Light sleep, with

frequent waking up. At night, he is often awake for halt

hours ; in the intermediate periods, he enjoys a sound and

refreshing sleep. Sound sleep, until nine o clock in the

forenoon^ (first night.) Deep and sound sleep at niglit

;

he can scarcely get awake early in the morning. Slumber

dav and night, with great heat and thirst, with a skin which

feels hot, and with grumbling and anxious sighing when

asleep. Constant stupor without dreams ;
alter wakmg

un he is quite stupid, the skin feels frequently hot, with

red cheeks and cold forehead, although he complains

about heat in the head ; at the same time time violent thirst

and dryness in the throat, which causes a feeling ol sore-

ness He lies in a state of dreaming, night and da}^, without

sleepino-, full of anxious thoughts about his daily business.

He dreams that he has to preach, without having commit-

ted his sermon ; this induces a state of anxious meditation

;

nevertheless, he cannot achieve his business. Vivid

dreams, accompanied, by great mental exertions
,

this
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causes a headache as from bruises, which exists already

on waking up. Vivid dreams at night, which seemed to

him, when the day came on, as if tiic things lie dreamed

of, had really happened. Vivid dreams about old events,

His nightly dreams are mixed with tlie objects which lie had

planned. Dreams about fire, the sleep being otherwise

sound. Anxious dreams, about fire. He dreains that he

smells tinder and sulphur ; on waking up, the illusion of

his smelling those substances, coiU,iiuies. He dreams that

his face is covered full of white, ugly puslules. (a. 21 h.)

She is dreaming about the loathsome diseases of otliers.

Dreams about dead bodies, about a near tomb, or a sleep

precipice. * Anxious dreams—full of danger. He
screams anxiously when asleep. Slartings, as if by fright,

when lying in bed waking, in the evening, (a. 15, 16 h.)

After waking, early in the morning, anxietv drives him out

of bed. The teeth feel longer, at night, when in bed, ac-

companied by a pressive pain. Violent traction in the ab-

domen and in the extremities, with subsequent burning,

then pain in the bones on being touched, so that she can-

not fall asleep in consequence of the pain. Diarrhoea at

night, with subsequent constipation. At night, he cannot
lie long on one side, because his arms, then, feel a pain as
from bruises. Cramp in the calves, at night. Twitches
of the mouth and fingers, when asleep.

Fever.— * C hilliness of several minutes, after dinner,

(1. d.) Sensation as if he would feel cold, momentary,
and occurring frequently. * Continual freezing,—even
in a warm room. The open air is offensive to him, and
feels too rough. Chilliness and want of appetite. Chilli-

ness of the limbs, early in the morning, for a couple of
hours, which causes him to tremble. Chills over the
whole body

;
he feels warm only in the sun. She expe-

riences repeatedly icy-cold shiverings. Feeling of chilli-

ness of the hands and feet. Cluliiness over the whole
body, as if he had caught cold in the wet. Horripilations
over the whole body, with heat in the face, without any
thirst, in any position of the body, (a. 1 h. and a half.)

Horripilations over the whole back^ as from cold water be-
ing thrown upon the person. Great feverish uneasiness in

the afternoon, such as is felt during a cold, accompanied
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by faintness,-and tremor of the limbs. Feeling of heat,

and heat in the face and the palm of the hands, without

thirst. Quickly passing heat in the face and brain, m the

afternoon, with redness of the cheeks, (a. 8 h.) Heat in

the face, with nausea and heaviness in the whole body,

every afternoon at four o'clock ; she is obliged to lie down

;

eating relieves this symptom. He complains of feeling

greatlieat, without the skm, however, fcelmg hot, (a. 10 d.)

Heat over the whole body ;
he, nevertheless, complains of

chilliness. The palms of the hands feel warm, while the

backs of the hands are cold. After supper, heat which

spreads quickly -over the face, without thirst or chilliness,

(a. 12 h.); thirst comes on in half an hour. External

heat, with great thirst, and dry, burnt lips. Great heat,

especially in the night, with vehement thirst, without

sweat, so that he cannot endure this condition. Great

heat on the upper part of the body, with thirst, sweat, and

hot breaih, however he complains. of chilliness, which

causes him to shake; the feet which were formerly

sweatv, feel cold. Internal heat in the evening for two

hours,"' wnth cool sweat over and over, especially in the

head, accompanied by short breath, thirst, and faintness m
the abdomen and in the knees, even unto falling, i he skin

over the whole body is moist, the windows bemg open, ac-

companied by thirst for milk. Warm sweat over the ab-

domen, the back, and the forehead, in the evening, the

windows being open, and the temperature of the rest ot

the body bein^ moderate. Clammy sweat in the palms ot

the hands, mo^st violent in the left hand. Frequent wak-

ino- up from sleep, with general sweat, (a. 19 h.) iNigit

sweats. At night, he sweats on the chest and the ab-

domen.

ANTIMONIUM CRUDUM. (stibium sulphuratum

NIGRUM.)

For homceopatbic use we take the pure sulphuret of An-

timony, found in nature, in the shape ,of black, parallel

needles, having a metallic lustre, composed ot twenty-
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eight parts of sulphur, and one hundred parts of

aniimony. The different triturations are prepared accord-

ing lo the method which has been pointed out in the first

volume. The smaHest dose is sufficient lo produce the

desired effect, in chronic diseases. It is desirable that

the effects of the pure metal should also be carefully in-

vestigated. Its remedial virtues which, in many respects,

differ from those of the sulphuret, are scarcely yet known.
How different are not the effects of arsenic from those of

its sulphuret, and those of quick-silver, from the effects of

vermilion, each substance being specifically useful.

The different antitnonial preparations : Kermes miner-
ale, sulphur auratum, antimonii primae, secundce, tertias,

preecipiialionis, contain all of them, different quantities and
qualities of antimony, according to their different modes
of preparation.

Antimony is useful when the following symptoms are
indicated :

—

A child cannot bear being touched or looked at : rush
of blood to the head : troublesome itching on the head

;

with falling off of the hair ; redness and wjiammatio7i of
the eye-lids ; sore nostrils ; heat and itching of the cheek

;

pain in hollow teeth ; chronic loss of appetite ; eructa-
tatio7is, tasting of the ingesta ; nausea, loathing disposi-
tion to vomit consequent upon spoiled stomach

;
colic, with

absence of appetite, hard stool, and red urine, in a child
;

pinching in the belly with a sensation as if diarrhcea
would come on

;
alternately diarrhoea and constipation, in

people rather advanced in age; difficult hard stool ; con-
stant discharge of a white-yellowish slime from the anus

;

frequent urinating, with discharge of quantity of mucus,
and burning in the urethra with pains in the small of the
back

;
cutting pain in the urethra, when urinating; ob-

struction of the nose
;
painful inflammation of the tendons

m the bent of the elbow, with violent redness and curva-
ture of the arm

; the legs go to sleep when sitting quietly
;

violent pains in the lower extremities
; corn on the sole

of the foot
;
large horny places on the sole of the foot,

close by the toes
;
horny excrescence in front under the

nail of the big toe
; malformations of the skin; sensitive-

ness to cold
; somnolence.
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According to Dr. Harllaub, hepar sulphuris and mercury

are anlidoles lo ihe efFecls of anlimony.

This drug has been tried by me and Doctors Caspari,

Harllaub, Langhammer.
Noack and Trinks have classed the above named affec-

tions under the following heads :

—

Antimony is most' suiiable ^for the symptoms occurring

in the period of evolution ; it is adapted to robust phleg-

matic, torpid, non-irritable constitutions, especially when

gastric symptoms prevail, with turgescence from below

upwards, or from above downwards. Sensitiveness to

coldness.— Convulsions, preceding the eruption of acute

exanthemas.—Eclampsia neonatorum.—Epilepsy.—Acute

and chronic rheumatisms ;
rhevmatic infiammations and

paralysis.—Acute gout ivith gastric derangement.—
DiarrhoBa and vomiting, especially of children.—Melaena.

Dropsy.— Syphilis secundaria.—Inflammation of the

tendons.

—

Adi'pification.— Yimnc\^\\ow.— Mercurial cache-

xia.—C/iromc eruptions of the skin ;
eruptions with

prevailing gastric symptoms; papulous eruptions of

the skin; Strophulus, especially of the wlute kind,

Lichen simplex and agrius, when it threatens to change to

impetigo lichen urticatus; acute exanthemas, urticaria

evanida, especially when con:iplicated by gastric symptoms,

urticaria subcutanea, when combined with gastric synap-

toms and cramps in the lower extremities ;
eryihema in-

tertrigo (/) ;
vesicular eruptions upon the skin, scabies

pustulosa, varicella; lenliformes, herpes phlyklaenodes,

herpes zoster (?), herpes labialis, eczema, especially

eczema solare, impeliginodes and rubrum, (mercunale,)

miliaria
;
'pustulous eruptions upon the skin, the pustules

being either puslulss phlyzazicse, or psydrazicfE, acharosse,

or favosse
;
impetigo, especially fi^^urata, porrigo favosa

;

ecthyma, especially cachecticum, intermixed with blotches

and accompanied by an inclination to suicide
;

tuber-

culous eruptions of the skin, acne, sycosis menu, tubercu-

lous syphilitic eruptions upon the skin
;
maculous erup-

tions upon the skin, ephelis, chloasma hepaticum.

Stings of bees and insects in general.—Abscessus nuclea-

tus.-Fistulous ulcers. Cold gangrene.—Lethargy.— In-

termittent fevers with gastric symptoms, intermiltens
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maligna, (epileptica.)

—

Continued gastric fevers, with

disposition to assume a nervous ciiaracter, rheumatic

and exanthematic fevers.—Dementia, idiocy, with

absence of volition, (?) melancholia, itching upon the

head and falling off of the hair. Hydrocephalus con-

sequent upon a suppressed eruption of the head, either

with or without gastric symptoms.

—

Blepharophthal-

mitis i torpid, rheumatic, mercurial amaurosis.— Otitis

externa et int&rna ; catarrh of the Eustachian tube.

—

Obstruction of the nose ; ozsena scrophulosa.—Tooth-

ache of carious teeth. Chronic loss of appetite ; de-

rangement of the stoinach, with eructations, tasting of

the mgesta, nausea, and inclination to vomit
;
Canhalgia

;

inflammation and gangrene of the stomach, (?) hyper-

trophy of the liver.

—

Difficult hard stool ; colic with

want of appetite, insipid stool and red urine ; alternate

constipation, and diarrliCBa of old people ; diarrhoea ; dys-

entry ; lienteria {?). Prolapsus recti. H(Bmorrhoidal

affections, continually accompanied hy a slight secretion

of white, yellowish mucus by the rectum.—Hcemorrhoids

of the bladder^ ^accompanied by frequent tenpsmus, the

secretion of a quantity of mucus^ burning in the urethra^

and headache ; cutting and burning in the urethra during
; micturition ; Blenorrhma of both the male and female
^ organs of generation. Too frequent pollutions. Atrophy
1 of the testicles.—Complete impotence of the male.

—

Whooping cough ; bronchitis
;

laryngitis
; asthma

I] pituitosum
;
pleuropneumonia

;
pneumonia vera.

—

Fun-
. gus articularis.—Perniones.—Painful corns.

Analogous Remedies.— 1. Amm. carb., and canst.
Ars., Hep. s. Jod. Ipec, Merc, Puis., Sep., Sulp., Tartar.

2. Aeon., Asa., Calc, Carb. veg., Cham., Coff., Rhus.,
Seneg.—3. Alum., Hyosc, Stux. vom., Slann., Zinc

—

j.
After Ant., Merc and Puis, are most suitable.
Moral Symptoms—Out of humour; sad in the evening,

j;
Irritated state of mind, feeling of grief, the whole fore-

ii noon
;
the sound of the bells as well as the sight of all

] that which surrounds him, moves him to tears ; his breath-
sing is short and heavy. Dejection of spirits during the
^day. He does not speak, (2. d.) Attacks of an.xiety.
I Uneasy, (2. d.) Anxious reflections about himself, his

I fresent and future fate during the day. Decided disposi-
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tion to shoot himself, in the night ; not to any other kind
of stiicide

; he was forced, on account of this thought, to

leave his bed ; otherwise he was unable to get rid of it.

Disposition to start, even at slight noises. Ill humour the

whole day. He felt discouraged, this made him feel vi^aim

at the head, in front ; he is sulky, does not wish to speak
with any one. Peevish, ^vexed without any cause, (2. d.)

Weakness of the head. Dementia. Dementia, idiocy

;

she did not leave her bed, spoke nothing without being

asked, desired neither to eat, nor to drink, nevertheless

ate with pleasure if something was ofTered to her and she

felt hungry ; she declined eating, wlien she did not feel

hungry ; at the same time she was all the lime pulling

her neck-cloth, or she folded a handkerchief and then un-

folded it again, or she pulled little feathers out of the bed,

and then gathered them in heaps ; she was so much with-

out any sensation, that she had unconsciously lain upon

the evacuations which had passed from her, without her

being aware of it ; she never complained of any pain.

Delirium and" death, in consequence of an emetic of croc.

metalL Continual condition of fantastic love and ecstatic

longing for some ideal female being, which wholly filled

his fancy ; more when walking in the open, pure air,

than in the room ; this symptom disappeared after a

few days, the sexual desire apparently diminishing at the

same time.

^ Head.—Feeling of desolateness in the head, as after con-

tinual working in a cold room, (4. d.) Intoxication. Ver-

tigo. Headache, and subsequently a little bleeding at the

nose, (a. 7 h. and a half.) Indistinct, dull headache in the

anterior part of the head, and vertigo, increased by ascend-

ing a flight of stairs. Violent headache. Violent headache,

after bathing in the river, with weakness in the limbs and

repugnance to food. Dull, stunning pain in the whole

head, with nausea in the pharynx, when smoking, to which

he is otherwise accustomed. Stunning, dull headache,

rather externally at the forehead, so vehement that sweat

broke out from anxiety, when walking in the open air, (a.

6 h.) Headache, as if her forehead would burst ; at the

same time she felt intoxicated, sat alone, and would not

speak. Pain at the right eye-brow, within the skull, as if

the parts were pressed asunder. Pressure inwards, in the
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left, side of the forehead, with a feeling of drawing, at in-

tervals. Monfientary drawing pain over the left tenfiporal

bone, went off by pressure, and then returned much more
vehement immediately after. Tearing pain in the whole
head, erratic, from morning till night. Violent tearing in

the whole head, with heat in the head towards noon, (6.

d.) The tearing in the head becomes less when walking
in the open air. Continual pain in the forehead and the
temples, boring from within outward, unchanged by touch-
ing the parts, (a. 5 h.) The rush of the blood to the
head becomes less, (curative effect.) Upon the left parie-
tal bone, there is a small spot, which, when touched,
causes pain in the bone, as if the periosteum were swol-
len. Slow pulsations externally, at the left temple, with
fine prickings, several times in succession, towards the
eye-brows

;
this symptom is strongest, when it is not

especially attended to. Single sharp stitches on the hairy
scalp, one minute. Red, hard pimple, painful to the
touch, close to where the cartilage of the ear begins.
Small, flat tubercles, here and there upon the hairy scalp,
of the size of small peas, painful to pressure, and with a
feeling of titdlation all round. Red, hardened, slightly
elevated place on each side of the forehead, itching like a
nettle, going and coming.

Eyes.—Close above the eye-brows, a white tubercle,
whu^h does not itch

;
but is only painful to the touch.

Ilcliing in the external canthus of the eye, which obliges
one 10 rub, (a. 2 h.) Winking of the left eye-lids. Fine
slilches in frequent succession, without pain in the fore-
part of the eye-ball, in the forenoon, (9. d.) Sharp pres-
sive stitches below the left eye-brows. * Reddened eye-
-lids, wiih fine stitches in the eye-ball. * Redness of i^he
left eye —with dread of light on rising early in the
morning, and a secretion of mucus in the inner canthus.
Red, inflamed eyes,—with itching, and nightly closing

with pus. * Inflammation of the eyes. Small n^oist
place at the outer canlhus, very painful upon sweat comingm contact -with it. Much mucus in the right canthus,
early in the morning, with dry gum in both lids. Gumm the canlhi of the eyes, in the forenoon, (a. 3 h. and a
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half.) Enlarged opening between the lids. Incurable

blindness. ^ . • ,i

E^Rs—Stitches in the ears. Drawing pain througli

the ricrht ear into the Eustachian tube, almost reaching tne

mouth, after dinner, (16. d.) Sensation in the ears, as it

a heap of little animals were moving all about there, espe-

cially when lying still, (5. d.) Titillation in the righ

meaius auditonus:(2. d.) Itching stitches at the border

of the right concha, above the helix, going off upon being

touched, (a. 1 h.and a half.) Redness, burning and swe -

inff of the left ear, as from the bite of a mosquito. Sue 1-

ing and redness of the whole of the internal concha, with

periodical itching. Swashing in the ear, as of a few drops

of water, when moving the jaws. Tinghng before the

ears (2. d.)
* Continual roaring in the ears,—especially

when there is stillness around, (2. d.) Roaring in the

Tars most in the afternoon. * Painful roaring in the ears

* An old roaring in the ears disappeared, (curative etiect.)

vfolentdin in' the ears, as ^^^^VTa'T" ^luhe
against the gate of the house. A kind of deafness of the

rS t ear, as if a leaflet were placed before the tympanum ;

Z symptom cannot be removed by boring with the finger

in the ear, (a. 14 h.) In the evening something seemed to

block up his right ear. Loss of hearing.

NosE-The^iose is painful when breathing, as from

inspiring cold air, or from inhaling acrid vapours. t eel-

"?of sieness in the nostrils,-when inspiring air, espe-

cialW in the right nostril, which is a hlUe obstructed.

'So enessof the'right nostril in the anterior angle with

^aTn as in a cold.
* The left nostril becornes chapped

Ld painful.
* Both nostrils become chapped and covered

with crusts.
* Sore nostril, with drawing pam. Blowing

out blood. Bleeding at the nose, several days in succes-

sion Bleeding at the nose every evening.

p.p.^Liaht indistinct twitches in the muscles of the

left side' of the face, (a. 9 h.) Red pimple, widi pus at

the t P, on both sides of the nose, painful to pressure, (
2.

T) Pimoles in the face and upon the nose like vario oid,

t th Sng pain on pressure'. Flat pimples upon both

Th eks -bich^arenotred, itching when touched wuh a

yellowish scurf. Nettle-rash m the face, especially upon
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the cheeks. Several pimples in the face, that pain like

mosquito-bites. Tuber upon the right cheek, as from
a mosquito-bite. Red, burning, suppurating eruptions

upon the face. Eruption on the left side, upon the cheek
towards the chin, with a yellow crust, painful to the touch,

and which may be easily knocked off.

Jaws and Teeth.—Sensation at, and below the chin,

when touching it, as if the hand were moved over many
: small sore places, and small, honey-coloured granules upon
: the skin here and there. Burning, stinging, as from a red-
i hot httle spark, of the chin and the upper irp, (7. and 9. d.)

. Formication upon the upper lip, (19. and 24. d.) Twitches
It of the muscles at the corners of the mouth.. The lips are

( dry. Cracks in the corners of the mouth, painful like

V sores, returning after 5, 8, 12 weeks. Red pustules upon
Ithe upper lip, and at the right corner, with a dull pain,
(either with or without any pressure, (20. d.) Many red,
] little pustules with vvhite little tips in the centre, below the
Jeft corner of the mouth. * Toothache in a hollow tooth,

)\^(orse at night than in day-time ; a fine stinging, pulling
fand grinding, as if the nerves were affected, which moves
kdownwards and then upwards into the head ; if he touches
tthe tooth with the tongue, he feels pain, as if the nerve
vwere split. The toothache becomes renewed immediately
after eating even soft substances, gets worse by applying
ccold water, and is relieved in the open air. The nightly
^toothache is accompanied by great warmth, which seems
ito come from the chest. Shooting toothache, in the even-
ling when in bed, and after dinner. Stitches in the tooth,
when inspiring air. Severe bleeding of the teeth. The
^ums stand off from the teeth, and bleed easily.

Mouth.—Dryness of the mouth, at night, (6. d.) A
miantity of saltish saliva in the mouth. Accumulation of
iwater in the month. Accumulation of water upon the
(tongue. Smelling out of the mouth, as in ptyalism from
mercury. Violent ptyalism from nose and mouth. Pivalism,
without any fetid odour from the mouth, and without loose-
ness of the teeth. After dinner, a few, fine, sharp stitches
at the tongue, in front at the left border, following in suc-
cession, (a. 33 h.) Feeling of soreness, and redness at a
email place at the right border of the tongue for several
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days, frequently going off and suddenly returning, (6. d.)

Blisters upon the tongue. Tongue coated white in the

forenoon, (a. 2 h.) Fine pinching at the palate the whole

niglit, especially painful during deglutition
;

early in the

morning the symptom disappeared after hawking up the

phlegm, which had collected on the sides of the palate

during the night, except a feeling of roughness which re-

mained. Sensation, as of scraping (rawness) at the velum

palati, as if much phlegm were upon it, which could only

be expelled after clearing the throat for a long time
;
often

it was not expelled at all for several days, (7. d.) Raw-
ness of the palate, with expectoration of a quantity of mu-

cus when clearing the throat, (a. 5 w.) Much viscid phlegm

collects in the throat the whole day. Sore throat on the

left side, as from a swelling or a plug. Impeded degluti-

tion. Violent tJdrst, ivith dryness of the hps. Immense
thirst. Thirst in the evenings and desire to drink. Drinks

much only at night. Much thirst at night, (a. 6 d.)

Taste and Appetite.—* Appetite, extremely little.

* Want of appetite. Strong sense of hunger in the region

of the stomach, early on waking up, without appetite
;

eating does not remove the symptom ; at the same time

disagreeable sense of emptiness in the pit of the stomach,

and want of animal heat, for two days, (a. 4 w.) Sensa-

tion while taking a moderate dinner, as if the body were

considerably filled with a quantity of flatus moving about

in the belly. Laziness and disposition to lie down after

dinner. Fulness and inflation after dinner ;
often alter-

nates with lightness, cheerfulness and activity of both mind

and body. Lassitude, tremulous fatigue and heaviness in

all the limbs after dinner, as if coming out of the abdomen,

with trembling of the hands when writing, and subsequent

expulsion of much stinking flatulence, the abdomen being

distended. Difficulty of breathing during supper. Eruc-

tations having a raw taste. Loud eructations, (a. one quar-

ter of an hour, and one hour and a half.) * Bitter eructa-

tions hke bile, (a. 3 h.) Gulping up of a fluid, * tasting

of the ingesta in the afternoon, (2. and 3. d.) Hiccough,

(a. 1 h.) Frequent hiccough when smoking tobacco, (a.

10 h. and a half.) Nausea, with vertigo. *Nausea after

drinking a glass of wine. "* Nausea and vomiting. * Vio-
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lent nausea. Terrible vomiting, which nothing can stop.
Violent vomiting with attacks of anxiety. * Vomiting of
slime and bile. Fearful vomiting, with convulsions. Vio-
lent vomiting and diarrhoea. Violent vomiting and diar-
rhoea, with excessive anguish.

Stomach.—Painful feeling at the stomach, when press-
ing upon it. Pressure at the stomach, which is more like
a dull cutting, especially when drawing in the abdomen.
Pressure at the stomach early in the morning, with thirst,

(20. d.) * Pain at the stomach, as from excessive fulness,
without however any fuhiess, and accompanied by appe-
tite. Pain at the stomach, as after to.o much eating, with
distended, but not hard bod}^, (a. 31 d.) Feeling of tioht-
ness below the stomach, wuii empty eructations. * Cramp-
like pains at the stomach. * Cramp of the stomach.
* Cramp of the stomach, in several persons, durin^r the
whole of their lives. Burning, spasmodic pain, at th^'e pit
of the stomach, in attacks of half an hour, which drove
him to despair and to the resolution of drovi^ning himself.
Burning at the pit of the stomach, like heart-burn, with
good appetite. Pinching pain on the right side, over and
by the side of the pit of the stomach.
Abdomen.—Shght tension in the hypochondria. Sen-

sation, as after a violent diarrhoea in the intestines
; the

symptom is transitoiy, but fatiguing. Great inflation of the
abdomen, especially after a meal. Distended, big abdo-
men. Abdomen very much distended

; this causes a pain
as from internal pressure. The most intolerable pain in
every part of the abdomen. Pinching pain on the left side
ot the navel. Passing colic, with pinching in the region
of the stomach. Pinching at a small place of the left side
ot the abdomen, deep down, synchronous with the pulsem the afternoon (3. d.) Pinching in the abdomen, espe-
cial y on the right side, towards the back, beginnino- sud-
den y in the evening and increased by motion, (a. 3 w.)
Violent cutting in the abdomen, (22. d.) Cutting in the
abdomen with a feeling of nausea there, and accumulation
of water in the mouth. Sudden, compressive colic, with
gulping up of water. Cutting in the body the whole day
With a feeling of oppressive anxiety coming out of the sto'
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mach, want of disposition to work, dry humour, and pain

at the stomach, during eructations. Several attacks of

cutting pain in the region of the stomach. Sensation of

emptiness in the intestines, going off after a meal. The'

symptoms in the abdomen recommence again, all of them,

after 2 weeks and a half. Pain in the groins, as from

swelling, felt on pressure; the place felt hard as from

swollen glands. Hard gland in the left groin, ^painful to

pressure ; the gland appears to lie over Paupert's ligament

and to run parallel to it. Hernia. Slight rumbling in

the abdomen, as when bubbles of air arise in the water.

Loud grunting in the abdomen, (a. 1 h. and a half.) Loud

grunting in the abdomen, as from emptiness, in the fore-

noon, (a. 3 h.)

Stool A quantity of flatus immediately after dinner
;

they move about audibly, especially inlhe right side of the

abdomen, a few of them being expelled, (a. 6 h.) A num-

ber of rumbling flatus, bursting forth immediately after a

meal ; some of them smell badly, others before they pass

off, move downwards and amongst each other, especially

in the right side, (9. d.) An inconsiderable flatus went off,

with a sensation as of pressing asunder, as if a copious

expulsion of feeces would take place, (a. 5 h. and a half.)

Constipation for 3 days. Severe tenesmus after dinner,

and quick expulsion of ordinary fasces, wilh straining, (4.d.)

* Hard stool, early in the morning. Difficult evacuation

of hard stools, with previous straining in ihe rectum, 2 mi-

nutes, (a. 12 h.)
* Difficult. expulsion of hard stool, with-

out previous straining, (a. 11 h.) Hard stool, in the even-

incT, with violent straining in the rectum, and cutting in the

abdomen. Stool first natural, then several small loose

evacuations, then as small but hard evacuations, with vio-

lent straining in the rectum and anus, until all the evacua-

tions are over. Pappy, freqiient stool, (a. 1 h. and a half.)

Very liquid stools. The stools which had previously been

very consistent, now become very thin. Very thin stools

after taking vinegar, with pain in the rectum during stool.

* Disposition to diarrhoea, which, however, does not take

place. Diarrhoea at night, and early in the morning;

every time, however, only one evacuation. * Discharge ot

slime from the rectum, with emission of flatulence. Con-
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tinual discharge of blood and solid excrements by the rec-
tum. Expulsion of black blood by the rectum. Pain in
the rectum during stool

;
feeling. of soreness, as if an ulcer

were torn open. Protrusion of the rectum during stool,
for some time. Drawing pain in the anus. Itching of the
anus. Sharp itching in the rectum, (7. d.) Burning itch-
ing, and sense of excoriation in the anus at night, (a. S d.)
The varices of the rectum have protruded more than usu-
ally, (ll.d.) Tiiillation and burning of the varix of the
rectum, in the evening, when in bed, until the person falls
asleep, (a. 11 d. and a. 5 w.) Boil at the periuceum, with
a sense as of burning, and pain far around.
Urinary Organs.—Desire to urinate, frequent and vio-

lent, expelling much urine every time, (a. 1, 2, 2 h. and a
half.) Frequent micturition, with discharge of a small
quantity of watery urine, (4. d.) Frequent tenesmus, al-
though httle urine is emitted, (a. 5 d.) Long-continuing,
frequent micturition, little urine being expelled in great
haste, (18. d.) Frequent micturition. Frequent micturi-
tion. Copious micturition, also at night three times. Co-
pious and frequent micturition. Involuntary emission of a
large quantity of urine, accompanied by a convulsive cough,
^old-yellow thin urine, with a scarcely perceptible cloud.
Brown-red urine. Dark-coloured red urine, (a. 7 h.) Small
red corpuscles in the urine after having stood 24 hours.

Generative Functions.—Continual traction in the
spermatic cords, while there was a boil at the perinseum •

the pain was most violent when standing, and became less
wfien stooping. Fme itching of the penis, (a. 14 h.) Vio-
lent Itching of the extremity of the glans. Bitincr itching,
as from salt, of the left side of the scrotum, frequent, last-
ing 14 days, (a. 14 d.) Excited sexual desire, with unea-
smess m the whole body, which prevents him from sitting
ong, (a. 6 h.) Afterwards the sexual desire appears to be
ess for several days. Erections, (a. 6 h.) Even upon
leaning the back against somethimr, there is an irritation,
as It pollution would come on. Nightly pollutions, with-
out any voluptuous dreams. Pollution at night with many
dreams, (11. d.) Pressure in the womb, as if something
would out. Discharge of an acrid water from the vairina
which caused a sensation as of biting down along the thio-hs'
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Cold, Catarrh.— " Obstruction of the nose in the even-

ing, as in coryza, for several days. Dryness of the nose

wlien walking in the open air, so that he can hardly speak.

Cold. Dry coryza. Coryza, with sore, crusty nostrils.

Fluent coryza. Fluent coryza early m the morning, for

some hours, without sneezing.

Throat, Respiratory Organs : He is obliged the

whole day to draw a quantity of thick y.ellowish mucus

from the posterior nares into the throat, and then to expec-

torate it, (9. d.) Rough voice. Extreme feebleness of

voice ; he can only speak in a low tone. Speech and

singing are not firrn, but weak. Loss of voice, as often

as he became hot ; the voice came back by resting himself

early in the morning, roughness and dryness in the throat,

(6. d.) A foreign body seems to hang in the throat ;
he

tries in vain to swallow or to expel it. Violent spasms in

the larynx and the pharynx, as if the throat were filled

with a phig which becomes alternately thicker and thinner,

accompanied by a feeling of soreness. Clearing the throat

and Imwking when walking in the open air. Cough early

in the morning after rising, in paroxysms ;
it seems .to

come out of the abdomen ; the first attack is always the

most violent, the following become weaker and weaker, so

that the last attack resembles a mere hacking cough. Fre-

quent, dry cough. Dry, convulsive cough, with involun-

tary and copious discharge of urine (in a woman, who had

been given sulpJi. aur. against a cough with much dis-

charge.) Severe, dry cough, with a sense as of scratching

in the larynx, in a sudden short attack. Cough with dis-

charge of viscid, thin phlegm ;
deep out of the chest, early

in the morning.

Chest.—Burning in the chest, at every cough, as of fire,

with a glowing hot breath out of the mouth. Deep sigh-

ino-, breathing, as from fulness at the chest, for several

days, in the afternoon and after dinner. Difficulty of

breathing after supper. Dyspnoea. Asthma. Very trou-

blesome asthma. Suffocating asthma in four young men.

Suffocating rheum. Oppression at the chest early on wak-

ino- up. Pressive pain in the interior of the right mamma
inlhe evening, when lying down. Heavy, pressive pain,

sometimes in the chest, sometimes in the back, sometimes
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in both parts at the same time. Oppression at the chest.

Half pressive, half lancinating pain under the left clavicle,

apparently in the larynx, when breathing Dull slilclies in

the chest, when breathing deeply, first on the right side,

under ihe two first ribs, then under the upper part of the

sternum. Stitches in the left side of the chest, when
breathing, with a little cough and headache. Sharp
stitches in the left mamma when expiring in a standing po-

sition, (a. 5 h.) Stitches, with a feeling of eonsirictive

pinching in the middle of the chest, (3. d ) Burning in the
chest, with dry cough, and dyspnoea almost to suflfocation.

Violent palpitation of the heart. Pain as from contusion,

or as after too great an effort, in the pectoralis major mus-
cle, early in the morning when rising, and a few hours af-

ter, when extending or lifting the arm, or when pressing
upon it. Itching upon the chest, as if a vesicatory were
healing. Severe^ continual itching upon the chest the
luhole day. Itching upon the chest and the back. At
night he is roused from sleep by violent itching, and he
discovers pimples at several places. If he rub the skin
uj)on the chest on account of the itching, the place feels
sore

;
the skin is as sensitive as after vesicatories. The

chest is dotted with fine red marks, with violent itching,
which does not pass oflf by rubbing.

Back.—Violent pain in the small of the back, when
rising from a chair ; the pain disappeared in walking.
Pain in the small of the back, immediately on rising and
the whole day, not at night. Pain as from swelling, in
the cartilage or the periosteum of the upper portion of the
border of the ilium. Tearing in the back, the whole day,
from morning to night. Spasmodic stitches in the right
scapula, when silting. Violent itching upon the hack,
a fortnight.

Neck.— Small red pimples on the top of the right
shoulder, without any sensation, passing off for a short
time on pressure, (7. d.) Rash behind the ears, as far as
the nape of the neck, and over the scapulse. Red vesicles
with yellow dots over the whole of the right shoulder

; af-
terwards they look like goose-skin, and scale off. Brown
liver coloured spots on both shoulders. Straining in the
nape of the neck, and between the scapulae, when stoop-
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incy. Spasmodic traction in the muscles of the nape of

the neck, reaching as far as the scapulae, made worse in

the evening, after lying down, and early in the morning,

hy stooping, straining Uie arm, and turning the head to the

left side, (12. d.) Hard, pea-shaped body, on the nape

on the neck, on the left side, under the skin
;
this body can

only be felt by stretching the skin when bending the head

over. Traction in the neck with a feeling as of pressing from

without, on the left side below, (19. d.) " Spasmodic trac-

tion from above downwards in one of the muscles of the

posterior cervical region on the right side, in the evening,

when sitting, (8. d.) Single stitches in the skin of the

neck, here and there, (2. and 3. d.) Itching of the neck.

Sensitiveness of the skin of the neck ;
if he rub hard on

account of the itching, the place feels sore.. Small pim-

ples on tlie ne,ck and under the chin, painful to the touch,

(13. d.) Hard, long-continuing pustules below the neck,

like small blisters, which become filled with pus, not only

at the tip, but all round. Many red marks, with whne ht-

tle dots in the centre ; with a stinging pain upon moving

the hand over the hairs of the beard, on the anterior side

of the neck.
. , , i.

Upper Extremities.—A stitch under both arms when

walking in the open air. Sharp itching of the inside of

the left arm. Itching of the arm, with reddish blisters like

mosquito-bites, after rubbing. A quantity of light-brown

dots upon the arms, resembling little hepatic spots. Fnn-

ples, resembling rash, on the middle portion of the upper

arms, without itching, (14. d.) Paralytic pain in the naus-

cles of the upper arms, when bending the arms, as it they

were contracted too much, or weakened by this contrac-

tion. Quivering traction in the muscles of the upper

arms, which did not pass off by motion, but by warmth,

and returned in a draught of air. Sudden and drawing

ierk, transversely through the right upper arm, (a. 10, 20,

120 minutes.) "Light twitches in the deltoid nnuscle ot

the riffht side, (5. d.) Corrosively itching pimples at the

bent of the elbow. Cracking in the elbow-joint, on turn-

ino it to and fro. Traction in the fore^arm, when at rest

and in motion. Traction down the right fore-arm, (a. 1 b.

and a half.) Paralytic traction m the right fore-arm, (a. 2
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h.) Traction on the inside of the lower part of the fore-
arm, with a sensation of pressure from without, (19. d.)
At night, a large pimple is formed on the styloid process
of the radius of the left arm. Itching vesicles on the left

hand. A blister on the styloid process of the ulna of the
right arm. A blister on the external border of the left
hand. Corrosively itching pimples in the ball of the hand,
on the flexor brevis pollicis manus. Cracking in the me-
tacarpal joint of the thumb, when moving it, (9. d.)
Drawing pains in the fingers and their joints. Gouty
pain in the joints of the right ring-finger. Fine itching in
the tip of the right thumb, (a. 14 h.)

~ The finger-nails°did
not grow as fast as formerly, and the skin beneath the
nails was intensely painful. Red, itch-like pimple, pain-
fully stinging when touched, with a brown scurf, on the
carpal joint of ihe left thumb, (24. d.)

Lower Extremities.—Pain in the right hip-joint.
Drawing pain in the left hip-joint, when walking, espe-
cially when drawing the thigh from before backwards

;
also m the evening. Drawing pain in the left hip. Pain-
ful drawing from the hip-joint towards the os sacrum.
Dravvmg m one of the nales, all around the hip-jomt, into
the thigh, (7 d.) Slight straining in the muscles of the
tett halt of the nates, in the evening, when sittino-, (5. d.)
blight rumbling for a few minutes, in the lower part of the
right half of the nates,* when standing, (a. 4 w.V Larcre
hard pustules on the left half of the nates, with itching a'nd
straining pain. Small tuber on the left half of the nates
of a child. White, hard tubercles on the leg, of the size
of a small pea; they come on in consequence of itchincr,
and are surrounded by a small red circle. Blucish spot's
upon the thighs. Repeated, straining of the riaht thiffh
high up, like a small spasm, (7. d.) Drawing pain in fhe
posterior muscles of the left thigh.

.
Drawing pain at the

anterior and internal sides of the thigh. -Sensation as of a
spasni at the external border of the left thigh, as if the
muscle became slowly contracted and again extended, in
the afternoon, (a. 10 h.) Sharply stinging itching of the
right thigh, which does not go off by scratching

; "after the

* Note: This is the German, literally; the meaninff is nodoubt, " sensation as of." '
"°
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itching, a small, flat, yellowish pimple is formed at that

place. The stinging itching upon the thighs comes on every

evening. Pain in the knee, which prevented him fronti

stretching the foot, and forced him to limp. Stiffness of

the knee, for eight days. Painful stiffness of the knee
;

the knee pained lier so much, that she could not stretch it,

and was obliged to limp. Pain close below the knee, as

if it had been tied too tightly, the whole evening, (a. 13d.)

A stitch in the left knee, which started him, and caused

him to give a jerk whh the leg, (10, d.) Suddenly violent

stitch on the' 'outside of the knee. Drawing pain in the

right knee. Itching of the right knee, on the inside, and,

on rubbing it, a large blister, which is painful only for a

short while. Red pimples on the knee, like vesicles, re-

sembling varioloid, ^ with stinging pain when touched.

Tuber on the right knee, as from a mosquito-bite. Draw-

ino- pain in- the leg, as high up as the knee. Drawing

pam at the lower part of the tibia. Drawing pam on the

inside of the left calf. In the evening, when sittmg, pam-

less drawing in the right leg, beginning at the knee, or at

the OS ischium, going down the thigh and the tibia^ as far

as the foot, so that he has .to lift this foot and shift its po-

sition several times in succession, (10. d.) Painless

pinching, coming and going, in the lower part of the right

calf. Sharp stitch in the hollow of the tibia, from within,

when sitting, (a. 5 h.) Deep stitches descending all along

the tibia. Rumbling in the posterior part of the right leg,

immediately after, stitches in the joint of the foot, (3. d.;

Titillation along the left calf, without itching, (a. 14 h.)

Fine itching of the left tibia, (a. 4 h. and a half.)
J
^e

outside of the left calf a place which feels bruised when

touched, for a few days, (a. 24 h.) Blueish spots upon

the tibiee. Her foot feels so heavy that she cannot lift it.

When walking, the right foot feels benumbed, and goes to

sleep Pain, as from a sprain,, in- the external malleolus

of the right foot, when turning the foot outwards, with

frequent cracking of the joint, when bending or stretching

it (5 d.) Drawing pain in the left heel, (a. 3 h.) Cramp-

like drawincT at the external side of the left heel, (a. 1 h.

and a half^ Intolerably burning, lancinating and tearing

pains in a mortifying foot, it being insensible to touch or to

the prick of a pin. Sharp fine prickings m the sole of the
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foot, (10. d.) Intensely painful stinging in the skin of the
sole of the right foot, going off by rubbing

; in the evening,
when in bed, after a walk of three hours, (8. d.) Violent
itching under the external malleolus of the right foot, which
does not at once pass off by scatching, and leaves a small
red spot behind. Chilblains on the feet, with pain and
redness in the summer season. Great sensitiveness of the
soles of the feet, when walking, especially upon stone
pavement, for a long time, (a. 7 d.) * Large horny places
on the skin of the soles of the feet, close to where the toes
commence, which pained like corns, and always returned
after having been cut out. Mortification of the foot ; the
foot is quite black. Cracking of the big toe, at every mo-
tion requiring an effort. Tearing and drawing through the
big toe of the right foot. Cutting under the left big toe,
taking place with the regularity of musical beats, (a." 6 d.)
Burning pain on the ball of the big toe of the right foot,

(6. d.) Fine itching upon the left big toe, (a. 4 h. and a
half.) A corn upon the left little toe becomes painful with-
out any cause, as if it were pressed upon, (7. d.)
Common Ailments.—Twitches of the muscles of many

parts of the body. Single, long-continued, titillating and
itchmg siitches here and there, especially in the upper
arm

;
not mviling to scratch, coming from within, also un-

der the right half of the nates. Itching over the whole
body, especially olfi the chest and the back. Iichino- of
many parts of the body, especially of the neck and limbs.
Fimples coming on at night. Pimples, that itch when
getting warm m the bed,, and prevent sleep. Red vesicular
pimples like varioloid, with slinging pain when pressed, at
several places of the skin. Pustules with yellow or brown
scurfs, here and there. Red marks with little white dots
in the centre, at several places. Eruptions like rash.
JNeiile-rash

;
white ubers wilh red areola, with violent bur-

ning and fine stinging, in the face, on the limbs, except the
lingers that were swollen; accompanied by violent thirst
and nausea. Tumours and vesicles, as from stints of
insects, at many places of the body, especially in tht faceand m the joints of the extremities

;
they come on with

Itching, and often disappear already after a few hours
13rown spots and dots,, like small liver-coloured spots here
and there, especially upon the arms. Badly coloured
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nails. In the heat of the sun, and in warm air, he feels in*

disposed even when he walks and works but little. Es-

pecially drinking wine makes him feel worse. He feels

better when at rest, and in cool air. All the symptoms

came out again after the third week
;
however, after this

period, they appeared more on the left side of the body.

Convulsive movements, especially of the head. Convul-

sions and trembling of the limbs. Immense swelling of

the whole body. Dropsical swelling of the body. In-

curable dropsy. Excessive hemorrhages. Emaciation

and exhaustion. Getting fat. Apoplexy, accompanied

by such a violent flow of saliva, that he expelled at

least a quart of watery foam. Death after a few hours,

consequent upon giving antimony, for cramps of the

stomach. Death produced by suffocating catarrh in fifteen

days, occasioned by a few grains of antimony. Weari-

ness, especially of "the feet, with great peevishness, at

seven o'clock in the evening. Great lassitude early in the

morning, and disinclination to rise.

Sleep.—Frequent yawning, three or four times in suc-

cession. * Great sleepiness during the day, and early in

the morning after waking up ; he cannot decide himself to

leave his bed. Quickly -passing sleepiness in the after-

noon when sitting. Sleepy and peevish at six o'clock in

the evening ; at eight o'clock, he cannot refrain from

sleeping
;
sleeps soundly at night

;
early in the morning,

he feels so tired, that he can scarcely open his eyes. At

seven o'clock in the evening, she feels overwhelmed with

sleep ; she continues to sleep during the night
;
early in

the morning, she feels well ; for six days in succession.

* Somnolence in the forenoon. Slumber with fanciful

delusions. Slumber, with delusions of the fancy ;
she

imagines to hear some one knocking outside, or to be

called by somebody. He falls asleep late; he was un-

able to fall asleep before tnidnight. He is wide awake in

bed, in the evening, so that he cannot fall asleep under an

hour, this symptom'is accompanied by frequent shiver-

ings over the whole of the left side, upon which he does

not lie; or by sexual desire with erections on getting

warm ; these make him yet more awake
;

for eight days

in succession, and again in five weeks. Little sleep the

first night. Uneasy sleep at night, on account of itchmg
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stitches here and there, going off b}'' rubbing. He was
frequently roused from sleep by an intolerable itcliing

upon the chest, where he felt pimples. E-rralic itching,

with perceptible blisters, frequently rouses him from sleep.

Waking up at two o'clock at night, with mild warmth all

over, and burning itching and sensation of excoriation of

the anus, {:). d.) Waking up from the siesta with and by
dull grinding of the teeth, (2. d.) Tenesmus of the blad-

der rouses him from sleep, at night. At niglit, intermit-

tent emission of a small quantity of urine, with painful

erections. At night, he lies upon his back. At night,

frequent waking up, as from fright, Anxiety in bed, at

night, from three to five o'clock. Frequent waking up at

night ; on falling asleep, he immediaiely dreamed about
solemnities. Anxious dreams, as if he were to be hurt;
he starts up from sleep, while his hands and feet totter.

Horrible dreams about mutilations of men His night
sleep is interrupted by dreams about members of his fam-
ily at his native place, with whom he quarrelled. His
night-sleep is interrupted by. disagreeable dreams about
quarrels with his relatives. Lewd dreams, several nights
in succession, also with pollutions, (a. 11 d.) Voluptuous
dreams, at night, wiih pollutions. He dreamed of seeing
an old school-mate, this gave him much pleasure, (a. 2'A h.)

FeVFR.—A good deal of chilliness, no heat. J)isagree-
able feeling of internal chilliness, so that he cannot get
warm

;
returning after the lapse of five weeks. Chilli-

ness, even in a warm' room. Constantly icy cold feet.

His feet do not get warni before one o'clock at night.
Shiverings over the whole back, without thirst, (a. 2 h.)
Shiverings over the whole body, early in the morning,
with heat in ihe forehead, without thirst, (a. half an h'ourT)

Towards noon, violent chills, for an hour, with violent
thirst for beer

; then sleep succeeded by heat and con-
stant thirst. He feels quite hot, in consequence of the.
slightest exercise, especially in the heat of the sun ; he
then complains of excessive heat in the throat. Goat's
milk refreshes him agreeably. At night, when in bed, he
feels quite hot, and is drenched with sweat. General sweat
without smell, which made the tips of the fingers soft and
wrmkled. Sweat during sleep. Early in the morning,
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when waking up, mild sweat over llie whole body, (a. 21

h.) General, warm sweat in bed every other morning.

Sweat returning at the same hour for three days in suc-

cession. Pulse, sometimes a few quick, then three or

four slow beats, (immediately.)

AURUM (the common metal.)

In the same way as superstition, incorrect observations,

credulity and baseless conjectures have been the cause of

a great many false statements as lo the pretended remedial

virtues of certain medicines, that have been received into

the old materia medica ; a great many powerful medici-

nal substances have been set aside • as inefficacious for

want of experiment, and upon the strength of frivolous

theoretical reasonings.

I may here only mention gold as illustrative of my as-

sertion ; not the gold which had been dissolved by acids

and reobtained again from the solution by precipitation

—

these two kinds of gold have, both of them, been pro-

noiinced dangerous and even useless, because they cannot,

without danger, be administered justa dosi, in an exces-

sive quantity : No, I speak of the pure, unaltered gold.

Modern physicians have pronounced it inefficacious,

and, by banishing this remedy from their system of ma-

teria medica, they have deprived us of the brilhant reme-

dial virtues of that drug.

They said " that it could not be dissolved in the gastric

juice and that it was therefore powerless and useless."

Such tlieorelical speculations were received in the place of

convictions. Bold decisions, ^mpty theoretical conjectures,

have almost always, in medicine, been taken in the place

of well fi)unded truth : it is so much more convenient,

simply to assert, than to interrofrate experience, which,

however, is the basis of the art of curing.

Thev cannot avail themselves of the excuse that gold

has also been condemned by older physicians, as by Fa-

bricius (in Obs. med.) :
" How should leaf-gold be affected

by the slight degree of heat of our stomachs, since the
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most violent fire has no action npon it ^" or Nic Monar
des (de ferro, p. 32, 33.) :

" Patients may believe me
and spare their money, they will never obtam any curative
action from gold." Or Alston (mat. med. I. p. 69 ;) ''As
metallic gold cannot be dissolved or changed by the vital
power. It, therefore, can have no other medicinal effect ex-
cept so far as it has a mechanical action upon the intes-
tines by Its heaviness, hardness and form, or at last, T.
f

.
Gmehn (Appar. med. min. L S. 445 :) Since ^old can-

not be destroyed or dissolved and cannot be united to the
humours of the animal organism, it, therefore, cannot have
any curative action."*

Nor can they avail themselves of the' fact that the me-
dicinal virtues of gold have been denied by many of ihe
older physicians such as : Ant. Musa Brassavolus, Fel.
Platerus, Hier Cardanus, Jo. Bravus Petrafit, Franc. Pic.
Mirandola, Merinus Mercenius, Duretus, Camerarius,
L^ordosus, Conringius, Lemery, Angelus Sala, or Joh
Schroeder, who, generally, believes every thinff.

They are all of them wrong, and all the modern physi^Clans into the bargain. ,

/^i^/^y^t

ylacel
^""^ ^'^""^ ^'^^nedial virtues which cannot he re-

fuUbouTthr^""'/-'^?''
physicians made me first doubt-tul about the medicinal powers of gold. But as I couldnot bnng myself to beheve any one^metal fnheren Iv dispossessed of medicinal properties, T first employedVo din soluuon. The symptoms of gold in solution^relew However, one quintilhonth or sextillionlh part of agram of gold m solution was sufficient to obSn^a flw oftW symptoms which I afterward, obtained of the pure

v.llTio^^rT"' '"^P^T ^^^^^^ dissolved in. acids,were it tor no other reason than simplicitv And thentheir properties must necessarily be aLred byfhe ac.ds;

golZ^LlZeltll^^^^^^^ ^-^^^^y theory whether
ascertain by trials and pvL "^^^ necessary to do, was, to

medial virtLs. If it w;?1",^h'?'k''^'^^'' ^u°'^
assertions to the con^aT;; a^er^VoVt^e^n,^;^^^^^^^^^^^^

8*
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as may be seen by comparing the medicinal virtues of the

corrosive sublimate with those of the oxyde of mercury.

I therefore was much pleased on discovering that many

Arabian physicians praised the remedial virtues of gold

when administered in the shape of define -powder, in many

affections, against which I had already employed the solu-

tion of gold with great benefit. This circumstance was

of course calculated to inspire me With confidence m the

assurances .of the Arabian physicians.

Already in the eighth century, Geber (de Alchimia tra-

ditio, Argent, ap. Zetzner, 1698, hb. II. p. m. cap. 32.)

praises gold as a " materia l^tificans et m juventute cor-

pus conservans."
.

At the end of the lOlh century Serapion the younger

(de simplicibus comment. Venet. fol. ap. Junt. 1550, cap.

415. p. 192,) praises it thus : the powdered gold is usetul

in melancholy' and weakness of the heart.

Then at the beginning of the 11th century Avicenna

(Canon, lib. II. cap. 79.) :
" the powdered gold is use-

ful as a remedy against melancholy, takes away the lend

odor of the mouth, may be used, even internal y, against

falling off of the hair, fortifies the eyes, is useful in carcli-

algia and palpitation of the heart, and extremely so in dit-

ficulty of breathing."*
^ . u

Abulkasem {Albucasis is the first to describe the prepa-

ration of such a gold powder, at ihe beginning o the 12ih

century, in hbro serviloris de prsep. raed. p. 242) .
i r

-

turate the gold upon a piece of rough linen m a bas n full

of water, and employ the fine powder which has fallen to

the bottom of the vessel " John of St. Amand teaches

the same mode in the 13lh century, m his appendix to

Mesne, (Opera, Venet. 1551, p. 245, 4. E.)

The Portuguese, Zacutus, imitated this mode, and de-

scribed the history of a nobleman who had, for a long time,

been tormented by melancholy fancies and whom he cured,

within a month, by means of the gold powder obtained by

*M^rp,.. Thic? latter expression lias a double meaning in the
* Note . This latter exp

.^^^ ^^^^ expression either

Arabian ;
according as tne won

^
\

..^..J.,, „/• breathing:' Ex-
means " talking to one's self, or

-
^

periments show that the atter is the true meaning.
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triturating gold upon a stone adapted to that purpose, (see
Histor. Medic, lib. I. obs. 33).

I forbear quoting the eulogies which have been bestow-
ed upon the powdered gold by Jo. Platearius (qucest.

Therap.) Rodericus a C'a5/.?-o. (de Meteor, microcosmo,
cap. 3) Abraham a Porta Leonis (dialog, de auro), Zac-
charias a Puteo, Job. Dan. Mylius (Analomia Auri), Jrlorn,

(Ephem. Nat. Cur. Dec. If. ann. 3, obs. 159,) Fr. Baco
(Hislor. vitag et mortis) Fr. Joseph Burrhi (Fpist. 4, ad
Thorn. Barlhol. de oculis.) Jo. Jacob Waldschmicdt (Diss,
de auro, Marb. 1 685.) Chph. Hel wig (Diss, de auro ejus-
que in medic, viribus, Gryphisv. 1703) Lemnius, Pet. Fo-
restus, 01. Borrichius, Rolfinck, Andr. Lagna, Eumiiller,
Tackius, Helcher (Diss, de auro, Jenae 1730.) Poierius,
J. D. Horslius, Hollerius, Hoeferj and Zwelfer (Pharm!
August.) Suffice it to say that 1 credited the teslimony
of the Arabians more lhan the tfieorelicai doubts of mo-
dern physicians, and employed the finest leaf-goki, after
having triturated it for an hour with one 100 grains of su-
gar of milk.

I will not decide whether the gold is still more finely
triturated in this powder or whether it has become slightly
oxydised. Hundred grains of this powder, containing one
grain of gold, or someiimes 200 grains, containing 2 grain.«,
when dissolved in water, have, in full grown persons, pro-
duced considerable alterations of their usual condiiion and
all the morbid symptoms which will be described hereafter.

It will thus be seen that the Arabian physicians, who
were not without skill in discovering medicinal substances
have effected, by means of gold, hom.osopathic cures with-
out being aware of it.

I have cured, by means of gold, several cases of melan-
choly m persons who earnestly ihoucrht of killing them-
selves They took in all about the ilor ^l^part ofa grain
ot gold. I have also cured several other- important affec-
tions vvhich will be found enumerated among the svmn-
loms of go d, and I doubt not tliat much higher tritura-
tions than those which I employed, would have been suffi-
cient lor obtaining the same results.

Shortly after closing these introductory remarks I had
an opportunity of convincing myself that part of 'a grain
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of gold will manifest a most powerful curative action, es-

pecially in cancer of the palate and nasal bones conse-

quent \ipon the abuse of the acidulated preparations of

mercury. The gold symptoms analagous to these artifi-

cial affections will be found among the subsequent symp-

toms.*

Farther trituration and dilution develops and dynamises

the power of gold still more, so that I now use, very often,

only ihe smallest part of a grain of the decillionth potency.

Would our physicians, who, by their method of imagin-

ing the remedial virtues of a drug, had been led to con-

demn gold as" an inefficient agent, have ever been led to

suspect the remarkably curative powers of gold ? Could

our manufacturers -of the materia mcdica, who substitute

imagined virtues in the place of the real properties of the

drug, ever have discovered the medicinal virtues of gold

in any other way except that which the homoeopathic prov-

ing of the drug has revealed.

Poor, fabulous materia medica, such as is commonly

used ! how far hast thou failed in describing the true ac-

tion of remedies, which experiment alone has revealed to

the homoeopathic physician !

The action of gold, in minute doses, lasts at least -21

days.

Smelling of coffea cruda, and especially camphor,

has been found to be an antidote against the effects of gold.

In the following affections, gold has been found espe-

cially useful :

—

Hypochondriasis; melancholy; loathing of life
;
dispo-

sition to suicide ; rush of blood to the head ; cancer of the

palate bones and nasal bones ; obscuration of sight by

black spots hovering before the eyes ;
toothache from

rush of blood to the head, with heat in the head; inguinal

hernia; induration of the testes of long standing; prolap-

sus and induration of the uterus ;
rush of blood to the

chest; falling down unconsciously, with the face becoming

*NoTE : Ant. Chalmetus, in Enchiridion chirug. p. 402, has ob-

served the same curative power of gold, when used internally,

against the bad consequences of the abuse of the preparations of

mercury,
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blue
;
attack of suffocation, with severe constrictive dysp-

noea
;

injuries inflicted by the abuse of quicksilver
;
pains

in the bones, at night ; nodosities of the gout.
This drugJias been tried by Drs. Hahnemann^ Franz,

Gross, Friedrich Hahnemann, Hempel, Hermann, Lang-
hammer, Lehmann, Michler, R'ummel, Wislicenus.
Noack and Trinks arrange the affections, in which gold

has proved curative, under the, fallowing heads :

—

-Gold is especially suitable to scrofulous and venous
constitutions, to the melancholy and phlegmatic tempera-
ment, to individuals with blond hair, indolent habit, and
soft, lax fibres. Gold appears to be more suitable to male
persons, whilst, under sinrjilar circumstances, platina is
more suitable to females. Hypochondriasis.—Hysteria,
hysteric spasms and convulsions.—Epilepsy.— Chlorosis,
with whining mood, imagining all the lime new obstacles
and new losses.—Falling down without any consciousness,
the face becoming h\v\e.~Chronic icterus.—Nightlypains
of the hones ; inflammation and caries of the hones, espe-
cially after the ahiise of mercury.— Injuries from ahuse
of mercury, especially when complicated with syphilis.
—Secondary syphilis,-^c-ro>/om.—Tabes meseraica (in
this disease, Lobethal ranks gold after calcarea, arsenic,
and jodium.)—Arthritic nodosities; arthritic symptoms
consequent upon sexual and mercurial ahuses —Dropsical
affections.—Herpes of ihe prepuce,, complicated . with
mercurial symptoms, (in this disease, gold ought to be
used in allernalion wiih nitric and phosphoric acid.)
Khagades of a syphilitic nature.—Warts and condylomata
oi the tongue, prepuce, and anus.. Weakness of the mind
and memory ; mental fatigue, consequent upon great ex-
ertions of ihe mmd—iMelancholia, loith loathing of life,
and inclination to commit 5i/.zczc/6.-^Spleen

; melancholia
ot every kind, (ft is remarkable that gold should have
been found curative in the mania of suicide, which it is
capable ot simulating in its effects upon the healthy or-ganism bold also holds special relations to a depressed
state ot liie sexual organs, to diseases of the genital organs
and especia ly of the testicles. This latter circumsrance
is remarkable for this reason, that persons who had com-
mitted suicide, have been found to be affected with dis^
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eases of the genital organs, especially hydatids upon the

ovaries and testes.) Chronic congestion of the blood to

the head—Hyslenc headache.—Megrim.

—

Headache^

consequent upon mental exertions. — Exostoses on the

skull.—Caries of the mastoid process.— Simple, violent,

scrofulous inflammation q/" ^Ae eye^, especially accompa-

nied by great intolerance of light.—Obscuration of the

sight by black spots hovering before the eyes. Visus ne-

bulosus; half-sight; apoplectic and abdominal amaurosis;

amaurosis consequent upon suppressed anger.—Spots

upon the cornea ?

—

Otorrhcea, consequent upon caries of

the ossicula avris and the mastoid process.— Thick tip of

the nose in scrofidous individuals.— Ozcena, with thick,

yellow matter, which is partly liquid, partly blown out in

the shape of solid clots, and always accompanied by a

loathsome stench from the nose'; want of smell, and con-

tinual obstruction of the nose ; Ozcena syphilitica et scro-

fulosa ; Ozcena, ivith caries of the nasal bones.—Carcino-

ma of the nose.—Swelling and ulceration of the lips in

scrofulous individuals. Inflammatory prosopalgia conse-

quent upon abuse of mercury.—Caries of tb^ bones of the

face.— Congestive toothache, toothache consequent upon

congestion of the blood to the head, with heat in the head.

—Looseness of the teeth.— Ulceration and caries of the

palate.—Syphilitic ulcers of the fauces and the tongue, (in

conjunction with nitric acid.)—Scirrhous induration of the

tongue.— Swelling and ulceration of the tonsils.—Nightly-

colic, with flatulence.—Ascites and anasarca, when origi-

nating in a functional disturbance of some im])ortant ab-

dominal organ.

—

Inguinal hernice, both when hereditary

and consequent upon cold, especially in children.—Con^

stipation, originating in atony of the intestinal canal, or

when accompanied by strangulated hernia—Hemorrhoi-

dal obstruction of the rectum.— Ischuria (consequent upon

paralysis of the bladder.)—Excited sexual instuict.—Too

frequent nightly pollutions. Acute and chronic orchitis ;

swelling of the testicles, of considerable extent and great

hardness, consequent upon removed redness and painful-

lness. Prolapsus and induration of the womb.—Exostoses

of the pelvic bones.

—

Chronic obstruction of the nose.—
Chronic catarrh and purulent coryza; ulceration of the
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Schneiderian membraTie, with puriform, ichorous, stinking

discharge.— Influenza.

—

Stinking breath.— Congestion of
the blood to the chest, and congestive asthma.—Suffo-

cating Jits, with violent constrictive oppression of the

chest.—Paralysis and hepatization of the lungs.— Violent

palpitation of the heart, occurring in paroxysms several

times during the day, and consequent upon congestion of

the blood to the chest and heart, accompanied by anxiety

and oppression.—Ari!/i?-27ic metastases to the heai't, espe-

cially when taking the form of palpitation, suffocating anx-
iety and oppression, of the chest.—Stenocardia.—Chronic
affections of the heart, producing hydrothorax, especially

after abuse of mercury.—Exostoses of the bones of both
the upper and lower extremities. -

Antidotes :—Assafoetida., Bell. Camph., Chin., Coff.,

Cupr., Jod., Merc, Vinum.
Analogous Remedies :—Assafoet., Calc, Cupr., Jod.,

Merc, Puis., Silic, Sulp.—2. August., Arg., Ars., Bell.,

Brom., Chin., Chlor., Coloc, Lycop., Mang., Mez., Ni-
tric ac, Phosph., Phosph. acid.. Plat.—3. Asar.
Moral Symptoms.— Dejected and full of grief. He

is dejected, and seeks solitude. Pie imagines to have lost
the affection of his friends ; this makes him sad, even unto
tears. He is dissatisfied with every thing ; he imagines
to see ever3?where obstacles in his way, which have partly
been occasioned by a contrary fate, partly by himself

;

this latter makes him feel very much dejected. Melan-
choly

; he imagines not to be fit for this world, and * longs
for death

;
thinking of death gives him intense joy. Great

anguish coming from the pragcordial region, and driving
him from one place to another, so lhat he can remain no-
where. Great anguish and weakness, they ihink him near
dying. Frequent attacks of anguish about the heart, and
tremulous fearfulness. Excessive anguish, with palpita-
tion of the heart, weariness in all the limbs, and sleepiness.
Great anguish, * increasing unto self-destruction, with
spasmodic contraction in the abdomen. Uneasiness, and
hurried, desire for bodily and mental activity

; he cannot
do any thuig fast enough, and cannot hve so as to be sat-
isfied with himself. He is constantly impelled to be in
motion

;
and he is sorry for his inactivity, although he can-
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not do any work. He feels uneasy and uncertain, without

any orgasm in the circulatory system ; he imagines to

neglect something, and to deserve reproaches in conse-

quence ; he appears to carry this uneasiness about him in

his mind, and it deprives him of all. energy and persever-

ance. Apprehensiveness ; a mere noise at the door niade

him -apprehensive ; he feared lest some one should come

in ; dread of men. Shyness. Pusillanimity. Tiie least

trifle makes him feel discouraged. Discouragement and

dejection of spirits ; he imagines that he cannot succeed

in any thing. He feels discouraged and desponding ; he

imagines that he does every thing wrong, and cannot suc-

ceed in any thing. Discouraged, and in disunion with

himself. She howls, and screams, and imagines to be

irretrievably lost. Loathing of life. Constant sullenness,

and taciturnity. Peevishness, and want of disposition to

speak. Unsociable mood. Some persons are offensive

to him. Atrabilious and quarrelsome. Extreme dispo-

sition to feel offended ; He was deeply affected, and pro-

voked even by the least circumstance which had the ap-

pearance of hurting his feehngs. He becomes angry at a

few absent persons, while thinking of them. Peevish and

vehement ; the least contradiction is capable of exciting

his wrath. If he is left alone, he sits still, taciturn, appa-

rently melancholy, in a corner by himself; but the slight-

est contradiction excites his wrath, which he first mani-

fests by disputing .and talking a good deal, afterwards by

uttering a few, detached words, (a. 3 d.) He trembles

when he cannot satisfy his anger. He seeks every oppor-

tunity to quarrel, and say coarse things to those around-

him. * Rash anger and vehemence. * She ahernately

weeps and laughs, as if she were not conscious of herself.

* Silent peevishness and cheerfulness often alternate one

with another, (a. 1 and 3 h.) Good humour, the whole

day, with talkativeness and self-content, (reaction.)

* Cheerful, contented humour, he constantly wishes to

converse with other people. Tolerable degree of cheer-

fulness, agreeable ease, (a. 2 h.) Tremulous agitation of

the nerves, as in joyous hope. The intellectual faculties

are more acute, and the memory more faithful, (reaction.)

She is anxious, deeply to reflect over this or that subject J
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this, however, makes her quite weak, tremulous, cold, and
damp over the body. In a reverie, he says something ab-
surd to a person. Mental labour wears him out ; he°feels
exhausted. Mental labour,, gives him a sensation of nau-
sea

; which takes hold of his whole being.
Heai>.—Obtusion of the head. Obtusion of the head,

early on rising, with heaviness in -the occiput. A kind of
hypochondriacal intoxicalion

; the head feels full of com-
pressed air, especially towards the nape of the neck.
"When speaking, he smiles involuntarily. Vertigo, when
sloopmg, as if the person turned- in a circle

; the symptom
goes off on raising the head. When standing, vertigo,
which forces him to sit down. When walking in the op'en
air, vertigo as if he were drunk, and would fall to one side;
he was forced to lie down, but even then the, vertigo re-
turned for some time at the slightest motion, (a. 43 h.)
Headache as from an incipient cold. Stunning, pressive
headache, as from violent wind. Headache, ever since
the morning, as from a bruised brain

; when reflecting or
reading, especially when talking or writing, the headache
increases to the extremest violence, and a perfect confu-
sion of ideas

;
when ceasing to reflect, to speak, or to

write, the headache discontinues, until it disappears en-
tirely at seven o'clock in the evening, (a. 6 h.) Head-
ache^ sometimes as from a contusion, sometimes like a
painful pressure in one part of the brain, sometimes like
tearing

;
it has increased ever since the mornincr, and dis-

appears at three o'clock in the afternoon, (a. 24 h ) Pres-
sive pain in the temples. Pressure in the left side of the
forehead, (a. 1 h. and a half.) Pressive tearing in the
head, erratic, especially in the forehead, with a feelino- of
vertigo \ ressive tearmg in the right side of the head,
from the occpul to the forehead, (a. 3 h.) Tearing pres'
sure in he nght occiput. Tearing pressure in tke left
side of the vertex, more violent during: motion. Tearing
headache, m front, in the forehead, and the temples, deep
in the bram, abating in the open air. Tearing in the left
side of the vertex,

i h. and a half.) Tearing in the

tTmole V the vertex, (a. 3 h.) Tearings in the Jeftemple. Tearing in the left side of the forehead, more
violent during motion. Fine tearing in the forehead!
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Fine tearing from the right side of the occiput through the

brain, as far as the forehead ; more violent during motion,

(a. 1 h.) Lancinating pain in the right side of the vertex,

(a. 17 d.) Grinding, boring, and shght pulHng in one side

of the head, eariy in the morning, shortly after waking up,

increased by coughing, and bending backwards of the

head. Uni-lateral, sharply throbbing, hacking heajdache.

Tingling sensation in the fore part of the head. * Rush

of blood to the head. * Great determination of the blood

to the brain, (a. three quarters of an h.) Violent rush of the

blood to the head, when stooping ; it passes off again after

raising the head, (a. 8 d.) * Turmoil and roaring in the

head, as if he were sitting close to a roaring water, (a. 14

d.) The bones of the head pained him on lying down, as

if they were broken ;
so that all his vital energy seemed

paralysed. Small bony tumour, on the left side and

the superior part of the forehead. Small bony tumour 07i

the right side of the vertex, with boring pain, that grows

worse when the tumour is touched. Pressive pain on the

forehead, externally, (a. 10 h.) Pressive pain on the left

temple, externally, (a. 32 h.) Pressure on the left temple,

worse by touch, (a. a quarter of an h.) Stitch in the cen-

tre of the forehead, where the hair begins. Prickings, as

from pins, in the forehead, externally, (a. 24 h.) A stitch

on the frontal bone, resembling a slow traction, (a. 6 h.)

His head is shaken sideways, and up and down.

Eyes.—Sensation in his eyes, when looking, as in a

violent state of excitement, with heat, as if the blood were

pressing upon the optic nerve. Sensation of weakness

and pressure in" the eyes. Pressure upon the left eye from

without inwards, (a. 8 d.) Pressive pain on the right eye

ball, from without inwards, more violent during motion,

(a. 6 h.) Pressure in the eyes, as if some foreign body

had got in there. Immense spasmodic pressure in the

posterior segment of the left orbit. Sensation in the in-

ternal and superior angle of the left eye ball, as if it were

pressed out. Tension in the eyes, which makes seeing

diMcult (a. 1 h.) Immense tension in the eyes, with

diminution of sight ; the tension is more violent when fix-

ing the eves upon something, less, when closing them, ^a.

9 d.) Fine tearing in the right orbit, close to the external
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canthus, (a. 5 h.) Dull stitch at the inferior part of the
left orbit, from within outwards. Several single stitches
in the internal canthus and lid of the left eye, (a. 36 h.)

Biting pain in the left upper eye-lid. A kind of burning
in the eyes. Itching and burning in the right canthus.
Painless, smooth tubercles upon the border of the right
lower lid.. Swelling of the lower lids. Blueish appear-
ance of the inner eanthi. Distended, protruding eyes.
Contraction of the pupils, (a. 2, 4 h.) Dilatation" of the
pupils, (d. 3 h. and a half.) Indistinct sight, as if a black
crape were- drawn before the eyes, (a. 6 d.) His sight is

lost for a moment. Half-sightedness, as if the upper half
of the eye wjere covered with a dark body, so that he can
only see th-e lower objects with the inferior half, the upper
objects remain invisible. He cannot distinguish any thmg
clearly, because he sees every thing double, and one object
is seen as if it were mixed with the other, with a violent
tension in the eyes. * Fiery sparks before the eyes.

Ears.—Tension in the ears. Pressive tearing in the
left meatus auditorius internus.- Cracklmg in the Teft ear.
Grumbling before the left ear. * Koaring in the ears,
early in the morning, when in bed. The parotid gland is
pamful to the touch, as if it were pressed or contused.
Nose.— T/ie right nasal bone and the adjoining part of

the upper jaw are painful to the touch, especially at the
place where the infra-orbital nerve comes out. lichino-
of the nostrils. Shootings of the septum of the nose, from
above downwards. Biting pain in the lower part of ihe
nose. Biting pain in the lower part of the nose, so that
the tears come into his eyes, as is the case when there is
a desire of sneezing, excited by strong sun light, or in ex-
alted pious grief, or in the highest degree of pity. Itchino-
litillalion in the wings of the nose, as in a cold, sometimes
with a desire to scratch. Feeling of soreness in the nose.
Soreness m both nostrils, especially when touching them.
raintu nostrils, closed by ulcers, so that he cannot

breathe through the nose. * Ulcerative crust in the ri^ht
nostril, yellowish, almost painless, and dry. * Swellmcr
of the nose, ,n the room, after walking in the open air!
bwelling and redness of the right nostra and underneath

Dark, brown-red, hltle elevated spots upon the nose'
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which ache when touched, (a. 24 h.) Fine smell
;

every-

thing has too strong a smell for him. The smoke of tiie

light is offensive to his smell. Frequently a sweetish

smell in his nose. ' Momentary smell of brandy in his

nose, with dyspnoea. Putrid smell in the nose when

blowing it.

F^cE,^ Violent tearing in the zygoma. Drawing tear-

ing on the left side of the face. * Tension in the malar

bodies and in the ears. Painful stitches in one cheek,' (1.

d.) Burning stitches in the zygoma. Itching pricking,

as from pins, upon the right side of the face. Eruption

in the face, Jine pimples with their tips filled with pus, for

some hours. Bloated face, shining as from sweat, with

distended, protruding eyes. Swelling of both cheeks,

with swelhng of the lips and nose, early in the morning.

Swelling of one cheek, with drawing and tearing in the

upper and. lower jaw-bones, and a sensation of hacking,

and of grumbling pain in the teeth, which appear too long.

Burning vesicle upon the vermilion-border of the lower

^^^Jaws and Teeth.—Tearing in the right half of the

chin. Tearing pressure at the right lower jaw, going off

by pressing upon it. Intermittent, dull stitches at the ex-

ternal border of ihe lower jaw. Pain in a gland of the

lower jaw, as if it were swollen. Dull pressive pam,

either with or without deglutition, in a gland below the an-

gle of the lower jaw. The teeth of the upper anterior row

are very painful during mastication. During mastication,

the person suddenly experiences a painful dullness m one

of the upper molar teelh. Hacking and grumbling pam

in the teeth, with swelling of the cheeks. Shooting pain

in the upper row. Dull tearing in the two posterior molar

teeth of the right upper jaw, excited by touch and eating,

during a painful swelling of the gums. Toothache caused

by air entering the mouth. Single stitches m the teeth.

Sensation of dullness of the molar teeth, (a. half an h.)

Looseness of the teeth, even the anterior teeth, m sudden

paroxysms. Swelling of the gums of the molar teeth ot

the riaht jaw, with pressive soreness when the parts are

touched, or when eating. Painful pustules on the gums,

as if a fistula dentalis would form. Ulcer on the gums,
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with swelling of the cheeks, (a. 10 d.) A kind of pres-
sure in the region of the palate, for several hours.
Mouth.—Attacks of distention of the pharynx, as in

vomiting, but without nausea. Painful obstacle to deglu-
tition in the left side of the pharynx. Slinging soreness
111 the throat, only during degluition. Agreeably sweelish
sahva accumulates in his mouth. Much phle0-m in the
throat, for several days. Frequently phlegm in^'the throat
which can be hawked up, but which prevents a full inspira-
tion, (a. 2 It.)

^

Taste and Appetite.—Fetid odor from the mouth
in the evening and at night, unperceived by himself
feme l out of the mouth as of old cheese. * Putrid
smell out of the mouth. The taste in the mouth is insipid
^5 weet taste on the anterior part of the tongue. Affreeable
milky taste in the mouth.' Putrid taste in the moutli as
ot rotten game, between the meals. Sometimes sourish
taste m the mouth, (a. 2 hours and a half.) Bitter taste
in the mouth with sensation of dryness, (a. 8 h.) Much
thirst, for SIX days. He has no appetite for any thin ^ hecan only eat milk and bread. Repugnance to meatGreat onging for coffee. He is forced to eat haslily
especially at the beginning of the meal. He relishes hismea a good deal, but his appetite is not appeased

; 1might have wished to eat again shortly after. Duringeating the anxiety of mind leaves him. Nausea m thfstomach and throat.

t}..^r''''''u~5^"'''^f qualmishness fromhe stomach and m the abdomen. ReVur^italions asTfhe person would vomit; accompanied by ^r ssu e m theabdomen Eructations tasting of the drink, (beer

)

Pain at the stomach, as of hun|er. Pressure m the re-gion of the stomach, at noon
ABDOMEN.-Svvelling of the pr^Bcordial region and the

pro n"'i;inr ' '^-^ ^'''^ ' PainfuUtitch when

ak n' omet ^
^'^''/'""^ flatulence, especially after

walkL h/°°^
i"^^^a^ed by motion and

in the left hypochondnum, like stitches in the spleenHeaviness in the abdomen, with icy-cold hands and fee

'
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Pressure in the abdomen. Tensive pressure in the abdo-

men, iust below the navel, and on both sides in the lumbar

resions, with feeling of fulness, (a. 53 h.) Tensive pres-

sure in the abdomen and the lumbar regions, with tenes-

mus, (a. 6 d.) Pinching pain in the abdomen, erratic,

ra 12 h ) Dull pinclnng and cutting in the abdomen, then

diarrhoea, and after the diarrhoea, distended abdomen.

Painful feeling of contraction in the abdomen, bmgle

tearincTs in the right side of the abdomen, as high up as

below°the ribs, as if every thing there were dashed- to

Dieces; this forces.him to bend himself crooked when

sittino-. (a. 36 h.) Pain of contusion in the right iliac

reaioni when sitting ; this pain goes off when rising, and

drawing up the thiSh, (a, 24 h.) Colic m the abdomen

Quivenng twitches in the left half of the nates, which

cause him to start, (a. 6 h.) Pain the g^oin ^s from a

swollen gland. Want of flexibility, and painful s ifTness

in the hip and the tendons of the quadrati lumborum,

when walking or stretching the legs apart, as after a long

Turney on foot, (a. 3 h. and a half.) Traction fror. the

groin into the thighs. Drawing pain in the inons Vene-

ris Burning pain in the abdominal ring, which is other-

wise healthy. Cutting thrusts in both groins, which force

him to draw the abdomen in, and the- feet ijp. Weakness

in the groin.
* Pressing in the right abdominal ring, as

if a hernia would come out, when sitting and stretching

the body
;
goes off when rising. * Protrusion of an in-

guinal herX with great, cramp-like pain
;

flatus' seem to

let into the hernia. He is much troubled zvzthflatulency ;

U becomes incarcerated under the left ribs with lancniat-

incr oain Colic with flatulence, shortly after the lightest

and most moderate meafe. Colic, with flatulence; a

nuantitv of flatus which do not pass, and, therefore cause

painful pressure, squeezing and anxiety ;
both when at

lest and in- motion. Rumbling m the abdomen^ Grunt-

inam the abdomen. Grunting in the abdomen. Rumbling

an^ grunting in the belly, (a. 1 h_) Emission of a qunn-

lity cff flatulence, (1. d.) Emission of a quantiiy of fetid

flatulence, (a. 8 h.) Uneasiness in the abdomen wuh a

sensation as if he would go to stool, especiaUy after dm-

ner, (a- 36 h.)
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Stool—Constipation for three days. Stool very lar^e
in size, passing off with difficulty. Very hard, knouv
stoo every day. Soft stool every morning, with a little
pinching. Unusually copious stool, in the evening, (a. 10
h.) Copious, but normal stool, (a. 16 h.) Diarrhoea.
INighlJy diarrhoea, with much burning in the rectum
White-yellowish stool. The external border of the rec-
tum IS painfully swollen. Sharp stitches in the rectum

Urinary Organs.—Constant desire for micturition,
with Jmle, but natural urine. He emits more urine than
corresponds to the quantity he drinks. Turbzd urine,
like butter-milk, with a high sediment of mucus Dul
lancinations m the urethra. The sexual desire' whichhad been dormant in him for a long time, is roused.Much desire for coilion, early after rising, with violent
erections. He was unable to sleep the whole night, onaccount of his sexual desire being roused

; he finally had

fuiroflL^H ?
an embrace (1. n.) For two nights he isfull of lewd fancies, the penis being small and relaxed

i^. n.; J:.rections many nights in succession. Nio-htlv
erections, without effusions of semen, (1. n.) nImI
erections and polluHons. Pollutions, at nio-h (thSnight.) Nightly pollutions with volup'tuous dream (a 7d.) Pollutions three nights m succession, without anvsubsequent weakness. The prostatic juice comes out ofthe penis, which is relaxed. Painful tiitches in U e penis

extremity of the glands
;
every single pricking is followed

Prpssivp anW io>.c- • / J-i-cmng of the scrotum.

tus la 3 I

'^."'ghuesMcle, as from con-

tide —wirh V, » '
,

^o^^^'"^ of the right tes-

make their appeaJance
'

in Hr?^'
^''^^'"'"-Sense of obstruction of the nose as

the nose, (a. 2 h. and a half.) This nostril appears ob-
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stmcted, although air passes through it. Coryza. Violent

fluent Coryza.
. . u 4U«

Respiratory Organs.— Sensations, dry catarrh on the

chest, early in the niorning, on waking up
;

it is only with

great trouble that he succeeds in hawking up a it le

|hlegm,but eveiT4his only after rising- from the b^d, (a.

16 h ) Viscid phlegm in the larynx, which it is ditiicult

to hawk up. Frequently phlegm deep in the larynx,

which he does not succeed in coughing up, even with the

greatest effort. Pidegm deep in the hings which is. easily

Thrown up in a large quantity ;
this is succeeded by tree

and expansive breathing, whereas, generally, he was

asthmat^^c. Cough. Cough at night, on account of de-

ficiency of breathing.
i j

CHEST.-Oppression of the chest and the abdomen

When coughing. Stitches under the left ribs when cough-

ing. Frequent deep breathing. Intensely painful stitches

under the ribs, when breathing, deep and yawning
;
they

prevent breathing and yawning, cease on going to bed.

Stitches in the left mamma when breathing. Sharp

stitches, when breathing, apparently in the side o he

bladder. During an expiration, grunting in the top. ot the

chest, descending into the abdomen and the groin
,

thib is

succeeded by qu^ck beatings of the heart, accompanied by

faintishness and angmsh; -then slumber.
/^^-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

the right mammal, when yawning. Difficulty
f

.b^^^'^^"?'

Severe dijspncEa. Severe asthma, when walking n the

open air. Asthma, when laughing or walking fast, as f

the chest were too tight for i)reathing,^and too flat-m front,

(a 44 h )
Immense%spvcea, zvith diffimlty of breathing

atnicrht. Dyspnma, also when at rest, which cannot be

?elie?ed bv any position of the body; he constantly takes

deep brealh and cannot inspire car enough. DysjmxBa

with dull stitches m the chest, lohen inspiring air. I ight-

Tiess of the thoracic cavity, with fearfulness, (a. d cl.;

Pres'^ure on the right side of the. chest, with extreme an-

miish Pressure on the sternum, with manners denoting

f eiy and eager " expectation, as if --ethnig veiy

agreeable were to happen to him. Pressure on the ster

.?m as of something'hard, with drawi.ig teanngs towards

the shoulders. Pressure on the left side, neai the pit
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the stomach, below the cartilages of the superior false
ribs, more violent during an expiration, (a. 7 d.) Dull op-
pressive stitches under the cartilages of the first three ribs
behind the right mamma

;
they sometimes become con-

tinued, and then produce the sensation of a plug which is

inserted there
;
sometimes they are slowly intermittent,

and are little felt in walking
;
externally the place is red,

(a. 16 h.) A few very violent stitches in. the chest over
the heart, (a. 72 h.) Sharp stitches in the sternum, (a. 2
h.) Dull stitches in both sides of the chest, with heat in
the chest, and dyspnoea, increased by inspiration. Dull,
painful stitches and lancinations, on the right side, near the
sternum, under the last true ribs. Dull, cutting pain on
the left side, near the sternum, more violent during an in-
spiration, (a. 9 d ) When walking, the heart seems to
shake as if it were loose. Sometimes one single very
violent beat of the heart. * Palpitation of the heart.
(a. half an hour.) * Violent palpitation of the heart,"
(a. 4 d.)

'

Back.—Pinching pain on the internal side of the ischia-
tic bones. Pam m the small of the back, as from fatigue
(a. 3 h.) Cuttmg over the small of the back when sitting
as

1 a pressure were made there with a sharp instrument!
±>arly m the mormng he felt such a severe pain in the dor-
sal spine, that he was unable to move a limb. Pressure
on the left side, near the lumbar vertebra, and on the upper
border of the os innominatum. Sharp piercing pain in the
right lorn, only during expiration. Fine, tearing stitches on
the right side, near the lumbar vertebra, goino- off when-
ever pressure is made upon the part.

°

'i ~^"u^"'^'^
pricking,- as with pins, closebelow the right scapula, near the dorsal spine, (a. half an

IfI 1

^^^^^"g P^'n at the internal side of the scapula,

thel.ft7'i\T\'".p'"^'"S '^'^ backwards and to

ilpri l^^l; \
^^^^^^on in the neck, as if a musclewere too short even when at rest, but more violent whenstooping (a 10 h.) Tearing pressure at the neck, on the

right side, lower region, near the clavicle, (a. 14 d.) Jerk-

ai^lTJl^ in the left external muscles
of the neck, (a 7 d.) Eruption, consisting of fine pim-

; hours.''
"'^^^ ^"^

0
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Upper Extremities.—Tearing tension under the axilla.

Fine sthches upon the shoulder. Soreness of the shoul-

ders, even without touching or moving them, Draw-

inc^ pain along the left arm, over the bone
;

it goes off by

mStion. Pressure on the left upper arm, near the perios-

teum (a 48 h.) Pressure on the lower surface and on the

middle of the right upper arm. Tearing pressm-e on the

anterior surface of both upper arms, (a. 15 d.) Fine tear-

ino- in the left upper arm, most severe on baring the arm,

(a? 3 h.) Cramp-like tearing in the elbow-joint of the right

arm The fore-arms feel heavy when at rest, but not in

Inotion, (a. 12 h.) Pressure on the anterior surface of the

fore-arm. Pressure on the external side of the right lore-

arm (a 12 d.) Intermittent, tearing pressure on the inner

side of the left fore-arm. Tearing in the bones of the wrist-

ioint(a8h.) Tearing in the metacarpal bones. Cramp-

like tearing in the bones of both wrists, deep in the inte-

rior, extending from the lower to the upper row of the car-

T)us, especially at night, but also by day. Cramp-like

pain in the metacarpal bones of the left hand, especially

the thumb, without interfering with motion. Sense as ot

loricking, evanescant and almost like stitches, between the

thumb and the index. Itching of the hand between the thumb

and the index finger. Traction in the joint^s of the fingers.

Tearing in the posterior joints of the right fingers, (a. 4 d.)

TearinS in the posterior joint of the left little finger. Fine

learincr^'in the fingers of the right hand. Fine tearing in

he^fterior joint^f the right thumb Dul tearing in the

joints of the fingers of both hands, which often spreads in-

to the phalanges, (a. 5 d.)
1 r ;r.

Lower Extremities.—Uncommon paralytic pain in

111- hip-ioint, only when rising from a seat and walking, not

when sitting. Cramp-like pain in the region of the hip,

on the inner brim of the pelvis, increased by rubbing, (a.

')6 h ) In the glutei muscles, a fine stitch, which is seve-

ral times repeated, winds downwards, (a. 16 h.) Ihe

thigh feels paralyzed, and the tendon of the quadratus

bmborum is so painfully stiff, that the thigh cannot be ele-

vated. Weakness of the thigh when walking. Pain in

ihe right femur, as if it were broken, on laying the right

fa I'across the left. When sitting, on laying the left ex-

r m ty across the right, the posterior muscles of the right
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thigh appear to be twitchhig. Pressive and tensive painm the muscles of the left thigh, when walking in the open
air

;
relieved when sitting, but not when standing, walkinn-

or by touching the parts. Cramp-like drawhig in the tendSa
ot the psoas-muscle, down into the thigh, when sitting • o-q-
ing off when rising. Tearing in the thigh, as from gro wiSo-
only during motion, not when sitting, (a. 24. h.) At nio-hT
there forms a sore place, when lying down, on the external
surface of the left thigh. Simple pain when walkincr, in
the right knee. Painful stiffness and sense of paralysis of
the knees, both when at rest and in motion. Fain in the
knees, as if they werefirmly bandaged, when sitting andwalking. The right knee becomes weak from walkmc/
so that a drawing pain may be felt in it when walking, and
setting the foot upon the floor, (a. 24 h.) Totterin^x of theknees. Pressure on the left tibia, when stretching The let
Dull, gnawing pain in both sides of the leg, over the mal-eoh, together with a few sharp stitches in the tendo Achil-hs,^vhen atrest; they pass off during motion, (a. 14 1)Small tubera on the leg and below the'knee

; ^;hen slL t-

me slun, (5. 8. d.) Indurations under the skin, du theleg, over the heel and behind the knees, with violent itching, which can hardly be borne when walking (1 I d )Small and larger elevations on the legs and calvet lookin2like the blotches from the stinging of^nettlt Wni ^^^^^^feeling like hard knots, of a dirty, yellow colonvT" ^'

loot, (a. 5 d.) Drawing pain in the fp^i- q ]
;n both heels, in .he .'^SiXlll 'L. fo ^ Plytic draw nir in the metamrnol ^1 r ^,

,

as the extremity of the toe
"^'''^ far

part of the sole Vthe riihtVoo^ra T^v" ^P''^."'™^

.ra^rs^t^ftrLVtlr^""? "-'fantDioocl had taken place under the skin. Itch,
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ing of the joints and soles of the feet. Itching of the joints

of the feet, especially when walking, (7. d.) Grinding

pain in the formerly existing chilblain, (a. 1 h.) Pain as

from a bruise or contusion in the posterior joint of the big

toe, when walking. Drawing in the joints of the toes.

Paralytic drawing in the toes of the right foot. All the

joints feel bruised, early in the - morning and the whole

forenoon. Simple pain, or pain as from a bruise, early in

the morning, when in bed, in all the joints, especially in the

small of the back and the knees ; the pain increases the

more he lies still ; after rising, the pain passes off. Pain

as from bruises in the head and in all the limbs, early
^

lohen in bed, most violent wlien at rest ;
passes off imme-

diately after rising. Going to sleep, numbness and msen-

sibility of the arms .and legs early on waking up, more

when lying still than in motion. Shooting and drawing

pain in arms and legs occasionally. In the afternoon pain-

ful traction in the veins, with exhaustion. - Violent orgasm

as if the blood were boiling, (a. '24 h.) All her blood ap-

pears to rush from her head into the lower extremities ;

they feel paralyzed, and she has to sit down immediately.

Internal emptiness and weakness of the whole body , t.^-

cessive sensitiveness in the whole body ;
susceptibility tor

every sort of pain ; on thinking of it, he imagines already

to feel it
;
everything is disagreeable to hira. All his sen-

sations are fine and acute. (On thinking of a motion, he

makes small motions without knowing it.) l^eeling ot

comfort in the whole body, (re-action.) Even when the

weather is ever so unpleasant, he feels well in the open

air; it agrees with him. Erratic formication over the body.

Quickly passing, -but intense itching of the abdomen, of

the hips, of the l^nees, the arms and the wrists. Itching

and burning shootings, erratic, almost like stitches. I^us-

tulesin th? face, on the neck and chest. Early in the

mornine very tired ;
her legs ached so that she would have

liked to lie down immediately. Early on -waking up, very

feeble. Suddenly great lassitude, in the afternoon, when

sitting or lying down ; he fell asleep by it
;
on waking up

the lassitude iiad disappeared, (a. 9 h.)

SLEEP.-Drowsiness by day. Slumber, with weakness

of head, when silting, by day. Invincible sleep after din-
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nor
;
during this sleep ]iis mind was thronged with ideas,

(a. 4 h.) One is awake the whole night, but without pain
;

nevertheless no sleepiness or lassitude in the mornino-.'
Ever since 4 o'clock in the morning, he cannot sleep welF;
he turns from one side to another, because he cannot lonc^
remain in one situation, and the hand upon which he is ly^
ing, gets soon tired. At night he could neither he upon
the left n6r upon the right side. His sleep is uneasy, dur-
ing which he feels the pains. At night, painful accumula-
tion ot flalu ence, especially in the left hypochondriiim,He sohs loud when asleep. Frequent waking up, at night,
as by fright. He wakes up in violent dreams. Frightful
dreams^ about thieves, wiih loud screams while atleep.
frightful dreams. Frightful dreams at night Horricl
dream, at night. He dreams that he is to fall from a ^reat
height. Dreams about dead men. Dreams full of dis-
pute. Dreams with constant erection, every night. Aaree-
able and sensible dreams, but which cannot be remembered
Vivid dreams at night, which cannot he remembered. Shedreamed much in the evening, immediately after falling
asleep, ,f some one were talking to- her

; she was^ yet

m da^ess' Th' '^Tu'^t"'
"^^'^ "^'^^^ ^^at she Jasin darkness The child woke up after three o'clock, early

edtcrihTs^' M^^h'^ ^ ^''^'-^ieu lace, tnus
. Mother, thou art my lewel of a dauehter

lit. Hn^V °f ^ head'fliat the wa]l ? What is running about there in4he roomAnd many other such foolish questions. V^^TsenTtvoeto cold, over the whole body.
sens.me

Fevek.—Coldness over the whole body, earlv in iIiptnorning especmlly at the arms and hands beSL no- ,t

nr.srfleT',"''''
""^

,r"^>
without' fevT c^oId!

Sn s of'Z's'ok^^f/he""f? bed.

he gets into th bedt tl e evenW C T^^""' f , ''"l Tbodv nnr^ cnKc.« •

^v^ning. Coldness of the who e

Coldne s n^hA"!r' 'T^'' of temperature, without fever!

nn InZlT f
'"elination to vomit

; this is followed hvan ncrease of temperature, but without fever. cZhJZbetween the scapul.. Chills in the back, siiilering
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through the whole body, with goose-skin upon the thighs,

and with concussion of the brain under the frontal bone.

Chilliness, in the evening, when in hed, with coldness of

the legs as far as the knees ; he cannot get warm the whole

night, sleeps little, only half an hour at the time, with anx-

ious dreams, which he does not recollect, (a. 16 d.) Chills

through the whole body, as if he had caught cold m a,

draught of air ; he could scarcely get warm ;
in the even-

ing before going to bed, (a. 16, 19 h.) Horripilation over

the whole body, in the evening, with dry coryza, without

heat and without subsequent thirst; In the evening, shiver-

ings and chills after lying down ;
headache before lying

down. In the evening, chills over the whole body, with

coldness of the hands and warmth of the face and fore-

head, without thirst. Alternate chilliness and heat. Heat

in the face, with cold hands and feet. Slight perspiration

at night
;
only between the thighs there was real sweat,

(a. 10 h.) Sweat early in the morning all over the body.

AURUM MURIATICUM.

Drawing headache in the forehead, (a. 2 h.) Tickling

itching of the forehead, (a. 1 h.) Tearing pain in the leit

eye. Tingling in the ears. Tingling of the ears is suc-

ceeded by a kind of surdity, as if the ears were wide and

hollow within, and as if, therefore, nothing could be heard

distinctly. Crawling in the nose, as if something were

running about in it. Burning and itching pain, at the top

of the nose on the outside. Redness and itching inflam-

mation of the nose, with subsequent desquamation of the

no^^e Red swelling of the left side of the nose
;
the na-

sal cavity is ulcerated far back, with dry, yellowish scurf,

and sense of obstruction, although the necessary quan-

tity of air passes through it. Red swelling at the right

nostril, and underneath, with a painless crust of ulcers in-

ternally, and a sense of obstruction, although air passes

through. Discharge of a yellow-greenish matter out of

the nose, without any bad smell, for 7 days, (a. 10 d.)

Shooting pain in the teeth, partly on one side, partly m
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tlie upper incisores. Shooting toothache, also in the an-

terior and superior row of teeth. Distension of the abdo-

men. Short breathing and apparent obstruction of the

larynx, for a few days. A few stitches immediately over

the heart. Swelling in the wrist, without pain, if left

alone ; tensive only on bending the hand backwards ; stitches

in the wrist, upon seizing any thing. Tearing pain in

the middle finger, after dinner.

EXPLOSIVE GOLD, (aurum fulminans.)

Colic, especially in children, and attacks of anxiety.

Sinking of strength, swoons, cold sweat of the limbs, vio-

lent vomiting, convulsions. Violent diarrhoea.

BARYTA CARBONICA.

Crystals of the muriate of baryta are finely powdered,
and boiled for a few minutes with 6 parts of alcohol, in or-
der to remove the muriate of Strontia which might be pre-
sent

;
the remaining powder is dissolved in 6 parts of boil-

ing, distilled water, and then precipitated by means of
weak ammonium—say, a solution of hart's-horn in water.
The baryta which has been thus obtained, is then saturat-
ed several times with distilled water, and then dried. The
potencies are prepared according to the usual method of
trituration and succnssion, which has been taught for the
dry anti-psoric remedies. A few globules (x), act 40, 48
days. This drug may be advantageously used in the fol-
lowing affections, provided it be homoeopathically indicat-
ed

: whming mood
;

anxiety as regards domestic con-
cerns

;
dread of strangers, of company ; headache close

over the eyes
; susceptibility of the head to cold

;
erup-

tion upon the head
; baldness ; eruption upon and behind

the ears ; tubercles behind the ears
;
eruption upon the

lobule
;
buzzing and tingling before the ear

; pressure in the
eyes; mflammation of the eye-balls and lids, with dread of
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light; agglutination of the eyelids
;
flying webs and black

spots before the eyes ; dimness of sight, he cannot read

;

the eyes are dazzled by the light ; scurf under the nose
;

eruption upon the face
;

single jerks in the teeth
;
burning

stitches in the hollow tootli^ if something warm touches

them; dryness of the mouth; constant thirst ; eructations

after eating ; sour eructations ; waterhrash ;
chronic nau-

sea
;
pressure at the stomach, also after eating

;
pain at

•ihe stomach, fasting and after eating ;
pain at the stomach

on touching the pit ;
difBcult, knotty stool ; hard and in-

sufficient stool ; tenesmus of the bladder and frequent

micturition ; weakness of the sexual powers ; leucorrhoea

immediately before the menses ;
coryza ;

troublesome dry-

ness of the nose
;

7iight cough ; hoarseness of the chest

with night-cough ;
excessive secretion of mucus in the

chest, palpitation of the lieart, perceptible without any

previously exciting cause
;
pain in the small of the back ;

•tiffness of the small of the back; stiffness of the nope of

the neck ; stitches in the nape of the neck
;
pain in the

deltoid muscle, on raising the arm ; the arm goes to sleep

when lying upon it ; the fingers go to sleep ;
traction and

tearing in the legs ; ulcers on the feet
;
fetid sweat of the

feet ; painful lymjDhatic swelling of the ball of the big

toe ;
twitches and jerks of the body by day ;

heaviness m
the whole body ; loss of strength

;
general weakness of

the nerves and body
;

susceptibility to cold. WARTS
;

raving when asleep ; twitches of the muscles of the whole

body, at night
;
night sweat. This dmg has been tried by

Doctors Hahnemann, Adams, Gross, Hartlaub, sen., Hart-

mann, Riickert, Stapf, Rummel. The symptoms mark-

ed with a line, are produced by the acetate of baryta.

Smelling of a solution of camphor alleviates the too pow-

erful effects of baryta
;
smelling of the solution of a high

potency of zink, removes the troublesome symptoms of

^^TcTthe above named affections. Doctors Noack and

Trinks add the following remarks :—

Banjta is especially suitable for the affections of first

childhood, and more particularly still, for those of old age,

when there is mental or physical iveakness, Marasmus

»eniHs, childish and thoughtless manners (in old people,)
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want of clear recollection, sopor, sleep full of internal un-
easiness, with groaning and murmuring, immoveable pu-
pils, faint eyes, somewhat reddened, circumscribed dark
redness of the cheeks, cold hands with blue spots, weak,
somewhat accelerated pulse, frequent micturition, consti-

pation, weak crooked silting posture, inability to speak one
word, or to stretch forth the tongue.

—

Baryta is particu-
larly suitable to hysteric persons and such as incline to
catching cold.—Baryta is also especially useful against
affections of drunkards consequent upon colds loith pre-
vious echauffement, characterised by distorted mouth, para-
lysed tongue, aphony, pretty clear consciousness, arrest of
spontaneous motion of the arm, etc. Scrophulosis ; swell-
ing and induration of the glands, especially the cervical
glands, even after suppuration has set in

;
Atrophia scro-

phulosa-; (Lobethal ranks Baryta heloip Calcaj'ea in scro-
phulosis, which appears to be correct).—Apoplexv, espe-
cially of old people and drunkards. Tubercles'"of the
brain ?—Coma somnolentum.—Scarlatina miliaris.— Tinea
humida.—Impetigo larvalis.—Herpes faciei.—Lupia (Ver-
ruca mollis, Tumor cysticus). Steatoma.—Consumptive
fever.—Weakness of memory.—Idiocy.—Alopecia. Me-
grim.

—

Scrophulous inflammations of the eyes and eye-
lids.—Pannus.

—

Scrophulous diseases of the ears. Bleed-
ing at the nose, especially in scrophulous individuals with a
florid complexion. Parotitis, remaining after scarlet-fever
Prosopalgia inflammatoria.—Toothache, with a great dis-
position to catch cold

; the pain returns before the appear-
ance of the menses

;
pain in hollow teeth, after every cold

accompanied by a pale red swelling of the gums, by swell-
ing ot ,the cheeks, a drawing pain in the direction of llie
nose, eye and temporal region, and violent throbbing in the
ears which is especially bad at mghl.~Anginw consequentupon cold, even of the phlegmonous kind

; Angina ionsil-
laiis even with suppuration

; acute inflammation of the
tonsils in sma 1-pox and scarlatina (especially when . Mer-cury and I3elladonna are not sufficient.)—Dyspepsia

—

braslralgia.—Scirrhus cardiae et pylori (?)._Amenorrhffii
Menostasia and Chlorosis of young girls, especia^v wrenowing to scrophulous cor^diUons.—Hcemorrhoidal affcc
iW77^.-~Excessive pollutions.—Catarrh of the Trachea-^'

9*
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Asthma senile, provided it is not owing to Emphysema of

the lungs, (especially useful after Antim. tart.)- 1
ubercu-

lous bliltration of the lungs (?)-PalpUation of the heart,

especially m chlorotic and hysteric females

Analagous REME>DiES.-i Calc, Sep ,
Silic.--2 Alum

Behad., Cham., Chm., Dulcam., Merc, Natr, Sulph. Tait.

em. Viol, trie—3 Electr. (especially the neg. pole), Ig-

nat., Lycop.'Magn. mur., Spig.-Tart. emet. is especially

suitable before and after Baryta.
r i

• r i

MoEAL S.VMPT0MS.-Dejec.ed, he d,d not feel mclmed

to speak. Dejection and * dread of men. Dread of men.

men walkmg in the street, she suspects that people

Ch"
d at herraiid criticised her to her disadvantage ;

this

m k her so 'fearful that she dares not look up, ooks at

nobodv and sweats over the whole body, fead mood. Sad

and fearful ; he has all sorts of sad notions about his fu-

ture desny and he deems himself lost entirely, in the

c""ning £-35 d.) * He is sudden y o^^rwhdmed

with an evil apprehension ; he imagines, for, instance,

^tt a befoved' Friend might have -ddenly fallen sick

and mifht be dying. Grief at every trifle. (^reat

sohciwde and anxious care. She is very anxious and so-

"rot't insignificant things, which were entirely n.

dUfeient to her. Anxious and easily frightened ;
a httie

^cise h, the street seems to her hke cries of fire
;

it fright-

ens him so that all his limbs tremble. Highest degree of

fnesolutene si lie proposes a little journey ;
but as soon

n he mal es p eparations, he changes bis mind, and he pre-

er 'rcmainil^g Lme Wavers fer a '""S^,;;-

opposite resoluiions, (a. several days.) I" '<;°7 f
solves to undertake a Certain business but scarcely nas

the thnefor it come. when she changes her mind, and she
tne uujB

, ,1 , does not know what to do.

confidence h d sappeared. Great fearfulness

td CO vardice Extremely desponding and pusil anunous ;

and cov^ arcuce.
^- j ^^e weeps, (7.-10. d.)

she imagines to be obli ec ,

ill-humour.
Pusillanimity and anxiety

disposition to play, in

Bad mood,
P-J disposed to work. Peev-

childien. t^eevisn,. „
, i„itated, unsociable

,sh and
"f,;^„ent on account of trifles, (very

7o%"^e.:"^. b«t quickly passing burst of
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anger and wrath, even unto rage, through slight causes
;

he is easily led to commit deeds of violence, (a. several d.)

Mirth which becomes wantonness. Deficiency of memo-
ry, (a. 16 h.) Great forgetfulness, he knows no more
what he has just spoken, (a. 27 d.) Forgetfulness ; he
forgets what he was just about to utter. In the midst of
her speech she often is unable to remember a quite com-
mon word. Inatlentiveness of the child in studying his
lesson.

Head.—Dullness in the head. Dullness in the head.
Gloomy in the head, early on waking up, and the whole
forenoon, (a. 27 d.) Obtusion of the head, when silting

;

going off in the open air, (20. d.) Obtusion of the head,
which spreads towards the temples and the forehead. Ob-
tusion, dullness and heaviness of the head, in the evening,
with drowsiness

;
the head threatens to incline forwards all

the time
; at the same time the person is peevish and

tired, (a. 46 d.) Feeling of dullness in the head, with ten-
sive obtusion of the forehead and the eyes, especially the
inner canthi. Vertigo in the head ; he was obliged to sit
down, and to hold himself fast, with nausea. Vertigo.
Vertigo, early after rising; everything turns with her, with
nausea and a sense of fainting at the stomach, (8.-1 1. d.)
Vertigo, with nausea, * from stooping. Vertigo, with head-
ache, * from stooping, (a. 25 d.) Vertigo on raising the
head, from stooping. Vertigo on crossing a little bridge,
so that he knew not where he was. Vertigo on moving
the body. Sudden vertigo on lifting the arms

; everything
appeared to turn, (12. d.) Headache in the evcnino-

;

every noise, especially male voices, affected her brain very
painfdly, (5. d.) Pressive pain in the left temple, (a. some
d.) Pressive pain through the right half of the brain, from
the neck into the frontal eminences, (a. 1 h. and a half.)
l^ressure m the brain, under the vertex, towards the occi-
put, on waking up from sleep, with stiffness of the nape
ot the neck Dull, pressive pain at the occipital bone, on the
right side, from the cervical vertebra obliquely into the
parietal bone, at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, and returnino-
on the day following, at the same hour. Stunning, dull
pressure m the forehead, close over the right eye. Pres
sive pam m the forehead, from within, (12. d.) Pressive
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and clawing thrust in the left temple, from withiri, (a. 2 h.

and a half.) Pressive, clawing pain, from within, in the

whole forehead, especially in the orbits, much worse when

holding the head straight, gradually diminishing when

stooping, (a. 10 h.) Violent squeezing in the whole head,

as if it would burst
;
especially violent in both frontal emi-

nences and over the orbits, (a. 4 h. and a half.) Pressure,

with weight, in the right side of the forehead. Sense of

weight in the whole occiput, especially close to the nape

of the neck, with- tension, uninfluenced by motion, (a. 4 h.)

Sense of tension around the whole forehead, in the skin,

as if it were too tight, after dinner. Tension and burning,

at a small spot on the left parietal bone, (a. 1 h.) Pain-

ful sense as of screwing on both sides of the head, then tear-

ing at a small place of the left parietal bone, and afterwards

in the occipital bone on the left side. Sharp drawing over

the left eye, extending from the nose towards the temple,

in the evening. Sudden, intensely painful traction from

the occipital bone across over the right ear, as far as the

lower jaw. Tearing in the vertex. Fine tearing at a

small spot of the right parietal bone, deep in the bone.

Tearing in the left side of the occiput, relieved by bending

the head backwards. Tearing, with shootings, deep in the

brain, behind the right ear, at short intervals, instantly re-

newed by touching the parts. Rheumatic pain in the oc-

cipital bone, with glandular swellings in the nape of the

neck. Shooting, deep in the temple, in the orbit, and the

ear of the left side. Stitches in the head, commencing im-

mediately in a warm room. Violent, dull stitches in the

left frontal eminence, when stooping while washing. ;be-

vere stitches in the whole head, increasmg and decreasing,

(3 d ) Stitches in the sides of the head, also after dinner,

and in the evening ; at this time the stitches are more vio-

lent in the left side. Dull stitches over the right temple,

early in the morning when yawning. Dull stitches in the

left side of the head from the occiput to the frontal emi-

nence, or alternately, here or there, yi^i^nt ^t^^^^^es in

the brain, with heat and tinghng in the head, (a. 15 d.;

Small, violent stitches in the right frontal eminence, Irom

within outwards, (a. 9 h.) Pressive stitches in the vertex

which extend through the whole head, as soon as she walks
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in the sun. Stitch producing a sense of dilatation of the

parts, beginning in the left side of the head, traversing the

whole of the left side of the occiput, and terminating at the

cervical vertebrae, (a. 9 h.) Drawing stitches, becoming
worse at intervals, in the mastoid process of the left side,

at a small place, which is yet extremely painful even after-

wards, especially when the head is turned or touched.

Burning stitch in the right temple. Throbbing, with

stitches in the left side of the head, (7. d.) Throbbing in

the occiput, reaching as far as the frontal eminence, in the

evening, (5. d.) Violent throbbing in the forehead, deep
in the brain, when stooping, (a. 30 d.) Grinding head-

ache in the forehead and temples. Grinding headache in

the upper and fore part of the head, almost daily, early after

rising, continuing during the forenoon and discontinuing in

the afternoon ; when shaking the head, the brain feels as

if it were loose and detached. Sense of looseness of the
brain, which feels as if, during motion, it fell to and fro, (a.

45 d.) When stooping, sense as if everything would fall

into the forehead, (a. 16 d.) Concussion of the brain on
knocking the foot against something. Considerable rush
of blood to the head ; the blood seems to be stagnant in it,

and feels as if it could not circulate, (a. 27 d.) Whizzing
in the head, as of boiling water, (a. 27 d.) Heat in the
head, early on rising, and cutting thrusts, as with knives,
(17. d.) Early on waking, first, heaviness, then, after ris-

ing, heat in the head, hands and feet being cold. Feeling
of icy coldness of the right side of the head, and, neverthe°
less, sense as of burning. Shivering over the hairy scalp,
without, however, any sense of coldness, as if the hairs
stood on end. The skin of the head is painful to every
touch. Pain as if the hairs were pulled up, at a small place
of the right parietal bone. The hairs come out by comb-
ing, (a. 4 d.) Slow, fine stitches on the hairy scalp, here
and there, which force one to scratch. Itching and gnaw-
ing of the hairy scalp and the temples, (a. 3 d.) Itch-
ing tmghng over the head, here and there, which passes
oft by scratching. Formication in the skin of the whole
head, in the evening. Pimples on the sides of the hairy
scalp. Small boils on the forehead. Eruption on the
forehead, (of the genus herpes ?) witla a more burning than
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itching sensation. An old tumour on the liairy scalp,

which had been painless heretofore, grows larger, and,

when touched, it feels painful, as if-there were subcuta-

neous suppuration.

Eyes.—Eruption in the right eye-brow, with a sting-

ing pain when touched. The eye-balls are painful. Vio-

lent pains in the left eye, and thence across the temples,

as far as into the ear, (a. 20 h.) * Soreness—and fatigue

of the eyes, with * pressure in them.—Pressure deep in

the eyes, which grows worse by her looking at one point,

or upwards and sideways, but which is relieved by wink-

ing or by looking downwards, (a. several days.)—Con-

tinual pressure in the eye-balls.—Dull pressure in the

left eye, succeeding a shooting headache in the left temple

and orbit, with a sensation as if lachrymatiOn would set

in, and a kind of weakness, which obliges her to close the

eye frequently ; the same sensation is then experienced in

the right eye. Pressure in the external canthus, as if a

grain of sand were in it. Pressure in both eyes, with

itching as from dust. Tearing in the eyes. Shooting

and tearing in the right upper eye-lid. Shooting

stitches in the external canthus. A stitch across the left

upper eye-lid. Itching of the border of the upper eye-

lid. Itching in the eyes. Itching, burning, pressure,

sense of soreness and feeling of dryness in the eyes.

Dry heat and pressure in the eyes. The eyes burn after

an effort of sight. Burning o'f the eyes in the mner

canthi and copious lachrymation. Sense as of a burn-

ing spark shooting from the upper border of the right

orbit as far as the root of the nose. Internal, inflamed

redness of the lids. Redness of the white of the eye,

and a white pimple upon it, near the corner. Reddish

white of the eye, and lachrymation. Swelling of the lids,

early in the morning. The eyes are swollen early in the

mornins- Pus in the lids, externally, especially early

in the ^mornino". The external canthi of the eyes, are

closed by gum,°at night. * Agglutination of the eye-lids.

The eye-lids open with difficulty, early m the mornmg.

The eyes close in the evening, at twilight. Quick suc-

cession of dilatation and contraction of the pupils
;
they

do not appear round, but with a few obtuse angles, (a. 5
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m.)
—

* She sees everything as in a fog, for several min-

ntes, when closing the eyes and pressing a little upon the

eye-balls with the hand ; this symptom is accompanied by

pressive pain in the eye-balls. Sense as of a gauze being

before the eyes, early in the morning and after dinner.

Frequent obscuration of the eyes. * Black spots before

the eyes, (a. 24 h.) The light of the candles has a halo with

the colours of the rainbow. Sparks before the eyes in the

dark. Fiery sparks before the eyes, and tearing in the eyes.

Ears.—Drawing pain in the ears. Tearing coming out

at the left ear. Tearing with boring and drawing in the bone

before the right ear. Tearing behind the right ear.

Stitches deep in the left ear. Violent stitches in the

ear, lasting continually for two days, (a. 28 d.)—Vio-

lent stitch which obliges her to scream,^ several times,

during the day, under the right ear, near the ramus
of the lower jaw, (a. 24 h.) Such violent boring in

the right ear, that she would like to scream. * Pulsa-

live throbbing in the left ear, upon which he ' had been
lying during the night. * Throbbing and hard pres-

sure deep in the right ear, upon which he was lying, and
when turning to the left side, in the left ear ; after mid-
night. Throbbing before the left ear, when lying upon it.

Itching in the ears. Considerable itching in the left ear.

Tingling and twitching in the left ear. Tinghng pain in

the bone in front of the right ear. * Eruption on the ears.

The right parotid is swollen and is painful to the touch.
Cracking in the ear, when walking fast, swallowing,
sneezing, etc. Slight cracking in one ear, when swallow-
ing, as if the ear were being broken. Slight cracking in
both ears when swallowing. V^hen lying upon the left

ear, then a guggling sound was heard in it which passed
into the right ear

; this prevented him from sleeping, (a.

11 d.) Explosions in the ears^, at night. Stunning noise
in the ears, (a. 2 d.) " Tingling in the ears. Consider-
able, long tingling in the ears.

,
Roaring and buzzing

m the ears, (a. 28 d.) Noise in the ears, in the
evennig, like ringing of bells and strong wind. Echo in
the ears from violent blowing of the nose. Sounding in
the ears even when breathing, as from a sounding-board,
(a. 2 d.) Hard hearing. Hard hearings (the first days.)
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Nose.—Her nose feels as if it were swollen and closed

with glue. Crawling on both sides. Burning at a small

place of the back of the nose, as from a drop of hot

grease. Bleeding at the nose several times during the

day, (a. 24 h.) Frequent bleeding at the nose. Fre-

quent and profuse bleeding at the nose, (a. 24 h.) Bleed-

ing at the nose, early when in bed, the blood being bright-

red. On blowing the nose, blood comes out with the

mucus. The nose bleeds easily when blowing or cleans-

ing i-t. Extremely sensitive smell.

Face.—Sharp stitches in the face—Painful stitches in

the face. Sliglit twitches in the left side of the face.

Tingling in the left cheek, (1. d.) Sense of tightness

in the skin of the face. Tension in the face which draws

down his eye-lids, with inclination to throw up sputa.

—

Sense of tension in the whole face, with loathing and

diarrhoea, (a. 1 hour and a half)—Sensation as if the

whole skin of the face were covered with cobweb.—Very
disagreeable feeling over the whole skin of the face,

the hairy sca]p, especially the temples, as if something

were tightly drawn over the parts with a sense of cold-

ness in the face, (very shortly.) * Feeling of swelling in

the face.—Sensation, as if the whole face were highly

swollen; the swelling, however, was insignificant, although

the otherwise deep furrows of the face had almost enlirely

disappeared, and the face appeared smoothed for some

hours (a. half an h.) * Swelling of the left cheek and

the region behind the ear, with pain in the temple,

(a. 30 d ) Sense of heat in the face, without redness

of the same. Redness of the face, in the evening,

(second day.) Considerable redness of the face, with

purple lips and considerable orgasm of the blood, (imme-

diately.) Rough, dry place on the 'right cheek. Small

pimples in the face,—like furunculs, but without sen-

sation.

Jaws and Teeth.—The lips are dry, early after rising.

Sense of dryness of the lips, and the gums
;
drinking

does not relieve it. Burnmg at a small spot in the vermi-

lion border of the lower lip, (17. d.) Sense of swelling

of the upper lip. Sensation in the upper lip, as if it

would swell ; on the internal surface and in the palate, sen-
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sation as if the parts were burnt or distended with pores.

SwelHng of the upper hp, with a burning pain. Chapped
lower hp. Sense of excoriation of the lower lip. A
cluster of small itching pimples with a red base under
the left corner of the mouth. Blister on the lower lip.

Large elevated induration on the upper lip, behind the

skin, very painful to the touch. Pustule in the right cor-

ner of the mouth, painful to the touch. Pressure under
the chin, increased by touching or moving the lower
jaw. He cannot close the lower jaw, without experiencing
great pain in the articulation. 1 earing in the right lower
j^w. A stitch in the middle of the lower jaw. Pain-
ful gnawing, in the left lower jaw. The glands of the
lower jaw are painful. Swelling of the glands of the
lower jaw, (a. 39 d.) Tooth-ache, in the evening, when
in bed, not by day, (a. 8 d.) Tensive pain and painful
stitches in the whole of the right row. of teeih. Grum-
bling pain in a molar tooth. Tearing in the molar teeth.
Painful gnawing in the roots and the gums of the molar
teeth. Boring in the teeth, as if they were dashed asun-
der, as soon as he introduces cold or warm substances in
his mouth. * Drawing, jerking, .throbbing tooth-ache, as
if something were lodged under the teeth, the drawing
extending as far as the ear and the right temple. Throb-
bing pain, with .great sensitiveness in one of tl\e lower
molar teeth, early after rising. Burning pain, sometimes
in one of the upper, sometimes the lower teeth of
the left side, with conflux of a quantity of saliva in the
mouth; he cannot rest upon this side, because, if he does,
the side of the head feels as if it were clawed, and there
IS throbbing in the left ear. Tingling burning in the left
lower row of teeth, (a. 36 d.) Intensely painful tinglingm the pomts of the crowns of the teeth, in the evening,

,
-^^'"^"^ toothache, with soreness

; she dared not
touch the tooth. A sound tooth becomes loose and is
pamful dunng eating, and even for some time after, (a tooth
becomes speedily hollow.) Frequent and considerable
bleeding of the teeth. The ^ums bleed and seem to re-
cede from the teeth. Swelling and painfulness of the

f
^^^^^ °^ "PP^^ '

* ^^^V ^^^^ red-
dish, and, at the top of the tooth they are bordered with a
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dark-red narrow border ; when drinking cold, the tooth

and its neighbours are very painful.

Mouth.—The buccal cavity feels numb, (three and

four days.) The whole mouth is filled with inflamed

vesicles, especially the palate and the inside of the clieeks.

Roughness upon the tongue, early on waking up ;
if the

tongue touch against the palate, it feels like a grating-iron,

(31. d.) Hardness of a place on the middle of the tongue,

with burning, when touched, for several days, (a. 18 d.)

Burning sense of excoriation at the tip of the tongue, (4.

d.) A crack on the left border of the tongue ; it feels sore

and excoriated. Pain on the side of the tongue, as from

blisters. Pointed vesicles on the middle of the tongue.

—

Burning blisters at the tip of the tongue, of long duration,

(a. 6 d.) Vesicle under the tongue. Considerably coated

tongue. * Dryness of the -tongue, early in the morning,

with a sense of internal swelling of the throat. Prickings

in the throat as from pins, (9. d.) * Dryness in the mouth,

early, after rismg. Viscidity in the mouth. Much phlegm

in the mouth. ^Constant spitting of saliva for 8 days, (a.

38 d.) Constant spitting of saliva, without nausea. The

mouth is constantly full of water, gulped up from the

stomach, (a. 14 d.)

Throat.—Rawness and roughness in the throat, worse

after swallowing, (2. d.) Roughness and sense of exco-

riation in the throat, preceded by night-sweat; worse

during empty deglutition, than during deglutition of soft

food, (a. 48 h.) Sore throat with a sense of excoriation,

when swallowing, but mostly during an empty deglutition
;

at the same time the neck is externally painful on both

sides, when touched.' Stinging sore throat, when swal-

lowing sahva and during an empty deglutition. Stingmg

in the throat, (a. 14 d.) Stinging in the throat, worse when

swallowing, with dryness, in the evenmg, (6. d.) Dry-

ness and painful, severe stinging and pressing, as from a

swelling, back in the left side of the neck, only when swal-

lowing. Choking, or contraction in the throat, with arrest

(interception) of breath, which obliges him to unbutton

his clothes, during dinner, (26. d.) Attacks of choking in

the throat, after dinner, when sitting or writmg, with a sen-

sation as if the thyroid body were pressed in, and as it
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breathing were impeded by it, (a. 28 d.) Contraction in

the throat, with a sensation, during deghatition, as if a pkig
were lodged in the region of the head of the larynx, worse
in the afternoon. Sense, in the pharynx, as of a fine leaflet

lying before the posterior nares, early after waking up, (2.

d.) When sneezing, sensation in the throat as if a piece

of flesh had become detached in the top of the throat, with
burning of the place, (4. d.) Sensation as of a quantity

of phiegm being in the throat, and therefore much desire

for drinking in order to become freed from the sensation.

Sensation in the oesophagus, after previous rawness (the

Germ, is scraping) as if a plug were lodged in it, or as if

a piece had remained sticking in it. Sensation of internal

swelling of the neck, early in the morning, during deglu-
tition, with dryness of the tongue. Swelling of tjie left

tonsil. ChiUiness, heat and contusion of all the limbs,
succeeded by * inflammation of the throat with considera-
ble swelling of the palate and the tonsils, which pass into
suppuration and prevent him from opening the jaws, or
speaking and swallowing, with dark brown urine and sleep-
lessness, (a. 18 d.)

Taste and Appetite.—Loss of taste for several days.
Spoiled taste in the mouth, every morning, with tongue
very much coated. Spoiled, bitter taste and smell in the
mouth. Bitter and slimy in the mouth, with coated tongue,
(6. d.) Very bitter taste in the mouth, the food tasting
naturally. Sour taste in the mouth, in the evening. Sour
taste in the mouth, before, not after eating. Sour taste in
the mouth, early after rising, (48. d.) Sweet taste, at the
root of the tongue, (a. 19 d.) Saltish taste in the mouth
and throat, in the afternoon. Scraping taste in the throat,
when smoking tobacco as usually, (a. three quarters of
an h.) Intolerable fetor from the mouth, which he himself
was unconscious of, (5. d.) * Thirst, with dryness in the
mouth. VVant of appetite. Little appetite, for several
days. Absence of appetite, for 3 weeks, (a. 26 d.) Lit-

t^f^j^^^^'
^^^^ tasting well

;
no hunger. Satiety the

whole day; she eats, whatever she" does eat, without any
hunger. Slight appetite if he eats something, it will not
go down

;
the food tastes naturally, but it is repugnant to

him, and eating makes him feel uneasy. Indifference to
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sweet things. Repugnance to fruit, especially to plums.

Repugnance to food, and nevertheless a feeling of hunger.

Feeling of hunger in the stonnach, but no appetite, (a. 10

d.) Hunger, already early on rising, (2. d.) Insatiability.

(Desire to nii3ble.) Good" deal of appetite, every day
;
he

is soon hungry again, after having satiated himself mode-

rately only ; but if he eats a quantity, he experiences great

uneasiness and indolence afterwards. Several symptoms

seem to abate during dinner. He is attacked with heat

when eating or drinking. After dinner he feels worn out,

fainti-sh, uneasy with constant tenesmus and feeling of anx-

iety in the lumbar region ; he had these same symptoms

when at rest. After dinner he feels very warm and uneasy,

and he feels a kind of pressure in the right side over the

stomach. Great laziness and dread of labor after dinner.

After dinner he feels as" if he had gauze before his eyes.

After dinner, tenesmus of the bladder. After dinner, sup-

pressed eructations, with subsequent spasmodic contrac-

tive pain at the stomach, (7. d.) Eructations of air, with

a sense in the region of the stomach, as of the air forcing

its way painfully through it; this causes a feeling of

soreness in those parts, which is afterwards succeeded by

tasteless eructations. Frequent eructations. Incessant

eructations. Eructations from the afternoon until late at

night, so that he was prevented from falling asleep, (a. 40

d ) Empty eructations wake him from his sleep early in

the morning, (a. 42 d.) Quantity of empty eructations, in

the afternoon, (a. 25 d.) Empty, tasteless eructations, (a.

a quarter of an h.) Empty eructations with insipid taste

and collection of water in the mouth, without nausea. Vio-

lent eructations; with pressure at the stomach, as if a stone

were rising and then falling down again. Frequent ris-

iiws of air, with a sensation as if they carried up with them

a tubercle of the size of a hazel-nut, early in the mormng,

ho d ) Bitter eructations, frequently. * Sourish eruc-

tat'ions, daily, a few hours after dinner. Rancid eructa-

tions Heart-burn, after a few eructations. Gulping up

of sweetish or bitter water after dinner. Violent hiccough

in the forenoon and after dinner. Hiccough. JNausea,

early in the morning when fasting, with palpitation ot the

heart and anxiety. * Nausea, as from a spoiled stomach,

early in the morning.
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Stomach.—* Sensation of nausea about the stomach,
quahnishness. * Inclination to vomit, a kind of uneasiness
with a certain qualmishness. Inclination to vomit, at the
stomach, when walking, increased by frequently touching
the region of the stomach, without any undue secretion of
saliva. Frequent vomiting of slime. * Pain at the sto-

mach. Sensitiveness in the pra^cordial region
;

every
time she sets her foot hard upon the ground, she feels a
pain there. Fullness of the stomach, after dinner, as if he
had eaten too much. Feeling of repletion in the sto-

mach. * Heaviness at the stomach, with nausea, early
when fasting; going off after breakfast, (a. several d.)

Heaviness at the praecordial region, as from a load, aggra-
vating the breathing, relieved by deep inspirations, made
worse by carrying a little weight. If she takes ever so lit-

tle food, she is nevertheless immediately satisfied, and
* feels a painful heaviness at the stomach, as from a stone,
with intensely painful gnawing ; the pain is relieved for a
short time only by extending the body or bending it back-
wards, made worse by sitting crooke'd. * Pressure at tlie

stomach, as from a stone, relieved by dructalions. Ex-
cessive pressure at the stomach, with nausea, consequent
upon eating bread, not boiled food, even when she eats
moderately, with accumulation of saliva in the mouth.
Pressure and choking on the right side of the stomach, as
high up as the chest, as if a hard body were strugglino- up-
wards, from morning till afternoon. "Pressure at Uie ^raj-
cordial region, with dyspnoea and a sensation as if the"
breath were arrested there in a deep inspiration

; at the
same time roughness of voice, which can be cleared only
lor a short time by clearin.R- the throat; the pressive pain
mcreases by tasting a little food. Contractive pain at the
stomach, m the afternoon. Pain at the stomach as from
ulceration, on external pressure. Soreness at the pit of
the stomach when pressing upon it, externally, and when
breathing, (1. d.) Painful, lorithing sensation at the sto-
mach, lo nle eating, when the food descends into it, as if
the food had toforce its way through and hurt sore places.
*£ven fastmg she feels soreness at the stomach, for seve-
ral clays. 1 he sense of pressive soreness and gnawino- at
the stomach js most violent when walking or standmo-, dso
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when sitting crooked ; when lyin'g upon her back, when

stooping * or pressing upon the stomach with her hands,

she only feels a painful pressure,-not the gnawing.. Fme

stitches through the stomach, extending as far as the spmal

marrow. Intensely painful, dull stitches, close below

the pit of the stomach, near the xiphoid cartilage
;
the

stitches continue in the shape of a simple pain. Sudden

drawing pain at the pit of the stomach, from time to time.

Drawing tearing at the pit of the stomach, accompanied

% the sense as of a heavy body being lodged there, when

raising the head after stooping, (a. 17 d.) Sense of weak-

ness at the stomach, which passes off after eatmg. Burn-

ing in the region of the stomach, in the afternoon. Sense

of coldness and emptiness in the stomach.

Abdomen.—Violent, dull stitches in the hypochondrium

of the left side. Pain under the right ribs, the hands and

feet being cold, and the cheeks hot and red, (a. 2 d.) Pres-

sivepainin the region of the. stomach, increasmg during

motion, still worse when touched. Pressive pain at a

small spot in the right hypochondrium, only when inspiring,

especially when .the inspirations are deep. Also when

pressed upon, the spot feels painful, (2. d.) Tensive pam

coming from the back and passing forward under the

liffht rib, when rising from a seat, or when stooping deep,

for the purpose of picking up something. Short stitches

below the right hypochondrium, uninfluenced by breathing,

(a half an h.) Bellyache, so violent that his navel was

drawn in, and he had to curb himself, in the evemngs. He

was unable to sleep on account of bellyache ;
the pain re-

turned on the slightest hiolion, (a. 27 d.) The bellyache

is relieved partly by eructations, partly by warm poultices.

Disagreeable feeling in the epigastrium, such as precedes

vomitino-. Fulness of the abdomen. Distention ot the

abdomen. Painful distention of the abdomen.
_

Feeling

in the abdomen as if something were swollen in it. Tense,

distended abdomen. Tenseness of the abdomen, with

sensitiveness of the abdominal integuments to the touch.

Pressure in the abdomen, over the ossa pubis, early, when

in bed, lying upon the back.. Pressure in the right side of

the abdomen, early, iifter Waking up, when m bed
;
the

pressure went off after risipg. Sense of contraction at a
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place of a hand's breadth in the left side of the epigastri-

um, (2. d.) Suddenly contractive pain in the hypogas-
trium, over the genital organs, growing worse and disap-

pearing again at intervals, (a. 5 m.) Sudden and violently

squeezing pain in the region of the transverse colon, as if

flatulence, were forcibly pressing through there. Pinching
in the abdomen, with nausea. Pinching around the navel,

on the least motion, which is felt either at night when ly-

ing down, or by day, when sitting
; emission of flatulence

relieves the pain, which ceases entirely when walking, (a.

27 d.) Pinching around the navel, more when silting than
during motion. Pinching bellyache, extending from the
top to the bottom of the abdomen. Pinching in the left

kimbar region, at a small place close below the left hypo-
chondrium, increased by pressing upon it with the finger,

(a. a quarter of an h.) Cutting colic, at night. Painful
cytting in the abdomen, especially around the navel, in the
evening, (15. d.) Cutting in the hypogastrium, at night;
with tenesmus, pain as from distension in the intestines
and fulness over the ossa pubis, as if everything were ob-
structed, and the abdomen would burst v/hen lying straight,
th is was followed by stool in the shape of hard balls, then
liquid with much tenesmus

; the colic abating with sub-
sequent burning in the rectum, (2. d.) Violent colic as if

diarrhoea-would take place, moving to and fro in the whole
abdomen, and relieved only for a short time by loud rum-
bling in the belly. Sense in the abdomen, as if she were
to be attacked with diarrhoea, accompanied by chills. Se?!-.
sation ofanguish with uneasiness and sickfeeling in the
lumbar region, like tenesmus, removed only for a short
tune by emission of flatulence or rising of air; at last
loose stool at short intervals. Several drawing stitches up-
vvards m the left side of the epigastrium. Drawing pain,
deep m the epigastrium,, descending along the right ^roin,
as by a string, (2. d.) A stitch in the right side of the
abdomen, and at the' same time in the small of the back,

• V .
stitches under the navel, (4. d.) Stitches

in the right side of the abdomen, during hiccough, when
turning the body, when yawning or breathing deeply

; not
when walking. Suddenly a few sharp stitches in the
right side of the abdomen ; she would like to scream.
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Suddenly a violent stilch from llie right groin into the ab-

domen which causes her to start. Feeling of ^o^ness ex-

ternally around the belly, whiclr extends from the small

of the back. Pressive pai.i at the anterior part of the abdo-

men, as it were, outs.de of the uUestines, in the muscles

Tpecally in the evening ;
increasing to an insupportable

demec vvhen walkmg or takmg otherwise exercise .
de-

creasing immediately when sitting or lymg down, bu re-

U.rning°instantly on' walking, (a. 24 h^ ™'

the abdominal ring, during exercise and stool. T'";?'^^^

where hernia protrudes, itches. (In^^^^f'"" °'

place v^here hernia protrudes, a. 3 d) A quantity of

oublesome flatulence in the abdomen ;
'h.s causes the

varices to protrude
;
they are painfa when sitting Rum

blino- in the abdomen. Considerable grunting a d slight

rumbling m the abdomen. Slight rumbling in the abdo-

men when moving it, as if it contained much liquid, al-

though she has nSt taken any drink, m the afternoon.

STOOL.-Emission of fetid flatulence. Frequent te-

nesmus. She cannot hold th^ -<'°'>^'<

'^^^yjlZ^oZ
lanidlv. Frequent tenesmus, however, she does not go to

sto^ roftener ?han usually, and then the stook -rural

Freguent tenesmus, with pawful soreness »
/

reJon and shiverin!; chills over the head and tlie egs, as

inZlm then hose stool, at shorty inlermls, the vain

I i::inJeon^'^g n^itk r-^e^^ten^rna.J^
mus with violent pain m the belly, as it the intestines were

the^; loose stool, with subseqnently r^^

tifr 'h rr::n^'.ivin ;LeYerwlth snbseluent

burni S and sense of distension in the rectum. (1. and 2

d Soft grannlary stool without any pain Soft s oo

terminalin^in diarrhoea. Diarrhcea (1. and 30 d.) Uiar-

mixld with blood, in a child. Light colored stool.

Fi™'s"ool Hard stool, with burning in the rectum. Very

V, T.inn comin"- out with difficulty, with pain at the
hard sto"

;
<=°"''V

3,i,„e. The stool sometimes sets out

for a dav Zullon of ascarides. Expulsion of an as-

t-Ih the ^ools. Bi^.ng
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Sion:

^Sod^i: (rtelr^Sld vanc^es after stool.
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Varices of the rectum of the size of a hazelnut, with stinsr-

ing pains and as from excoriation. Frequent expulsion
of blood from the rectum, with distension of the abdomen.
Crawling in the rectum. Biting in the rectum. Burning
in the rectum. Soreness and burning around the anus,
towards evening. Painful soreness around the anus, as if

there were excoriation of the parts, (a. 5 d.) Stitches ia
the rectum the whole day, and hard stool.

Urinary Organs.—* Great desire for micturition; she
cannot retain the urine. * Frequent emission of urine
every other day, (a. 29 h.) Increased discharge of urine

;

she has to rise twice every night for the purpose of urinat-
ing ; she emits a large quantity every time, (a. 19 d.) In-
creased secretion of urine. Frequent and abundant dis-
charge of urine, without her having drunk anything, before
breakfast. He is obliged frequently to emit urine which
is as clear as water ;,the quantity everytime is small. Rare
and scanty emission of urine, with burning in the urethra,
(8. and W. d.) Urine with yellow sediment. Burning in
the urethra during micturition, (15. d.) Pinching in°the
abdomen during micturition. After micturition she desires
again to urinate, and emits a few drops every lime

; the
symptom goes off when sitting.

Generative Functions.—Burning in the left testicle,
(a. 13 d.) Violent itching of the ribs of the scrotum, so
that he cannot scratch enough. Considerable sweat of the
scrotum. Red, excoriated, moist, burning place between
the scrotum and the thigh. A testicular excrescence
which had been swollen before, swells anew with violence.

i^x^"^*"pf^
^^^"^^ organs, for some minutes, (a. 28

.
^/\^ ^^^"^1 desire is suppressed, ,(ihe first days.)

Diminishes sexual desire. Great increase of the sexual
desire, (reaction.) He falls asleep during the embrace,
without any effusion of semen, (a. 21 d.)

^

Slow erection,
(a. 9, 14 d.) Erection, early in the morning, before ris-
ing

;
this, generally, happened very seldom, (a. 17 d.)

Erection every night, (a. 30 d.) (reaction.) Suddenly, in
the evening, an erection, such as he had not had for a year,
with shuddering; the erection was so violent that coition
became necessary, (a. 10 h.) Pollution in a man ad-
vanced m years

; this was followed by dryness over
10
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the whole body; (after ten days.) Sonne pollutions

lake place in quick succession in a married man, vviih

subsequent exhaustion, (a. 35 d.) Considerable poUution

at niuhi, after coition had taken place shortly before, (a.

4d.)
'''

Continual increase of the sexual desire in woman,

(reaction ) Greater inclination for an embrace in woman ;

the desire is much more lasting, (reaction.) *The menses

are extremely scanty. .* Tire menses are very scanty

and last only for one day, whereas, generally, they last

two or three days. The menses are a little n.ore consid-

erable and last a little longer than usually ;
and, this tinne,

they are not accompanied by any pam, (reaction i lie

manses appear two days loo- soon. The menses appear

too soon, and are too abundant. During l.he menses,

she experiences a kind of weight over the ossa pubis,

in any position. Cutting and pinching in the abdomen

during the menses. Pain, as from bruises, in the small

of the back, during the menses. Discharge of a 1
tile

sanguinolent mucus from the vagina, wil_h anxious beating

of ihe heart, uneasiness in the body, pam in the back and

.weakness even unto fainting. Painful tearing, .n the form

of jerks, in the pudendum, so that she would like to scream,

in the evenina;, (4 d.)
.i . „u„i,oc

Cold, CATAiiRH—Sneezing so violent that it shakes

the brain and leaves a feeling of vertigo behind, (1. d^

Frequent sneezings, in quick succession, in t^"; ^^"'"g-

Obstructed nose. Troublesome dryness of He no .

Constant corvza, with sense of obs.ruciion
f ^^^^ f"

U 15 d ) Frequent, but short coryza, often lasting only

for an hour. Fluent coryza, appearing shortly, and dis-

appearing as soon. Fluent corvza, with hollow, deep lone

of voice, and dry cough, early in the morning and by day,

b rt not at night." Frequent discharge of phlegm from the

^ose Frequent desire to blow the nose. wi,h discharge

of phlegm from the nose; this is alvvays flowed by a

feelincr of dryness in the nose, (a. 8 d.) Discharge of a

thickrvellow mucus from the nose.
Prp..nre

Throat.—Stitches in the larynx, (2. d.) Pressure

close below the larynx, uninfluenced by ^^^'^M^^^

],) In the throat, sense as if he ^--P^^:'^^'^'^^^^^^

smoke fa27d) * Hoarseness for a fortmght. Hoarse

nest or rather aphony for some weeks. * Impure voice,
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on account of phlegm which is constantly lodged in the
fauces and the larynx, for many days ; he can only hawk
up a little of it, which clears the voice some for a short
time. Roughness of the throat, occasioning a few short
attacks of cough, (a, 1 h.) Tickling in the throat, occa-
sioning a continual short hacking cough. Cough excited
by continual speaking, (a. 35 d.) * Cough, after midnight.
Dry cough, early after rising, with a sensation afterwards,
as if a hard body were falling into the chest, (a. 20 d.)
Dry cough, for three days, caused by a tickling in
the larynx and in the prascordial region, which abaies only
at night, and also a little after dinner. Dry, short cough
in the evening. Violent, dry cough, in the evening, with
subsequent weakness in the head. Suffocating cough
Cough with discharge of phlegm. Cough consequent
upon incessant irritation to cough, with discharoe of
phlegm. A loose cough, with a saltish, starch-like dis-
charge, having lasted already four weeks, went off ^re-
actiori.) ' ^

^

Chest.—Feeling of soreness in the chest when couch-
ing. Arrest (interception) of breath, when coughing or
not, (9. d.) Fulness in the chest, with short breath, espe-
cially when ascending a height, and with stitches in the
chest, when inspiring. Fulness in the chest, and pain as
irom bruises, in the left side. Pain in the chest The
pain m the chest is relieved partly by eructations,
partly by dry warm poultices. * Pressure on the
chest, and tickling, with dry cough, going off, (reac-
tion.) Pressive heaviness across the chest, mcreased by
inspiration, and then causing painful stitches under theupper extremity of the sternum, (a. half an hour.) Stitches
in the left mamma, (a. 4 h.) Small stiches in the left side

h h.' tir"'-A' Tu 19 d.) Violent stilchm the left side of the chest, on raising a heavy load withbo h hands, (a 20 d.) Sudden stitches and burning, deepin the left side of the chest
; she got frightened at" hern^m the evening, (4. d.) Shootings in Uie right mam-nia which cause her to scream in the evening^Ta

2 d
) Shootings in the right mamma, between th^*sixth and seventh rib. Dull stitches bihind The siermim, deep m the chest, with a subsequent pain as TfUie part were bruised, (I. d.) Stitches' fromZ ches
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and coming out at the shoulders. So|-™^^'j"
f.f^;-

and externally. Shorlburnmg >n the
If'f,*''^,^,"/,

Throbbing wflh painful stitches in the If ^
J«

"J ^^^^^^^l

'

ascending and commencing at the pi o t
l
e stomac .

Sometimes violent beatings of ihe heart, (m the hrs ort

niZ Sensalion, in front in the chest, of a violent beat

0 t l e heart. Pa pitatiou of the heart, when ly|ng "P^Ji

the eft fde. Palpitation of the heart renewed by thmk-

in. 0 t she ihei? feels anguish ;
mostly at noon Tear-

S and slilclies, externally m the mamma!, (a. 19 d.)

BSrmng exter'Taliy at the wirole chest, with redness of the

clrin ItrhinfT of~"lhe chest.
i \ tt •

^Bvci -Pain in the small of the back, a. 12 d. Heavi-

ness h> he small of the back and the loins, as from cold.

"
Pai fu traction in the small of the back as if a h<.avy

body tre downwards, (6. d.) * Te„a^nJn
L Inall of the back, wors. in the -en,,^ -^^aU. ca.

^tll hL" iftrsm^irof^r bat worse when sitting

™ aii^i^^^-j^":i^g^
MP of the back! when lying down. Weakness and

:^:t:^fmiS.v^e,^t'ir:;it^
^oalc n<5 t it would rail in. rain, cl^ nwin

It leels as ii u vvuu
in Pa n, as from dislo-

tween
f 'q„tlly pas;ing, cramp-like

Sn at'^he e'f? cap! (a. half an lU Oull sutches

&gVtheleftsc£ulac^^^^^^^^

'''T^rihiir Cn n-' t h^t tile external border of the

nn), r" d f Bnrnirig in the upper part of the

right scapula,
,\,^ \dm^ which traverses the

l'^ ' ""^u nin. at a' LTl spot on the left side of the

body. Jiurnmg ai a r ^ ^^^^^^

'r^:ia sctulklr whersi: from a seat relieved

of the ^.<=''P"^
J „i„ht, so that he can lie only on one

,vhen walking also
^',^^=^4. •

, uke a strong

;t^^os.iy ihen^.^^^^^^^^^^

Smest tlft^sKLrsometimes'^ th.
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scapulae ; also at night, (a. 19 d.) Violent itching on the

back, day and night. Much itching, witli eruption, upon
the back. Itching of the left scapula, with small pimples

after scratching. * Stiffness in tl>e nape of the neck,

when waking up from the siesta, (a. 24 h.) Boring pain

in the bones, in the nape of the neck, uninfluenced either

by touclvor'raotion;,(a. 3 d.) Pressure and tensive pain
on the left side of the nape of ihe neck, when at rest and
in motion. Swelling on the nape of the neck, which,
little by little, spreads over the whole head, w-ith redness
of the skin, and pain thereof, as from ulceration, * accom-
panied by considerable swelling of ike glands in this re-

gion, for several days, (a. 7 d.) * Sevetal glandular swell-
ings on the nape of the neck and occiput. Itching
pimples on the nape of the neck, close to the ha:ir, (a. 3 d.)

Frequent pain of the axillary glands. Audible cracking in

the shoulder-joint, on every motion ofthe left arm, (a. ]8d.)
Superior Extremities.—Grinding pain in the left

shoulder-joint, The arms are heavy and tremulous.
When laying the arm upon the table, it goes to sleep.
* The left arm has gone to sleep; only by considerable
friction she succeeded in reviving it. Intensely painful
traction in all the hollow bones of the right arm. Ten-
sion of the arms, here and there, always only at a small
spot, (2. d.) Swelling of the right arm, the axillary
glands being painful. Intense pain^it a small spot of the
humerus. Pain at the humerus, as if an ulcer would form
there. The left humerus feels as if it were knocked
through in the middle. Pain above the left elbow, as
from a contusion. Pain of the elbow as from a contusion.
Tearing twitches in the bend of the right elbow. Slight
twuching, almost resembling shakincr, in the bend of the
left elbow, reaching the middle of both upper and lower
arm. Pamful tearing in the forearm of the left side, from
the middle to the wrist. Short, painful traction in the left
lower arm, apparently in the bone, both when at rest andm motion, (a. 1 hour and a half.) Pain, as if from
bruises, on the back of the lower arm, apparently in the
radius, getting worse increasingly, at intervals, (a. many
days.) Paralytic pain in the forearm and hand, goino- off
by motion, returning when at rest. Tension or traction
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in the wrist-joint, and in other parts of the right arm.

Traction in the left wrist-joint, reaching as high as the

middle of the upper arm. Shootings in the coronoid pro-

cess of the idna, the attacks being slow and increasing and

decreasing hke waves
;
early in the morning, when lying

in bed. JShooting pain, occurring with the regularity of

musical beats, in the styloid ])rocess of the radius. Squeez-

ing pain in the hand. Pressive pain in the right wrist-joint,

hke a cramp, from within outwards, fa. 3 h. and a half.)

Tearing, sudden pain in the wrist-joint. Tearing in the

wrist-joint, reaching as far as the tips of the fingers. Dull

stitches in the left wrist joint, relieved by motion. Pain

on the back of the hand, as from a sprain. The hands

tremble when writing. Dryness of the skin of the hands

like parchment, (a, 5. d.) Rough, dry skin on the back

of both hands. The skin peels off on the back of both

hands, (a. 20 d.) Distended veins of the hands, and red-

ness of ihese parts, (12- d.) Sweat of the palm of the

hand and corresponding side of the fingers, in the after-

noon, (a. 18 d.) First, titillation in the hands, * then they

go to sleep. Intolerable titillation and gnawing in the

hollow of the hand, so that she is continually obliged to

rub it. Burning titillation of the back of the hand and

fingers, by day
;
scratching suppresses it only for a short

lime. Itching pimples on the wrist-joint. Drawing in the

index-finger, as if it were paralysed ;
on bending or touch-

ing it, it feels pithy, especially in the tip. Drawing pain

in the posterior joint of the thumb. Tearing in the pos-

terior joint of the thumb and also in the fourth finger, so

violent, as if the finger were torn out. Tearing under

the nail of the thumb. Stitches in the posterior joml of

the thumb, also suddenly in the tip of the thumb, so vio-

lent, that it frightened him. Violent little stitches in the

posterior joint of the index-finger, of the left hand, both

when at rest and in motion, (a. 9 h. and a half.) Beating

in the middle joint of the middle finger, as with a ham-

mer. Crackini? in the joints of the thumb and little finger,

when moving them. Panaris of the fourth finger of the

left hand, (a. 2 d.) The skin of the tips of the fingers

becomes chapped and peels off. Pustules on the middle-

finger of the left hand, with soreness when touched.
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Inferior Extremities.—Pain in the right hip-joint,

"when walking in the open air. Crainp-like pain in the

right hip-joint, as if it were stifT or compressed wiih a

screw ; the pain descends along the anterior surface of

the thigh. Sudden stilches in tlie hip-joint, as if it were
Kixated, with pain when walkms; as if it would break

down. Burning at the nates. Drawing pain in tlie right

half of the riales, as if the flesh were being pulled otf.

Violent stitches in the nates. Stinging itching in the

nates. Small furunculi on the nates. * Tearing down-
wards in the right half of the nates, periodically increas-

ing and decreasing. A good deal of cramp in the legs.

Tension in the lower extremities, as high up as the hip. as
if all the tendons were too short, worst when standing,

abating when lying down, (37. d.) Tension and * tearifig

in the legs, relieved by walking, (a. IH d.) * Tearing and
tension in the bones of the lower extreiriilies, down to the
heel ; relieved a little by walkin??, (a. 15 d.) Tearing in

the legs downwards, which lasts longest and is most pain-
ful in the knees, then also in the other joints, the nates, the
hips, and the malleoli. Drawing pain, dow7iu:ards, along
the whole of the left leg. Fainlishness in the legs e^rly
in the morning, so that he would like to let himself fall,

(10. d.) Wearmess in the leg and jerks in the fool, when
sitting, with painful soreness of the posterior surface of the
thigh, getting worse on setting down the foot, and shoot-
ing, downwards, as far as the foot. Sense of pressure,
from without inwards, in the right j)opliteal region. Burn-
ing in the popliteal region, apparently in the bone, when
sitting. Drawing, downwards, along the anterior surface
of the thigh, apparently in the bone, relieved by walking,
(27. (!.) Tearing in the right thigh, early after'rising, re-
heved by the warmth of the bed, (19. d.)

"

Tearing, down-
wards, at the exterior and anterior side of the thigh, nnder
the skin, as far as the knee, when walking, (a. 7 li.) Vio-
lent lancinations in the right thigh, so that' he could scarcly
walk, (a. 4 d.) Sudden dull stilches on the internal sur-
face of ihe thioh, so that he got frightened by them, (a. 4 d.)
A blow in the thigh over the right, knee, when standing, so
that she imagined to be obliged to fall over. Violent pain,
as from contusion, in the middle of the right thigh, spread-
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ing litlle by little in the whole leg, and lasting from the

afiernoon till midnight Slight twilchiiigs in the ihigh,

over the right knee. Vwle72t itching of the thighs, even

at niglit, (a. I 1 d.) In ilie righi knee, someliriies a rapid,

momentary pain, as if ihe parts were beuig ripped wiih a

knife ; this makes tiie leg feel paralysed. Painful sore-

ness of the inside of the left knee, on lifting up the leg

and bringing it forwards while walking, (a. several hours.)

Pressive pain in the left knee, more towards the mner

side, when silting
;
by extending ihe fool, the pain passes

into a sensation of dull pressure. Tearing, at the inner

side of the knee, down to the niiddle of the tibia^;jt goes

off when walking, it returns when silling. Tearing,

downwards, beginning at the knee, under the skin, wiien

walking, (a. 7 h.) Painful stitches in the knee-joints.

Sharp stitches at the internal side of the lelt knee, so sud-

den thai they cause her to start. When ascending the

stairs, violent stitches shoot through the left knee, and

leave behind them a painful sensation in the knee as of

beincT paralysed. Cutting burning in the right patella.

Pain^in the leg, especially the righi tibia, as if the parts

were paralysed ; the pain is relieved by resting the leg on

an elevated plane. Tension in the tibias, on descending

a hill (a. 16 d.) Tension in the tendons of the ca ves,

as if they were too short, (15. d.) Cramp in the calves,

•when extending the leg. Drawing pain in the legs, ap-

parently in the bones ; in the evening, when sitting down
;

he has to rise and to walk about. Intensely painful trac-

tion at a small place of the left tibia, (a. three quarters of

an hour.) Slight twitchings in the right calf. 1 itiUation

in the right cklf, as when the parts have gone to sleep

-when sitting. Sensation as if cold air came to the tibi^,

down to ihe malleoli. Uneasiness in the feet. Uneasmess

in the feet when sitting ; he has to move his leg constantly,

in order to relieve the tension in the ihigh and the burning

close over the private parts. Tremor of the feet, when

standing, so that he had to hold himself, in order not to

fall (10. d.) Pain, as from a sprain in the joint ot he

tarsus Pain, as from a sprain in the tarsus-joint and on

the back of the foot, even when at rest, with severe stitches

during motion. Cramp-like pain in the soles of the leet.
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Drawing pain in the foot/only when walking. Drawing
pain m the sole of the lefi foot. Tearing in the feel, as far
as the knees, worse during motion.' Deep stitclies, in the
ball of the right foot. Siiiches in the heel: Burning in
the soles of the feel, ihe whole night

;
nevertheless, cool-

ing them is intolerable to him. " Fain in the "ball of the
foot, as from ulceration, when setting the foot down, espe-
cially early after rising. The hard skin on ihe sole of the
loot js intensely painful, like a corn, when walking.
Corns, with pinching pains. " Burning stitches in the corn,
fehe gets corns on her toes. Drawing pain in the toes, (a.
5. d

) \ lolent tearing in the big toe of the right foot, to-
wards the extremity. A lancination and a sthch in the
big toe of the left foot, near the nail, with continual sen-
siuveness of this place; accompanied by great peevish-
ness, (1. d.) Cramp in the toes, on extending the fool.

_

.Common Ailments.—Disagreeable relaxation of the
joints Occasional stitches in the joints. General and
considerable weariness. Extreme sensitiveness of all the

ITT'i ,

"""''^'''^ "1^' '^'^'^^^ body feels bruis-
ea (a. U d.)

_

Very faint, and a sensation as of the wholebody being bruised, (a. 24 h.) The whole body feels
bruised, wuh fai.gue and heaviness of the leks. Dull pres-

hZ'^'/^u"^
'^"^'^y increasing and decreasing,

and uf^L r r/^' '^^^ ^'cciput,

ness, and dizziness which occasions drowsiness Dr^iw

the jomls. Tearing m ihe whole body, here and there^ (a.

^ho'e bodv with I "t"^"'' ''""^ '»

the left'^ide ao ola Id bv f"™' ^"
^'""l

'^'"^ ™
in the heart

'

f '
'=""P''""'a by a sensation as of a wound

earing drawrn^ '"^^'u^'
'^'"^ ^^'-'P'""^'

on when siLtin" decre I t h i r
""^ ^vmpton.s come

(inn
"'^'^'^'^fse when standing, and go off bv mntton. Many symptoms go-off in the o^en a,?. PrVcklg,
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as from pins, over the whole body. Intensely painful stitch-

es in ihi skin, here and there. Ting ing and burning

prickings, here and there, often suddenly at a small spot ,

iot relieved by scratching or rubbing, which became ne-

cessary. Intolerable imgling over the whole body, espe-

ciallv of the back, the hips, legs, malleoli, the backs of the

feet and finders : it wakes him up at night and forces him

to scratch continually, by which the symptom is suppress-

ed only for a short time, three nights in succession. Bum-

ins at several places on the skin, here and there, (a. 17 d.)

Burning itching here and there. Itching, in the evening

when in bed, sometimes in the face, sometimes on the

back, on the hand. Violent itching over the whole body,

Xh prevents her from sleeping for several hours at

niglu, (a. 29 d.) Itching here and there which pa t y

go^eskby scratching, partly not. I^^^^'^^^^^^^^^

the parts become very painful when scratched. Fimples

a many places, on the arms, the hips, nose, upper hp, fore-

heaX^c' A little wound easily becomes sore
;
a sphn-

ter, for instance, having got into a
^^f j^^/

T.U led out asain, the finger does not heal; there s throb

^ g aJulcSrati^n in the finger, which F-n^^^^Jro^^

sleemno-.
* Great sensitiveness to cold, (a 12 d.)

J^^}^^'^^

ea'ilv cold, with consequent inflammation of the throat.

* Sore throat consequent upon cold
;
sharp, stmging sort

g.'^pLrat-the ..omach after the -ual walk ;a,.s was

fnUowed bv an exhausting sweat, at night, (a. o d.) ine

rioln foot bLomes cold when walking tn the open a.r
;

there

is° moreover, a straining in the ca t.
,

'''Weakness, Paralysis^-A little walk faUgues^h^^^

i= nhhffed to sleep immediately after. Great meanness

Cation of the body, so that he is almost obhged to

fVi ;l«plf fall
• at 8 o'clock in the evening. The weak-

let
,s felt, is a kind of heaviness, is

F-^SiE:s?.-:...s;r—^^^^

he would <-""»W"l y 2 k„,<.3 suddenly bend whensland-

rgTle Z:Ts% !s patnful, especially >n the region of
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tne .oins, as if he had taken a long ride ; he feels uneasy
in the whole body, and he would like always to sit, or ra-
ther to he down

; he prefers walking to standing. Tre-
mor through the whole body, early on rising.

Sleep.—Much yawning, every morning. Frequent,
and considerable yawning. Frequent yawning, which
causes her eyes to become moist. Inconquerable drowsi-
ness Weariness from being sleepy, m the forenoon; «he
cannot help falling asleep in the af.ernoon

; she is nodding
coniinually. Falling asleep, late in the evening

; uneasy
sleep, full of dreams. She was prevented the whole night
from sleeping, by the idea of having made up her mfnd
during the day, to have a good night's rest. Sleepless-
ness, at night, on account of feeling very hot. Fre-
quent waking up. at night, every hour; frequent wakincr
up at night; the child called its parents. Although ht
lelt tired and sleepy when going to bed, yet his first sleep
was uneasy and frequently interrupted ; he frequently
woke up, without any cause. At night she wakes up more
frequently than usually

; she feels loo hot, she often un-
covers herself

; her feel feel sore as if she had been stand-
ing or days

;
this last symptom disappears after risnur and

walking. At night, frequent drawing? in the ear. At day-
break, when sleeping, saliva runs from the mouth At
midnight he is roused from his sleep by violent colic. Pain
in the legs at night, as if he had outdone himself by ex-
cessive walking or dancing. Faintishness. at niohi

; she
had to vomit considerably, and even, on the day folIowin<r,
she had attacks of nausea, (2. night.) She is oppressed
with anguish ,n the evening, when in bed

; she has to open
her night s dress. Weepmg mood, at night. * Raving
and stupefaclion, at night, as in fever. He feels stunned,
ear y, on waking up. Unrefreshed by the siesta

;
heavy

feel, bruised the head feels stunned u^ith pain ; constan
^

1
^^'^'^"^g

'^P'
^'^ d d ,ot feel

re eshed by sleep
; the limbs felt wea^y, as if bruised

;Ihib symptom abated after rising. Dreams almost ev<'ry-

}?. d ;
,^""^"^^d d'-^^^is, for several nights, so that sh^

ler mind. Confused dreams, with uneasy sleep, frequeiUwaking up, and great fatigue, so that he soon falls asleep
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acrain. She had confused dreams. Vivid, strange dreamg.

Anxious dreams almost, every night, and uneasy sleep.

Anxious dreams, al nighl, and lieavmes. of the head, early

in Ihe moinuig. Dreams aboul dead persons, which,

however, did not fr.ghien hnn, and murmuru.g during

sleep (1 nicrht.) Terrible dreams, aboul tire, etc. (a. « d.;

Terrible dream, which caused her to wake up in sweat.

Fricxhlful dream. Starling as wnh fright, when falling asleep

in Uie evening, so that the whole body started up.

fEVER.—Chilliness on entering the room, after coming

out of the open air. Chilliness with thirst, in the after-

noon, (7. d.) Chilly hands, afterwards they itch. Chilli-

ness of the whole body at « o'clock in the evening, with

shaking, commencing at the feel, with righting o the hair,

(20 d.) .Sudden chill, with goose-skm, external coldness

and righting of the hair, m the forenoon. Shivering of

the arms, which goes off by the warmth of the stove, but

^vhlch becomes worse by the slightest draught of air, in

the afternoon. Slight chills, especially over the arms,

with goose-skin and yawning, in repealed attacks. Ui i-

liness of the head, with shaking, with dull stram.ng at the

zvM^omata, as if goose-skin would form m the lace, and a

fnhehaii-s became nghied. Chilhness, in the forenoon
;

cold rises into the pit of the stomach with painful pressure

she imagines as if the cold would contrKCt ner hairs,_wh,ch

hen slowly descends nito the arms and thighs down to

the feet. Chilliness and freezing, downwards, along the

whole body, repeatedly, with cold hands, (a. 7 h.) Oon

^lanl coldness, L If she had cold wa- constantly poure^

over her, worse in the afternoon, (7. 10. d.) C>ense oi

coldness with burning, on the forehead, in the forenoon

(7 d) Chilliness in the forenoon, towards evening, the

whole body feels too warm, and the blood is pulsaUng m

the head. Icy coldness of the feet, from a lernoon uW Uie

evening ' after lying down, heat in the whole body, (7. c;

SoSne^chillmel, sometimes heat, the w o e n.ght.

Towards evening, ahernately
^'^^^^^"J ^^^^^^^^

repeated slight chills, beginning a the pit

^^^^^^f/
thp whole body becomes agreeably warm, except the teet,

w i I r main cold ;
ten minutes later, ch^U-ess com^ -

Tgain. Short shiverings mostly over the back, mingled
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Avith quick flushes of heat over the body.; the chills seem

to commence at the face, with a ^^^^^^ ^^"a,';^" . If
(a. 1 h) Alternate heat, by day, (a. 9 c .)

Fh,shes of

hea often rise into her head, (4. d.) Dry heat of the face,

in the afternoon, (12 d.) Heat at mght, and angmsh

which almost overvvhehns him, until early when rising [o.

d and a 14 d.) Dry lieat the whole night, with s eepless-

neL and! if she pfits her hands out from under the co..r

of the bed, she feels cold, chilly, and thirs y, (a. 12d.)

Flushes of heat over the whole body, with subsequent ex-

haustion, so that she would like to let her hands fall
;
tace

and hands are, at the same time hot the other parts al-

most cool. Sense of heat on the back. ^Considerable

heat and sweat about the head, then thirst, in the evening

(lid) Thirst almost every evening at six o clock, (a.

16 d ) Excessive faintness of all the limbs, m the atter-

noon ;
then sweat towards evening, and vomiting at night;

these symptoms return every three days. * Sweat alter

midnight, for several nights, (a. 7 d.) Exhausting ' night-

sweats, (a. 13 d.)

BORAX, NATRON SUBBORACICUM.

These salt crystals are used for souldering and for cas-

tincTs. The Venetians first imported them, impure, from

the"" East-Indies, where they are especially found in some

of the lakes of Thibet; hence their name Borax Veneta.

Afterwards they were sold by the Dutch after having been

refined by secret processes. Lately borax has been pre-

pared, by the French, by means of an addition of Natron,

from a kind of crude boracic acid, found in some of the

warm springs and lakes of Toscana, in the neighbourhood

of Sasso. In 100 parts of borax there are 22 parts of bo-

racic acid, 32 parts of natron, and 46 parts of water. Bo-

rax is, therefore, not entirely saturated with its acid, (aci-

dum boracicum, sal sedativum Hombergii.) This acid

forms shining, scales, a little sour, bitter, the symptoms of

which are not yet known, although they must be very im-

portant.

Borax has, for a long time, already, been used as a do-
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inestic remedy, against the aphlhae of children, and for the

purpose of facililaling llie labor-pains of parlurieiil wombs.
Antidotes : Coffea Crvda againsl the sleeplessness and

the head-complanils of borax ; ChamomiUa against the

painful swelling of the cheeks. Wine aggravates the

symptoms, especially those of the chest, and vinegar re-

produces the symptoms which had already been relieved,

especially the stitches in the chest.

This drug has been proved by Doctors Lane, Hahne-
mann and Schreter, in Hungary. According to Noack and

Trinks, Borax is especially adapted to sensitive, lax tern-

peraments and nervous constitutions^ especially to females
and children.) pregnant and nursing women, and such in-

dividuals as suffer from htjemorrhoicls. Borax is espe-

cially suitable for diseases of the mucous membranes of
the respiratory and digestive organs, and- ihe diseases of
the femalejjarts. Also for hysteric complaints, especially

megrim with nausea and vomiting. Erysipelas with fever,

especially of face and legs, particularly in lying-in and

nursing women. Herpes furfuraceus. Panaritia. Jndolent

ulcers. Plica Polonica. Calarrhal inflammation of the

eyes and lids, even with Entropiurn Otitis externa. Tooth-

ache. Aphthas. Angina Catarrhalis. Stomacace. Mer-

curial ulcers in the mouth. Salivation.^ especially when
occurring in difficult dentition, or simultaneously with

rheumatic and calarrhal toothache, inflammation of the

fauces and bncc^il cavity, aphtha, scurvy? irregularities of

the digestive functions, haemorrhoidal complaints, and an

irritated condition of the sexual organs. Nausea of preg-

nant women, and when driving. Gastric complaints, with

vomiting of mucus and slimy diarrhoea. Flatulence. Af-

fections of the liver and spleen, especially in individuals

affected with haemorrhoids. Slimy and bloody hcEmor-

rhoids. Various kinds of menstrual irregularities. Ste-

rility. Spasmodic, labor-like pains at the stomach, accom-

panied by frequent, violent eructations. Leucorrhoea. Ex-

cessive quantity of too thick milk of nursinij women. Fe-

verish, catarrhal affections of the che t. Plevrilis, espe-

cially of the muscles. Pleurodyne, especially abdominaiis.

Analagous Remedies.— 1. Cham., ColT., Merc, Nair.,

mur., Sulph.—2. Puis., Sabin.—3, Branc, Lyc.
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Moral Symptoms.—Great anguish, with great, drowsi-

ness ; the anguish increased until 1 1 o'clock at night, when
the person became giddy and fell asleep. Anguish with

weakness, trembling of the feet, and palpitation of the

heart, (during the act of mesmerizing,) (8. d.) An-

guish with rumbling in the body. (a. 10 h.) Contrary

to his custom, he feek a good deal of anguish when
driving down hill ; sensation as if his breath were arrested,

(firsts w.) The child feels anguish when dancing
;
when

rocked in the arms, it has an anxious countenance during

the downward motion, (first 3 w.) Dread of contagion.

Easily frightened ;
both he and she start at a distant shot.

Easily frightened; he hears some anxious screaming
which causes all his limbs to be affected by the fright, (a.

4 w.) The little child is much friglitened at hearing peo-

ple clear their throats and sneeze. Irritable disposition

during an important business, (8. d.) Very earnest, (1. d.)

Low-spirited and peevish, (2- d.) The child is peevish,

weeps and screams, contrary to its - habit, (first days.)

Very peevish at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, and vexed, al-

though he was good-humored before ; he then rebukes
people on account of trifles, for many days, (a. 8 d.)

Vehement, vexed, finds easily fault, (first days.) Vehe-
ment, he scolds and swears at trifles, (first days.) He
does not feel vexed, and is indifferent to things which for-

merly caused him a good deal of vexation, (re-action,) (a.

15 d.) At intervals the child cries very hard ; after a few
minutes the child stops crying, and is then very friendly

and smiles. Very cheerful, bright, afTectionate, well dis-

posed to any kind of labor ; in the forenoon, (6. d ) Want
of disposition to work ; he only does what he is obliged
to, as if by force, (the first .5 weeks.) He fritters away his
time in the afternoon, goes from one business to the other,
from one room to another, does not adhere to one object.
Finds pleasure in doing his business, (a. 5. w) (re-action.)
Occasional loss of ideas, (4. d.) He has to reflect a good
deal, to know all that he has done through the day

; it

takes him a long lime to recollect distinctly whether he
had been at a place yesterday or to-day, (a. 6 d.)

Head.— Attacks of vertigo with loss of presence of mind,
(3. d.) Vertigo early, when in bed, (a. 6 d.) Vertigo in
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the evening, when walking, as if sonne one pushed him
from llie right to llie left side, (5. d.) Giddy, with ful-

ness in the forehead early in the morning, so that he

instantly loses liis good humour, (4. d.) Vertigo and ful-

ness of the head, on ascending a mountain or a stair-case,

(5. d.) Fulness in the head, and pressure round ihe eyes,

as if the eyes were held fast, st) thai they can scarcely

move. Fulness in the head and pressure in the small of

the back, when silling ; al the same time sense of sleepi-

ness in the eyes, (a. 17 d.) Fulness in the head early in

the morning, wilh want of clear ideas and presence of mind,

so that he was unable to perform any kind of mental labor,

nor has he any desire for il ; afier walking in the open air

he felt beiler ; but afterwards he felt a great weakness in

the feet and joints, (2. d.) Heaviness of the head, (first

days.) Light, bright head, (6. d.) Headache on the top

of the head, and in ihe forehead, in the evening, (2. d.)

Headache, wilh obtusion of ihe whole head, and stitches in

the left ear, in the evening, (1. d.) Headache in the fore-

head, with stitches in the left ear, and in a hollow molar

tooth of the left side, lower row, in the evening, (14, d.)

Headache all over, with nausea., inclination to vomit, and
trembling of the whole body, early in the morning, at 10

o^clock ; this symptom appeared in two females al the same

time, (2. d.) Pressive headache over the eyes, going, off

soon, when walking in the open ajr, (4. d.) Pressure over

the eyes from time to lime, (a. lOd.) Dull pressive head-

ache early in the morning, especially in the forehead, (first

days.) Dull pressure in the forehead, (a. 6 d.) Pressive

drawing headache in the forehead, over the eyes and

towards the root of the nose, sometimes extending into the

nape of the neck ; when stooping there is a strong pressure

on the frontal bone, when reading or writing the pain is

much more violent, wilh pressure in the region of the

spleen, (6. d.) Drawing pain in the forehead towards the

eyes, (4 d.) Shooting pain in the forehead, with nausea and

tearing in both e5^e-balls, in the afternoon, (1. d.) Tear-

ing on the vertex, in the afternoon, wilh considerable buz-

zing of the ears, (a. 8 d.) Tearing in the left half of the

head, starling from a hollow tooth, (4. d.) Stitches com-

mencing at the right temple, and extending into the left

half of the forehead. Shooting stitches in the vertex, left
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side
; these are afterwards followed by shooting stitches in

the genital organs, and in the subsequent night, by lewd,
disgusting dreanns, in a married woman, (1. d.) Lanci-
nating headache over the eyes, and in the temples, with
heat and coldness in alternation, so T-hal she sometimes had
hot, sometimes blue hands, with stitches in the swollen
glands of the neck, which then became softer and smaller,

(14 d.) Stitches deep in the right part of the head, with
running of pus out of the left ear, and such violent stitches
that he drew back his head involuntarily

; at the same
time there was a tickling in the left ear, as before a dis-
charge, which was afterward? followed by sharp hearing,
(a. 32 d.) Pressive stitches in the right temple, (a. 1 1 d°)
Pressive, dull stitches into the right temples, occurring
with the regularity of musical beats. Boring at a small
place near the vertex, (a. 20 d.) Throbbing in both tem-
ples, (a. 4. d.) Throbbing in the forehead. Throbbing
headache in both temples, especially the right, (a. 16 d)
Throbbing headache in the occiput, as if something would
suppurate, with shivering over the whole body, the
whole night and following day, (a. 2 d.) Pulsative press-
ing upwards of the blood high up in the occiput, (a. 16
ti.) Hot head of the hahy, with hot mouth and hot palms

I ^^t-^!""^"'
^' ^' trichiasis, the hairs of

the child become entangled at the extremities, and there
adhere to one another

;
if these clusters of hair be cut off,

the remaining hairs become entangled again, (for 10 w.)
Sensitiveness of the external head to cold, and to changes
01 weather. °

Eyes—Sensation in the eyes as if something would
press into them

;
going off by friction, (7. d.) Sensationm the right hd, when sitting, as if something would squeeze

outfronn within
;
the sensation is felt behind the skin, and

comes from the temple
; in.mediately afterwards pressure

around the eyes, (4. d.) Itching pain in the upper eye-lid,
on opening the eye. Pressure in the right eve, very pain-
lul, as It the eye were pressed into the orbit, early in the
morning, (a. 5 w.) Cutting in the left eye, lengthwise,
suddenly commg and going, (a. 37 d.) Tearing In both
eye balls, with shootings in the forehead, and nausea in the
alternoon. Stitches in the left eye in the evening, (3. d \
Stitches in the ball of the eye, with contraction of the up-
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per lid, (a. 8 d.) Itching in tlie internal cantl.us of the

eye, so that she is often obl.ged to rnb (the first days.)

Itching in the eyes, sometimes with a feeling as il sana
Ml I

/ A j\ Soreness in the exlernal can-
were ui the eyes, (a. 4. d.) soreness in u c w

thi (a 5w) Burning m the eyes and mstamaneous con-

traction of the same, as soon as he pnts on his glasses, (a.

6 d.) Pressive burning in the right eye, in H'^ ^ 'Jrn'.on,

fa. 3. d.) The baby becomes quite red around the eves

when weeping, (a. 4 d.) The eye-laskes turn th.msehe^

inwards into %e eye, inflammg it, espeaalhj ^nthe exter

nal canthus, where the borders of the hds «re
f

'^te so ',

(a. 6. w.) Inflammation oi the external canthus ot the

riaht eye, with irregularity of the eye-lashes, and n.gh ly

dos n/o the eye by gum. (first days.) luflammatiun o ihe

borde?s of thelve-Ws, in a baby ;
rubs ns eves which

become closed by gum durmg the night, (first days A

nio-hl the eyes are closed wuh hard, dry gum, which nri

Utes the e/es like ,and, (a. 5 w.) Early ,n the monung,

the eves are closed by gum, and run, (a. 5 d.)

^^^"J
m.jiinn (a 8 d ) In the evening she has much trouble in

So in"' ; eve-hds, and early in the monung, ,n opemug

U.em"?a 5 w.) Wavelets of light dancing befi.re 1
he eyes

wh n writing,' so that he sees ""thing distuKtlv ; . e eye

sees bri-ht waves, moving someiimcs from the ngh lo the

eft sidersometim;s from above downwar<ls ;
several morn-

ings in succession, (a. 24 d.) Obscura.um of I e left eye

in the evening; she had to make great eff"rts 'n order o

see somethini, and nevertheless saw "« I'-?. 9-

J^^^
siliveness of the eyes to candle light, m the evening,

^"•|,t].-Pain in the ear : intensely sensitive pressure he-

bind the right ear, (a. 6 d.) Stilches in the ears, (a. 6 w )

Sthcl s ^the eak, when washing them with cold wa er,

ea y in the moring, (a. 3 d.) Stilches in the left ear, he

Te-n waking up very earfy i^^;^^--:^-:!::^

ZZ:Z me afJerl'e wlfhad been removed
;
in

he evenin., when walking; at .he same ume a so t of

s itches in the left side of the neck, (19 d. S„r ness n

.1. , ..rUon ^n<prt no- the nnsers into it. [n. -i-i <w "'

te^d rtrlllmg of both ears, with ' discharge of
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pus from the ears, (27. d.) * Discharge of pus from the
ears, with lancinating headache, (a. 32 d.) * Discharge
of pus from both ears, after previous itching of the occi-

put, (19. d.) An existing discharge from llie ears ceases,

(re-aclion
) Quagging in the left ear, as if a thick grease

were in it, which obstructs the ear : afterwards this opens
again, in the evening, (10. d.) Sudden sensation of ob-
struction in the ear, or as if the ear were wrapped up. Hard
hearing of the left ear, in a child of five years, (9. d.)

Tingling and whizzing in the right ear, which is afterwards
changed to buzzing, (a. 20 d.) Tingling and buzzing in
the right ear, (8. d.) Roaring in the ears, the hearing be-
ing much harder, (18. and 19. d.) Roaring in the left ear,
as from a storm, (3. 4 d.) Dull drumming in the left ear,
as above a subterraneous vault, (a. 14 d.)

Nose.—Itching and tingling in the nose ; he has to in-
sert his finger into it, (a. 12 d.) The baby rubs his nose
a^good deal with the hands, then also his eyes, (a. 15 d.)
Ulcer in the left nostril, in front towards the tip of the nose,
with soreness and swelling of the tip of llie nose, (10. d.)
Red and shining swelling of the nose, with a sensation as
of throbbing and of tension. A quantity of dry crusts in
the nose, which are constantly reproduced in proportion as

i Ihey are removed with the finger, (a. 16 d.) When blow-
iingthe nose a little blood comes off, after previous iiching
i in the nose, (a. 18 d

) Bleeding at the nose, (a. 25 d.)
Bleeding at the nose early in the morning, and pulsative

1 headache in the evening, (a. 6 d.)

Face.—The face of the baby looks miserable, pale,
(Clay-colored, (first days.) Dull tearing in the left cheek,
^starting from a hollow tooth, with pressure in the fore-
:head and in both eyeballs, (a. 4 d.) Sensation on the
rright side of the face, at the mouth, as if cobwebs had
been formed there. Occasional twitches of the muscles
near the riaht commissure of the lips. Burning heat and
rredness of the left cheek, (a. 4 d.) Erysipelas in the face,
(a. .^4 d.) Swelling, heat and redness of the cheek, with
tearing pains in the zycjoma, and great pain in the swellino-
when laughing, (a. 31, S.Sd.) Swelling of the face, with
:pimples on the nose and ihe lips, (first days.) Pimplesm the face, (a. 4 d.) Red pimples on the cheeks and
laround the chui, in a baby, (a. 5 w.)
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Jaws and Teeth.—The moulh of the baby is quite

hot. Pain in tlie corners of the mouth, as if they would

ulcerate, (a. 20 d.) CrawHng upon the hps as of beetles,

(2. d.) Burning at the upper hps, going off soon, in the

evening, (H. d.) Red inflamed svvelhng on the lower lips,

as big as a pea, with burning soreness when touched, (a.

41 d.) Large patches, like herpes, around the mouth;

the upper lips, after a burning heat, became covered with

porrigo. Toothache in a hollow tooth of the upper row,

with swelling of the cheek, which is painful to the touch,

with a sensalion of tension, (a. 7 d ) Toothache in hollow

teeth, dull and griping, in wet, rainy weather, in five

persons at the same time. Contractive griping in a hol-

low tooth, (a. 4 d.) Tearing and griping in a hollow

tooth in the upper row, which feels as if it were longer, so

that she cannot bite upon it nor bring the teeth together
;

at the same time the gums are swollen and inflamed, as if

an ulcer would form on the leelh ;
in the evening the pain

also spread into the inferior teeth, and only went off when

falling asleep, (a. 4 d.) Tearing, starting out of the hol-

low teeth and extending into half the head, whenever she

touches the teeth with the tongue, or takes cold water into

the mouth. Pressure in the hollow teeth in bad weather,

(a. 40 d.) Dull pressive boring in a hollow tooth, in the

evening, in cool air, (the first days.) Pressive and grind-

ing toothache, after every supper and breakfast, and re-

lieved by smoking tobacco ; for several days, (a. 10 d.)

Drawing pain in the teeth. Stinging toothache in a hol-

low molar tooth of theiower row, with stitches in the left

ear, and headache in the forehead, in the evening, (a. 14

d.) Fine stitches, intermittent, in all the teeth, mostly m
a hollow molar tooth, on the left side, lower row, (2. d.)

Tingling and tickling in the upper and lower incisores,

and afterwards conflux of saliva in the mouth, (a. 7 d.) A
bit of a hollow tooth broke off spontaneously, in a female,

(a. 6 d.) The teeth feel as if they were too long, (first

days.) The gums of the upper teeth are bleeding, with-

out any pain, (a. 6 d.) Swelling of the gums for three

days, with pressure in the hollow teeth, in bad weather,

(a. 40 d.) Inflamed, intense swelling of the external side

of the gums, which swelling is very painful, (ulcer on the
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gums,) with dull pain in a hollow tooth, swelling of the
cheek and the whole of the left side of the face, as far as
below the eye ; here the swelling is changed lo a watery-

blister. (Smelhng of chamoaiiie removed the pain,) (a.

36 d.)

Mouth.—Shmy in the mouth, (the first days.) Aph-
thcB in the mouth, (a. 4 w.) * Aphthae on the inside of the
cheek, it bleeds when eating, (a. 30 d.) "* Aphihae upon
the tongue, (a. 33 d.) Red blisters upon the tongue, as
if the skin were pulled off

;
they are painful at every mo-

ition of the tongue, or if something salt or acrid is brought
lin contact with it, (a. -5 w.) Dryness of the tongue, in the
afternoon, (3. d.) Spasm in the tongue, like stiffness, or
Las if the tongue had gone to sleep

;
breathing was arrested

by it. The palate of the baby seems wrinkled, and it often
.
screams when sucking, (a. 4 w.) The mucous membrane
of the palate, in front, feels burnt and wrinkled, and is

especially painful when chewing, for some days, (a. 6 d.)
IDryness in the throat, (5. d.)

THiiOAT.-^Roughness of the throat, as from a grater.
IBurning in the throat which forces him to swallow saliva,
this being painful, (9. d.) Much phlegm accumulates in
;the throat, which he is obliged to hawk up. Tenacious
phlegm in the throat, (a. 18 d.) Tenacious whitish
phlegm in the throat, which can only be loosened with
.great exertions, for many days, (a. 5 d.) Much tenacious
phlegm m the throat, which he finds it so h^rd to hawk up
that it causes vomiting, (a. 6 d.) Hawking up of phlegm,
early in the morning

;
the phlegm goes off easily, in lumps.

iHe hawks up, green, loose phlegm, (a. 12 d.) A little bit
jof phlegm, streaked with blood, is hawked up, (a. 9 d.)
I

_

Taste and Appetite—The taste in the mouth is in-
=3]pid and flat, (a. 5 d.) Bitter taste in the mouth

;
every

thing that she eats, tastes bitter to her
; even saliva, (2. d.)

'VV hen eating she has no taste, for some weeks, (a. 8 d.)
II hirst early m the morning

; he has to drink a good deal,
a. 14 d.) Appetite to eat is much less than usually, (a. 5

,

1.) Little hunger and appetite, (the first 5 w.) Diminu-
.lon of hunger and appetite

;
frequently, however, without

any real appetite, (a. 5 d.) He has little appetite, espe-
cially for supper, (a. 8 d.) In the evening she has but
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and externally. Short burning in the left side of the chest,

little appetite, for some weeks, (a. 8 d.) No appetite for

dinner, (12 d.) He eats very little. The soup at dumer

did not taste well, and excited sweat, (8. d.) Aversion to

dining, with coldness, drawing headache and colic, which

subsided after three attacks of diarrhoea, (a. 20 d.) No

desire for smoking, (2. d.) After smokmg, sensation as if

diarrhoea would come on, (6. d.) J ncreased appetite for

breakfast, (a. 4 d.) Much appetite, in the evening. De-

sire for sour drinks, (14. and 15. d.) During the meal,

uneasiness of the whole body, with nausea, so that he had

to make an effort in order to eat something
;
stretching

himself back^vards procured him rehef, (a. 20 d.) Nau-

sea durinsf the meal, (19. d.)

• STOfA^c^i.- Distension from flaf-ulence after every

meal, (a. 5 d.) He relished his me^l ; after the meal, he

felt distended, uneasy, unwell, peevish; walking in the

open air, relieved a little, in the evening, (a. 41 d.) Dis-

tended abdomen after supper, (5. d.) After having eaten

mutton and stewed apples, fulness of the stomach, with

peevishness and ill humour, and a fulness in the head, as

if the blood were pressing into the head by force, (19. d.)

Pressure at the pit of the stomach, with uneasiness, afl,er

eating pears, especially early in the morning, or in tne

forenoon.
, , r j-

Abdomen—Pain in the abdomen, shortly after dinner,

as if diarrhoea wou'.d come on ; it goes off after ihe siesta,

(2 d ) Rumblino- in the body and diarrhoea after dinner,

(3* d ) Diarrhoea shortly after dinner, with debility in the

loints and legs ; after walking, this symptom improve?, (I.

d )
Culling in the right hypocondrium, shortly alter

breakfast; the cutting extends transeversely across the

abdomen, downwards, afterwards diarrhoea, being one sud-

den evacuation, (3. d.) Diarrhoea after breakfast, four

times in succession, (4. d.) Hiccough after dinner, (a. 8

d ) Bad hiccough, which makes the throat rough. I he

b'abv has frequent hiccough. Nausea and little appeiile,

(4 d ) Nausea and indisposition, as if the person would

faint, early in the morning, (6. d.) Nauseous and faint-

ish, frequently in the afiernoon, (a. 12 d.) Nausea at the

stomach, with pain at the sternum, from 3 o clock in the

afternoon until evening, several days m succession, (a. 5
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d.) Nausea with periodical inclination to vomit, (5. d.)

Nausea early in the morning, with inclination to vonrjit

;

going off after dinner, (6. d.) Nausea unto vomiting when
driving, (I. d.) Nausea immediately after waking up,
with great incMnation to vomit

;
vomiling, however, does

not take place till he drinks a little water, which is suc-
ceeded by the vomiting of a good deal of phlegm, and some-
times some bitter substances, (a. 17 d.) Nausea with
subsequent vomiting of phlegm, with heat, and a quick,
feverish pulse, (a. 23 d.) Vomiting of sour slime, after
having taken cacao for breakfast, (2. d ) Pain at the sto-
mach, as from bad digestion, when pressing externally upon
the pit of the stomach, (2. d.) Pain in the region of the
stomach, after lifting a heavy weight; the pain reached as
lar as tl)e small of the back, where it became lancinating,
so that she was unable to turn herself in bed without pain,
the whole night

;
early in the morning she felt better, (two

days before the calamenia,) (13. d.) Pressure at the sto-
mach, after every meal, (tbe first days.) Pressure at the pit
of the stomach, which disappeared when walking. Pres-
sive stitches in the pit of the stomach, with dyspnoea,
which oblige him to breathe deeply

; this, however, he is
unable to do, on account of a sharply pinching pain in the

:
right side of the chest. Conlractive pain in the region of

ji the stomach, every day, from four o'clock in the morning
'i until noon; a kind of winding upwards which passes into the

>
dorsal spine and there produces stitches, for several days.

' Contraction at the pit of the stomach, (6. d.) Severe pres-
isnro, as with the hand, in the left hypochondrium

; when
(driving in a carriage without springs. After the siesta, a
ipressure in the left hypocliondrium, from the last rib as far
IJas the hip, which increases by external pressure, until
keveninff, (2. d.) Pressive pain in the left hypochondrium,
^as If a stone were lying there, when dancing

; the pressure
^disappeared by continued dancing, (a. 15 d.) Intensely
fepainhil pressure in the region of the spleen, ( 1. d.) Pres-
"ssure, and sometimes burning in the left hypochondrium,
jwith a sensation as if something were rising into the chest
Irom the region of.tlie spleen, vvhich descends ajrain, dur-
hrrg an expiration, (a, 6 d.) Cuttini? in the left hypochon-
idnum, when walking fast, as if a hard, sharp, moveable
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piece were there, with a sensation in the abdomen, as if

Llhine but hard pieces were lodged there, wh,cl> become

"ntern.ued with each other, (6. d.) Pressure and stacl.e

in the region of the spleen, increased by turning, (a. 3d)

Stitches !n the right lumbar reg.on, when^toop^

ing, early in the mornnig, during a walk, the sympU^m

abated w\en sitting down, (1. d. Colics ^^vera ume

during the day, as if diarrhea would coine on. Weakness

i,^^ he abdomen, (4. d.) Colic, with shudder,n,| and

loose-skin, (a. 6 d.) Pinching in the abdonien at different

Times. P nching, contracting colic over the navel
,
she

Td to curb he^Lelf, which made the colic disappear ;

every day, early in the ~S,{oT 5m,i>^les,
{^-8JJ_

Pinhhmgin the abdomen with diarrhcea, 20d-

ation of flatulence, and frequent emission °
."f

l™^^;

A quantity of flatulence. Considerab e rumbling in the

fbdTmen, at night, relieved by the emission of flatulence,

unwards and downwards. :„ ii,-

"Pstool -Frequent tenesmus, with rumbling m the

befly and diardKea, (first days.) Frequent tenesmus

w th pinching in the belly, and light pappy evacuation.

Tenesmus, early in the morning, first with hard

evacuaTons then diarrhoea, with burning in the rectum,

0 d )
evacualions every day,

rfirstdavs ) Stool every hour, soft slimy, and without

inv pain, 3. d ) Soft stools, (first three days.) Very

soft swo ear y in the morning, in the evening a natural

,!nn I 7 d ) Soft, light-yellow, shmy stools,

T^es day'iith iaintLs\rui ^oeakness^ (first

*! ^ niirrhcea, two, three limes, without any pain,

?:Lin?aft raking the medicine.) Diarrhoea, six times

from mo ning till afrernoon, 3 o'clock, without _any pa n

subsequent evacuation of slime and blood, (1 6. d.) U ar

r afa with rumbling in the belly (ihe first days.) Diar

rhSa towards noon? with rumbling and grunting in the ab-

rhcea, towaru
'

, ^ „fiernoon, with much

tSc^s^tU::^' hard stool, (5. dO The child as

Srst eCt of wax fexat^n ofThetwels after-

wards no stl for a couple of days, then hard stools once
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a day. Hard stools with straining, (a. 16 d.) Constipa-

tion, and stools like those of sheep, (for 10 d.) (after

several days.) (ircen stools in a baby, with previous

screamings, (a. 6 d.) Disciiarge of lumbrici. The stools

are easily expelled in the afternoon
;
previously peevish,

low-spirited, lazy, dissatisfied ; after the stools had been

passed, cheerful, contented with one's-self and the world,

and quietly awaiting the future, (a. 20 d.) Early in the

morninii a pale slime went off four times, once invohm-

tarily, ( 14. d )
Tenacious, viscid, yellowish slime with

the stools, ( 1 y 19. d.) Brown slitrie in the rectum, after

the stools, (9. d ) Reddish, liquid slime, during stool, as

if the stools were tinged witli blood, (a. 21 d ) Dis-

charge of blood and slime from the rectum, (a. 9 d.)

Distended vein of the rectum, as big as a goose-quill, soft

to the touch and without any pain, (a. 23 d.) Itching of the

rectum, in the evening, (7. d.) Itching of the rectum as

from the slime of liemorrhoids, (a. 16 d.) Contraction in

the rectum, with itching, (h. 40 d.) Boring and stinging

pains in tl e rectum and small of the back, (a. 15 d.)

StitcJies in the rectum, in the evening, (2. d.)

Urinary Organs.—Tenesmus of the bhidder, without
her being able to expel one single drop of urine, with cut-

tings in the genital organs and distention in both hips, for

two hours, in the evening, (1. d.) Violent desire to uri-

nate, at night, several times, (a. 25 d.) Violent instan-

taneous desire to urinate
; he can, almost, not hold the

urine, (first days.) Frequent micturiiion, (the first

days.) The baby urinates almost every ten, twelve
minutes

;
it frequently weeps and cries before the urine is

expelled
;

for a considerable length of time, (a. 6 d.) Hot
urine in a suckling, (a. 4 d.) Sharp smell of urine, (the
first days.) Sharp, striking stench of the urine, (the
first 2. w.) After micturition^ burning straining in
the urethra. After micturition, pain as from excoriation
in the urethra, (15. 20. 30. d.) After micturition the ex-
tremity of the urethra feels sore. Along the urethra,
pain as from excoriation, especially when feeling it, (a.

26 d.) Dark-blue spot at the orifice of the urethra, as if
the skin had gone, with biting pain during micturition (a.

24 d.) The orifice of the urethra seems closed as with gum,
11
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Generative Functions.—Indifferent to an ennbrace,

(the first 10 d.) Indifferent to an embrace, (ihefirst5 w.)

Whilst he Ijad his hand upon a sick female, from a feel-

ing of kindness, he was aiiacked wiih sensual sensations,

without any desire for coition, (3. d
)

Frequent excite-

ment in the genital parts, without any desire for coition,

(the first days.) Voluptuous mood, (a. 5 w.) Straining

erection, early in the morning on waking up, (4. d.) Pol-

lution, with a dream as if he enjoyed an embrace,

the semen coining out very fast, which wakes him up.

Cutting pains in the urethra during an involuntary effusion

of semen, the semen being so thin that he imagines to

urinate. After a pollution, desire to urinate, and during

micturition, he feels a cutting in the urethra. During an

embrace he loses his semen very quickly, and in the geni-

tal organs there is a constant irritation, (a. 5 w.) During

an ennbrace, he has to wait a long lime bef(ire the expul-

sion of semen takes place, (a. 5 w) Lancinating sore-

ness of the penis, at that place wliere a chancre had ex-

isted before, especially when touching the place, (a. 24 d.)

The courses appeared one month sooner, willioiit any

pain, (a. 4 d.) Courses four days too soon, without any

pain ;
except the evening and next morning before the

appearance, heaviness at the chest, with arresi (intercep-

tion) of breath, and more violent buzzing of the cars, (a.

2f> d.) Courses three days too soon, without any pain,

(a. 7 w ) The courses which had been suppressed for

six weeks, iirimediaiely made their appearance after

taking borax ;
they lasted for a day and then disappeared

;

however they were so copious that they resembled a he-

morrhage. Courses four days too early and very copious,

with colic, nausea and pain extending from the stomach

to the small of the back ; this lasted until midnight, when

a copious sweat broke out, and she fell asleep, (8 d.)

Menses very scanty for two days; copious on the third,

with pale-red blood, until the sixth day, with faintish-

ness, so that she was scarcely able to stand. Suppres-

sion of the mense;*, fifty-four days, vi'ithout any pain,

then they appeared without any pain, first pale, in the

afternoon redder and more abundant, ceased the third day

at night, returned the fourth
;

(the menses ought to have
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come three weeks after taking the drug.) Two months
after taking the medicine the menses stopped, but appeared
the next day, after she had had another dose of borax,

with pinching in the abdomen. Beating in the head and
buzzing in the ears during the catamenia. Spasmodically

pressing and lancinating pain in the groin, during the cata-

menia. On the second day after the menses, pressure as

from a stone in the right region of the ribs, as far.jas the

scapula ; thence the pain went, like a spasm, into the

stomach and the small of the back, with subsequent vomit-
ing. Leucorrhoea, white as mucus, without any other ail-

ments, a fortnight after the menses, (a. 5 w.) Leucorrhoea,

hke albumen, with sensation as if warm water were flow-

ing down, for several days, (a. 12 d.) Leucorrhoea;
thick as paste and white, for five days, (a. 4 d.) A female
had been sterile for fourteen years ; on account of a
chronic, acrid leucorrhoea, she received, among other
remedies, borax, after which she became pregnant, and
the leucorrhoea improved. Easy conception, during the
use of borax, observed in five women. Stitches in the
region of the uterus, (2. d.) Sense of distention and
stitches in the clitoris, at night, (6. d.)

Cold, Catarrh.—Sneezing, with great painfulness
;

he is obliged to try to suppress it, because, when sneezing,
he experiences violent stitches in the right side of the
chest ; for three weeks, (a. 6 6.) Sneezing and coryza,
(first days.) Coryza with violent tingling in the nose, (a.

16 d.) Discharge of a quantity of greenish, thickish
mucus from the nose.

Throat.—Tearing in the head of the larynx, for two
hours, in the evening, (3. d.) Rough throat, early in the
morning. Roughness in the pit of the neck, with'drawing
stitches there, when coughing and sneezing

;
hawking up

phlegm relieves the symptom, (11. d.) Tearing extend-
mg from the throat into the chest, inducing cough,
(a. 5 w.) Tickling in the throat, inducing a dry cough,
(a. 9 d.)

Chest—Dry and hacking cough, in a child. Dry
cough, as from cachexia, such as old people are affected
with, especially early in the morning, when rising, and inm the evening when lying down, with stitches into the
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right side of the chest and right groin
;
washing the chest

wnh cold water procured most rehef but the pains in-

creased after drinking wine ;
for twelve days, (a. 3 w.)

Cou.rh, with rawness of the throat and pressure o the

chest, (1. d.) Hacking cough, and violent cough with ex-

pectoration, at every cough, of a slight quantny of matter,

lasting and smelling mouldy in the evening, (3. d.) iNig t-

comrh. Coucxh with expectoration of mucus, especially

early in the morning, with pain in the region of the liver,

which pain continued until noon, even when there was no

cough, (4. d.) One coughs up a while vmcus streaked

will blood, which is loosened with difficulty, (a. 18 d.)

When coughing he is obliged to press the right side of the

chest and tlie right groin with his hand ;
this riiakes he

pain more tolemble, (first three weeks )
btitches in the

ricrht mamma ; in the region of the nipp e
;
at every cough,

ituhe evening, (3. d.) Slitches in the chesU at every cough

and deep inspiration, (a. 7d.) The breathingis mored.ffi-

cuh (a 18 d.) The breathing is more difficult
,
he is

obliged 10 breathe deeply ;
this, however, he cannot do on

account of stitches in Uie chest, (first days. Every three

or five minutes he is obliged to take a quicker and deeper

inspiration ; this is always followed by a stitch in the right

s de of the chest, with a subdued painful sigh, and slovv

expiration, (a. 7 d.) Tightness of the chest, with con-

strictive oppression of the breathing on going up staus

he is then obliged to take a deep inspiration, which is al-

wa^s accompa^iied by an intensely painful drawing stitch

into the ricrht side of the chest, (6. d.) Shortness of

breath, afte'r going up stairs, so that he cannot speak a

wod and,' Ihen he speaks, he has a stilch into the

rioht side of the chest; he experiences this same

symptom when running, and when making a bodily ef!c)rt

which heats him, (a.8 d.) Arrest (interception) of breath,

when lying in the bed ; he has to jump up and catch

breath whenever he does this, he experiences a stitch into

the right side of the chest, (a. 7 d.) At every inspiration

stitch into the left side of the chest, as with a knife, (2. d.)

At every attempt at breathing, her chest becomes con-

tracted (14. 15. 17. d.) During a deep inspiration there

i/a serlsatL as if something rose from the left hypochon-
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drium into the chest with a burning pressure, and then

moved down again during the expiration. A heaviness

upon the chest, so that she sometimes is deprived of brealh,

(a. 6 w.) Oppressive anxiety in the chest, in the evening,

when in bed, (1. d.) Oppression at the chest. When
stooping while sitting, a pressive squeezing rises into the

chest from the pit of the stomach ; the breath becomes

intercepted with stilches in the lungs, (a. 7 d.) Pressure

with stitches in the sternum, after dinner, increased by-

deep breathing, (a. 40 d.) Stitches in the chest, when
yawning, coughing, or breathing deeply, (a 7 d.) Stitches

in the chest, as from incarcerated flatulence, (first days.)

Fine prickings, extending from the back into the chest, in

the evening, (a. 8 d.) Stitches in the left region of the

ribs, with soreness in the chest. Stitches between the

ribs of the right side, so painful that he cannot lie upon
this side, with intensel}'- painful drawing and interception

of breath, which obliges him to snap for breath ; when he

lies upon the painful side, the pain immediately rouses

him from sleep, (ihe first four weeks.) Sudden stitches

into the right side of the chest, on lifting the arm, (a. 7
d.) The drawing stitches in the right side of the chest

descend into the right groin, where he then feels a violent

pain when hiccoughing, sneezing, coughing, or gaping, (a.

3 w.) Drawing pain at a small place in the intercostal

muscles, which, when bending over to the left side, is

changed to a pain, as from a violent blow in the right in-

tercostal muscles, when he bends over in front, or to the

right side, (a. 6 d.) The pain in the chest becomes more
tolerable on pressing the painful spot with the hand.
His chest feels a little relieved when quietly extended
upon the back. The pain in the chest is most relieved
when slowly walkin,£r about in the room ; he then feels

most comfortable. Weakness of the chest, with dryness
of the neck, (9. d.) Sensation as if tlie heart were on
the right side, and were being squeezed off, (7. d.) Pain
as from having lain upon a hard couch, with soreness to
the touch, at night, (3 d.) Griping, and, sometimes,
stitches in the left mamma, and, when the child has
done sucking, she is obliged to compress the mamma
with her hand, because it pains her on account of being
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empty. Contractive pains in the left mamma, whenever

the child sucks at that which is on the right side, (the

.first days.) The milk in the mamma increases in quantity,

(a. 4 d.) There flows much milk out of the mamma, so

that the bed becomes wet, (a. 32 d.) Tiie milk which fiovvs

out of the mammae, becomes caseous, and curdles, {ihe

first days.)
, . , . r ^

Back.—Violent itching and pricking of the os coccygis

,

he cannot endure the itching without scratching; after-

wards discharge of slime by the rectum, (a. 32 d.) Fain

in the small of the back when sitting or stooping, as Irom

pressure, (3. d.) Pain in the small of the back when

walkincT, (I. d.) Pain in the small of the back, with dis-

charge^'of much slime during stool, (19. d.) Dull pain in

the small of the back, when stooping, (a. 6 d.) Dull pres-

sure in the small of the back, (7. d.) Burning at the

small of Ihe back, while sitting, (5. d.) Pressive pain m

Ihe back on boih shoulders. Rheumatic drawing pain in

the nape of the neck ; it thence extends into the left shoul-

der, and then into the scapula, in the evemng, when walk-

ing in the open air, (a. 41 d.)
. ^ u -n.

Superior Extremities.—An ulcer m the left axilla.

Drawing, tearing pain at the shoulder, and between the

shoulders, so that she is not able to stoop for 8 days, (a. 5

w.) Pricking in the right shoulder for a moment.

Burning pain all round the upper arm, a hand s breadth,

(2 d.) Stitches in the palm of the hand, with sensation in

the whole hand as far as beyond the wrist, as if the arm

had gone to sleep ; in the evening, (2. d.) Tearing and

breaking in the fore part of the right hand like rheuma-

tism (a 15 d.) Sensation on the skin of the hands, as it

were covered with cobweb. Two hard wart-hke indu-

rations on the palm of the hand, after it had been beaten

rather strongly with a stick, (a. 30 d.) Itching of the dor-

sa of the hands here and there, with inducement to scratch,

as Jf the parts had been bitten by fleas. Throbbing pain

in the tip of the thumb, day and nighl frequent y rousing

he person from sleep at night, (2. and 3. d.) Long sup-

puraCn of a place mlder the nail of the Uumib where she

had pricked herself with a pin, with painfulnes. o the

touch^ Violent itching of the joints of the back of the fin-
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gers ; he is obliged violently to scratch. Burning heat,

and redness of llie fingers, even from sligiit cold, as if they

had been frozen, (a. 24 d.) Pustules wiili red areolce up-

on the middle finger of the right hand, with swelling and

stiffness of the finger, which, even after the pustules had

become opened, continued for a long time suppurating and

painful, (a. 30 d ) Upon one of the nates a corrosive blis-

ter is formed, (a. 15 d.) Herpes upon one of the nates cf

the child, (a. 4 w.) Burning in the thigh of the right leg,

near the pudendum, it increases when coughing, and laying

the hand upon it, (3. d.) Burning pain round the left thigh,

about a hand's breadth, (a. 8 d.) Shooting tearing in the

right femur, from the middle of the bone downwards, and

then again upwards, from morning till noon, and then

again in the evening, (7. d.) In the left leg sense of numb-
ness, with heat. Erysipelatous inflammation and swell-

ing of the left leg and foot, after a good deal of dancing,

with tearing, tension, and burning in the leg, and increase

of burning pain on touching it ; when pressing the leg with
the finger, the redness disappears for a moment, (17. d.)

In the foot which had been affected with erysipelas, there

was a tension on the dorsum of the foot, so that standing
became inconvenient for her ; she is not incommoded in

walking, (a. 22 d.) Pain in the joint and the toes of the
left foot when setting the foot down, as if something press-
ed upon the toes, (a. 20 d.) Stitches in the sole of the

foot, occurring in the same manner in two persons, (2. d.)

Sense of heaviness in the feet on going up stairs, in the
evening, (l. d.) Itching of the malleoli, (2 9. )0. d.)

Pain at the heel, as from soreness consequent on walking.
Suppuration of a spot in the heel, where the rubbinjT of
the shoe had occasioned a wound. Intensely pressive
pain in the big toes, especinlly the balls, when setting the
foot down, (a. 41 d.) Burning heat and redness oT the
toes in s'ight cold, as from being'frozcn. (;u 24 d ) Inflam-
mation and itching of the hall of the little toe, as from be-
ing frozo;n. (a. 15 d.) Inflamed pimple on the hark of the
hlile toe, which is painful like a corn, (a- 15 d.) Frequent
stiiches in the corns, relieved by pressing upon them, (the
first 5 weeks

)

Common Ailments.— Vnnholesome sh '.n ; siiiill wounc's
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suppurate and ulcerate. Inclination of old wounds and

ulcers to suppurate. Whitish pimples of the size of the

hemp-seed, with red areolae, on the chest, the neck as far

as opposite the nape of the neck, (a. 6 vv.) Erysipelatous

inflammation of the leg, accompanied first by coldness,

chills and thirst, with vomiting of food and bile, then hea-

viness in the head and throbbing in the temples, with un-

easy sleep at night, resembling slumber, and afterwards

bleeding at the nose on the 0th day. Loss of appetite

every evening, nausea, drawing in the head from the ver-

tex down into the temples, and drawing in the abdomen

towards ihe groin ; for several days, (a. 5 w.) Uneasiness

in the body, which did not permit him to sit, or to be lying

long on the same part of the body, ( 1 . d.) The baby grows

pale, almost livid, the flesh which was before hard, becomes

relaxed and withering; the baby cries much, loathes the

mamma, and often wakes up from sleep with anxious cries,

(the first 2 weeks.) Loss of slrenglh in the joints, (o. d.)

She feels quite weak and powerless, (a. 5 w.) Weakness,

especially in the abdomen and the thighs, (4. d.) Worn

out, weary and indolent, with heaviness in the feet, (ihe

fir^t days.) Formication and tremor of the feet, with nau-

sea and disposition to swoon
;
going off in the open air,

(14. d.) After an animated conversation, uneasiness in

the ' body, uausea and stupefaction with vertigo, (:^. d.)

While meditatincr during labor, trembling of the whole bo-

dy, especially of the hands, with nausea, and with weak-

ness in the knees, (S. d.) Faint, lazy, peevish, thirsty, af-

ter the siesta, with heat when walking in the open air,

and sweat on the head and in the face, with obtusion ot

the head, pressure in the forehead arid the eyes, which

feel sore when touched; at the same time inclination to

deep brealhinii, during whicli there are stitches m the in-

tercostal muscles, with hard, quick pulse.

j^LEEP.—Drowsiness at dinner, and deep sleep tor 2

ho'ir^ (s. d.) The child at the breast sleeps more than

h^uhIIv but wakes up more freqiKMuly, (the first days.)

Sleony'and tired in the eveninii. Early sleepiness in the

eveninn-, and lon^ sleep,early in the morning, f(.r 4 weeks,

(a H d ) Early in the uiorinng one feels as il one had

not slept enough. Sleepy at twilight, but when he laid
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himself down, his sleep went entirely off, although he had
had a good deal of exercise during the daj', and had slept

but little the night previous, (a. 7 d.) Wide awake
in the evening. Falling asleep late, and waking up early
in the morning, (a. 6 d.) Disturbed sleep : she was un-
able to fall asleep, and tossed about in bed, (a. 21 d.) Dis-
turbed sleep with thirst and coldness, (1. d.) Disturbed
nights, he was unable to sleep soundly, on account of a rush
of blood to the head, uneasiness in the body, rumbling in
the abdomen, and diarrhoea, (the first days.) During the
night he is obliged to rise several times for the purpose of
urinating, (a. 34 d.) He can sleep only on the left side

;

for, as soon as he turns himself to the right side, he is

roused from his sleep by drawing and lancinating pains in
the intercostal muscles, (a. 7 d.) He wakes up before
midnight, and can then fall no more asleep before 2 o'clock
in the morning. He woke up at one o'clock at night, and
was then no more able to fall asleep, on account of an
abundance of ideas, until 4 o'clock in the morning, (9. d.)
Waking up at 3 o'clock early in the morning; she was then
no more able to fall asleep under 2 hours, on account of
heat in the whole body, especially in the head, and sweat
on the thighs, (11. and 12. d.) He wakes up at 4 o'clock,
early in the morning, and is wide awake, so that he goes
to his work with cheerfulness, (a. 5 w.) The child often
starts from his sleep with anxious cries, and throws his
hands about, seizing things. A child of five years tosses
about, wakes up with screams the whole night, until 4
0 clock in the morning, and in the morning is in a whining
mood, (4. d.) The baby often wakes up with screams,
and clings to the mother with anguish, as if it had been tor-
mented by frightful dreams, (first 2 weeks.) Vexatious
dreams. Dream of sore throat and other diseases. Vo-
hiptuous dreams, (a. 30 d.) She dreams that she is enjoy-mg an embrace, but without any pleasurable sensation, (a.

Fever.—Thrill of cold over the whole body, with throb-
bing headache in the occiput, as from an ulcer, (2. d.)
blight chills over the whole body, especially in the back
without any thirst, with flat taste, rough throat, stitches inthe chest when breathing, faintishness, paralytic weakness
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extension and stretching of the limbs, with contracted,

quick pulse ; at the same time heat, heaviness and stupe-

faction of the head, and burning of the eyes, with sensitive-

ness of the same to light, (23. d.) Chills at night, from 2

to 4 o'clock, with tremor, vomiting of food, tearing in the

thio-hs and pain in the femur, as if it were broken ;
tlien heat

and thirst after sleep ; at half past 9 o'clock m the morn-

ing bitter vomiting, which was succeeded by sweat wilh

diminished thirst, (2. d.) Coldness, with headache, and

subsequent heat without thirst; when walking in the open

air, the headache ceased ; then she was quite well, (14.

d ) Coldness every other day in the afternoon, with thirst

and sleep ; then heat on waking up, with pressive pain in

the lumbar region, without any subsequent sweat, (a. 38

d ) Coldness in the afternoon, from 2 to 6 o'clock
;

pre-

viously thirst in the forenoon ;
then heat, until the person

went to sleep, with pressive pain in the lefthypochondrium,

(a. 5 w.) Coldness immediately after dinner, with more

thirst than appetite for dinner, retractive tension round

about the hypochondria, and, when breathing deeply, heat

which quickly rises into the head ;
at 6 o'clock in the even-

ing, heat, which forced him to lie down until 10 oc ock
;

then sweat, and after the sweat, thirst ; for 4 days, (a. 15 d.)

Alternately coldness and heat, frequently with sweat in the

face, whilst he has thrills of cold over the back with ex-

tension and stretching of the limbs, accompanied by laint-

ishness and drowsiness, so that he is obliged to he down

in the afternoon, without however being able to sleep,

when walking, he merely drags his feet along, and is peev-

ish and taciturn. Frequent flushes of heat, early in the

morning, wilh nausea and inclination to vomit, (2. d.;

Heat in the head in the evening, when writing, with thirst

and a sensation as if sweat would break out, (a. 7 d )

Heat when she wraps up her hands in the cover of the

bed • but as soon as she puts her hands out, she feels cold,

(a 5 d ) Heat in the evening, when m bed, accompanied

bv sweat; but he feels chilly as soon as he rises, (a 17

d ) Sweat during the morning-sleep ;
when dressing him-

self, he feels cold; he is then affected with a dry^°;;f^,

with rawness in the chest, as after a cold, (a. 15 d.) blight

perspiration at night.
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CALCAREA CARBONJCA.

Take a clean oyslershell, somewhat thick ; of the soft,

snovv-while calcarean substance which is loutid between
the internal and external hard shell, take one grain, which
is then to be triturated and dynamised in the usual man-
ner.

Those symptoms which are marked with a line, belong
to^calcarea acetala.

This is one of the most powerful anti-psorics, and may
be used with especial benefit in the following affections, if

otherwise indicated :
—

Depression of spirits
;
weeping mood ; want of cheer-

fulness with heaviness of the legs; anguish when sweating;
restless anxiety; anguish, shuddering and horror, when
the evening approaches

;
anxiety induced by thoughts

;

anxiety after listening to the recital of cruellies; nervous
depression

; fnghlfulness ; attacks of despondency on ac-
count of disordered health; sensitive peevishness

; obsti-
nacy; indifference; dullness of the thii.king faculties;
chronic affection of ihe head, as if a plank were before the
head

;
dizziness and tremor before breakfast; vertigo on

going up stairs; vertigo on ascending a height, the roof
for instance

; heaviness and pressure in the forehead,
which oblige him to close his eyes

; headache on account
of readnig and writing

; headache from reaching too hiah •

boring in the forehead as if the head would burst; beatmt^
headache in the occiput

;
throbbing in the middle of the

brain
;
hammering headache after walking in the open air,

which forces one to lie down
; headache and buzzincr in

the head, with heat in the cheeks; icy coldness in"lhe
right side of the head

;
evening, sioeat ofthe head ; falling

p of the hair
; pressure in the eyes

; burning of tlie eye-
lids, and soreness, as if they were excoriated

;
burning and

cutting in the eyes, while reading by candle-liahi
; ru-

ling m the eyelids
; stitches in the eyes

; itching of the
eyes

;
agglutinalion of the eyes

;
suppuration of a fistula

Jachrymahs; lachrymation, in the open air, or early in
the mornmg

;
slight twitches in the upper and lower eye^
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lid; closing of tlie eyelids every morning; 0^—0" of

s,o ,1 wi,e„ readuig ;
obscutalion of U,e eyes afier e^^ g ,

ditn-sigl.ledness before U,e eyes, as ,1 there were fe. bers

bofore^lbe eyes ;
dun-sigh.edness, as vbrough a gauze

niisl before ihe eves wben straining ibe eyes " S

or readin<T
• lona'siffbiedness, one cannot see witboiil con-

fer, la sis' ; tbe eyes are blinded by bright light
;
stitches

In the ears
• discharge of pus from the ears ;

crackling in

L ear wbe'n swallowing ;'*/«-oWz«^^

in ihe ears • buzzing before theears ;
whizzii g o the eais,

^i riiard hearing thundering in the ear ;
her hearing is

r • „j=j • hm rl lipaiin" : sore nose obstinciion oi

often impeded ,
naia neai ui^

,
o

,
' „, ti,p „„•!(•

the nose by yellow, stinking pus ;
hleedmg at the nose ,

bad smell and fetor from the nose ;
smell of manure before

the nose
- pain of the face ;

itcHng and eruption rn the

}ac summer freckles upon the cheeks ;
itching, and i cl^

C pirnnTes, where the whiskers are; eruptions about tie

mLa Win of the glands of the lower jaw ;
toothache

Xr eveTy cold drint ;
drawing toothache with Stitches

dav and ni-ht, renewed by cold and by warmth
,

lootl -

tL mfe Sin-r and soreness ;
difficult dentition ;

pain-

fu s t t™%f the gums; stitches tl^ gums ;

11 fiKo n-nms- bleedin^y of the gums diynessoj

sion to meal
,

iiung
mornine ; she cannot eat

.avenons hunger Y >" ^at aa'er eating ;
enic-

,„fficiently t w 1 not go do
.

^^^^^.^^^^ „.ter-brash ;

tations after eaun
^^^^^^^ ^^^^

^7 /,rfor. XI and after a ,neil ; n.gl I'y
?f-

- "Z j lfZ of "l e st^machl sntcliing pressure at the

'
1, ,fie a meal ;

spasm of the stomach ;
pinching

stomach
f^'^J"^^^f^^l sl„mach ;

simuhaneonsly wiih

and cutung at the p t ot t
.

pressure » 'y'^^/einot bear tightness of clolh.ng

rtSo^tlie st'ontch; swelling at the pit .of the s.o-
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mach, with pressive pain ; the pit of the stomach is painful

to the touch ; tension across both hypochondria. Pressive

and lancinating colic, without diarrhoea
;

pressive and

pinching cohc, without diarrhoea ; cohc in the epigastri-

um ; in the afternoon cutting and griping in the abdomen,

with vomiting of the food taken for dinner ; coldness in the

abdomen
;
ivjlation and hardness of the abdomen ; incar-

cerated flatulence ; flatulence pressing towards the abdo-

minal ring, as if hernia would take place
;
constipation

;

cosliveness ; stools scanty and hard ; two evacuations a

day
;
frequent or constant looseness of the bowels ; involun-

tary discliarge of loose stool intermixed with gas; protru-

sion of the varices of the rectum, with burning pain, during

stool
;
physical depression after an evacuation, accompa-

nied by a sensation as of being bruised, through the ,whole
body

;
itching of the anus ; ascarides in the rectum

;

burning in the urethra ; too frequent micturition ; hemor-
rhage from the urethra ; hasmaturia

;
libidinous, lewd

thoughts ;
want of sexual desire

;
slight sexual powers

;

want of pollutions ; too short erections during an em-
brace

;
stinging and burning in the generative organs of

the male, during the emission of semen, in an embrace.
Pressive pain in the vagina; pressure upon the prolapsed
womb ; stitches in the os tmcas

;
itching of the pudendum

and the anus ; varices of the labia pudendi
;

after-pains or
milk-fever, after confinement

;
hcEmorrhogefrom the ute-

rus ; (suppressed catamenia ;) catamenia too early and
too copious ; cutting in the abdomen, with griping in the
sm ill of the back, during the catamenia

;
leucorrhcea, be-

fore the catamenia; leucorrhoza, like milk, flowing at in-
tervals

;
burning and itching leucorrhoea ; itching of the

pudendum, while leucorrhcea is flowing. Frequent sneez-
ing

;
troublesome dryness of the nose

; constant coryza
;

delaying coryza; dry cold in the head; dry cold in the
head, m the morning; obstruction of the nose : ulceration,
of the larynx

; hoarseness
; excessive accumulation of pus'

m /he chest
; cough in the bed, in the evening

;
night

cough during sleep
; cough early in the morning; dry

cough; yellow, stinking expectoration; pressure at the
stomach during cough

;
interception of breath when stoop-

ing
;
pressure at the chest ; stitches in the side of the
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chest during motion ; stitches in the left side, when stoop-

ing to tliat side; burning at the cliesl; prickhng in the

pectoral muscles
;
pa/pilation of the heart, also at night

;

pain in the small of the back
;
pain as Iron) a sprain, in

the back
;
stiffness and rigidity of the nape of the neck;

swellings of the cervical glands ;
goitre

;
pres.<ive pain in

the right upper arm
;
nightly drawing and tearing in the

arms ;
sudden faintness of the arms, like paralysis ;

numbness, (the German expression is, extinction, or dying

off) of the hand when clutching someiliing ;
swelling of

the hands ; sweat of the hands ; arthritic nodosities ol the

carpal joints, and those of the fingers; prickling of the

fingeis as if they went to sleep ;
numbness of the hngers,

and dying oflf of the same, even during warm weather; want

of mobility of the fingers ; the fingers are frequently para-

lyzed ; heaviness of the legs ; stiffness of the legs
;
cramp

in the legs ; when sitting, the legs go to sleep ;
ulcers of

the legs ; stitches in the thigh when settingthe foot down ;

varices of the thighs ; stitches in the knee, when standing

or sitting ;
stitches and tearing in the knee

;
drawing pain

in the knee, when silling or walking
;
swelling of the

j

knee ; red spots on the legs
;
burning of the soles : swell-

ing of the soles ;
coldness of the feet, in the evening

;

sweaty feet; dying off of the feet, in the evening; sensi-

tiveness of the "'big toes
;
corns; pain in the corns; the

extremities go to sleep
;
cramp of the arms and legs

;
pain

as from bruises, in the upper arms, and in the middle of

the thighs when going up stairs
;
tearing in the limbs, arms

and legs ;
by reaching too high the parts are easily

strained; in consequence of this reaching the nape of the

neck becomes enlarged and rigid, with headache; strain-

ing easily results from reaching too high, with consequent

sore throat. Great increase of fat in young men; physi-
{

cat depression consequent upon talking ; want of strength,

faintishness ; faintishness early in the morning
;
great ex-

* haustion after every little walk ; attacks of epilepsy in the

night, during full moon, with cries. Great fatigue conse-

quent upon moderate walking in the open air ;
great

sweat consequent upon moderate exercise
;
great sensi-

tiveness towards cold; one easily catches cold ;
visible

gurgling in the skin, succeeded by a sense of dizziness in
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tile skin. Dryness of tlie skin of the body; rough skin of

the body, as if covered with mihary ernplions ; bran-like

covering of the skin. Boils ; luarts ; drowsiness by day;

drowsiness in the early part of the evening ; frequent

waking up at night
;
sleeplessness

;
tossing about in the

bed, at night. Night thirst
;
pressure at the pit of the

stomach at night, and a rising from the pit towards the la-

rynx and the head. Nightly pains in the back and the

arms
;
nightly asthma

;
nightly palpitation of the heart

;

heat and anguish at night ; horrid images of the fancy be-

fore falling asleep ; in the evening when in bed ; anxious

dreams
;
raving at night

;
night sweat. Chilliness early

in the morning, and after rising; frequent flushes of heat

;

flushes of heat, with palpitation and anxiety of the heart;

evening-fever for three days, first, heat in the face, then,

chilliness.

Calcarea acts a long while. Calcarea generally acts

well after nitric acid, when the action of this drug, although

apparently homoeopathically indicated, had been rather un-

favorable ; on the other hand, nitric acid relieves the un-

;

pleasant symptoms of the homoeopathically chosen calca-

irea, and imparts to its action a beneficent character. Nau-
:sea consequent upon the use of calcarea, is specifically

(counteracted by smelling of the spirits of nitre, which act
(even better in this case than camphor. Other disagree-
able symptoms of calcarea are relieved by smelling of nux
vomica. Calcarea is frequently useful after sulphur, es-
^pecially when the pupils are prone to become dilated.

• Calcarea generally is indispensable and curative when
the catamenia appear a few days before the period, espe-
ccially when the flow of blood is considerable. But if the
I catamenia appear at the regular period or a little later, cal-
carea almost never is useful, even if the catamenia should
obe rather profuse.

In affections of persons advanced in age, calcarea, even
after olherintermediate remedies, can scarcely be repeated •

>>wilh advantage
;
a dose which is given after another without

any previous intermediate remedy, is almost always preju-
dicial

;
in cases of children, however, several doses may

be given in succession, provided the remedy continues to
be mdicated

; the younger the children, the more frequent-
ly may iheiemedy be repeated.

I
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Those symptoms which are marked with a line, belong

to calcarea acetala.

This drug has been observed by Drs. Hahnemann,

Franz, Gross, Harlraann, Langhammer, Rummel, Slapf,

Wislicenus, Schreter.

Noack and Trinks furnish the following valuable re-

marks on Calcarea :

—

According to Koch, Calcarea holds no direct relation to

any one organ in particular; but it exercises a subversive

action upon certain systems, especially the serous and

^6rows tissues. According to Koch, Calcarea acts especial-

ly upon the mucous membranes, on the fibrous and osseous

system, on the nervous system, on the serous tissues, on

the venous and also the lymphatic system of the abdomen,

and upon the skin. Ccdcarea is especially suitable to the

venoso-hcE7?iorrhoidal, plethoric, or the lymphatic, slow and

heavy, or to the scrophulous, rickeity constitution, especial-

ly luhen there is a predominant disposition to fluent co-

ryza, cold and diarrhcea, or it is p'articidarly adapted to

frail individuals, being poorlyfed, or also to such as had,

in their young years, a marked disposition for growing

fat and stout. In general, Calcarea is especially useful to

the young organism ; it corresponds more than amy other

remedy, to diseases of the reproductive system, which are

the basis of all tKe ^diseases inherent in the first age of

man ; it may therefore be used, with especial benefit, in

all scrophulous diseases, or in the diseases of new-born

children, such as ophthalmia, muscular and nervous weak-

ness, acidity of the stomach. Calcarea is likewise suit-

able for the diseases of females, especially when the menses

are too abundant andfrequent .
according to Hahnemann,

Calcarea is indispensable, when the menses appear too

soon and are too profuse, whereas Calcarea is almost al-

ways prejudicial wlien the menses appear at or after the

proper time ; according to Lobethal, Calcarea is, in thefor-

mer case,abeneficial remedy, which speedily and ihoroughly

cures affections resulting from menstrual n-reatilarnies,

such as muscular weakness, excessive irritaUi'y of the

nervous system, leucorrhcBa. Calcarea is sui a>ile jor

fancied diseases, for Hysteria, Hypnchondna, Melan-

cholia, uneasiness, anguish, despondency, whining mood,
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peevishness, angriness, renouncing all hope of recovery,
nervous weakness resulting from Onanism, muscular
weakness, difficulty of children of learning to walk. Dis-
eases of drunkards, delirium tremens, affections resulting

from catching cold in cold water, had effects of quinine.
Calcarea is especially useful in Scrophulosis ; especially
when there are the following symptoms : incipient indo-
lence and apathy of scrophulous children, who were for-

merly healthy and vigorous, and now become suddenly un-
able to walk, become heavy, show a distended abdomen,
pale and cachectic complexion, bloated face, enlarged nose
and lips

;
Calcarea is also useful in scrophulous ophthal-

mia, especially when morbid metamorphoses have already
taken place upon the cornea

; or in scrophulous eruptions
of scrophulous children, from the crusta serpiginosa up to
general scrophulous ulcers

;
finally in Atrophia miseraica,

when there is complete emaciation, the patient appearino-
like a mere skeleton with an old-looking wrinkled coun°
tenance, (in Tabes miseraica. Arsenic, Aurum and Jo-
dmm ought also to be considered-

;
however, according to

Lobethal, calcarea is more efficacious in that disease than
these oiher remedies ;) also in Bubo scrophulosus, swell-
ing and suppuration of the glands. Tahes scrophulosa ;
relardod closing of the fonlanelles of children

; calcarea is
the chief remedy in rickets

;
according to Lobethal, it

ranks, in that affection, higher than Phosph. Ac,
Phosp., and even Asa foetida. Ostearlhrocace, Peedar-

• throcace. Osteonecrosis, caries, fistulous and scrophulous
• ulcers (less efficacious in ulcers of ihe bones.) Cal-
•
carea is especially suitable for rheumatismiis arthriti-

1
cus, arthritis rheumatica, and arthritis arinmala and vaga;

111 IS therefore indicaled by the following symptoms which
:are considered precursors of the gout.: ailments of the
digestive organs, vomiting, cardialgia, headache, ailments
ot the ears, veriigo, dyspepsi;,, sense in the fnce as of cob-

ivivehtiying against it, abdominal sufferinos, liiEmorrhoids,
^altered urine, various kmds of tearing, lancinatinir

, drag-
ging pRins in the joints, fdntisliness, feverish motions; in
arthritis anomala, calcmei is indicated when tl e fell w-

1
ing symptoms prevail :—headache, ophthalmia, dyspha ^ia,
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spasm of the stomach, vomiting, heart-burn, colic, diat-

rhcea, abdominal pulsations, haemorrhoids, hypochondria,

hysteria, asthma, affections of the heart and the large

vessels, apoplexy, mania, pulmonary consumption, glau-

coma, cataract, amaurosis, paralytic conditions of the ex-

tremities, affections of the urinary organs, chronic exanthe-

mata, itch, herpes, rash, ulcers, intermittent fevers, neural-

gia, such as :—Ischias, pain in the face
;
gout of the

joints ; arthritis nodosa. Chlorosis. Affections of

loorms, ascarides, lumbrici, tc^nia. Hysteric spasms.

Epileptic convulsions, especially when preceded by ver-

tigo, and followed by hunsjer, (in alternation with Cuprum

and Plumb, acet. ;
epilepsy in children, (in alternation wuh

Belladonna.) Chronic eruptions vpon the skin, m \he

face. Urticaria. Eczema, especially impetiginiforme,

chronicum, furfuraceum, (also sulphur and ars.) Kcze-

ma of the hairy scalp, face, joints. Vesicular scabies,

(when it had been mismanaged by sulphur; also Merc.

Sep.)
;
complications of herpes and itch. Herpes furfura-

ceus, circinatus, (also causticum, sulphur.) Forrigo lar-

valis, furfnrans, decalvans, scutulata. Impetigo rodens,

and figurata, (also Ars., Graph., Lye, Rhus.,Sulp.) Myco-

sis menti, wiih Graphites,). Psorias simplex, palmaris

(also Sulp., Lvcop.) Acne simplex, (also Phosph. ac.)

Warts which are soft at their base, almost of the colour

of the skin, rough on the surface, hard, whitish, round.

Falling off of the hair, also after delivery, or after vio ent

acute diseases. Condylomata, (in case Thuya and INitr.

ac. should not prove curative.) Excoriations of the nipples.

Rhao-Rdes, even in individuals who work in the waicr.—

Decubitus - - Sarcoma.—Varices. Intermiltent fevers,

and bad effects resultincr from the suppression of their type

by Quinine.— Catarrhal fever.—Rheumanc fever.-Gastri-

co-catarrhal fevers, with rheumatism.-Thinl or nervous

slage of typhus, especially when there are spasmodic his,

(also Nux. vom., Verat., Bryon,) or when there is blocHing

,1,3 ,,ose—Feftres lentce —M'^Wi-^evev.— Colhquafive

sw^ats -VerlicTo, with palpiiminn of the heart, before break-

fasl Jchromc,aIsn periodical headache ; hysteric head-

ache ;
headache owing to a cold, to exhaustion of the rere_

bral activity by great mental efforts. Caput obstipum (witti
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Bry., Snip., Lye, Rhus., and Grap.) Fistula lachrymalis.—Ophthalmia neonatorum. Scrophulous ophthalmia.
Dphthalmia owing to the presence of foreign bodies in the
53yes. Arthritic Ophthalmia, especially when combined
wvilh distortion of the pupil, or also sometimes accom-
panied by intense, arthritic pains after destruction of the
Ijlobe of the eye. Egyptian ophthalmia. Ophthalmia
angularis. Blepharophlhalmia, especially when accom-
oanied by headache in the forehead, with stupefaction
and pressure in tiie temples, habitual constipation, de-
>Dression of spirits and uneasiness. Fungus hsematodes
ocuh ? Haemorrhage from the eye ? Paralytica! growthsM the lamella of the cornea, consequent upon scrofu-

lous inflammations, (together with Cannabis and Nitr.
p-c.) Leucoma of the cornea, specks, ulcers, obscu-
feation of the cornea. Photophobia scrofulosa. Amblyopia
lamaurotica. Parotitis. Otitis externa acuta et chronica.
ptorrhcea purulenta. scrofulosa, when resulting from ca-
Vies of the ossicula of the ears. Polypi in the meatus au-
ilitorius. Hard hearing, also when owing to the abuse of
iiumme in intermittent fevers. Big nose, scrofulous
jwwelhng of the nose

;
scrofulous, periodical swelling of the

Qose, with blue, red colour, and obstruction of the meatus
;

sancer of the nose. Ozoina scrofulosa. Polypi of the
;i05e, mucus polypi in both cavities of the forehead, and in
;he nostrils. Blennorrhcea of the nose, with discharge of
'juriform, thick mucus, or a quantity of rather lymphatic

e'ellow-reddish fluid, the flow being partly spontaneous,
"Mrtly the result of blowing ; it excoriates the upper lip,
md produces around the nose, upon the upper lip and the
iheek, itching pimples, which are filled with pus

; there is
sweihng externally, and soreness internally; chronic co
yza ami obstruction of the nose

; retarded coryza. Anos-
aia. Prosopalgia. Fistulous ulcers on the mxms. DiM-
Mlt dentition of children, even with convulsions; coil-

festive toothache, when depending upon dentition. Tear-
'-ig m hollow, and also in sound teeth, in paroxysms
.y day, and at_night, aggravated by cold, especially "by a
raughtof cold air, the teeth bein^ very sensitive to "the
ir, even when there is no pain. Odontalaia nervosa, (al-
0 called Neuralgia dentalis,) when the pain is drago-in^
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and lancinating, or grinding and throbbing, or gnawing and

boring, is aggravated by drinking something cold or warm,

or by'^noise, and occurs most easily daring and after the

catamenia, or during pregnancy. Odontalgia of pregnant

women, and of those whose menses are too profuse. In-

flammation of the tonsils ;
disposition to such inflamma-

Hon. Angina phlegmonodes. Vomiting. Vomifus sahu-

ralis. Anorexia and dyspepsia^ acidity of the stomach ;

Pyrosis and other gastric affections. Chronic gastritis.

Spas?n of the stomach, with nausea, sour eructations, sour,

bitter vomiting, anguish and oppression of the chest, palpi-

tation of the heart, costiveness and blind haemorrhoids, in

persons of a choleric temperament. Colic. Abdominal

spasms. Chronic affections of the abdomen. Induration

and other chronic affections of the liver. Obstinate con-

'stipation. Chronic disposition to looseness of the bowels

and diarrhoea ; diarrhcea, luith prolapsus recti ; diarrhcea

of phthisic patients ; diarrhcea of scrofulous chiUren dur-

ing dentition ; acute, dangerous diarrhoea of children,

which are described as ramollissement of the stomach and

intestinal canal: diarrhoea comes on without any percep-

tible cause, the copious evacuations which take place more

or less frequently in proportion to the violence of the dis-

ease, consist of watery, slimy, either greenish or grayish,

flocculent substances, with a cadaverous smell which also

characterises the flatus, and, being soon communicated to

the clothes and the bed-clothes of the child, imparts a pes-

tiferous smell to the atmosphere, accompanied by slight

fever, burning of the hands and soles of the feet, continual,

violent thirst, want of appetite, rapid emaciation ot the

whole body, and especially the face, which looks old, ow-

ino- 10 a peculiar expression of suffering and numerous

fo'fds and wrinkles, constant uneasiness, tossing about,
,

whimpering and screaming, pale, parched, dry skin, with-

out any elasticity, painful elastic distention of the abdo-

men occasional vomiting, scanty, pale urine, stupor or

light sleep, with half-closed eves, the other symptoms be-

comin^worse and worse, etc.
;

(for these svmptoms Knorre

advisel especially Calcarea acetata.) Licnteria conse-

quent upon an increase of the peristalnc motion of the in-

-

leslines, especially after a meal. Cholera Asiatica, in
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congestions of the liver, (also Bryonia, Merc
, Sulph.)

HcBmorrhoidul complaints and had effects ofa violent sup-
pression of the hcj&morrhoidalflux, such as vertigo, with
attacks of falling down, accon:)panied by loss of conscious-
ness, pressive, dull obtusion of the head, as is consequent
upon intoxication, violently pressive, stunning headache,
weakness of memory, heaviness of the head, hard stool
at long intervals, and badly smelling

;
profuse sweat of

the feel, with soreness of ihe soles of the feet. Gravel
and stones in the bladder. Polypi in the bladder
Catarrh of thd bladder. Hematuria. Wetting the bed
at night. Hysteralgia. Pernicious effects of onanism.
"Weakness of the genital organs. Sterility. Excited sex-
ual desire m the male

; too frequent pollutions at night.
Dysmenorrhnea and amenorrhoea of plethoric individuals.
Excessive fioio of the menses. (Calcarea may be exhibit-
ed between llie menses, not only in order to regulate the
flow itself, but also to remove the evd effects produced in
the sexual organs and the other organs of the body, by
the excessive and too frequent flow^ of blood ; in conjunc-
tion with Nux. vom., Cinch., and Sulp.) Metrorrhagia

;

Serous Leucorrhoea consequent upon Metrorrhagia. Leu-
corrhcea, or without menstrual irregularitfes, daily,
copious discharge of a mild white mucus, accompanied by
violent itching of the genital organs, sometimes also burn-
ing and shootmg stitches, general lassitude and depression
of strength, especially by weakness of the knees and legs,
emaciation, paleness uf the face, weakness of the chest, es-
pecially when talking, sometimes oppression at the chest,

-

pressive pains at the chest, with dry, fatiguing cough, un-
easy sleep, excessive irritabiliiy, peevishnessj'^vehemence
produced by trifling causes, anxiety, depression of spirits,
sadness and apprehension on account of the result of the
disease. Abortion Too long afier-pains. Galaclirrhoea
and Agalactia. Weakness, falling off of the hair, and
other symptoms consequent upon delivery. Croup, durincr
the remission, when Spongia had been exhibited with be"^
nefit during the night. Calcarea is here exhibited, when
the breathing remains audible and sibilant, in children
Ti^hich are evidently scrofulous, or during the period of
denution. Hemoptysis in millers, in. conjunction with
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sulphur and g,reasy oily food. Cough in measles. Chro-

nic cough, with slight pinching and griping in the chest,

twitching of the eye-Hds, clouds before the eyes and en-

larged submaxillary glands, (Puis, may then be exhib. first.)

Chronic Laryngitis^ with or without ulceration. Catarrh

and Chronic Blennorrhagia of the trachea and the lungs

Pituitous and tuberculous phthisis of the lungs in the 1st,

2nd, and 3d stage ; Calcarea is an extremely important

remedy for limiting the symptoms of the colliquative ac-

tion. Rheumatism of the Pleura and the intercostal mus-

cles Rheumatic affections of the spinal marrow- Pain

in the small of the hack, consequent upon straining the

parts in lifting . Curvature and ramollissp.ment of the ver-

tebrae, in children, (in alternation with Phosp. ac. and Sil.)

Chirargra and Podagra. Luxatio spontanea. Ischias.

The extremities go to sleep. Sense of numbness and pa-

ralysis of the hands, being a sort of rest of arthritic or rheu-

matic diseases, or a companion of diseases of the heart

and the spinal marrow.

Analogous Remedies.— 1. Anac, Ars., Bell., i3ism.,

Caust., Chi., Grap, Lyc ,
Merc, Mur. magn. Nitr. ac,

Nux. vom., Phosp., Sil., Sulp.—2. Alum., Ambr., Antim.

crud., Carb. an. et veg., Cina., Ipec, Kali., Magn. mur.,

Petr., Puis., Rhodod., SciU., Sep.—3. Arn., Bar., Bry.,

Cham., Con., Cupr., Ignat., Natr. mur.. Plumb Verat.,

Zinc. Calcar. is especially suitable after Cinch., Uupr.,

Acid. nitr. (especially when this latter remedy had acted

unfavorably) and Sulph. After Calcar. are most suitable

Lyc Acid. nitr. (especially when Calc had not acted fa-

Y6rably,) Phosp., Silic, and Sulph. (the latter when the

pupils are much disposed to dilate.) Calc. and Lyc may

often be advantageously exhibited one after another.

Moral Symptoms.—* Depressed in spirits, and melan-

choly to the highest degree, with a sort of anguish. A

feelino- about the heart which is not exactly a feeling ot

sadnels ; there is no cause for it, accompanied by a kind

of voluptuous tremor in the body. One is sad almost to

tears
;
anxiously concerned about the present and the lu-

ture. Sad, depressed mood, * with irresistible desire to

weep. Weeping mood in the evening, (a. 5 d.) A gooa

deal of weeping in a baby whose mother had taken calca-
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rea. Weeping consequent upon rennonstrance. Weep-
ing on account of trifles, accompanied by an easily wound-
ed and irritaied temper. Grief and complaints on account
of old offences. * Anxiety on account of every trifle, ac-
companied by a weeping mood. Anxiety in tlie afternoon,
after previous nausea, and headache in the forenoon. He
is aiixious about the present and tlie future, with deep re-
flection

; at the same time he is indifferent towards things
around him. but he is not disinchned to work. Anxious
mind, as if he had done something evil, or ought to appre-
hend reproaches, accompanied by a persevering disposition
to labor. Great anguish and palpilal.ion of the heart. * A
kind of sweat, from anguish, wiih nausea. Frequent jerks
in the pit of the stomach during the anxiety. Anxious un-
easiness, and appearance of being busily engaged in many
kiixis of work

; she intends to undertake many things, but
accomphshes nothincr

; after this stir, her strength is very
much depressed. * Uneasiness of mind, with gloom and
anxiety. Orgasm of the blood, and uneasiness. Extremely
unea.sy in the evening, owing to nausea in the afternoon,
with great thoughtlessness. He dishkes to be alone ; his
face, hands and feet are cold. Fearful and uneasy, as if
some accident were to happen to her, (a. 4 d.) Apprehen-
sion, as if some misfortune were to happen to him, or to
some one else

; he cannot succeed in banishing it, (a. d.)
Sadness and apprehension as if she expected some sad-
dening news. The mind is full of dread and anxiety of
the future, with fear of consumption. She fears to lose
her understanding. She fears lest people should observe
her confusion of mind Hypochondriasis, she imagines to
be deadly sick, and cannot, nevertheless, complain of anv-
Ihing, (the first days.) * Despairing mood, with fears of
disease and misery, with foreboding of sad events. * She
despairs of her life, and imagines that she is obliged to die

;

at the same lime, she has a very sad m.iod, with weepino-,
and frequent attacks of sudden, general heat, as if she had
hot water poured over her. * Frequent attacks of irrita-
bility and anguish. Irritable, faint and depressed, early in
the morning, after liule labor. * Noise afl^ects one a good
deal.

_

Lvery near noise causes him to start, especially
early in the mornmg. Impatient, desperate. Unnaturally
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indifferent, unsociable, taciliirn, (a. 8 d.) Not disposed to

speak, without being ill-humored, (a. 6 hours and a half.)

Peevishness and unremilted obsliiiacy, for 3 days, (a. 28

d.)
* Very peevish, and disinchned to speak ;

these symp-

toms manifest themselves as soon as he enters the room,

cominc^ oni of the open air, where he feels well, with in-

creased headache. As soon as he sits idle and quielj he

becomes peevish and sleepy, and every thing is disagree-

able to him. * Vexed, peevish, sullen, and extremely indif-

ferent towards the most important things ;
at the same

time he did everything with reluctance, and as if by force.

* Intolerable sulkiness and peevish mood. Repulsive dis-

position. Repulsive, depressed mood. * Everything is

disacrreeable to her, with great peevishness. ^orrowlul

and°peevish, she looked upon everything from the worst

side and imagined everyllung evil. Peevish without a

cause, two successive evenings. Peevish, without a cause,

especially early in the morning. Peevish and uneasy.

Very peevish, (a. some h.) Frequently peevish, and then

she spits. «he is so peevish on account of trifles, that she

is jjiddv the whole evening, and goes to bed early, but is

not able to sleep, (a. 20 d.) Very peevish and irritable,

after a cold. Peevish on account of trifles, and very irri-

table early in the morning, before stool ;
he gets angry at

evervthing. The recollection of former vexations makes

him ancrry. Repugnance, aversion, loathing of most men.

Disinclined to every land of work. Dread and bathing

of work, with great irritability and heaviness^ ot the leet.

Absence of volilion, accompanied, however, by a sense ot

streno-th, (a. 7 d ) Peevish and vexed during the day, in

the evening cheerful and talkative. The first part of the

day he is anxious, the latter part he is cheerful and satis-

fied with himself. He is cheerful, and
'^^f^^'^'^'^'^l

amoncTSt men, in order to talk with them, (a. 10 h.) tie

loses ^The train of his ideas; his memory is short. Very

foraetful (a. 48 h.) Great weakness of the imaginative

Sy ;
during a slight effort in talking, he felt as if his

bra n were paralyzed, mostly in the occiput ; ^
able to think of anything or to reco lect what was he sub_

ject of conversation, with obtusion of the head, bhe con
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founds one word with another, and easily chooses a wrong
expression.

Head.—Giddiness and loss of senses, as after turning
in a circle.—Feeling of stupidity in the head, as after
turning a long lime in a circle, from 3 o'clock in the morn-
ing until 4 o'clock in the afternoon, (a. 25 d.) Loss of
consciousness, accompanied by an illusion in regard to the
place, as if the room were a bovver. In the evenino- two
attacks of loss of consciousness when walking

; she would
have fallen to the floor, if one had not seized her, (5. d.)
Loss of consciousness, with anxious oppression at the sto-
mach

; she is roused from it, as by violent frioht. On
stooping, and on moving the head, she felt as if slie knew
not where she was. Sense of confusion and tremor in the
head, (L d.) Sense ol confusion in the head. Sense of
dullness and giddiness in the head, every mornin'T when
rising. Great obtiisirn of the head, after the siesta? Dull^
continual obtusion of the head. Painful obtusion of the
head, so that she cannot understand that which she has
read, nor comprehend that which is spoken. The head
feels constantly as if it loere too full. Insensibility and
bluntness of ihe senses, as in a cold. * Dizziness of the
head, early after rising, with nausea, and roaring before
the ear, and a sensation as if he would fall down se°iselcss,
(a. 22 d.) In the forenoon he felt so dizzy that he looked
at everythmg as if he were half dreaming. Stupefaclion,
as if the person were unconscious of the external ohjecls
with an undulating buzzing on the top of the head. Stupe'

oT'A'' °i ir""
^'^'^ ^^'^ '^^"^^ afternoon, (a.

24 d.) Vertiginous staggering in the evening, * when
walking m the open air

; he totters to and fro. Sense of
giddiness as if he were to be lifted high up and then
piished forward. Vertigo unto falling, with faintishness.
Vertigo, as if the body did not stand firmly, (a. 6 h )—
Slight vertigo, going off soon, (a. a quarter of an h.)-At-
ack of stunning vertigo

; the head stooped forward to
the left side, both when at rest and in motion, (a. three
qiianers of an h.) Vertigo consequent upon vexation.
Vertigo when quickly turning the head, and also when
at rest. Quickly passing vertigo, mostly when siili.i.T.
less when standing, and still less when walkinrr. ViS-

12
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lent vertigo TV'hen stooping, then nausea and headaclie.

Vertigo unto falling, after stooping, when walking or

standTng; she had to hold herself. Vertigo after walk-

in-, vvlSin standing or looking around, as it everythmg

lunicd with her. Vertigo when walking in the open air,

as if he would reel, especially when turning the head

quickly.— Vertigo ivhen walking in the open air, (also a.

20 d.) -Vertigo when walking in the open air, as it he

would fall to the right side, (a. 2 h.) Vertigo and painful

turning of the head, as in a circle, early in ihe morning,

whenFising; especially giddy when walking o^-ff
with chilliness and prickings in the left side of the head.

Headache, also with giddiness, * every morning on vvak-

incrup. Headache in the nose, over the forehead.t Head-

ache in the occiput, whenever she ties something firmly

around the head. Frequently semi-lateral /'^^^^c/'^^'j/-

\vays loilh a quantity of empty risings. Headache with

nausea, (a. 12 d.) Headache only on that side upon which

he is just lying, (burning ?)-8ensalion, on stooping as if

a headacl.e'we^re beginning in the right side. Dull pain

in the forehead, with desola'eness and emptiness ot tiie

head, early on waking up, with a dry, slimy tongue, (o. d.)

First dull, then presSive headache in the temples, early

on wakincT up, with a quantity of empty eructations. V lo-

len dull headache, first in the fore part then in the back

par of the head, for some days, (a. « d. btunning pres-

su e on the top of the head, as after qmckly turning in a

circle (a. 24 1.) Stunning, pressive pain in the forehead

a<^in vert go, both when at rest and in motion, (a 1 h. and

:Z^)-Stunnrng pressive headache in theforehead, with

obnub lation ofth?Chole head, and inabihty to recollect

an thing lohen reading; he had to stop reading, and knew

no where he was.-Stunning, pressive headache, early a -

^er sing, as if he had not slept enough, or had been revel-

mg d rmg the night, (a-. 24 lK)-S.unn.ng, pressive pam

n Uie forelioad, which is especially augmented by stoop-

ing, (a. 50 h.) Continual feeling of fulness in the head.

„ To»M<;i *TOR —This seems to he a misprint, and

.^:,!;!,"IuTu™s%LTr-"Headach. i„ .he forehead over tUe

nuse."
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Painful feeling of fulness in the forehead, with bealino- in
the temples. * Heaviness in theforehead, * increased by
reading and writing. Heaviness and heat of the head, *

al-

most only in the forehead. Heaviness of the head, early
on waking, for several mornings, (a. 20 h.) Great heavi-
ness of the head, early on waking, with heat in the head

;

both symptoms increased by moving or righting the head,
(a. 27 h.)

—Great heaviness of the head, with violent jerks in both
temples, and painfulness of the whole head wlien stoop-
ing, which goes off again when the head is righted, (a. 9
h. and a half.) Heavniess and pressure in the occiput, (a.

13 d.)—Painful heaviness of the head, after stooping for
some time while standing, with pressure of the forehead
from within outward, especially over the left eye, (a. 5 h.
and a half.) Pressure in the head, sometimes on the top,
sometimes in the temples, (a. 12 d.)~Pressive, intensely
pressive, pain in the whole head, especially in both temples.
(a. 9 h.) Pressure in the temple, every day for 8 days.
Pressure in the left temporal bone, as if it were pressed
in, at the same time internally and externally, (a. 7 h. and
a half.)—Pressure in the right temple, clore by the
side of the eyes, as if something pressed upon it hard,
(a. 5 h.^ and a half.) He is roused from his sleep
at hve o clock every morning, by a violently pressive painm the vertex

;
the pain goes off after an hour.—Pressure

in the vertex, which extended as far as the eye. * Pressure
in the forehead. Pressive headache, mostly in the fore-
head, increased in the open air. Pressive headache in ihe
lorehead, which produces a sensation as if the parts there
were unusually large.—Pressive headache in the forehead
especially over the left eyebrow, when walking in the open
air.-Pressive headache in the right frontal eminence,
which extends as far as the right eve and forces it to closemvo untarily, (a 1 h. and a half.)-^Pressive pain, shoolin^
quickly through the occiput ; the pain only disappearl
gradually. Pressure in the fore part of the' head, (4. d )Pressure in the forehead from within outward, very con-
siderable and resembling vertigo, relieved by pressing
upon the parts with the cold hand, and going off whenwalkms in the open air, (a. 9 d.)-Pain fn the left tem"
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poral redon and the ^Yhole left side of the head, pressing

from within oulward ;
the pain is also in the right side ot

the occiput.-Pressing in the left occiput from wilhm out-

ward, in icrks ; the pressure extends as far as the nape ot

the neck (a. 1 h. and a quarter )-Sensatioii m the occi-

put as if it were pressed asunder. \ lolenl, aUnost lancin-

•ating pain in the region of the vertex, pressmg from with-

in outward; when^stooping, (a. 14 d.) Painful pressing

from within outward, in ihe whole head, with a sensation

as if the braiu were compressed, (a. 15 d.) Compressive,

pinching headache on the left side. Tensive sharp pain m

he forehead. Tension across the top of the head. 1
e

liead aches, it feels tense. Tension and pressure m the

ricrht side of the head, as from a blunt msirument, which

is%ressed through the head from above downwards m

ierl s.
* Cramp-hke pain, moving from the forehead to he

iertex (after a cold,) (a. 6 d.) Spasmodic drawing b -

neath ti e vertex, with stitches m the temples, and heat m

"fears, (a. 48 h.)-Cramp-hke pain in ^1- right temp e

Q h )—Cramp-like pain in the left temple, (a. 8, 14 li.;

Pi'nchinc pain m the forehead. Pinching and drawing

•pain m the'left temple, towards the panetal bone with he^

If the face. Drawing pam m the whole of the r^ght s de

of the head, in the jugum and the jaw, (4 d-)-13iaw^n

T^ain in the rioht side of the forehead, over the eye and in

rhrocciput
• Uns symptom occurs when he makes a men-

tal effo 1 (a 2 d.) Drawing pain on the lop of the head.

•ALS:c±tant dkwing P-/^
beneath the vertex, and

^
irmoles which appears lo rise from the back. Jieadacne

rtsTn. fr^m the nape of the neck. Drawu,g pain m the

ocaput, always to'wards the side to

^l^f^^^Z^^^^^
head • ffoincT off after sneezmg, (a. 12 ^"^

^ress ve headache in the region of the left evebrow o m

l::^;^
-ow ; ^ 'p^-g ^^on the

forehead.-D.aw u Pi^
„ecU.-Dravv-

'
''ive omeUmc ko earing, headache, sometimes
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the temples ; it diminishes when pressing upon ihe parts,

and disappears when exerting the thinking faculty, (a. 3

d.) Tearing pain, the whole day, in the temples, the bones

of the orbit, and the cheek, which swells a good deal.

Grinding and pressing in the head, which spread towards

the eyes, the nose, the teelh, and the cheeks, with great

sensitiveness to noise, accompanied by slight attacks of

swooning. Sensation as of gnawing in the occiput. Cut-
ling pain in the occiput, and in the forehead, as if a sharp

body were pressed in there, made worse by walking and
pressing the hand upon the parts, (a. 3 d.) Stitches in the

head. Shooting stitches in the head, here and there.

Stitches in the head, in the evening, with stitches in the

legs. Stitching pains in the brain, with a sense of empti-
ness in the head, for three days, (i. 28 d.) Single stitches

through the head, with great chilliness. Lancinating head-
ache out at the eyes, (the first days.) Lancinating head-
ache on the right side, as far as the eye. Stitch-like

headache in one half of the forehead
; the pain is relieved

when lying down. Stitches in the whole head for half an
hour, coming on in consequence of righting herself after

she was lying on the back, or after stooping. Stitching
headache on the left side, over the temple, (a. 2 d.) Fre-
quent stitches in the temples, (a. 7 d.) Lancinations pene-
trating at the left temple and coming out at the right, (a.

5 h.) Stitches on the top of the head, on the right side,

extending into the right eye, (a. 29 d.)—Fine sliiches in
the vertex, externally, (a. 7 li.) Stitches in the right
side of the occiput, (a. 1 ] d.)—Periodically increasing and
decreasing prickings in the left side of the" forehead, when
at rest or in motion.—Violent jerking stitches through the
whole of the right half of the brain

;
they are often re-

newed, and then leave behind them a sensation of tension,
and as of pressing asunder.— Dull, stitching ache, wlien
walkmg

;
it especially extends over the left side of the

forehead, and disappears a/rain through continual walking.—
Grmding stitches in the left temple, close by the eyebrow,
when moving ihe lower jaw, (a. 5 h.)—Boring, painful
stitches in the left part of the forehead, when sitting

;
they

immediately go off when silting, walking, standing, or touch-
ing the parts, (a 12 h.)—Boring stitchln the centre of the
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forehead, extending into the brain, (a. 3 h.)—Boring lan-

cinalions in the left temporal region from vviihin outwards,

regularly intcrmiltent
;
they go off when silting, or touch-

ing the parts.—Pulsative stitches in the left par.etal bone,

(immediaiely.) Single shootings or thrusts across the

brain. Spasmodically shooting pain in the right temple.

Jerkings in the head, for moments. * Throbbing head-

ache m the middle of the brain, every morning, and con-

liiniing ihe whole day. Throbbing pain in the forehead.

Siitch°like throbbing in the head, when walking fasU—

Considerable throbbing in the lop of ihe head, in the region

of the vertex, as of an artfcry, with cutting thrusts from

wilhin outwards. * Kush of blood to the head, with heat

of the face, seven hours after the meal. * Heal in the

head, and considerable orgasm. * Heat in the lefl part of

ihe head. Heat around the head, in the evening. * Icy

coldness, in and about the head, (a. 4 h.) Snapping, as of

sparks from the electric machine, which may be heard for

s-'veral minutes in the occiput, towards noon
;

this is fol-

lowed by a warmth ascending from the nape of the neck.

Concussion of the brain, especially in the right part of the

occiput, occasioned by slight shaking of the head, and at

every step —Concussion of the brain when setting the foot

down, like an echo in the head. Sudden pain in the left

parietal bone, as if ihe bone were cut to pieces, accom-

panied by shudderino all over the body. A numb spot

cxlernally on the right side of the head. Several places

of the head are painful to the touch, (a. 14 d.)—The whole

skin of the head is intensely painful when moving the

frontalis muscle to and fro, (a. 1 h. and a half.)—Soreness

of the occiput, when touching the part, as if there were

subcutaneous suppuration. Pain about the head, as li the

skin became detached, about the occiput, as far down as the

nape of the neck. Tearing about the head and jn the eyes,

with redness of the whole face, every afternoon from three

or four o'clock until nine or ten. Great liability of the

head to cold, which causes headache, as if a plank were

IvincT upon the head, with pressive pam in the head, and

chilhness of the body, (a. 6 d.)
.
Itching of the hmnj scalp.

Itchincr of the occiput. * Itching behind the ear, with

dizziness in the head after scratching. Itching of the
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hairy scalp, when walking in ihe open air.—Tingling itch-

ing of ihe hairy scalp, vvliich forces one to scratch, with

painfuhiess of the roots of the hairs when louched.—Prick-

ling and ilching of the hairy scalp, which cannot be re-

moved by rubbing, (a. VO ii.) Burning ilching of the hairy

scalp, (a. 13 d.) Burning ilching, as from nellies, wiili

excessive tingling of ihe hairy scalp, and the lower

part of the face, in ihe evening before going lo bed.

Tiie skin of the head upon ihe vertex becomes scaly.

* Eruplion upon the hairy scalp, * with glandular swell-

ings at the neck. Violent eruplion on the head. Pim-
ples on the forehead. * Tumour on the right side of

the head, without any pain, (a. 15 d.) 'I'umour under
the left temple, (a. 15 d.) Tumour on the right temple,

early in the morning, which had gone off again in the

evening, (a. 15 d.) * Thin, moist prrrigo on the hairy

scalp, (a. 12 d.) A boil on ihe forehead, where llie hairs

begin, (ihe first days.) * The hair of the head comes
out when combing it.

Eyes.—Pustule over the left eyebrow. The 05^68 arc

so painful that she is obliged to clojic them with sensation,

as if she ought to press ihem in. Sensation ofpain, as if
a foreign little body hud got into the eyes, (a. 17 d.)

Pain in the eyes, as if they were pressed in. * Pressure
in the eyes^ in the evening. Considerable pressure, day
and night, as if a grain of sand were lodged behind ihe up-
per eyelid, (a. 19 d.) Pressure in the eye, in the evening,
afler going lo bed, and at night as if a grain of sand were
lodged in the eye. Pressure and burning in the eyes, with
lachrymal ion. Tension in ihe muscles of ihe eyes, when
turning the eyes, or exerting them while readmg.
Twitching, and slight pullintr in the eye, in jerks, (a. 20
d.) * Siiiches in ihe eye and head, (during the menses,)
(a. 8 d ) Severe stilch in that eye, which is affecled with
ihe fistula lachrymalis. Stitches and biting in the eye.
Stitches in the internal canthus of the eye, then, alternale-
ly stitches and throbbing in the eyes ; frequent blowing of
the nose afler the pain has gone.— Siiiches in the inter-
nal and the external canthus.— Ilchinrr stitches in the in-
ternal canlhi, which pass off by rubbing, (immediately.)
-—Violently tearing stitches in the right eye, as if it were
inflamed.—Boring stitch in the upper border cf the orbit,
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(a. 5 h.) Itching in the margin of the eyelids. * Itching

in the eyes^ in the evening, but pressure early in the morn-

ing.
—* Violent itching ot the eyes. Itching in the canlhi

of the eyes. Itcliing in the internal canthus of the right

eye.— Itching of the eyes in both corners.—Tinckling itch-

ing of the external canthus of the right eye, which forces

one to rub, (a. 25 h.) * Pain, as from excoriation, in the

lower eyehd. Biting in the eyes, (a. 7 d.) Feeling of

coldness in the eyes, (immediately.) * Feehng of heat in

the eyes, with heaviness in the upper lids. * Burning in

the eyes when he closes the lids.—Burning in the left up-

per eyelid, towards the internal canthus, (a. 6 h ) Burn-

ing of the internal canthi of the eyes, with stitches in the

parts. Burning and itching in the eyes, (a. 8 d.) Itching

burning of the eyes, head and neck, (a. 7 d.) Redness of

the margins of the eyehds. * Redness of the wiiiie of the

eye. Reddish appearance of the white of the eye, with

pressure in the eyes, (a. 20 d.) Inflammation and swell-

ing of the canthi of the left eye, and of the lower lid, with

shooting and throbbing pains, and itching all around, (a.

10 d.)— Violent inflammation of the eyes, the white of the

eyes is quite red ; in the eyes, especially in the external

canlhi, there is much gum the whole day ; the external

canthi look sore, and seem to ulcerate, for fourteen days,

(2. d.) * Sioelling and redness of the eyelids ; they he-

come agglutinated every night ; in day time the eyes are

full of gum, with a feeling of heat and soreness, as from

excoriation, and there is lachrymation, (a. 1 1 d.) Swell-

ing of the lower eyelids, early in the morning after rismg.

Lachrymation, when writing. Lachrymation, and fatigue

and weakness of the eye, (a. 7 d.) Lachrymation

of the eyes early in the morning. A biting fluid runs

out of the left, reddened eye. Sensation, as of grease

h^mg in the eyes. Gum is constantly in the eyes
;

she

is often obliged' to wipe them. Dry pus on the^margins of

the eyelids, and in ihe canlhi of the eyes.—Gum in the

canthi of the eyes, for two days, (a. 10 li.)—Agglutination

of the eyelids, on moving them, with pressure in the cor-

ners, especially the outer^corners, (a. 55 h.) Closing ofthe

eyes by pus. The eyes look watery and their lids are ag-

glutinated early in the morning ;
the eyes are, moreover,

painful when he looks into the light, (a. 24 h.)—Ihe eyes
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are closed by pus, early on waking up, (a. 24 h.) The
white of the eye is very much reddened ; a Httle blood ex-

sudatcs out of it, without any pain. * Slight twitching in

the uppe-r eyelids, with a sensation as if the eye moved
spontaneously, (a. 18 d.) Stiffness in the left eyeball,

early in the morning, after rising, it cannot be moved with-

out experiencing a disagreeable feeling. She is oblii^ed

to wink when reading ; the eyes constantly incline to

close, (were red from lachrymal ion.) Ditatation of the

pupils.—The pupils first dilated, then contract cd. ^ A
darkness or sense of blackness sometimes shoots across
her eyes. * 'rurbidness of the eyes, after having caught
a cold in the head, (a. 6 d.) Turbidness of sight; at the
same lime she feels a desire of closing the eyes, without
being sleepy, (6. d.) * Sensation as of feathers being be-
fore the eyes. * Sensation as of a gauze being before the
eyes, in both their inner canthi ; this symptom goes off" by
lachrymaiion. Sensation as of a shadow being before the
eyes, with dilated pupils, so that, on one side, objecis ap-
pear to her dark, or are invisible ; in man, for instance,
she only perceives one eye. Sudden blindness, immedi-
ately after dinner

;
be was even unable to see the table, at

which he was sitting ; at the same time sweat from op-
pressive anxiety, and nausea

;
also, simultaneously, like a

bright appearance before the eyes ; the symptom went off
after an hour's sleep. In the dark he imagines to see elec-
tric sparks before the eyes. Far-sightedness ; she is
obliged to wear convex glasses when reading. * Long-
sightedness ; whereas she was generally able to 'distin-
guish things clearly both near and far, she is now unable
to distinguish anything fine in her neighborhood

; she can-
not thread a needle, (first days-)—Far-sightedness in a per-
son who IS short-sighted

; he was able to distinguish clearly
objects at a considerable distance, the whole day. She
saw small objects more distinclly than large ones. When
reading, a black point accompanies the letters. Some-
times he sees a black spot before the left eye, which goes
ott again in a few minutes. She often sees black spots
before the eyes, when she makes a bodily efforl, (a. U d )He sees a halo round the candlc-ligh't and the moon
1 he letters are dancing before the eyes. Wavelets of

12*
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light daricirig before the eyes, and dullness of sight. Danc-

ing wavelels of light, and hke fiery sparks before ihe eyes,

early in the mornnig, on waking up. Light dazzles lier

eyes. Looking at candle-light painfully atfects both one's

eyes and head.

Ears. -Pain in the ears, as if something would pene-

trate through. Pressure in the ears. Cramp-like pain in

the ears, (7. d.)—Cramp-like feeling on the posterior sur-

face of the concha, (a. 9 li.) Twitching in the righl ear,

accompaniea by a whizzing «ort of whispering, as of the

wind among leaves. The twitching occurs every minute,

and is so violent that the whole body sometimes twitches

up —'['witching ill the cartilage of the ear, (a. 48 h.)

Drawing, dull pain in the ears. * Stitches in the left ear,

and thc'temple ; the symptom went off when at rest, and

when the eyes were closed. Stitches and pain in the

right ear.— Slitrhes in the ears. Tearing slitches in the

right ear, (a. 3 d.) * Pulsations in the ears, (the first days.)

Prickling in the right ear, (a. 7 d.) Ilching of the concha.

Burning'^ilching in both cars. Frequently slight chills,

externally, on the ears. Heat in the interior of the ears,

like hot blood, (a. 29 d.) Heat is, so to say, rushing out

of ihe left ear, (a. 5 d.) Burning pain around the ear.

Swelling in the left ear, wilh itching. Extensive swellmg

of the rfght ear. Swelling of the internal ear and right side

of the face, with frequent secrelion of wax. The bone be-

hind the left ear feels swollen and itches ;
on touching the

place it is painful, as if it were ulcerated. * Erupliun be-

hind the right ear; the eruption becomes moist. Tumour

before the left ear ; it feels like a boil when touched.—Tu-

mour under the lobule ;
this causes a tensive pain in the

arliculation of ihe jaw, when chewing. A little water is

dropping out of her sound ear, whilst the other ear, which

is provided with sound wax, hears with difficulty. When

blowing the nose, there is a shooting into the ear. When

blowincT the nose hard, her ear feels obstructed so that she is

not abl? to hear with it; this symptom goes off again on

swallowino-.—* Sensation in the right ear, as if something

had become lodged before -the tympanum, without, how-

ever diminishing the hearing, (a. 15 h.) Worse hearmg,

(the first 3 d )
* Hard hearing, for a long lime, bensi-
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liveness in the brain, when Iiearing a shrill sound-— Sen-

sitive 10 noise, in the evening, when lalhng asleep. *'l'nig-

ling before the ears. * Ringing in the ears, and atier^

wards * snapping, as of a spark Irom llie eleciric maciune.

* Aliernaiely buzznig, as ot niusquiiocs, and cracknig, as

in breaking dry slniw, in ihe let'l ear. Buzzing roaring ia

ihc ear. * Kniging in the left ear and in the hjad. * Buz-

zin"- in the leli ear. * Considerable iuunnnn^ in the cais,

wiih hard hearing, early in ihe morning, (a. 2 d.) ^ense,

as of fanning ihe left ear.—Low huirniiing, as of a lop, in

both ears, with obtusion of the head, (a. half an h.)

QueJchina; in- the ears, when swallowing, (the first d )

Flapping in the ear, as from a loose skin hanging down in

it. A sort of gruiiiing in the ear, when svvallovvmg.

Cracking in the ear when c '.eiving.

Nose.—T'witchesof the exlcnial muscles of the nose, (a.

14 d.)—Gnawing pain about the root of the nose, (a. 1 ii.)

Itching of the nose externally and internally, (a. 2 d.)

Soreness of the margin of the nostrils, and especiaiiy the

septum. Slinging pain in the nostril which is almost sore,

when touched. * Soreness of the right nosiril. lied spot

on the lip of the nose. * Inflammation, redness and swell-

ing of the anterior part of tlie nose. Sv^'elling of the nose,

especially of the rout, frequently going and coming, (a. 6
d.) Swelling oftheriglit wing uf the nose, wiih piinful-

ness to the touch. Eruption on the nose. * Painful pim-
ple in the left nostril, with itching, and stinging pain.
* Pimple in the right nostril, painful only when the muscles
of the face and nose are moved ; the wiufr of the nose is

red and itches externally and internally.— 1 i nples in both
nostrils, with scurf. * Sore, ulcerated nostrils ;

* some-
limes preceded by frequent; sneezing. The skin of ihe
nose feels as if it were covered with oil, (a. 25 d.) When
blowing the nose, blackish blood comes out. Consi Jerable
bleeding at the nose, (a. 10 d.) Some bleeding at the
nose, at night, (a. 18 d.) Bleeding at the nose, early
in the morning, (a. 7 d.) Violent bleeding al the nose,
as in venesection, almost to fainting. Smell is dull.

The sense of smell is easily affected, (a. 22 d.) * Very
bad smell in the nose, (a. 2o d.) * Smell before the no&o,

as of rotten eggs or gunpowder, (a. 1 h.)
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Face.—The colour of the face is paky with blue rings

around ihe eyes, (ihe tirst days.) * Pale, lliin face, wiih

deep dark-bordered eyes. (a. 14 d.)
—

* Yellowness of the

face. '* Yellowness of ihe face. Frequently considerable

redness and heat of tlie face. Constanlly bloated red-

ness and heat of the lace. Erysipelas on the (enlarged)

cheek. Pain in the face, succeeded by swelling of the

cheeks, which caused the pain to go off, (a. 10 d.)—Dull

pain in the muscles of the left cheek, (a. 2 h.)—Pressive

pain in the right side of the upper jaw, when chewing, (a.

3 h.) Her right cheek is spasmodically drawn sideways,

with cramp-like, contraclivo pain, (a. 30 d.) Twitching

in the muscles of the face.—Fine twilchings from the up-

per border of the orbit down to the nose. Tearing in the

bones of the face and head. Tearing in the left cheek-

bone.—Violent tearing in the right side of the upper jaw,

(a. 9 h.) Violent stitches in the right cheek, the whole

day, (a. 5 d.)—Pulsating throbbing on both cheek bones,

(a. 2 h.) Prickling in the face and ncc'.?.—Fine tingling

in the face, lielow the eye, and on the side of the nose.

* Violent itching in the ivholeface ; she was constantly

obliged to scratch, (the first 7 d.) Burning in the whole

face. Feehng, as of swelhng in the face, especially below

the eye and around ^he nose, without any visible swelling.

:—Sense of tension in the right cheek, as if it were swollen,

(a. 2 d.) SwelHng under the left eye, without pain. Pain-

less swelling of the cheeks, early, when rising, (2. d.)

Swelling of the face without heat, with prickings here and

there. While spots in the face, with itching. * Eruption

. of small painless pimples, in the whole face, (a. 5 d.)

Rash-like eruption in the face, near the eyes and the nose.

* Many pimples in the whole face, with violent itching.

* Itching pimples on the fore-head, with itching in the

Avbole face. * Itching pimples on both cheeks, about the

zygoma, for some weeks.—* Pimple in the centre of the

cheek, which became moist when scratched, and left a

greenish crust behind, (a. 48 h.)—Ulcer upon the cheek,

with a stinging pain.

]\^ouTH.—The lips and mouth are spasmodically con-

tracted, so tiiat she was not able to open it. First, sHght

drawing in the lower lip ;
then, the lip seemed to die off,
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grew white, numb, with a sensation, as if it grew big and

would hang down, for five minutes. Slinging itching

around the upper and lower lip.—Itcliing prickling upon

ihe upper lip ; when the lip is rubbed, the itching ap-

pears again at another near place, (a. 1 h.) Rpugli-

ness and dryness of the lips, especially the upper hp,

as if they would become cliapped, (a. 49 h.) Chapped

lips, with fissures in the tongue, and pain, as if excorialcd;

(a. 43 h.) Chapped upper lip. * Swelling of the upper

Upf early in the morning. Eruption in the vermilion bor-

der of ilie lower lip, (a. 32 d.) * Pimples on the upper lip.

Eruption of pimples aromid the mouth, and in the corners

of the mouth. Pimple under the right corner of the mouth.
* Scurfy pimple on the margin of the vermilion border of
the lower lip.—Large humid scuif under tlie right angle of

the mouth. Ulceraled angles of the mouth, for a formight.

The right angle of the mouth is closed by ulceration, and
feels painful like a sore.

Jaws and Teeth.—Itching of the chin. Tingling itching

of the border of the right side of the lower jaw, wtiich in^

vites one to scratch. Pimple in the middle of the chin.

Fine pimples around the chin and on the neck, with itch-

ing. On the left side of the lower jaw, considerable swell-

ing with drawing pains, (a. 12 d.) Swelling of a submax-
illary gland. Hard swelling of a submaxillary gland, as

big as a hen's egg, with painful tension when chewing,
and stinging pain when touching it, (a. 41 d.)

—* Swelling
of the submaxillary gland, with a sense of pressure in it.

Toothache, only when eating. Toothache, caused by hot
or cold things, but mostly by a draught of air, day and
night, with flowing of a quantity of saliva, out of the
mouth, and stitches coming out at the ears and eyes,
which prevents her from sleeping at night, (a. 8 d.)

Toothache in all the teeth, like "fine prickings, which
is made worse ^ by cold air penetrating into the teeth

;

4he pain wakes him up at night. * The teeth cannot bear
any air or cold. Toothache, only when cold air or bever-
age enters the mouth. The tooth is painfully afi'ected,

even by being only slightly touched. The toothache is

made worse by external noise. * Drawing in the teeth.
Drawmg pain in a fore-tooth, continuing for some minutes,
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and retnrnincr at intervals, (a. 17 d.) Drawing ciming in all

ihelecih, (afl I d.) Tearing in ihc leeih, as if liie rools were

lorn out, (a. 20 h.) Tearing in the teeili, upwards along

the head, as far as the temples, mostly atniglit. tSingic icar-

ings.in the hollow teeth, in paroxysms of half an hour each,

wurst upon laking something warm ; also at night ;
tear-

in"- through the whole cheek. Gnawing toothachs, worst

in ihe evening—Gnawing looihache in ihe upper molar

teeth of the right side, as if they would become hollow,

in any posiiion of ihe head, (a. 6 h.) Biling pain in the

teeih.' A good deal of tingling pain in a hollow tooth.

Boring lootliache, with stitches towards the nasal bone,

day and night, and vtith swelling of the gums and cheek.

Boring and shooting toothache extending into the eye and

ear
;
immensely increased when driving in a carriage, (2-2.

d.) First, stitches in the posterior molar tooth, two hours

after dinner, then boring, relieved by eating. * Severe

stitches in a tooth,—extending into the right eye and

temple
;
only by day

;
inclining to touch the tooth with

the tongue ;
this'touching was always succeeded by a severe

stitch-hke jerk in the tooth, which caused her to start and

which shook her, (the first 5 d.)—* Stitches in the teeth.

Jerking toothache, (24 d.) Twitchings in the left teeth

and the left side of the head. The teeth experience a

thrust as from a fist. Inclination to clatter with the teeth,

as in a chill. Throbbing toothache in one of the incisores,

only when eating.—Throbbing toothache, the tooth feeling

pain when touched ;
there is also swelling of the gums,

which is painful to the touch; (a. 7 d.) Looseness of an

old stump under the swollen gums, with pains, when

touched, as those of a wound, lancinating. The teeth are

painful when bitinir upon them. The teeth feel elongated.

Bad smell from Ihe teeth. " The gums itch.—* Fine

stitches in the gums of the whole upper jaw, (a. 2 h.)

Boring in the upper gums of the right side ;
afterwards

swelling of the gums, accompanied by pressive drawing

in the n^rhx temporal muscle. Strong pulsations in the

gums. Throbbing in the swollen gums. Soreness of the

gums, with pain of the roots of the teeth. * Swelling of

the gums, of a hollow tooth. Painful swelling of the

gums, without toothache, also accompanied by swelling of
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the clieeks, which is painful to the touch, (a. 3 d.) Swell-

ing of ihe gums (and the jaw ;) near a slump a liule

tubercle is forming, which swells and becomes pamlul, ilie

pains extending into the e^ir. Pustules of the gums,

over one of the molar teeth, * like a fistula denlalis,

(atier a cold ?) (a. 24 d.) Ulcers of the gums, (a. 14 d.)

* Bleeding of the gums, also at night, (a. 2, 3 d.)

Mouth.—in the mouth there is a swelling of the right

cheek, forming a big tubercle, with drawing and tearing

pain in it, every evening. Blisters in the mouth, wliich

open and form ulcers, (a. 12 d.) (after vexation?) Blis-

ters in the mouth, which form ulcers upon the iiuier cheek,

(after a cold ?) Small blisters on the inner cheek, where

the teeth touch the cheek. While-yellowish Utile ulcer on

the right tonsil. The tongue is painful on the border and

upon its lower surface, especially when chewing, swallow-

ing, and spilling, (7. d.) Pain under the tongue, when

swallowing, on the left side, behind the os hyoides.

Burning pain in the lip of the tongue, as from soreness ;

she was not able to take anything warm into her mouth,

it pained her too much, (a. 6 h.) Violent burning upon

the tongue and in the whole mouth.—Sense of rawness

and soreness of the tongue, which is coated white.

Thick tongue, entirely while, with a sensalion as if it were

without any skin, and sore. Swelling of one side of the

tongue, which makes deglutition difficult.—Blisters upon

the tongue, which prevent him from eating. Little blis-

ters upon the tongue, with burning pain and heat in the

mouth. Tongue coated luhite, (the first days ) Diffi-

culty of moving the tongue. She finds it difficult to talk.

He moved his mouth as if he would talk or scream ; but

he was unable to utter a word.

Throat.—Stinging in the palate.—Roughness and raw-

ness of the back part of the palate ; these symptoms ex-

cite coughing, but are not relieved by it, (a. 12 d.) Sore

throat, wiih swelling of the submaxillary glands. Pain in

the throat, as if ihe uvula prevented deghilition, even
when nothing was swallowed ; but there was less pain

when talking, and none whatsoever when lying in ihe bed.
* Sore ihroal, like an internal swelling, extending as far
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as into the ears, (a. 14 d.) Sore throat as from a plug in

the ihroal, when swallowing.

(E sopiiAGUs.— Sense as if a foreign body were lodged
in the pharynx, which constantly obliges one to swallow,
(a. 15 d.) Sense in the throat, as if a pressing body pre-

vented deglutition. Spasmudic constriction of the cesopha-

gus. Sense in the oesophagus, in the afternoon, as it the

iood had remained lodged there, and had not come into

the stomach, with a sort of nausea. Pressure in the

oesophagus, after degluliiion. Stitches and pressure in the

throat, during deglutition. Violent slitches in the throat

exlending into the ear, during deglutition, and still more
during talking. Stitches in the throat during deglutition,

she cannot get any bread down.—Violent slitch on the

right side of the top of the oesophagus, when not swallow-
ing, (after three quarters of an hour.) iioughness and
burning in the throat, with sensation, as if the whole
oesophagus, as far as the orifice of the stomach, were raw
and bore. Sensation as if the throat and the mouth were
sore, and deprived of the skin. Rawness and soreness

of the whole oesophagus ; he cannot, almost, swallow any-

thing, (a. 29 d.) * Swelling of the tonsils^ with elonga-

tion of the uvula and sense of tightness of the oesophagus

when swallowing, also a feeling of soreness with slitches,

(a. 5 d.) * Swelling and inflammation of the palate
;

* the uvula is dark red and full of little blisters. * Swell

in^ and dark redness of the uvula. * Great dryness of the

moL>\li and the tongue, with a sense of roughness and

slinging.
—

* Dryness in the mouth, as of h'me. * Dry-
ness of the tongue, early on waking up, (a. 13 d.)—* Sense of dryness upon the tongue, (a. 5 d.) Dry and

bitter in the throat, the whole dav, mostly early in the

morning. Feeling of dryness of the palate, which obliges

him to hawk up phlegm. A quantity of saliva collecting

in the mouth-) but which cannot be spit out. Jn the forenoon

the saliva collects several times in his mouth, with nausea,

(4. d.)—An abundance of saliva collects in the mouth,

there was more than he could swallow, (a. 1 h. and a

lialf) Quantity of pituita in the mouth, with a sense of

dryness.—Sensation as it there were much phlegm in the

throat, during degluiition, with dryness in the mouth,
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(after one hour and a half.) Slime in the mouth,

early in the morning
;

rinsing the mouth does not re-

heve it, (a. 24 h.) Phlegm in the throat, with taste of

iron. Expectoration of mucus, at night, with rawness of

the throat. * Hawking up phlegm, early in the morning.

Taste and Appetite.—Taste has hecome blunt.

Everything tastes to her as if it were not salted.— Eis

food, especially meat, does not taste sufhciently. Fiat,

watery taste in the mouth, the taste of the food being mor-

bidly keen. Bad taste in the mouth, early in the morning,

as from a spoiled stomach. Taste of manure in the

mouth and throat. * Impure, bitter taste in the mouth.
* Bitter taste in the mouth, early two hours after rising.

Bitter sort of a taste in the back part of the throat, (5. d.)

Sweet taste in the mouth, as of sugar, day and nigtit, (a.

12 d.) Metallic taste, taste of lead in the morning, early

in the morning, (a. 6 d.) Taste of iron in the mouth.

Taste of ink in the mouth, early on waking up. Sour
taste in the mouth. Sour taste in the mouth, wntli much
viscid phlegm. Sour taste of the sahva ; she spits it out

continually (a. 2 d.) Sour taste of all food, wuhout any
sour taste in the mouth; (after a cold ?) Sakish taste of

the mouth, and much thirst, (after some hours.) * Great
thirst. Great thirst in the afternoon, (a. 3 h.) Great
thirst and brown urine. Great thirst for beer.—Thirst,

early in the morning.—Unusual thirst and dryness in the

throat.
—

* Violent thirst, with desire for cold drinks, espe-
cially water ; he was obliged to drink a good deal, for

eight hours, (a. 8— .55 h) The appetite is less; she
feels an acridity in the stomach. * Total want of appe-
tite, (a. 24 h.) Constant fuhiess. She w'ill not eat any-
thing boiled. Vehement appetite, with great weariness,
in the evening. Ravenous appetite, the stomach being
weak. * Ravenous appetite, early in the morning. Great
inclination to saltish food. * She had much desire for

wine, which she never liked before. Desire to nibble.

The usual tobacco does not taste well ; when smoking,
he has headache and nausea. Milk does not agree loitJi

him, gives him nausea and inclination to vomit.—Milk
tastes sour to him, and is disagreeable to him. He
relishes milk. The milk which he had taken early in the
morning, regurgitates and tastes sour, (a. 3 d.)
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Gastric Symptoms.—* Waler-brasli, consequent iipon

taking milk.—Early in ihe morning, al'ler taking milk, a

sensaiion of nausea ascends from ihe stomach, as if the

stomach were spoiled. Every time she eals something,

she is affected with a burning sensation ascending along

ihe liiroal, wliich she can scarcely endure
;
wuh or with-

out any rising. At dinner, after lie has eaten scarcely half

enough, he feels sick ; the ingesla gulp up as far as tlie

moulh, wiih nauseous taste ; there are then constant eruc-

tations for :3 hours, (a. 20 d.) * Gulping up of food. Af-

ter he had scarcely eaten enough, he felt nauseous ; but

nausea ceased as soon as he stopped eating entirely, (a. 9,

12 d.) Every kind of food causes eructations lasting of

ih.e ingesta. * Frequent eructations after eating. Shortly

after dmner bloated, hard abdomen. * Distention of the

stomach and abdomen, after little eating or drinking. . Af-

ter taking liquid food in the evening, he feels as if lie

were stuffed, with much spasmodic pressing. Colic after

supper. At dinner, pinching in the belly, extending from

the navel, (a. 18 d.) Loud rumbling at dinner, close over

the navel. Spasmodic pressure in the stomach after sup-

per ; when the pressure abates, there is a sensation in the

intestines as if diarrhoea would come on, which, however,

is not the case, (a. 7, 8 d.) Stitches in the prsecordial

region after dinner, (a. 9 d.) After dinner, pressure in the

vertex and forehead.—After dinner the drawing and pres-

sive headache around the temples is constantly increased ;

the headache often commences already during the dinner,

witli great sensitiveness of the teeth during mastication, as

if they were loose and were being bent over. Rush of

blood to the head two hours after dinner, with heat of

the face. Violent beating of the heart after dinner. After

dinner he feels the beats" of the heart, without laying the

liand upon the chest. After dinner, faintishness and feel-

ing of weakness, (a. 9 d.) Sleepiness after dinner; he

fell asleep in nodding. Unconquerable sleep after dinner;

afterwards chills and congh, indnred by tickling in the

throat. After supper violent inclwa/ion to sleep. Cold

feet after dinner. During supper, sweat in the whole

face. Frequent eructations, even early in the morning,

on waiving up, and before breakfast.—Frequent empty
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eructations. * Frequent eructations tasting of the in-

gesta. Even 6 hours after dinner, he lias eructations tast-

ing of the ingesla: (Julping up of the ingesta. * Bitter

eructations. * Eructations-tasting of bile, in the afternoon.

* iSouv eructations early in the morning.— Sourish, offen-

sive eructations.—Constanl, sourish eructations.
^
Sour-

ness of the stomach rises up to the throat ; a kind of heart-

burn the whole day. Gulping up of an acid, liquid taste

in the evening. Gulping up of a brownish, sour liquid,

with biu-ning, arising from llie pit of tlie stomach, (heart-

burn,) (a. 8, 9 d.) Rancid eructations, heart burn, with a

sense as of scratching, (rawness.) Heart burn, (a. 1 h.)

Burning rising up in the throat, after every kind of food,

especially after eating hard, dry substances. Eructations,

with hiccough. Hiccough ihe whole daV; until evening,

(a. 29 d.)—Frequent hiccough.—Considerable hiccough, a

quarter of an hour, (a. 5 h.) Qualmishness with collection

of saliva in the mouth, (a. 3 h.) Nausea, early in the

morning, (a. 2 h. and a. 5 d.) Nausea every morning, with

diminished appetite. Nausea early in the morning, before

breakfast, with loathing and horripilation. Nausea in the

pit of the stomach, early in the morning, before breakfast

;

at the same time, the eyes see black, so that he is obliged

lo sit down. Feeling of nausea in the forenoon. Consid-

erable nausea in the pit of the stomach, in the afternoon,

as from great emptiness in the stomach —Nausea in the

evening, and heat, with uneasy sleep.—Nausea, with cough
and a kind of heart-burn wake him up about midniglit.

Nausea, with anguish, (a. 8 d.) A faint sort of nausea
frequently. Nausea even unto vomiting, with sourish wa-
ter running out at the mouth. At 1 1 o'clock in the fore-

noon, nausea, and inclination to vomit. Inclination to

choking, in the oesophagus, without nausea, with collection

of water in the mouth, resembling waterbrash. Water-
brash with colic, (a. 24 h.)— Inclination to vomit, with
eructation and collection of water in the mouth, and accom-
panied by a sort of vertigo in the head, (immediately.)
Nausea, with vomiting of the ingesta, accompanied by
faintishness, swoons and loss of consciousness. Vomit-
ing early in the morning,, succeeded by nausea the whole
day, with grinding pain in the abdomen. Vomiting of sour
water at night. Vomiting of black substances, (a. 9 d.)
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Stomach.—The region of ihe slon:iach is painful to the

touch. Sudden pain in the stomach, as if it should be

distended. Fulness of the stomach in the afternoon. In-

flation of the region of tiie stomach, towards the left side.

Pressure at ihe stomach the whole day, (a. 7 d.) * Pres-

sure at the stomach, even before breakfast. Pressure trans-

versely across the stomach. Pressure at the stomach
;

sense as of a weight being firmly lodged in it. Pressure

at the stomach, as if a lump were in it, after a moderate
supper, for an hour. Pressure at the stomach with collec-

tion of saliva in the mouth. Pressure at the stomach in the

evening, before lying'down, resembling a choking. Pain-

ful pressure at the stomach, like a spasm, for two hours
;

this made it impossible for her to remain in the bed ; she

had to rise. * Spasm of the stomach, with nausea, eruc-

tations and yawning, (a. three fourths of an h.) * Violent

spasms of the stomach, in the afternoon, until sweat broke

out all over the body. Spasm in the stomach and abdo-

men, of a cutting and compressive kind. Contractive

pain in the stomach, for several days, sometimes with

pressure after the meal. Griping in the pit of the stomach.

Gnawing, and sense as ofjerking, at the stomach. Stitch-

like pain in the pit of the stomach, wLen pressing upon it,

especially severe after stool. Stitches transversely across

the region of the stomach. Soreness at the stomach.

Burning at the stomach.—Anguish in the pit of the sto-

mach, (a. 6 h.)—Anguish apparently coming from the sto-

mach, when sitting, with burning in the abdomen, soon go-

ing off again when walking or standing, (a. 26 h.

Abdomen.—Tension in the hypochondria. Sense as of

constriction below the hypochondria, with trembling and.

throbbing in the region of the stomach.—Tensive and claw-

ing pain in the whole region of the hypochondria, and in

the pit of the stomach, (a. 10 h.)—Dull, pinching choking

close under the pit of the stomach, (immediately )—Sense

as of pinching and nipping in the whole region of the hy-

pochondria, which extends as far as below the sternum
;

iiere it becomes lancinating and excites eructations, (a.

three quarters of an h.)—Violent pinching in the hypo-

cliondriac region and the chest, which terminates here and

there in a hltle &tilch, (a. half an h.)—Griping in the hypo-
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chondriac region, below the pit of the stomach, accompa-

nied by chilliness over the whole body. * She cannol^bear

any tight fitting of clothes around the hypochondria. Ten-

sive pains in the region of the liver. Tension and pressure

in the region of the liver, as if the parts were very much

enlarged there, even unto bursting. Bigness and eleva-

tion of the right side of the belly, (in the region of the

liver?) ; she there constanlly feels a pressure, especially

when sitting, and a heaviness ;
she dares not rest upon

this side; this is accompanied by interception of breulh.

Pressive pain in the liver, especially at night ; at this time

the hardness is more easily felt. Pressure in the region

of the liver, at every step, when walking. * Drawing pain

in the posterior part of the region of the liver, towards the

back, like tearings. Drawing pain extending from the

right hypochondrium to the symphisis pubis. Twitching

pain in the region of the liver, (7. d.) Stitches in the re-

gion of the liver, during or after stooping. Shootings in

the right hypochondriac region, in the forenoon, for an

hour. Stitches m the right hypochondriac region, which

extended thence into the back, in the evening, (a. 30 d.)—
Long stitches in the right side below the ribs, {a. 13 h.)

Shaking slilch from the region ot the liver into ihe chest,

(a. 10 h ) Stilching pain, as from excoriation, in the re-

gion of the liver, near the last false rib. Pain as of raw-

ness in the liver. Frequently during the day, attacks of

pressive throbbing in the left hypochondrium, lasting a

quarter of an hour, both when at rest and in motion. Sharp

pinching, compressing the parts in the left hypochondriac

redon. In the middle of the belly excessive feelino; of

soreness from nausea, withoui inclination to vomit, a quar-

ter of an hour, (a. 27 d.) Pain in the belly, over the hips,

when walking- and breathing, (a. 6 d.) Soreness in the

hypogastrium, already, after having walked a few steps,

with a sense of heat through the whole body, (a. 5 d.)

* Pressure in ihe abdomen^ from the pit of the stomach
downwards. Pressive pain in the belly below the navel,

early after rising, as if a pressure were made upon the ab-

domen, with constipation, (a. 12 d.) Violent pressure in

the hypogastrium, and hard stool, (the first days.) Pres-

sure in the hypogastrium, during strong bodily exercise.
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Prcssive pain in the liypogaslrium, willi nausea, (for 8
d.) * Pressure in llie abdomen, wilh slilches in the pit of
llie stomach down wards.—Pressure in the hypogaslrium,
which causes obtusion of llie iiead.—Fuhiess in the ab-

domen, especially after a meal. Inflation of the belly only

after dinner, not after supper, when, however, she eats a
good deal. Considerably distended abdomen. Conside-
rable distention of the abdomen, with colic, frequently dur-

ing tiie day. Fulness in the belly, in the evening, so that

he was scarcely able to move, wilh violent colic. Distend-

ed, iiard abdomen. Tense, full abdomen, with contrac-

tion of the rectum, which prevents liie emission of flatu-

lence. Tension and inflation of the abdomen, the whole
afternoon, without any feeling of flatulence; the symptom
went off after emission of flatulence, (a. .20 d.) Tension
of the abdomen, (the first days.)—Tension of the abdomen,
when sitting down after violent exercise. Tension and
a cutting in the hypogaslrium, (a. 15 d.) Squeezing and
pressing close below the navel, after supper, increased l)y

walking, and afterwards changed lo distention of the abdo-

men. Contractive pains in the abdomen, towards the

small of the back, (a. 40 d.) Contractive pain in the epi-

gastrium, so that she was obliged to walk crooked, espe-

cially excited by deep breathing, (a. some d.) Sense as of

contraction in the abdomen and the pit of the stomach, the

appetite being sometimes too great, sometimes too little.

Contraction of the abdomen, upwards towards the chest,

early in the morning, for an hour, (a. 18 d.) * Gnawing,
griping in the abdomen, and at the stomach, coming from

the chest. * Frequently a severe spasm, in the intestinal

canal.) especially, hoivever, in the evening and at night,

with coldness of the thighs, (a. 8, 19 d.) Spasmodic turn-

ing and tvi^isting around the navel, (a. 4 d.) Sense as of

suddenly snatching the parts in the hypogastrium, in the

direction of the uterus, for several days, wilh discharge of

bloody mucus, with the stool, (a. 17 d ) Twisting in the

bowels. * Winding, cutting pain in the abdomen. Colic

frequently during the day, for some minutes, like pinching,

afterv^-ards nausea. Pinching in the belly, (the first days.)

Pinching in the hypogastrium, (a. 8 d.) Pinching deep

in the hypogastrium, in the region of the bladder, with
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pain at every step, as if the internal parts were drawn

down by a weigln — Pindiing in a timall spot below the

navel, which is changed lo a sense, as of gurgling, by rub-

bing the parts with a finger, (a. half an h.) -Fmclnng deep

in the hypogastrunTi, apparently in ihe region of the blad-

der, frequently repeated, and conslantly accompanied by

the emission of some flaiulence. Cutting in the lell side

of the belly, which went off by the passage of soft stools.

Violent cutting in the abdomei'i, early in the morning, on

wakin(^up. F) equent attacks of coZic, succeeding a bad

cold which had lasted two days ; the colic was accompa-

nied by great fainlishness and a wretched complexion lor

many days; afterwards it was suddenly complelely relieved

by diving into cold water, (a. 19 d.)—Cutting in the abdo-

men every morning, also in the evening, and at night
;
di-

rectly after a meal the pain ceases ; but afterwards ihere is

a grnnting in the belly.— Cutting pain in the right lumbar

region, pressing from within outwards; upon touching the

parts, the pain ceases only for a short time. Transverse

stitches across the abdomen, when breathing, below the

navel. Stitches in the abdomen, (a. 17 d.) Stitches in

the belly, extending as far as the back, with interception

of breath. Shooting stitches in the abdomen, especially

when breathing. Stitches in the hypogastrium. Stitches

in the left side of the abdomen, towards the small of the

back, more frequently in the evening, and after turning the

body, or when stooping. Drawing in the abdomen, with

uneasiness in it, early on waking up. Tearing, down-

wards, along the side of the abdomen, in jerks, (n. :J6 d )

Soreness in the hypogastrium, wiUi painful tension when
keeping the body straight, or when bending it backwards,

(a. 16 d.) Burning in the abdomen frequently. Burning

pain below tlie navel, for some hours, in the afternoon.

Pain below the navel, sometimes burning, sometimes lan-

cinRting; the pain exiends as far as the .o;roin, which is dis-

tended more towards the left side. Pain in the groin as

from concussion, (a. 24 h.)—Pressive tension in the left

iliac region, (a. 8 h.) Heaviness and drawing pain in the

groin. Shooting pain in the right groin, when sitting, (a.

IS d.) Cutting pain in the groin around the os pubis, (a.

21 d.) Pressure in the groin, in the hernia, in the rec-
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turn, and the bacl^, with stitches in the chest. Stitches

in the region of the groin, as if inguinal hernia would

protrude. Pain, as from excoriation, in the right iliac re-

gion.—Soreness in both groins, as if a swelling of the

glands would lake place; it is especially felt when walking;

when touching the part, an elevation of the gland might be

felt, (a. 10 h.) Straining in the glands of the groin, also

when sitting, (a. 40 d.)—Tearing in the inguinal glands,

when sitting and walking, (a. 9 h ) Sense as of swelling

in the inguinal glands. Small glandular swellings in both

groins. Painful glandular swelling in the groin, of the

size of a large bean, (a. 20 d.)—Swelling of the glands in

the left groin, (a. 22 d.) Twitches in the muscles of the

abdomen,. during stool.—Tearing in the abdominal mus-

cles, increased hy breathing.—Pinching, almost spasmodic

pain in the integuments of the right groin, in a small spot,

only when speaking ; also painfid when touching the parts

with the finger, (a. 8 h.) Tension in the muscles of the

epigastrium, when bending the body backwards, with pain,

when moving the hand along the epigastrium, as if the

sku-i were sore, (a. 10 d.) Prickings in the abdominal

muscles below the ribs, from withui outward, especially

during an inspiration. A good deal of rumbling in the ab-

domen.—Loud rumbling and grunting in the abdomen, as

from emptiness. Grunling in the abdomen, when inspir-

ing and expiring. Continual grunting in the left part of

the epigastrium, (a. 4 d.) Grunting in the abdomen, and

then eructations. Constant gurgling in the abdomen.

Gurgling in the left side of the abdomen, with uneasiness

in the abdomen, without any pain.—Audible gurgling in

the right side of the abdomen, as if diarrhoea would take

placer—Frequent audible rumbling, and a tingling sort

of straining, from below upwards, in the right side of the

abdomen, as if caused by flatulence, which w^ns indeed

emitted. Much fermenting in the abdomen. .* Frequent

incarceration of flatulence, with rumbling in the abdo-

men (a. 19 d.) Incarceration of flatulence, with pain

in the small of the back, (a. 1 9 d.) Incarceration of flatu-

lence, with great vertigo, (a. 6 d.)

Stool.—The flatus smell badly. * Constipation, the

first days : she has no stool without taking an enema.
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• Constipation increased from day to day. * Constipation.
*—Constipation having lasted for 2 days, (a. 7 d.)—He
has no stool the second day. No stool, with constant

tenesmus ;
accompanied by gloominess in the head,

Tenesmus, without any stool, (8. d.) Decrease of stool,

(a. 24 h.) * Costiveness, (a. 7, 18, 24 d.) * Hard, un-
digested stooly and not every day. Hard, black stool, (a.

4 d.) Hard stool, with slime, burning when passed.

Stool which is of an unusually large size. Frequent pas-
sage ofstool, luhicli isfirstfirm^ then pappy

^
lastly liquid.

—Frequently stool which is first firm, then pappy- then
liquid, without any pain

; costiveness the two days follow-

ing. Painful tenesmus, day and night. Constant tenes-

mus ; she passes the stools with great difficulty, and they
are very scanty, (a. 24 h.) Tenesmus, as if diarrhoea
would ensue, nevertheless, the stools are natural. Stool,

first liquid, then in clots, without colic. * Diarrhoea, (1.

3. 5. d.) Diarrhoea, the first 8 days.—Diarrhoea which
does not weaken one, 2, 3, 4 times daily, for many days,
(a. 2 d.) t Undigested stool, rather loose, (a. 6 d.) Un-
digested, hard, intermittent stool. Stinking stool, like rot-
ten eggs. A fluid which smells like herring-pickle, oozes
out of the rectum. White stool. Stools are white,
streaked with blood, with great despondency, and colic
produced by breathing and touching. Stool, mixed with
blood, scanty, (a. 26 d.) Great loss of blood from the
rectum, during stool, in the evening. Discharge of blood
from the rectum. The varices of the rectum are distend-
ed, are painful when sitting, and emit blood. The varices
of the rectum become suddenly distended. The varices
of the rectum become suddenly distended and first protrude
every day, then no more. Protrusion of a large varix of
the rectum. The distended varices of the rectum pro-
trude, and make even the loose stool painful. * The va-
rices of the rectum protrude and are very painful when
walking, less during stool. * The rectum and its varices
protrude during stool. *Ascarides of the rectum. * As-

t Note: Calcarea ipcreasing in its primary action the action ofthe intestines and the bladder, the homcEopathic physician will knowhow to avail himself of this indication.

13
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carides of the rectum cause trouble. An ascaris crawls

out of the rectum and causes itching and tingling. Asca-

rides during stool. Nausea preceding stool. * Burning

in the rectum during stool. Pain in the rectum, as if it

were torn open, during soft stool.—During stool, straining

al the extremity of the rectum, with loud rumbling in the

abdomen. Tenesmus is yet followed by pressure upon

the rectum, and dyspnoea. Dyspnoea after stool. The
forenoon-evacuation is followed by severe stitches in the

pit of the stomach, when pressing upon it. Feeling of

faintishness after stool. After stool drawing, cutting in

and about the rectum. After a good stool, drawing and

cutting in the lower part of the rectum, with a feeling of

heat there. After a copious evacuation, burning in the

rectum, early in the morning. After stool, * burning itch-

ing in the rectum. Sense of weight in the rectum, in the

lower part. Grunting in the rectum. Pressure in the

rectum, in the evening when sitting, (a. 22 d.) Violent

pressure in the rectum, (a. some h.)—Pressure in the rec-

tum. Pressure in the rectum as if diarrhoea would come

on. Tenesmus, and painful straining in the rectum.

Tenesmus of the rectum, painful, bearing down with a

sense as of cutting, shortly after dinner. Spasm of the

rectum, the whole forenoon, a pinching together, stinging,

accompanied by great anguish, so that she was not able to

sit still, but had to walk about, (a. 10 d.) Twitchings of

the rectum. Tensive shooting pain in the rectum, be-

tween the evacuations, in the evening. Stitches towards

the rectum, (a. 13 d.) Stinging soreness at the external

orifice of the rectum. Shooting pain in the rectum as

from excoriation, (a. 16 d.) Burning in the rectum. Burn-

ing in the rectum, even in the siesta. Burning and feel-

ing of dryness of the lower rectum. * Tingling in the

lower rectum. * Prickling in the rectum as of ascarides.

* Violent itching of the lower rectum. Grape-like erup-

tion of the rectum, inflamed, burning, painful, (a. 19 d.)

Soreness of the lower rectum and between the thighs.

Soreness between the nates, when walking.

Urinary Organs.—Pain in the urinary passages, af-

ter the feet have become a little wet- Pain in the bladder,

and cutting micturition during the night, (a. 1 1 d.) Stitches
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in the female urethra. Cutting stitches in the urethra^,

with unsuccessful desire to urinate. Desire to urinate,

especially when walking. The boy has a desire to urinate,

but the urine is not emitted at once ; at other times he is

notable to hold the urine and lets a few drops escape.

Frequent desire to urinate, shortly after micLurilion, only
a slight quantity of urine being emitted.—^^Frequent desire

to urinate, very htlle urine being emitted, (a. 26. h.) De-
sire to urinate, he feels as if he could not hold his urine.

Wetting the bed, (a. 3d.) * Frequent micturition at night.
Nightly micturition with burning in the orifice of the ure-
thra. * Frequent micturition, the whole night. Frequent
micturition, in a baby whose mother had taken calcarea.
Frequent micturition, (a. 8 h.) Frequent and abundant
micturition, in the fore and afternoon. The whole day she
emits a quantity of watery urine.—Frequent desire to uri-

nate, with an abundance of urine being emitted. Sensation
as if he could not stop urinating, and as if some urine re-
mained yet in the bladder. When urinating there always
remains something behind, which drops off, when he ima-
gines to have done. After micturition single drops of urine
fall yet out. Dark coloured urine, tvithout a sediment.—The urine, after having stood a while, looks turbid, like
clay-water. There passes much mucus with the urine,
like leucorrhoea

; this mucus is only seen when urinalino-.
Frequent deposition of a white, flour-like powder in the
urine, (a. 1 1 d.) Stinking, dark-hrown urine, luith a white
sediment. Badly smelling urine, (a. 2 d.) Stinking, bit-
ing smell of the urine, which, however, is very clear and
pale, (25. d.) Acrid smell of the urine. Urine smelling
sour, at night. Cutting in the urethra during micturition,
(the first days.) * Burning in the urethra during mictu-
rition. Burning and soreness in the urethra during mic-
turition. Burning in the urethra before and after micturi-
tion. Burning in the urethra and constant desire to urin-
ate, after micturition.

Generative Organs.—Disagreeable twitching in the
penis, early in the morning and in the evening, when in bed
Violent stitches in the glans, (3. d.) Cutting pain in the
tip of the glans, (4. d.) Violent burning in the tip of the
glans, (a. 10 d.) Itching of the tip of the glans, especially
after micturition, (a. 28 d.)—Titillating itching of the tip
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of the slans, which forces one to rub the parts, (a. 10 h.)—

Titillaling itching of the prepuce, which forces one lo rub

the parts? (a. 9 h^) The prepuce is red and >nflanned and

is nainfully burning when urinating or when touched, (4.

dr Pressive pain in the right testicle. Pressive nain, or

tin as from contusion, in the left testicle, (a. 12 d.) Pain

L om contusion, in llie testicles -Painful pressure and

pain in the left groin, whilst the left testicle >s spasmodi-

callv drawn up to the abdomen, and is also painful o the

touch. Cutting pain, as from excoriation, m the testicles,

commencintr at the groins. Stitches m the (formerly in-

drafed l°icle, in periods of 2 minutes. The scrotum

fs Sng d wn Violent itching of the scrotum.

A sore^spot on the scrotum. Pain in the spermatic cordM w'Lre contracted. The scval des^re ^s very much

increased. Sexual desire very much excited, (a. 21 ti.)

Great desire for an embrace, especially when walking, in

!i L.r„on- fa 17 d.) 'Violent sexual desire onginat-

t iriewd fkn y the pe"- not being stiff enough to pro-

cure an rrectionfl e had to squeeze the penis ;
bnt scarcely

had the pen s entered the Ugina when the semen wa

emitted- this was succeeded by excessive weakness

Tth great rritation of the nerves ; he was dissatisfied and

Tnlfthe knees seemed to break down from weaknes ,

Ti d) Erections early in the morning, with much inch.

. 'f^rrn embrace f6 d.) Pollutions veryfreguent

fir. nicrht )—Two pollutions the next night, w th volup

1 oL dreams -Two pollutions iu one night, without any

1 tn on.breams The prostatic juice flows out after

Sr tion X stool aJd after mi^rition the prostatic
micturition.

J^. emission of semen during an
3Uice fl^7^°f^.X™ the semen does
embrace (a 7 d

)
Sufficient effusion of
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Great depression of the head after an embrace, the day fol-

lowing. After an embrace he feels, for some days, faint-

ish and depressed. Weakness and trembling of the legs

after an embrace, especially above and below the knees.
* Itching and stitches in the female parts. Itching of the

internal and external labia.—Itching of the pudendum.
Burning in the vagina, 2 days before the menses, (a, 39 d.)

Burning soreness of the organs of generation. Burning
biiing, with soreness, in the female organs of generation.

Inflammation, redness and swelling of the pudendum of a
little girl, with puriform discharge, without any pain dur-
ing micturition. Stinging, burning tubercle on the margin
of the labia, (a. 8 d.) Moistness, like copious sweat, in

the fold between the pudendum and the thigh, with biting.

Voluptuous sensation in the female organs of generation,
(in the afternoon, without any apparent cause) followed by
a voluntary effusion, which was succeeded by great lassi-

tude, (a. 7 d.) Discharge of blood between the menses,
(9 days before the period) for 2 days, (a. 12d.)—* He-
morrhage from the uterus of an old woman, who had ceas-
ed menstruating for many years ; in the last quarter of the
moon, (a. 7d.) Discharge of bloody water from the va-
gina, in an old woman, with pain in the small of the back,
as if the menses would appear again. The long suppress-
ed menses appear again in a woman of 32 years, at the
commencement of the new moon, (a. 6 d.) 'The menses
which had been long suppressed, in a woman of 52 years,
appear at the commencement of the new moon, (a. 6 d.)
The menses first appear 2 days too soon, (a. 14 d.) The
next menses appear on the 32d day, (a. 46 d.) =**The
menses appear three days too soon, (a. 17 d.) The men-
ses appear 4 days too soon and last 8 days. * The menses
which had been always regular, appear 7 days too soon
immediately after taking calcarea. * There was an exces-
sive menstrual flow twice in succession

; this occasioned
the expulsion of a small foetus with a sort of labor-pains, vio-
lent desire for stool and cutting and bearing down in the hy-
pogastrium. The menses which are generally too copious,
become diminished, (reaction.) Voluptuous dream previous
to the menses, at night. Headache the day previous to
the menses. Great depression and nervousness the day
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before the menses ; a trifle causes her to start with fright.

The evening before the menses, after supper, considerable

chiihness, followed by colic which lasts the whole night.

-Vertigo during the menses, when stooping and then right-

ing the head again. Rash of blood to the head, during

the 7nenses, and heat in the head. Pressive pain on the

vertex during the menses. Early in the morning, during

the menses, her eyes were closed with pus, accompanied

by lachrymation ; at the same time the head was heavy

and she found it difficult to keep her thoughts. Sore throat

during the menses ; when swallowing, soreness of the pha-

rynx, of the uvula, and soreness behind. During the men-

ses, violent burning in the throat, with hoarseness. * At-

tack of toothache during the menses. Boring in the hol-

low tooth during the menses, which becomes pulsating on

stooping, (16; d) Nausea and unsuccessful desire for

stool during the menses. Drawing and pressive pains

during the menses, with stitches in the abdomen and in

other parts of the body, of an erratic nature, with uneasi-

ness even unto falling, (a. 10 d.) Contractive pinching

colic during the menses, when the blood had ceased to

flow for a couple of hours. Daring the menses there is

an involuntary emission of urine whenever she takes ex-

ercise. Immediately after the menses, toothache, drawmg

and lancinating, day and night, worse upon bending the

head either left or right or backwards ;
this prevents her

from sleeping and she wakes up, (a. 50 d.) * Leucor-

rhcsa, like mucus, (a. 5, 16 d.) Leitcorrhcea, like milk,

(the first 3 d.) Milk-like leucorrhoea, which is mostly dis-

charged during micturition.—The leucorrhoea with which

she Was already affected, increases.

Cold Coryza.—Frequent sneezing without coryza.

Several sneezings every day. A good deal of sneezmg,

early in the morning.—Frequent sneezing without coryza.

Dryness of the nose, (a. 22 d.) Dry nose, at night; moist

during the day. Stoppage of the nose, (a. 18 d.) Total

obstruction of the nose, early on rising. Obstruction of

ihe nose, and coryza. Dry coryza, (I. and a. 12 d.) Dry

coryza with much sneezing, (the first 7 d.) For some

weeks the person is frequently threatened with dry coryza.

^Dry coryza, with frequent gneezing, (a. 72 h.) Violent
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dry coryza, with headache, (a. 32 d.) Coryza, heaviness

in all his hmbs. Violent coryza, for eight days, (a. 36 d.)

Violent coryza, with pain in the hypogastrium. Violent

fluent coryza, (almost immediately, and a. 4 d.) Coryza

flows in abundance. f]xcessive fluent coryza, previously

sneezingjwhich is often unsuccessful.—Fluent coryza,with

much sneezing, (a. 27 h.) Fluent coryza, lasting three

days, with ulceration of the left nostril, (a. 9 d.) Coryza,

with painfulness of the nose, and heat in the head, (a. 72

h.) Violent coryza, with heat in the head, and with

cough, (a, 13 d.) Violent co7'yza, ivith headache and

dyspnoea, (a. 10, 16 d.)—Fluent coryza, with headache,

(relieved by camphor, immediately,) (a. 5 d.) Violent

coryza, which went off in 2 days, and was changed to a

violent colic, which lasted several days, (a. 17 d.) Flu-

ent coryza, with great faintishness. Violent coryza, whh
discharge of blood from the rectum. Violent discharge of

mucus from the nose, with obstruction of the same, (a. 14

d.) The throat is rough, especially early in the morning.

Roughness of the larynx, with pain when swallowing.
* Painless hoarseness, so that she is unable to speak,

especially early in the morning, (a. 11 d.)—Hoarse rough
throat, for three days, (a. 24 h.) Titillating irritation in

the trachea, which obliges one to cough. Hacking, hoarse

cough, which seems to the ears as if it left the mucous
membrane unaffected. Phlegm in the larynx, which be-

comes loose by clearing the throat. Phlegm in the chest,

without cough, (a. some h.) Sibilus in the trachea, in the

evening, after having gone to bed.—Loud rattling in the

trachea, during an expiration, as if there were much
phlegm in the chest, (a. 37 h.) Cough, with coryza.
Tickling cough, as from particles of dust in the throat.

Cough, excited by a sensation, as of a plug being lodged
in the throat, which is moving up and down. Irritation, in-

ducing almost a cough, during an inspiration. Cough is

excited by eating. Cough is always excited by playing
on the piano. * Dry, hacking cough, in the evening,
especially when in bed, (a. 2 d!) * Nightly cough, (a. 6
d.) Constant nightly cough, with hoarseness, (a. 39 d.)

Violent cough on waking up at night, for two minutes.
Continual, violent raw cough at nightj when in bed, after
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the first sleep, about ten o'clock, (7. d.) * Bry cough at

night, after midnight, so that his heart and arteries were

beating. Nightly cough without waking up. Cough,

mostly when asleep
;
accompanied first, by dry, then,

fluent coryza. Constant short hacking cough, in single

paroxysms. * Convulsive cough, in the evening. Dry

cough, especially at night. Cough, with expectoration dur-

ing the day, but none at night. * Cough and expectora-

tion the whole day. Cough, with a quantity of viscid ex-

pectoration, without taste or smell, early in the morning,

and in the evening, when in bed. Much cough with ex-

pectoration of phlegm, in the evening, after lying down,

and at night; during the day, little and dry cough. Cough,

with expectoration of mucus, from time to time. Expec-

toration of mucus, early in the morning, with a short

hacking cough. Cough, with expectoration of a quantity

of thick mucus, at night. Coughing up sweetish mucus.

Cough early in the morning, * with yellow discharge, (a.

5 d.)—Cough becomes loose, and whole masses, resem-

bling pure mucus, are thrown up. Expectoration of blood

by coughing and hawking, with a sense of rawness in the

chest. Expectoration of blood by a short hacking cough,

with vertigo, and unsteadiness of the thighs, when moving

them quickly. Early in the morning he choked himself

by swallowing loo fast ; he was obliged violently to cough,

during which he threw up blood several limes, with subse-

quent stitches in the palate. When coughing, he experi-

ences painful shootings into the head, like tearings. When
coughing there are stitches in the head. During every fit of

coughing, the head is painfully shaken, as if it would burst.

In the evening, during a violent cough there is a rising,

and he throws up sweet substances. Violent cough, first

dry, afterwards accompanied by frequent, saltish discharge,

with pain, as if something were torn loose in the throat.

Chest.—During cough, pain in the chest, as if it were

raw, in the evening, and at night. * Interception of breath,

when walking in the wind ;
then in 4,he rooms dyspnoea,

which increases as soon as she w^alks a few steps. Want

of breath in going to bed, and then sibilant breathing.

Frequent necessity of deep breathing. He is obliged to

take a deep inspiration ; at the same time he experiences
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stitches, sometimes in tlie right, sometimes in the left side

of the chest, and below the ribs. Violent desire for a

deep inspiration, with considerable distention and con-

traction of the abdomen, and pain in both belly and chest,

(a. 3 d.) Desire to hold in the breath. Difficult, loud
brealliing through the nose, when walking. Difficult

breathing, (a. 7 d.)—Difficult breathing, which is made
more easy by bending the shoulders backwards. Short-
ness of breath, worse when sitting and in motion. The
breath becomes short upon ascending the least height.

Short breath, almost sobbing, when asleep, after previous
weeping. Tightness of the chest ; she is lacking breath.

Tightness oftlie chest, as if it loere toofull andfilled with
blood. Tightness of the chest, as if it were too full, early
in the morning

; the lungs do not seem to have sufficient

space to expand in breathing
; this symptom goes off after

some expectoration.—Sense, as of tightness and anguish,
the whole day, as if there were not room enough in the
chest for breathing; accompanied by obstruction of the
nose, (a. 13 d.) Dyspnoea, wath stitches in the chest.
Tightness of the chest, shortly after rising in the morning

;

he could hardly make two steps, without being obliged "to
sit down, (a. 24 d.) Asthma in the forenoon, when walk-
ing in the open air, (a. 48 h.)— Considerable asthma, with
anguish and difficult inspiration, as if the lower part of the
chest were tense

; this took away his breath in motion, and
when sitting, for an hour, almos't choking him, (a. 30 h.)
Dyspnoea, with tension of the chest. Hot breath, with heat
in the month, but without any thirst. The whole chest is
intensely painful when touched or during an inspiration.
Pressure in the chest, especially below the right niople.
Pressure in front on the chest, also when not°breathing.
Pressure in the right mamma ; it comes like a push, after
exercise, for an hour. Pain in the sternum, as if it were
pressed upon. Cramp in the intercostal muscles of the

5;^!?^ ' -^^ obliged to bend over to one side, in order
to find relief. Cutting in the chest, during breathing, (a.
sonie h.)—Pam in the region of the last ribs, cutting from
within outwards, increased by inspiration. * Stitches in
the chest towards the throat, for some hours. * Stitchesm the left side of the chest, especially in the evenino-, (a.

13* ° ^
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11 d.) * Stitches across the chest, from the left to the

right side, with a sensation, as of constriction of the ciiest

;

liis breathing was difficuh, and.during breathing the stitches

became more violent^ (a. 4 d.) Stitches in the left

mamma^ ahuo-st at every inspiration, and going off by rub-

bing, (a. some h.) {Stitches in the left mamma, during an

inspiration, and when moving the body. Siitches deep in

the right mamma, in the evening, especially during an in-

spiration. Stitches and drawing in the left chest, spread-

ing as far as the left submaxillary gland. Shooting stitches

in the chest, mostly on the left side.—Itching stitches in

the chest, most violent during an inspiration, going off by
rubbing, (a. 48 h.)—Sharp stitches in the right side of the

chest, from within outwards, without being influenced by
breathing, (a. 7 h.)—Sharp stitches in the left side of the

chest, below the axilla, from within outwards, most violent

during an inspiration, (a. 2 h.)—Broad stitch from below

upwards, in the pectoral muscles, at every beat of the

heart. Dull pushes from the posterior wall of the thoracic

cavity, up to between the scapulae, synchronous with the

pulsations of the heart, with great oppressive anguish, (a.

8 h.) Gnawing pain in the left siile of the chest, appa-

rently external, upon the ribs and on the sternum, a little

increased by inspiration, (a. 1 h.) Soreness in the chest,

especially during an inspiration. Rawness in the chest,

after much talking and walking, also when coughing.

Weakness of the chest, after some loud talking. Oppres-

sive anguish inthe chest, (the first days.)—Oppressive an-

guish in the chest, as if it were too tight, with shortness

of breath, especially when sitting, and pressure on the

• chest, especially during an inspiration ; anxious and trem-

bling beating of the heart. Anguish about the heart.

* Palpitation of the heart. Violent palpitation of the heart.

Excessive palpitation of the heart, with unequal pulse.

Violent palpitation of the heart ; at the same time he is tor-

mented by the fear of having an organic affection of the

heart. Violent palpitation of the heart, with excessive an-

guish and uneasiness, dyspnoea and pain in the back ; at

every inspiration she utters a violent sound, as if the air

would all rush out ; the body being at the same time cold,
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and there being a cold sweat. Painful pressure in the

praeccrdial region. Spasmodic, brealh-checking contraction

in tiie proecordial region, with subsequent violent pushes,

(a. 16 d.) Stitches in the heart, causing interception of

breath, and leaving behind a pressive pain in the heart

—

Lancinating drawing pain in the prsecordial region, (a. 9

h. and a half.) Itching on the chest, (a. 10 d.) Pimples

below the chest, with pain, as from excoriation, when rub-

bing the chest. The mammae are painful, as if there were
subcutaneous ulceration, especially when touched. Sore-

ness of the right nipple, on the slightest touch. Swelling

and inflammation of the left nipple, with fine stitches in it,

(4. d.) Swelling and external heat of the right mamma.
Glandular swelling in the right mamma, painful when
touched. Desiccation of the mammae of a nursing woman,
(a. 48 h.)

Back.—Pain in the small of the back, (a. 6, 8 d.) In-

tolerable pain in the small of the back. Violent pain in

the small of the back, which prevents her from sitting or
lying down. Pain in the small of the hack^ so that he
loas scarcely able to rise again from his seat. Pain in the

small of the back, early in the morning after rising.
* Pain in the small of the back, as from a sprain, in con-
sequence of lifting. Pain in the small of the back in

consequence of lifting a heavy load. Constant bearing
down in the small of the back, towards the rectum. Draw-
ing in the small of the back, (a. 4 h ) Drawing pain in

the small of the back, when sitting. Spasmodically shooting
pain from the small of the back towards the rectum.

—

Shooting stitches in the os sacrum, and, at the same time,
in the leg, over the tarsal joint, (a. 2 h.)— Stitches in a
spot over the small of the back, when touched. Pimples
on the small of the back and the nates. Pain in the
region of the kidneys and loins, when driving. Pres-
sive pain in the region of thB kidneys. The spinal
column is painful when bent backwards. Pain, as from a
bruise, in the back and the chest. Pain, as from a sprain,
in both sides of the back. Pain, as from a sprain, in the
spinal column, when extending it ; the pain is in the re-
gion of the kidneys. Painful stiffness in the spinal
column, with laziness and heaviness of the legs, early on
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waking up, and after rising, (a. 17 d.) Pressive pain in

the middle of the back and below the scapulae, (a. 27 d.)

Pressive pain in the spinal column, between the scapulae,

accompanied by shortness of breath and increased by re-

spiration, with pain of the vertebrae, when touched. Pres-

sure hetioeen the scapidce during motion, occasioning in-

terception of breath. Pressure upwards, below the right

scapula. Stitches in the back. Single, violent stitches

in the upper part of the back, when breathing,—Violent

prickings in the middle of the spinal column, which al-

most cause one to scream
;
they are experienced when

walking in the open air, diminished a httle when standing.

—Violent stitches from the thoracic cavity, extending

through the spinal column, and coming out between the

scapulse. Stitches in the left scapula, in the praecordial

region, (2. d )
Itching stitches in the right scapula

—

Sharp stitches within the scapula. Pinching and contrac-

tive drawings between the scapulae, (a. 30 d.) Draiving

pain hetween the scapulcE. Shootings in both scapulae

and on the cheat. Tearing between the scapulae, (a. 3 h.)

Cutting pain between the scapula, when at rest, (a. 6 d.)

Painful jerks in the right side of the back, wlien breath-

ing, with chilliness and a thrill of cold, (a. 7 d.) Coldness

and sense of numbness on that side of the back, upon

which he had been lying during the siesta. Itching,

and itching pimples on the back. Pustules upon the

back.

Neck.—The neck feels as if it were stiff. * Stiffness

of the nape of the neck and of the neck. Feeling of

stiffness in the side of the nape of the neck. When stoop-

ing, the nape of the neck feels rigid. Tension in the

neck, so that she cannot turn her head. Stitches in the

nape of the neck and the scapulae, with gloominess of the

head. Stinging burning, with a sense as of itching, in the

nape of the neck and between the scapulae, with heart-

burn, (a. 5 d )
Swelling and painfulness of the vertebra,

prominent in the nape of the neck. * Painless glandular

swelling, as large as a filbert, in the nape of the neck,

close to the border of the hair, (a. 6 d.) Pain in the

neck, when turning the head, as if a tumour or hernia

would protrude there. Sudden pain in the neck, as from
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a sprain, when turning the head. Swelh'ng of a cervical

gland on the left side, of the size of a hen's egg, with a

stinging sore throat when swallowing. Swelling of the

neck on the left side, with pain when touching and turn-

ing the head, and w^ith sore throat. The cervical glands

are painful. * Hard swelling of the cervical glands, (a.

13 d.)

Superior Extremities.—The shoulder-joint is painful,

in the evening and at night.—Pain in both shoulders.

Pain in both shoulders and the elbow-joint, as after a great

fatigue. Pressure on the shoulder, (a- 24 h.) Pressive

pain in the right shoulder-joint, only when at rest, not

when raising or moving the arm. Tearing in the left

shoulder and elbow-joint, (a. 14^d.) Stitches in the left

shoulder-joints the whole day, (a. 4 d.)—Violent stitches

in both axillae, (a. 4 d.) The arms are painful, as if

bruised, when moving them or seizing something. Cramp
in one or the other entire arm, a quarter of an hour, (a. 5
d.) Shooting pain in the right arm in the evening, (13.

d.) * Drawing tearing in the right arm, from the shoulder
as far as the hand, (a. 3 h.) Tearing in the right arm,
from one extremity to the other. Paralytic pain, with a
sense as of burning, in the whole right arm, from the
joints of the fingers, as far as the shoulder, (a 6 d.) Un-
easiness and a feeling of anxious agitation in the articula-
tions of the arms and hands. The arm upon which he is

lying, has gone to sleep, with pain. * Weakness and a
kind of paralysis of the left arm ; he finds it difficult to
move or to raise it

; the arm falls down again sponta-
neously. Burning itching of the left arm, from morning
till evening. The upper arm is painful, close below the
shoulder-joint, so that he cannot raise it high up, and can-
not carry it upon the back. Pain in the middle of the
npper arm, as if the flesh were drawn tight to the bones.—Cramp-like pains, (with tearing) in the muscles of the
upper arms, (when walking in the open air.) Drawing
pam m the left upper arm, when sitting, (and sewing.)

—

Fine twitchings in the left upper arm. Tearing pain in the
middle of the upper arm, at a small point.—Tearing twilch-
mgs in the upper arm, (a. 7 h.)—Tearing lancinalion in
the muscles of the left upper arm, when sitting. Painful
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pressure in the muscles of the lower arm, when walking
ihe pressure went off immediately when touching the

parts, or when standing or sitting, (a. a quarter of an h.)

—Tearing pressure in the muscles of the left lower arm,

when at rest and in motion, (a. 3 h.) Drawing pain

in the left lower arm. Drawing pain in the lower

arm, from the bent of the elbow as far as the wrist-

joint, mostly when at rest. Spasmodically tearing pain,

externally, in the lower arm, extending from the elbow as

far as the wrist, it is felt when he touches something with

the hand.— Cramp-like tearing in the muscles of the left

lower arm, (a. 40 h.)

—

Cramp-like pain in the lower arm,

in front of the elbow-joint, (a. 1 h.)—Cramp-like pain at

the external side of the lower arms, close to the wrist-

joint, (a. 1, 13, 29 h.)—Fine tearing and boring stitches

in the muscles of the left lower arm. Swelling of the

fore-arm and the back of the hand, with tension during

motion. The hands are painful early in the morning and

are quite relaxed. Violent pain in the knuckles of the

hand, as if caustic had been applied to them. * Pain as

from a sprain, in the left wrist-joint. * Pain, as from a

sprain in the right ivrist-joint, or as if something in the

joint had been contused or sprained by seizing wrong or by

pushing against something.^ Pain, as from a sprain oc-

casioned by seizing wrong, m the right wrist-joint, with

stitches and tearing in the same, during motion. * Cramp
in the hands, at night, until early when rising. * Cramp
in the left hand. Shooting thrusts in the wrist-joint.

Drawing pain in the wrist joint and the metacarpus. Draw-

ing pain in the hand. Drawing in the wrist-joints, like

thrusts ; thence they rise up along the arms, even early

when in bed. Tearing pain in the flat hand. Stitches in

the palm of the hand, early when in bed, for two minutes.

—Sharp stitches in the outer knuckle of the hand. Trem-

bling in the hands, for several hours, in the afternoon, (2.

d.) * Sweat of the palms of the hands, even when the

body is scarcely moved. The veins of the hands become

enlarged, with a sense as of burning, upon the backs of

the hands.—Tingling and stinging in the wrist-joint.

—

Itching, stinging tililiation in the palm of the right hand,

inviting one to scratch.—Itching titillation on the border of
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the left hand, which invites scratching. A boil upon the

back of the left hand, with lancinating pain when touched.

When extended, the fingers appear strained and clenched,

as if they were glued to each other. Cramp-like con-

tractive drawing of the fingers. Cramp in the fingers,

without clenching them. Cramp-like pain of the last

joints of the index finger. Cramp-like pain between the

fourth and third fingers of the right hand. Shooting pain

in the fingers. Involuntary twitching of the left thumb.

Tearing in the joints of the fingers, (a. 28 d.) Shootings

in the tips of the fingers. Dying off of the fingers.

Dying off of the three middle fingers
;
they become white,

cold, and insensible; previously a slight drawing in the

fingers, (a. 3 h.) Pain of the finger-joints, as if they

were swollen, when waking up from the evening sleep,

without any visible sw^elHng. Burning itching of the

fingers of the left hand, (a. 13 d.) Large 'painful boil on
the hack joint of the ringfinger, (caused twice by differ-

ent doses.) Suppuration around the nail of the mid-
dle-finger. Incipient panaris of the right index-finger, (a,

6 d.) , Several panaritia.

Inferior Extremities.—Sense as of pinching on the

border of the iliac bone. Pain in the nates, when touched,
as if there were subcutaneous ulceration ; it is less when
sitting than when walking, (a. 48 h.) Drawing, cramp-
like pain in the right half of the nates, towards the orifice

of the rectum. Painful twitches of the glutei muscles of
both sides, when sitting or standing. Burning itching of
one of the nates. Tension in the hip-joint, with drawing
pain in the os innominatum, during the evening walk.—Drawing pain, as from a sprain in the hip-joint, when
walking.—Pinching twitches of the posterior side of the
hip-joint, more violent when at rest than in motion. Stitches
over the right hip. Stitches in the hip-joint, when stooping.
Stitches in the hip-joint, ascending from the patella,
when setting down the foot at the commencement of a
walk.—Cutting in the acetabulum, when sitting, (a. 3 h.)
Tearing in the hip-joint, and around the anterior crest of
the ihurn, as far as the groin, during motion. Pain, as
froni subcutaneous ulceration, inboth hip-joints, when walk-
ing in the room. Feeling of numbness in the right hip
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and thigh, with a sense as of these parts being brittle

and broken to a great nnany pieces. Twitches of ihe
nauscles of the lower extremities, and around the pelvis.

Drawing pain in the posterior muscles of the lower
extremities, in the evening, (after thirty-six hours.)

—

Drawing in the lower extremities, as far as the tips of the

toes. Tearing in both lower extremities, from the hip

down to the tarsal joint, (a. 14 d.) A lancinating jerk into

the right lower extremity, so that it is suddenly raised high
up, (a. 30d.) Uneasiness in the lower extremities, with fre-

quent eructations. * Heaviness of the lower extremities, (a.

8 d.) * Painful loeariness of the lower extremities, espe-
-cially of the thighs, as after a fatiguing walk, (a. 17, 19 d.)

Faintishness of the lower extremities, and sensation as if

they were bruised, especially in the joints,' (a. 20 d.) Pain
in the medullary bones of the lower extremities, as if they
were bruised.—Pain of the lower extremities, as if they
were.bruised, especially the legs when lying down. *The
lower extremities go to sleep, in the evening, when sitting.

Sense of numbness in the left lower extremity, (a. 7 d.)

Painful twitchings of the right thigh, at a small spot. Cut-
ting pain in the upper part of the left thigh, as if a muscle
had been over-strained, especially during motion.—Tear-
ing pain on the inside of the ihigh, during motion.
* Stitches in the thigh, knee, and heel, only at night.

—

Pressive stitches on the inner side of the left thigh, when
sitting, (a. 3 h.)—Cramp-like stitches in the muscles of

the right thigh, when standing or walking
;
they go off

when sitting. Sharp stitch in the external side of the

thigh, over the left knee, (a. 3 h.)—Tearing stitches on the

internal side of the thigh, over the knee, when sitting, (a.

12 h.) Weariness and feeling of rigidity in the anterior

muscles of the thighs, early in the morning, when begin-

ning to walk.—Pain in the muscles of the right thigh, as

if they were bruised, after walkings when at rest. Pain
in the muscles of the thigh, as if they were bruised,

when walking. Itching of the thighs, (a. 12 d.) Violent

itching of the lower part of the thigh, at night. Stinging

itching of a small spot of the left thigh, (a. 20 d.) Finely

stinging itching of the thighs. Burning itching of the left

thigh, from morning till evening. Pimples on the thighs,
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(a. 1 1 d.) Sensation in the knee, as if she could not stretch

the leg sufficiently, (a. 16 d.) Pain in the patella, when
rising from one's seat, (4. d.)—Pain of the knees, when
turning and touching tliem.—Pain in the bent of the left

knee, even when at rest. Pain, as from a sprain, in the

right knee, (a. 14 d.)—Pain, as from a sprain, on the left

patella, when sitting, which disappeared when walking or

standing, (a. 12 h.) Tension below the knees, when cow-

ering. Pressive pain in the knees. Dull pressive pain in

the patella. Drawing pain around the knee, close over

the patella.—Drawing, cramp-like pain on the patella, (a.

2 d.) Tearing,and tension at the inner side of the knee,

when rising from the seat. Shooting tearings in the knees.

Lancinating and throbbing pain in the left knee, early in

the morning, more when sittincr than when walking ; he

was obliged to limp.
—

* Sharp stitches in the right knee-

joint, (a. 4 h.) * Stitches in the left knee, half an hour,

(5. d ) Pain in the knee, as if it were bruised, (10. d.)

T-Pain, as from a bruise, close below the patella, when
walking in the open air, (a. 13 h.) Sense of numbness in

the knees, during the siesta ; it went off again on waking
up.-^ Sweat of the knees. * Swelling of the knees.—In-

flamed swelling below the knees. The calf of the leg is

painful when lualking and setting down the foot^ when
touching or bending the foot. Pain, as from a sprain in

the anterior muscles of the tibia, when walking, (a. 21 d.)

Tension in the calf. Straining in the leg, from the foot

up to the knee, as if the leg had gone to sleep, (during a
pressive spasm of the stomach.) Cramp in the right leg, for

an hour, the foot being turned inward and curved, (a. 4 d.)

Cramp in the muscles near the tibia, at night.—Cramp-like
pain, close by the tibia, when sitting. * Violent cramp in
the caf, at night. Cramp in the calves and bends of the
knees, when extending the legs, (in pulling on the boot ;) it

abates when bending the legs, but it returns on extending
the legs again. Cramp in the calf and foot, when he
takes much exercise, with painful stitches. Dull pressive
pain in the muscles of the tibia, when walking.—Pressive
pain at the left tibia, near the tarsal joint, when walking in
the open air, (a. 52 h.)—Intermittent pressive pain in the
calf. Drawing and crushing pain in the tibia.—Tearing
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drawing in the calf. Tearing twitches of the leg, in

front, below the knees, when at rest. The leg twitches

lip. Cutting over the tibia. Stitches and weakness in the

calf—Pain of the legs, as if they were bruised and over-fa-

tigued ; he is often obliged to shift from one place to another,

when sitting. Stinging prickling of the legs. Considerable

itching of the legs and feet.—Itching below both calves.

Burning itching of the right tibia. Er37sipelatous inflam-

mation and swelling of the leg, with chilliness of the body.
* Large, dark, itching patches on the legs, with a little

swelling of these pans. Red band on the tibia, formed

by rash-like elevations, with violent itching, and burning

after the parts had been rubbed, (a. 7 d.) * Several ul-

cers on the legs, (a. 7 d.) Pain in the tarsal joints, as if

they were broken ; when walking, especially in the after-

noon. Pain in the malleolus of the right side, when set-

ling the foot down, as if the foot would become dislocated.

Pain, as from a sprain, in the left foot, (a. 13 d.) Pain

over the left tarsal joint, as if it were bandaged too tightly.

Tension in both internal malleoli. Cramp in the sole of

the left. foot.—Cramp in the soles, after some walking;

by walking a little longer the cramp diminishes, and^then

goes off entirely Avhen silting down.—Cramp in the soles

and toes, at night, and also by day, when pulling on the

boots, (a. 1 1 d.)—Cramp-like pain, in the sole of the left

foot, (a. 5 h.) Violent tearing in the soles of the feet.

Violent cutting in the external side of the sole of the right

foot, in the evening, and the whole night, (a. 10 h.) Pain-

ful sensitiveness of the soles of the feet, even in the room,

as if softened by hot water,~ with great pain when walking.

Pain in the soles of the feet, as from subcutaneous ulce-

ration. * Burning, in the soles of thefeet. Burning of the

feet, in the evening. Suddenly a feeling of heat on the

back of the left foot, and on the leg, as if hot air were

breathed upon those parts. * Sweating of the feet. Sweat

of the feet, in the evening. Inflamed swelling on the dor-

sum of the left foot, with burning pain, and violent itching

air around. Swelling of the feet, eleven days.—Swelling

of the external malleolus of the left foot. Itching around

the tarsal joints, and below the calves, (a. 13 d.) Itching

in the malleolus of the sick foot. Violent, burning itching
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of the malleoli of the right foot, from morning till evening,

(a. 15 d.) Blisters are formed on the left heel, when

walking, which are changed to a kind of large boils, with

slinging and itching pain, (a. 8 h.) The toes are painful,

as from the pinching of boots. Violent pain in the tip of

the right big toe, (a. 21 d.) Cramp in the toes. Visible

twitching in the left big toe, in the evening, when in bed.

Tearing in the toes. Tearing in the big toe. Shooting

tearings in the toes. Stitches in the big toe.—Violent

stitch in the left small toe, as if it were outside of the toe,

(a. 14 h.)—Sharp stitches in the posterior joint of the big

toe, when at rest, (a. 24 h.)—Intermittent, cramp-like prick-

ings in the toes of the right foot, when sitting or standing,

but disappearing in walking, (a. half an h.) Violent burn-

ing in the tip of the big toe, (a. 21 d.) Burning pressure

under the nails of the big toes. A sore kind of a burning

pain in the corns.

Common Ailments.—A feeling of painful tension over

the whole body. SHght twitchings of the muscles. Pain-

less twilchings of single joints, by day. Single, spontane-

ous movements and twitches in the right thigh, in the left

shoulder and the left arm. Drawing pressure in the joints.

Painless drawing in the limbs, in the afternoon. Tearing
in the limbs. Te'aring in arms and legs, but always only

in a small place. Burning in the palms of the hands, and
soles of the feet. Stitches in the upper arms, under
the arms, in the back and lower extremities. * Hands and
feet go to sleep. Those parts upon which he had been sit-

ting during the siesta, go to sleep. Pain, as from bruises,

and causing a feeling of paralysis, in the medullary bones,

and the joints of the lower extremities, and the small of the

back, during motion ; also when sitting or standing, the

small of the back aches as if it were bruised, and the mus-
cles of the legs arc painful to the touch. * Sprains readily

produced by lifting
;
pain in the small of the back immedi-

ately follows the raising of heavy loads. The pains are

intense, but quickly passing. The chronic affection im-
proves and gets worse again, every other day. * The symp-
toms get worse, and are renewed by labor and washing
with cold water. * Orgasm of the circulatory system.
Twice, sense as of an effusion of warm blood having
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taken place from the pit of the stomach, as far as the head.
Very much heated, early in the morning, after rising.

* Congestion of blood- to the head and the chest, after

painful stiffness of the spinal column. Congestion of

blood to the head, with discharge of blood from the rec-

tum, several days-, in succession. He feels the want of

walking a good deal.

Uneasiness which obliged her to move hands and feet.

Great uneasiness in the evening, especially in the legs
;

he cannot let them lie still. Uneasy motions in the whole
body, caused by suppressed eructations. Trembling early

in the morning. * Anxious trembling with faintishness.

Continual trembling of the whole body, which became
worse upon going out into the open air. Great heaviness

of the body. Sick feeling in the whole body ; she is

obliged to spit a good deal, and dreads the open air, (a. 22
d.) Great desire to he magnetized. Uncomfortable feel-

ing in the evening, as before an attack of the ague.
* Great physical depression ; hands and feet are often

cold, paleness of the face, and frequent palpitation of the

heart ; all these symptoms disappeared by taking exercise.

Attack of general exhaustion, with obtusion of the head,

vertigo, pain in the small of the back, and chilliness of

the whole body, for 6 hours, (a. 22 d.) A little prick of

the pin in a finger frightened her so much that she felt sick

in consequence of it
;
tongue, lips and hands were quite

pale and cold, with coldness of the forehead and face, ob-

scuration of sight,, uneasiness, thrill of heat and trembling

;

she was obliged to lie down
;
(mesmerising relieved her

promptly,) (a. 18 d.) From 7 to 9 o'clock in the evening,

he had four consecutive attacks of a mild sleep, with nau-

sea, accompanied by a sense as of black darkness before

the eyes; the nausea continued even when lying down, but

without any vomiting. Attack of fainting in the evening,

with black darkness before the eyes ; when sitting down.

Attack of fainting, with coldness and indistinct sight, (a.

3 d.) Attack of fainting, with large drops of sweat in the

face. * Exhaustion and weariness of the limbs, especially

the knees. Very weak. Weakness of the thighs and

groins, when walking. He is easily tired by bodily exer-

tions. After a walk he feels tired and feverish, and is then
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attacked with chilliness and thirst. During a walk, * great

weakness, especially in the lower extremities, with sweat

and faintishness. * She was unable to go up stairs
;

this

exhausted her con:ipletely, (a. 14 d.) Talking makes her

weak; she has to stop it. * Weakness by day, so that

she could hardly bear the anguish with which she was

oppressed
;

inspiring the fresh, open air refreshed and

strengthened her, (a. 12 d.) * For 10 days she was at-

tacked with excessive weakness, so- that she was neither

able to move about, nor do anything; at the same time she

had the most violent attacks of convulsive laughter. At-

tack of epilepsy ; when standing, and performing some

manual labor, he suddenly fell to the floor over one side,

without consciousness ; when consciousness returned, he

found himself lying upon the floor with extended arms
;

this attack was succeeded by heat and a little sweat, (a.

9 d.) * Great sensitiveness to cold air; in the evening

the feet seem to have died off. When exposed to a slightly

cold air, his thighs and leo;s were violently attacked with

goose-skin, which was painful to him. Damp, open air does

not agree with her ; her skin is immediately affected by
it. * Great liability to cold. Symptoms of cold ; stifl'ness

of the nape of the neck, and the muscles of the neck
;

stinging in the throat and head, above the eye-s, and cough,

(shortly.) Every walk in the open air makes her sad,

and she weeps. When walking in the open air, pressive

headache in the vertex, which continues until he goes to

bed. When walking in the open air, visible inflation of

the abdomen. When walking, palpitation of the heart,

and pain in the chest, (a. 19 d.) Sense as of drawing
through the whole body when walking ; the sensation ex-

tends into the head, and forces one to sit down, (a. 30 d.)

Boring pain, externally in the left side of the forehead, after

walking in the open air. Indisposed, hoarse after a walk,
with dyspnoea. The whole skin, especially that of the
feet, is painfully afl'ected when touched. Itching of the
whole body, (a. 23 d.) Violent itching of those parts
which sweat, especially between the scapulae. In the
evening, v/hen in bed, violent itching, of the back, the pit
of the stomach, neck, chin, left eye, the hairy scalp, the
mons veneris and the scrotum, itching of \hQ mouth,
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nose and nates. Itching upon a dry, hot skin, as if it were
covered with salt and ashes. Burning in the skin, with
itching, rising up to the middle of the back, on the nates

and the posterior surface of the thighs, (a. 10 d.) Prick-

ings in the skin. * Nettle rash which constantly goes off

in cool air. Itching., vesicular eruption over the whole
body, especially the hips. * Eruption of large, elevated

patches of the size of a small pea, and even larger, mostly

on the cheeks and elbows, with great heat, much thirst and
little appetite

;
they disappeared on the third day, and left

behind them dark patches, which seemed as if ihey had
been streaked with blood, (in a baby whose mother had
taken calcarea.) Scurfy places on the thigh, with burn-

ing during the night, (a. 24 h.) * Herpes speedily re-ap-

pears. Herpes, which had formerly been below bolh ax-

illae, in the bend of the left elbow and the knee, comes out

again in 20 days.—Itching of that spot which had been co-

vered with herpes years ago, (a. 5 d.) An old ulcer on

the leg begins to become painful, with throbbing, and with

tearing all around ; and it begins to smell like rotten eggs,

(a. 7 d.) * Unwholesome readily ulcerated skin ; even

small wounds suppurate, and do not heal. * A number

of quite small warts isforming here and there. Wart-like

excrescences (behind the ears,) become inflamed and ulce-

rated. A wart in the bend of the elbow became inflamed,

it became painful like a boil, then it dried up and disap-

peared. Unusual faintishness which was relieved by walk-

Sleep.-—Great general faintishness in the evening, for

half an hour. Weariness with yawning, (a. 4 d.) Fre-

quent yawning. Long-continued, almost endless yawn-

ing, succeeded by a shaking throbbing in the head, abdo-

men and chest, with great heat in the face. Continual

yawning with sleepiness, (a. 4 d.)—Frequent yawning,

as if he had not slept enough, (a. 56 h.) Inclination to

stretch oneself early in the morning. Sleepiness early

in the morning. Early in the morning when he is to rise,

he feels yet sleepy and tired, and can scarcely become

awake. Early on walling up hefinds it difficult to become

awake.—Great sleepiness, early in the morning, with pee-

vishness and pressive headache around the whole forehead,
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(a. 2 d.) * Drowsiness hy day and weariness ; he fell

several limes asleep in the forenoon, (a. 9 d.) Long siesta.

* Tired and sleepy the whole day, (a. 11 d.) Sleepy and

faintish during the day, with chilliness and headache.

—

Weary and drowsy by day ;
however, he does not succeed

in falling asleep. * Sleepiness early in the evenhig, (a. 3

h.) In the evening, weariness in all the hmbs, with drow-

siness and chilliness ; he was unable to keep off sleep
;

however, he did not sleep fast, but he constantly woke up

again, for 16 hours; a good deal of sweat early in the

morning, and dryness in the throat, without thirst, (a. 4 d.)

—In the evening, great drowsiness and peevishness. ^Fre-

quently onefalls asleep late in the evening. He cannot fall

asleep before 2 or 3 o'clock at night. She is unable to fall

asleep at night, and, having fallen asleep, she soon wakes

up again. If she goes to bed late, she cannot succeed in

falling asleep ; she feels as if it were impossible for her

to get rested. It takes him a long time- before he falls

asleep in the evening ; he feels too hot, although he is but

shghlly covered, in a cold room, (aj 11 d.)—He could not

fall asleep almost the whole night, he tossed about a good

deal, and sweated almost over the whole body, (a. 10 h.)

* He tosses about in his bed almost the whole night. * He
cannot fall asleep before midnight, on account of the ex-

cited state of his mind. * He finds it difficult to fall

asleep on account of many thoughts involuntarily throng-

ing his mind. He cannot fall asleep till late in the even-'

ing, nor can he succeed in keeping off either lewd or vexing

thoughts
;
they pursue him yet even early after waking up.

* Uneasy waking in bed in the evening; the fancy being

full of horrid images, (6. night.)—^^Anxious thoughts before

falling asleep, in the evening
;
they went and came again

;

at the same time he mistook the objects which surrounded

him, he dreaded darkness and endeavored to see into the

light ; all these symptoms went off after the emission of

flatulence. Illusions of the fancy when falling asleep ; she

imagines to hear a rumbling and clapping over her bed,

which caused her to shudder. In the evening, as soon as

she closes her eyes, her fancy is filled with all sort of reve-

ries. Upon closing the eyes, the person sees frightful vis

jops. Dull toothache, for an hour, when lying down in the
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evening, (as soon as she has laid down her head ;) this is

succeeded by sleep.
* Palpitation of the heart ; and anguish before falling

asleep, in the evening when in bed. In the evening, when
falling asleep, the upper part of the body suddenly twitches

up, accompanied by jerking which extends into the head

;

afterwards buzzing and whizzing in the ear. *FuIl of an-

guish and raving at night, she starts with fright in a dream
;

on waking up, the anxiety caused by the dream is yet con-

tinuing, with trembling, (a. 20 d.) At night, she appre-

hends becoming crazy ; then she experiences chills for a

few minutes, which are followed by a sensation as if the

body were dashed to pieces. * At night, horrid things

crowd upon her, she is unable to keep them off. At night,

shortly after falling asleep, he rises in his bed, and, with

open eyes, he works with his hands without being con-

scious of it. At night, orgasm of the blood and frequent

dreams. At night, orgasm with uneasy sleep, especially

during the catamenia. At night, palpitation of the heart,

with uneasy sleep. * Internal heat at night, especially in

the feet and hands.; dry tongue in the morning, without

thirst, with external heat of the head, (6. 7. d.) Violent

vertigo at night, with sense as of wavelets of light dancing

before the eyes, which continued until noon. Stupefac-

tion of the head, at night ; this stupor wakes him up and

increases even to fainting ; it is followed by tremor of the

limbs and continual faintishness, which prevent him from

falling asleep again. Itching upon the head every night

on waking up. Tearing pain in the gums at night, and

sense as of the teeth being loose when biting upon them.

Boring and drawing pain in most of the molar teeth at

night. Nightly toothache, or rather congestion of blood

to the teeth, coming on immediately after going to bed,

(the first 3 nights.) Violent eructations at night, when *

lying down; she had to rise, in order to become relieved.

Eructations at night, on waking up. Spasm of the stomach,

which rouses him from sleep. A good deal of colic at

night, without diarrhoea, (a. 12 d.) Accumulation of flat-

ulence in the abdomen for several nights, (a. 5 d.) At

night, when beginning to sleep, his shoulder-joints become

affected in such a way as induces him to lay his arms above
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his head. Shooting or stinging pain in the arm and in

the wrist-joint, at night ; this pain prevents one from sleep-

ing. At night, fainlishness in the knees. At night, burn-

ing in the soles of the feet. Drawing pain in the feet, at

night, which wakes her up. When sleeping, she stretches

her arms above her head. Snoring groans the whole night,

in a slumber-like stupor, from which she cannot be waked

np, with constant tossing about ; before falling asleep,

there is violent sweat in the face. He often chews when
asleep and then swallows. In the siesta, when sitting,

palpitation of the heart, which wakes him up. Talking,

when asleep, and full of dreams. Talking when asleep

;

he talks in a sort of giddy confusion, while dreams and

heat make him feel uneasy. Screaming in the night, his

sleep being uneasy. Uneasy sleep with sweat.— Uneasy
sleep towards morning, (a. 15 d.) Uneasiness in the body
prevents her from lytng long on one side. Sort of an un-

easy half-sleep, at night, with dry heat, confusion in the

head, as in a fever, and constant waking up.— Uneasy
sleep, with talking and frequent waking up. Frequent
waking up from sleep.— In tossing about he frequently

wakes up ; he imagined to lie in his bed wrong.—Fre-

quent waking up from his sleep, as if he were disturbed.

—Frequent waking up from his sleep, as if he had al-

ready slept enough. Short sleep, she cannot sleep after

midnight, but she tosses about with great uneasiness.

She sleeps from 1 1 until 2 or 3 o'clock ; after this hour
she remains wide awake. Waking up with an,a;uish, afier

midnight, with difficult breathing, (a. 12d,) Waking up
with ancruish, in the night, frequently from at;ixious dreams,
(a. 36 h.) Starting up from anxious dreams amid screams,
Starting up with fright, in the evening, shortly after having
fallen asleep ; he becomes wide awake in consequence.
The child raises itself up in its bed after midnight, and
calls out : Father ! it begins to scream and wants to jump
up ; the more one tries to assuage it, the more it screams
and opposes one ; it rolls upon the floor and does not wish
to be touched. Early, when waking up, the person's
head feels confused and desolate. Obtusion of the head,
early on waking up, with tremor through the whole body
and congestion of blood to the head. Orgasm of the blood

14
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on waking up early in the morning, after an uneasy sleep
;

for several mornings, (the first days.) On waking up, ear-

ly in the morning, from an uneasy sleep, the person feels

the blood flowing in all the veins, which swell on, accom-

panied by a sense as if the whole body were bruised.

Dnrefreshed early in the morning, after waking up. One

feels very much exhausted^ on waking up, early in

the morning, from a deep sleep, so that one conti-

nues slumbering even after having risen from the bed.

Nightly sleep full of dreams.—Vivid dreams, every night.

Vivid, confused dreams which cannot be recollected.—Vivid

dreams full of dispute and quarrel. Frequently vivid

dreams about past events, with a long, deep morning-sleep.

Confused dreams which cause anxiety. Half waking

dreams in the evening, shorlly after falling asleep, with

great anxiety. Anxious andfrightful dreams ; he cannot

get rid of them on ivaking up. Atixious dreams ; he

dreams that he is bitten by a dog ; this wakes him up
;

then he falls asleep again and is again roused from sleep

by an equally anxious dream ;
and so on several times,

every ni^ht. Several anxious dreams in one night, seven

nights in succession. Anxious dream, towards morning,

about fire and murder. * Frightful dreams the whole

night, accompanied, at last, by a voluptuous dream, with

a pollution, these are otherwise very rare, (a. 1 0 d.) Fright-

ful dream, as if befell down or were being thrown down.

—

* Horrid, fearful dreams.—Dreams about dead persons and

cadaverous smell. Dreams about sick people and cada-

vers, with violent weeping when asleep, (this woman gene-

rally never dreamed.)

Pever.—Quick pulse, without any feverish sensation.

Great internal chilliness ; she has to wrap up her cold

hands ; her feet are warm. Great, constant chilliness,

with much thirst. She is freezing, when she gets out of

her bed. Very chilly, in the evening. Internal chilliness,

with uneasiness and tremulous anguish.—Frequent chilli-

ness, with yellow colour of the skin. Chilliness in the

evening, for several hours, (a. 10 h. and 13 d.) For two

evenings, chilliness of a quarter of an hour, without sub-

sequenl heat or without sweat. Chilliness, in the evening

when in bed ; even when covered with feather-beds, he
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was unable to get warm, as if he had been deficient in

animal heat, (a. 30 d.) Chills, at ni^jht. A thrill of cold,

first over the face, with righting of the hairs of the head,

then over the whole body, with a feeling of cold through-

out.— Thrill of cold over the whole back, (a. 24 h.)—Tlu'ill

of cold over the whole body, as if he had caught cold,

with frequent yawning.—Thrill of cold over the whole

body, with warmth or heat of the forehead and the face,

and cold hands, (a. 3 and 48 h.) Feeling of heat in the

body. Frequently flushes of heat. Flushes of heat 2, 3

times every day, all over, but mpstly in the face and upon
the hands ; the heat assails her when silting, overwhelms

her, as it were, with anguish, with swelling of the face and

the hands, for 10 or 15 minutes. Heat, several evenings,

from 6 to 7 o'clock.—In the evening, when lying down,
external heat with internal chilliness, (a. 72 h.) At night,

dry heat, (a. 12 h.) Dry heat towards morning, (a. 6 d.)

Heat in the chest and the head, the remainder of the body
feeling chilly, the whole day, (a. 24 d.)—Glowing heat and
redness of the face, with hot forehead, cold hands and vio-

lent thirst, for several hours. Heat almost constantly,

which first makes one faintish and gives one anguish, un-
til sweat breaks out. Sweat often breaks out by day.

Sweat almost constantly. Much sweat, hy day^ when
walking-, and at nighty when in bed.—Exhausting sweat,
day and night, for 3 days. Violent sweat by day, the air

being cold. * Sweat hy day, during the slightest exercise.

In the evening when in bed, he immediately feels warm
and he sweats the whole night. Night sweaty mostly be-
fore midnight, with cold legs. * Nightly sweat on the
back. Nightly sweat, only on the legs,"^ feels viscid, (a.

some d.) Violent sweat, early for many mornings in
succession. Sweat early in the morning, (the morning
after having taken the medicine.) Sweat early in the morn-
ing, three mornings in succession.

—

Sweat, every morn-
ing, (a. 7 d.) Fever, alternately chills and heat, she is

oblifred to lie down. Fever, in the forenoon
;
alternately

chills and heat. Feverish heat and burning thirst, alter-

nating with chilliness. Evening-fever: external chilliness,

with internal heat and violent thirst ; he felt chilly even in

bed, and sweated at the same time, was also able to get
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warm ; at last violent sweat broke out, (a. 10 h.) In the

forenoon, first headache, which constantly increased, with

sudden sinking of strength, so that he was scarcely able

lo go home ;
* accompanied by great heat in the forehead

and the hands, much thirst for sourish water
;
then, after

lying down, icy cold hands, with quick pulse, (a. 21 d.)

Every forenoon at 11 o'clock, feverish heat, without pre-

vious thirst or chilliness, for an hour
;
she feU hot and her

skin felt hot, with a somewhat red face ;
afterwards an-

guish and mild sweat, especially on hands and feet, and in

the face ; 4 days in succession, (before the catamenia.)

Fever from morning until noon or afternoon ;
first tearing

in the joints and heaviness of the head, then fainlishness

which scarcely permitted her to raise herself up in her bed,

with heaviness, extension and stretching of the limbs, heat

and a sensation as if she would always sweat, accompan -

ied by trembling and uneasiness in all the limbs:
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A.
Abdomen.—Morbid distention of the

Tympanitis, 80.

Abortion, 261.

Abscessus nucleolus, 158
Acne.—Redness of the nose and

cheeks, in drunkards, 158, 2S8.
-4g-aZacfia.—Retention of milk, 261.
-4/opecta.—Falling off of the hair, 200,

261.

Amaurosis, 182, 258.
Amblyopia, amaurotica.—Weakness

of sieht, a precursor of Amaurosis,
111, 131, 2-59.

Amenon^cea —Stoppage of the men-
strual discharges. 111, 200, 261

Anasarca.—Dropsy, 80, 158, 182.
Anchylosis.—StifF-joint, 111.
Aneurisms. A ' pulsatmg tumour

formed by the dilatation of an ar-
tery, 111.

Ang^ina.—A sore throat, (difficulty
of swallowing,) 30, 40, 80, 200, 230,
260.

.Anorexia.—Loss of appetite, 110, 260.
-Anosmia —Loss of the sense of smell-

ing, 131, 259.
Anus, warts and condylomata of, 181.
Appetite, loss o/.—Anorexia, 110, 260.
Aphthce.—Thrush, 230.
Apoplexy, 200, 258.
Apo^plexia, pulmonum, 80.
Arthritis.—Gout, 30, 80, 81, 111, 158,

257,253.
> . , ,

,

Ascites.—Bto^sj, 80, 158, 182.
Asphyxia, 111.

Asthma, 80, 131, 1-59, 183,258.
Asthma senile, 201.
Atrophia miseraica.—Atrophy, 111,

B.
Back, small of the, pain in, 262.
Bite, of a serpent, 80.
Black vomit.—Me\d!:n3i, 80, 158.
Bladder, urethra, Blennorrhoea of

—

Excessive secretion of mucus, 110.
Blennorrhcea of the nose, 259.
Blepharophthalmitis. Inflammation

of the eyelids, p. 30, 159.
Blepharophthalmitis glandulosa.
Purulent eye, 111.

Brain, concussion of. 111.

Brain, tubercles of, 200.

Breath, stinking,, 183.

Bronchitis.—Inflammation of the air
tubes, SO, 111, 159.

Cachexia.
158.

C.
-Sickly constitution,

Caput obstipum.—Wry-neck, 258.
Cardialgia —Spasm of the stomach,

80, 111, 159, 200, 257, 258, 260.
Caries, 257.

Caries, of bones of face, 182.
Caries, of ma^toid process, 182.
Cataract and cataract of crystalline:

lens.—Glaucfma, 258.
Catarrh or Co'd —Express inflam-
mation of the mucous membrane.
80, 80.

Catarrh, of bladder, 261.
Catarrh, chronic, 182.
Catarrh, inflammatory. 111,
Catarrh, of lungs and of trachea,

262.

Cauliflower excrescence. Condylo-
mata, 258.

Chicken-pox, orpimples, quicklyform-
ing pustules, seldom passing into
suppuration, but bursting at the
point and drying into scabs.—Vari-
cellas, 158.

Chilblains.—Verniones, 159.
CMragi^a.—Gout of the hands, 262.
Cholera, p. 30, 260.
Chloasma hepaticum, 158.
CA/arosis —Green-sickness, 79, 111,

181, 200, 2.53.

Cobweb, sense of, in the face, 257.
Cold, used also to express inflamma-

tions of the mucous membi^ane.—
Catarrh, 30, 80.

Cold, in the head.—Coryza, 30, SO.
Cold, sensitiveness to, iSS.
Colic, 30, 80, 159, 258, 260.
Colic, nightly, 182.

Coma somnolentum.—Lethargy with-
out fever, 200.

Condylomata. Cauliflower excres-
cence, 181, 258.

Congestion, of blood to the head, 1S2.
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Constipation, or costiveness, 30, 80,

110, 182.

Constipation, obstinate, 260.

Constitution, sickly, 158.

Consumption, pulmonary, 258.

Contusions.—Injuries mechanical, 81,

111.

Convulsions, 80.

Convulsions of new bom children.—
Eclampsia neonatorum, 158.

Co7^yza, (Cold in the head,) 30, 80.

Coryza, purulent, 182.

Corns, painful, 159.

Cornea, spots upon, 182.

Cough, chronic. 111, 262.

Cough, dry, 80.

Cough, in measles, 262.

Cough, with blood.—Haemoptoe, 80.

111.

Croup, 118.

Curvature, of vertebrae, 262.

D.
.Decu&i'<MS.—Involuntary passage of

faeces, 258.

Dementia, 159.

Dentition, difficult, 259.

Depression, of spirits, 111, 131.

Z>ta&eies.—Incontinent flow of urine,

80
Dian-haa, 80, 110, 158, 159, 258.

Diarrhcza, of children, 260.

Diarrhcsa, chronic, 260.

Diarrhoea, where the food passes off

undigested.—Lienteria, 159,

Digestion, weakness of, 131.

Disecoia, chronic, 131.

Dropsical affections, 181.

Dropsy.—Anasarca, Ascites, 80, 158,

182.

Dropsy of the 6?mn.—Hydrocepha-
lus, 159.

Drcypsy ofthe c/iesf.—Hydrothorax, 80.

Dropsy of the /wng-s.—CEdema pul-

monum, 80.

Dropsii, partial, of the cellular tissue.

—(Edema, 111.

Dysentery, 80, 110, 159.

Dysmenorrhcea.— Painful menstrua-

tion, 80, 111, 261.

Dyspepsia, 80, 200, 257.

Dysphagia.—Difficulty of swallow-

ing, 257.
hd.

Ears, ailments of, 257.

jEar, inflammation of the internal.

Otitis, 159, 230, 259,

Ear, running of the —Otorrhcea, 60,

182.

Ears, scrofulous diseases of, 200.

Eclampsia neonatorum.—Convulsioni

of new-born children, 158.

Eclampsia.—(Scintillation, a flashing

of light, which frequently strikes

the eyes of epileptic persons,) 79.

Ecthyma—A pustule, 80, 158.

^ciropium.-Inversion ofeye-lids, 230.

Eczema.—Humid tetter, 158, 258.

Emaciation — (A falling ofi" in the
flesh,) 158.

Emaciation, with exhaustion.—Ma-
rasmus senilis, 200.

Enteritis.—Inflammation of the intes-

tines, 110.

Ephelis.—Freckles, 158.

EpUepsy, 111, 158, 181, 258.

Emption of small vesicles on the sidn,

resembling millet seed. — Miliary
eruption or Strophulus, peculiar to

infants, 80, 158.

Eruption, a cutaneous.—Impetigo or

Herpes, 30, 131, 158, 200, 230, 258.

Eruptions ofthe skin.—Exanthemata,
80, 158.

Eruptions, chronic, upon skin.—Pem-
phigus or Pompholix, 111.

Exudations, 81.

Erysipelas, 230.

Exanthemata, acute.— Eruptions of

the skin, 80, 158.

Exanthemata, chronic, 258.

Excretions, arthritic and rheumatic,

111.

Exostosis of bones.—Excresence, tu-

mour, 183.

Exostosis upon the skull or of pelvic

bones, 182.

Extravasations, 81.

Extremities, numbness of, go to sleep,

262.

Eyelids, inflammation of the.—Bleph-

arophthalmia, 159.

Eyes, catarrhal inflammation of, 230.

Eyes, inflammation of, 182.

Eyes, scrophulous inflammations of,

200.
F.

Faintishness, 257.

Faces, involuntary passage of.—Dec-
ubitus, 25S.

Fevers, 80, 158, 159, 200.

Fevers, catarrhal, intermittent, rheu-

matic and slow, 258.

Fissures, chaps, w cracks in the skin.

—Rhagades. 30, 258.

Fistula lachrymalis, 259.

Fits, fainting, 80, 111.

Fits, suffocating and apoplectic, 80,

183.

Flatulence, 80, 230.
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Flatulence, of hypochondriacs, 131.

Fluor albus.—Whites, 80, 80, 111.

Fi'eckles, (see Ephelis.)

Fun^is articularis, haematodes.

—

(Tumour, a bleeding,) 159.

Fungus haematodes of the eye, 259.

Furuncles, 80.

G.
Galactii^hcsa.— Excessive flow of

milk, 261.

Gangrene, 80, 158.

Gangrene of the bones.—^Necrosis or

Osteonecrosis, 111, 257.

Gastralgia.—Pains or spasm of the
stomach, 80, 111,159,200,257,260.

Gastric complaints, 230.

Gastritis, chronic.—Inflammation of

the stomach, 260.

Gastrodynia.— Oppression or spasm
of the stomach, 80.

Glands, swelling of cervical, 110.

Glands, swelling and induration of,

200.

Glaucoma.—Cataract of crystalline

lens, 258.

GomrrhcKa or clap, 110.

Goitf.—Podagra, 30, 80, 81, 111, 158,
262.

Gravel, 261.

Green-sickness.— Chlorosis, 79, 111,

181, 200, 258.

Grippe, 30.

Gums, swelling and ulceration of, 30.

H.
Hair, falling off" of.—Alopecia, 111,

200, 261.

Hair, agglutination of the, by means
of a sort of lymph.—Plica Polonica,
230.

Hard-hearing, 259.
ffema/mesis.—Vomiting ofblood, 80.
Hamaturia.—Voiding ot blood with

urine, 80,261.
Hcemoptoe, 80, 111.

Hcemoptysis.—Spitting of blood, 261.
HcBnm^rhage, 30, 111.
Hcemorrhcidal affections and com-

plaints, 200, 261.
Hamorrhoids —Piles, 30, 80, 111, 159,

230,257,258.
Headache, 30, 80, 182, 257, 258.
Heart, aff'ections of, 258.
JTearf, disease of the, anguish, ossi-

fication of the coronary arteries,
&c.—Stenocardia, 183.

Heart, chronic affection of, 183.
Heart, hypertrophy of.—Morbid en-

largement, 111.

HeaH, palpitation of, 183, 201.

Heart-hum, 258.

Helminthiasis.—Condition of the sys-

tem which favours the existence
of worms, 111.

Hernia, 182.

Herpes.—A species of eruption, 30,
131, 1.58, 230, 258.

Heiyes.—A cutaneous eruption, 200.

Hooping cough, 111, 159.

Hueirargyi^osis.— Mercurial disease,
'30, 111.

Hydrocele.—Swelling of the testes,

caused either by effusion or infiltra-

tion of water, 111.

Hydrocephalus, 159.

Hydrothorax.—Dropsy of the chest,
80.

Hypochondna, 256, 258.

Hypochondriasis, 79, 111, 181.

Hysteria.—Nervous affection ; pecu-
liar to females, 30, 79, 111, 181, 280,
256, 258.

Hysteralgia.—Pain in the uterus, 261,

I.

Icterus, 181.

Idiocy, 200.

Impetigo —A cutaneous eruption, 158,
200, 258.

Impotence, 159.

Incubus.—Nightmare, 30, 80.

Indurations, arthritic and rheum, 111.
Inflammations,
Inflammation of the air-tvhes.—Bron-

chitis, 80, 111, 159.

Inflammation of the brain.—
Inflammation of the eye-lids.—Blepha-

ropthalmitis, 30,159.
Inflammation ofthe intestines.—Enter-

itis, 110.

Inflammation of the larynx.— Laryn-
gitis, 110,159.

Inflammation of the pleura.—'Pleuritis
or Pleurisy, 110,230.

Inflammation of the stomach.—Gastri-
tis, 260.

Influenza, 182.
Injuries, mechanical. — Contusions,

81,111.
Intestines, inflammation of the.—En-

teritis, 110.

Irregularities, menstrual, 230.
Ischias.—Neuralgia of the hip, 258,

262.

Ischuria.—Retention of urine, 182.
/«c/i, the.—Scabies, 80, 158,258.
Itching, upon head, 159.

J.

Jaundice.—Icterus, 181.
Joints, pain in, 257.
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L.
Laryngitis. — Inflammation of the

larynx, 110, 159.

Liryngitis, chronic, 2S2.

Lethargy without fever.—Coma som-
nolentum, 15S, 201).

Leucoma.—White speck upon the
cornea, 1S2, 2-59.

Leucorrhxa, (whites,) 30, 80, 111,

230,261.
Lichen —Moss, a species of tetters,

80, 153. - /
Lienteria —Diarrhoea, where the food

passes off undigested, 159, 250.

Light, dread of.—Photophobia, 259.

Lips, swelling and ulceration of, 182.

Limbs, frozen, 30.

Lithians —Stone, 110.

Liver, affections of, 230.

Liver, diseases of, 131.

Liver, distention of, 110.

Liver, hypertrophy of, 139.

Liver, induration of, 280.

Liver, pains of, 30.

Lock-jaw —Tetanus, 80.

Lungs, inflammation of the.—Pneu-
monia, 80, 111, 159.

Lungs, paralj'^sis of, 133.

Lungs, tuberculous infiltration of,

201.

Lupia.—Encysted tumour, 200.

Lupus.—Gnawing tetters, 30.

Luxation, spontaneous, 262.

M.
Mtnia, 233.

Mirximus senilis.—Emaciation, with
exhaustion, 203. ,

M'.ades, the.—Morbilli, 80.
.

Migrim, a pain affecting only one
side of the head. 132, 200, 2 JO.

MilcEna —Blaclc vomit, 80, 153.

Melancholia, 111, 131, 159, 131, 256.

M'.mjry, weakness of, 30, 200.

Menorrhagia -—Excessive flow of

menses, 231.

Minostxsia —Suppression ofthe men-
ses, 111, 200.

Menses, excessive flow of.—Menor-
rhagia, 231.

Manses, suopression of the.—Menos-
tasia. 111, 200.

Menses, retention of the.—Amenor-
rhoea, 111,200, 261.

Mmstrual functions, irregularties of,

80.

Menstruation, profuse, 110.

Menstruation, painful.— Dysmenor-
rhcea, 80, 111, 231.

Mercurid affections, 181.

Mercurial disease.— HydrargyTOsis,
30, 111.

Mercurial ulcers in mouth, 230.

Metastasis.—The passing of a disease
from one organ to another ; arthri-

tic, to the heart, 183.

M^trorrhagia.-\]teT'in& haemorrhage,
261.

Milk, excessive flow of.—Galactir-
rhcea, 261.

Milk, excessive quantity of, too
thick, of nursing women, 230.

Milk-fever, 253.

Miliaria.—Eruption of small vesicles

on the skin, resembling millet seed,
(milium,) hence the name, 80,111,
153.

Mjrbid a,ifection of the lining mem-
brane of the nose.—Ozaena, 30, 80.

Morbid enlargement.—Hypertrophy
of the heart. 111.

Moss, a species of tetter.—Lichen,
80, 153.

M7r6j//i.—(Measles, the,) 80.

Mouth, accumulation of mucus in,

111.

N.
Nausea, 230.

Necrosis.—Gangrene of the bones,

111, 257.

Nervous affection, peculiar to fe-

males, 79, 131.

iVe«/e-7-asA.—Urticaria , 238.

Neuralgia, pain in a nerve, 253.

Neuralgia of hip.—Ischias, 258, 262.

Nipples, excoriations of, 253.

Night-mare, (see Incubus.)
Noiosities, arthritic, 181.

Nose, bleeding at, 200.

Nose, carcinoma of, 182.

Nose, chronic obstruction of, 182.

Nose, obstruction of, 159.

Nose, swelling of, 110, 259.

Nose, thick tip of, 182.

O.
Odontalgia.— Tooth-ache, 30, 159,

132, 200, 230, 260.

Oedema.—Partial dropsy of the cel-

lular tissue. 111.

Oedema pulmonum.—Dropsy of the
lungs, 80.

OrtDiis/n, pernicious effects of, 251.

Ophthalmia, 257, 259.

Ophthalmia angularis. 111.

Orchitis.—Inflammation of the testes,

182.

Organic activity, increase of.—Sthen-
osis, 110.

Orga>is o/g-encraiion, bleanorrhosft of,

159.
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Ostearthrocace.—Spina ventosa, 257.

Osteoneci'osis. — Gangrene of the

bones, 111,257.
Otorrhea.—Running of the ear, 30,

182.

Otitis.—Inflammation of the ear, 159,

230, 259.

Ovaries, tumefaction of, 110.

Ozcmna.—Morbid afiection of the lin-

ing membrane of the nose, 30, 80,

182, 259.

PcBdarthrocace.—Spina ventosa, 257.

Palate, ulceration and caries of, 182.

Pa/si/.—Paralysis, 80, 111.

Pannus.—Varicose excrescence of

the conjunctiva, 200.

Panaritia, 30,230.
Paralysis.—Palsy, 80, 111.

Paralytic conditions of extremities.

Parotitis.—Inflammation of the paro-
tid gland, 110, 200, 259.

Pemphigus.—A pustulous eruption of
the skin. 111.

Peripneumonia notha. 111.
Peritonitis. 110.

Pemiones.—Chilblains, 159.

Photophobia —Bread of light, 259.
Photopsia, Seeing of sparks, 80.
Phthisis, 110, 111.

Phthisis of the mesentery.—Tabes
meseraica, 181.

Phthisis, tuberculous, 262.
PiZes.—Haemorrhoids, 30, 80, 111, 159,

230, 257, 258.

Pleuritis, 110.

Pleuritis, of the muscles.—Inflamma-
tion of the pleura, 230.

Pleurodynia.—Pain in pleura or side,
230.

Pleuropneumonia.— Inflammation of
the lungs and pleura, 159.

Plica Polonica.—Agglutination of the
hair by means of a sort of lymph,
230.

J I' >

Pneumonia.— Inflammation of the
lungs, 80, 111, 159.

Poiagra.—Gout, 30, 80, 81, 111, 158,
262.

'55.,
Pollutions, 200.

Pollutions, too frequent, 159, 182.
Polypi, in the bladder, 261.
Polypi, in the ear, 259.
Polypi, in the nose, 259.
Pompholix.—A pustulous eruption of

the skin. 111.

Porrigro—Scalp, a disease ofthe hair,
80,158,200,^58.

'

Prepuce, warts and condylomata of,

181.

Prosopalgia.—Tic douloureux, 182,

200, 259.

Prostatic glands, scirrhous affections

of, 110.

Prurigo.—Itching pustules, 80, 80.

Pswiasis, 258.

Psmnasis localis.— (Scabies, a spe-

cies of,) 80.

Ptosis.—Palsy of upper eye-lid, 30.

Pulsations, abdominal, 25a.

Purulent eye.— Blepharophthalmitis
glandulosa. 111.

Pustules, itching.—Prurigo, 30, 80.

Pyrosis.—Water-brash, 260.

Quincy or sore throat.—Angina, 110.

R.
Ramollissement of vertebrae, 262.

Rash, 258.

Rectum, hajmorrhoidal obstruction
of, 182.

Rectum, polypous excrescences of,

Rectum, prolapsus of, 159.

Retention of milk.—Agalactia, 261.
Rhagades.—Tissues or cracks in the

skin, 30, 258.

Rhagades, syphilitic, 181.

Rheumatism, 80, 81, 158.

Rheumatism of intercostal muscles,
262.

Rlieumatism of pleura, 262.

S.

Salivation, 230.
Sarcoma.—Tumour ofthe adipose tis-

sue, 258.

Scabies.—The itch, 80, 158, 258.
Scald-head.—Tinea, 80, 158, 200, 258.
Scarlatina, 80,200.
ScintillationJ a flashing of light which
frequently strikes the eyes of epi-
leptic persons.—Eclampsia, 79.

Sciri^hus cardiae, 200.
Scorbutus.—Scurvy, 80, 111.
Scrophulosis, 79, 181, 200, 257.
Scurvy.—Scorbutus, 80, 111.
Scurvy, affection resembling.—Sto-
macace, 230.

Secretion, excessive, of the bladder,
urethra —Blennorrhoea of the blad-
der, 110.

Sexual desire, excited, in males, 261.
Sexual instinct, excited, 182.

Sickly constitution.— Ca.chexia., mer-
curial, 158.

Side or pleura, v^in in the.—Pleuro-
' dynia, 230.
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Sight, obstruction of, 182.

Skin, disease of tlie —Impetigo, 158.

SmaU-pock —Variola, 80.

Smelling, loss of the sense of.—Anos-
mia, 131,259.

Sparks, seeing of.—Photopsia. 80.

Spa.'ims, abdominal, 260.

Spamis of the chest, hysteric, 131.

Spasm of the Stoma<;h —Gastralgia or

Cardialgia, 80, 111, 159, 200, 257,

260.

Spina! m77-row, rheumatic affections

of, 282.

Spina ventosa.— O^itearthrocace or

Pasdarthrocace, 257.

Spitting of Blood.—Hsemoptysis, 261.

Spleen, great depression of spirits

with general functional derange-

ment.—Hypochondriasis, 79, 131.

Spleen, affections of, 250.

Spleen, distention of, 110.

Sprains, pain from, 81, 111.

Squinting.—Strabismus, 30.

Steatoma—A tumour of the adipose

tissue, 200.

Sleno::ardia —A disease of the heart,

anguish, ossification of the coronary

arteries, etc. lt<3.

Slhenosis.—Increase of organic acti-

vity, 110.

SteriiiPi, 230, 261.

Stiff-joint —Anchylosis, 111.

JSdngs of bees and insects, 153.

Stool, difficult, hard, 159.

Stomxra'ie. — Affection resembling

scurvy, 230.

Stomach, derangement of, 159.

Stomi-ih, inflammation and gangrene

of, 159.

SloTia^h, pain at, labour-like, 230.

Stone —Lithiasis, 110.

Sl7^a'}ismus.—Squinting, 30.

Strophulus.— Hi-ugtion, and peculiar

to infants, 80, loS.

Sioeat, 80.

Svsits, collIqua';ive, 233.

Sj}:illowing, difficulty of.—Dyspha-

gia, 257.

S'vellings, glandular. 111.

Spelling of the testes, caused either

by effusion or infiltration of water.

Hydrocele, 111.

Sjcosis me?2ii.— Cauliflower excre-

scence, 153.

Sjphilis, 153, 131.

T.
_

Ti^es scrophulosa, 257.

Ts'm meseraica—Phthisis of the

mesentery, 131.

Teeth, formation of tartarates upon,
111.

Teeth, looseness of, 182.

Tendons, inflammation of, the white
and shining extremity of a muscle,
153.

Tetanus.—Lock-jaw, 80.

Tetters 30.

Tetters, humid.—Eczema, 158, 258.

Tetters, gnawing,—Lupus, 30.

Testicles, inflammation of the.—Or-

chitis, 182.

Testicles, atrophy of. — Dwindling,
159.

Testicles, swelling of, 182.

Throat, a sore, difficulty of swallow-

ing.—Angina, 30, 40, 80, 200, 230,

2^1.

Throat, inflammatory sore, 110.

Thrush, 230.

Tic douloureux.— Prosopalgia, 182,

200, 259.

Tinea —Scald-head, 200.

Tingling, in parts that have gone to

sleep, 80.

Tissue, adipose, tumours of. 111.

Tongue, paralysis of, 131.

Tongue, rheumatic swelling of, 110.

Tongue, scirrhous induration of, 182.

Tongue, warts and condylomata, 181.

Tonsils, inflammation of, 260.

Too<A-ac/ie.—Odontalgia, 30, 159, 182,

200, 230, 260.

Tooth-ache, tearing, 259.

Trachea, catarrh of, 200.

Tumour of the adipose tissue.—Sarco-

ma or Steatoma, 200, 258.

Tumoui^s, encysted,—Lupia, 200.

,
Tympanitis.— Morbid distention of

the abdomen, 80.

U.
Ulcers, 111.

Ulcers, fistulous, 158.

Ulcers, fistulous, on gums, 259.

Ulcers, fistulous and scrophulous, 257.

Ulcers, indolent, 230.

Ulcers, mercurial, in mouth, 230.

Ulcers, syphilitic, 182.

Understanding, weakness of, 30.

Urethra, cutting and burning in, 159.

Urethra, strictures and contraction

of, 110.

Urinary organs, affections of, 253.

Urinary organs, atony of, 80.

Urine, bloody.—Haematuria, 80.

Uterine hcemorrhage.—Metrorrhagia,

261.

Urine, incontinent flow of.—Diabetes,

80. . ^
Urine, retention of.—Ischuria, 182.
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Crr<t<;arta.—Nettle-rash, 258.

Uterus, pain in the.—Hysteralgia,
261.

V,

Fcrice//iE.—Pimples quickly forming

pustules, seldom passing into sup-

puration, but bursting at the point

and drying into scabs.—Chicken-

pock, 158.

Varices, 258.

Varicose exci^escence of the conjunc-

tiva—Pannus, 200.

Variola —Small-pock, 80.

Venous heart, affections of, 80.

Vertigo, 257, 258.

Vessels, large, affections of, 258.

Vomiting, m, 258, 260.

Vomiting ofblood.—Haematemesis, 80.

Vomit, the black.—Melaena, 80, 158.

W.
Warts of the anus, (see Anns.)
Water-brash.—Pyrosis, 260.

Weakness, 261.

Weakness of sight; a precursor of

amaurosis — Amblyopia amauroti-
ca, 111,131,259.

Werlhojii morbus hamorrh.—Purple
spots over the Avhole body, 80.

Wetting the bed, at night, 261.

Whites.—Y\mov albus, 30, 85, 111, 2S0,

261.

White speck upon the cornea.—Leuco-
ma, 259.

Wonn affections, 258.

Worms, condition of the system
which favours the existence of.

—

Helminthiasis, 111.

Womb, prolapsus, a falling down of

the, and induration of, 182.

Wry-neck.—Caput obslipum, 258.

ERRATA.

Page 105, line 9, for "feet,"" read " seat."

In two or three instances, the verb "imagine," in this volume, has been

txsed with the preposition "to," instead of the conjunction ''that." The
reader will please excuse this oversight.

The reader is also requested to correct the following mistake in vol. i, p.

41:—instead of "Diabetes, {suppression of urine,") read "Diabetes.—Sup-

pressimi, fyc."



The first number of the Homcsopathic Examiner will be for sale on

the 15th of August. The first 10 numbers, besides a variety of interest-

ina- essays, will contain a complete translation of Riickert's Therapeutics

of Homosopathy. Terras, $5 per annum, in advance, or 50 cents each

number.
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Importation of Books, English and Foreign, for Colleges, Public and Prirat©

Libraries, etc. etc.

SINGLE BOOKS IMPORTED TO ORDER.

Orders forwarded by every Steamer, and also by the Liverpool Packets,

and answered promptly by the return of the first steamer after the receipt,

if desired.

W. R. would invite attention to his facilities for procuring English and
Foreign Books for Colleges, Public and Private Libraries, Booksellers, and the

Public generally, on at least as good terms, and with greater despatch than
they have ever before been imported into this country by any other estab-

lishment.

Books for Incorporated Institutions pay no duty.

All the German Journals, Monthlies, Quarterlies, and Newspapers, received
regularly by the steamers for subscribers, and the principal periodicals

.

HOMCEOPATHIC MEDICINE.

^ WM. RADDE, No. 322 Broadway, New-York. General Agent for the
Central Homoeopathic Pharmacy at Leipsic, for the United States, respect-
fully mformsthe Homoeopathic Physicians and the friends of the system that
he has always on hand a good assortment of HOMCEOPATHIC MEDICINES
in complete sets or by single vials, in Tinctures, Dilutions, and Triturations

|
also Pocket Cases of Medicines

; Physicians' and FamOy Medicine Chests, to
Laurie s Domestic (-59 remedies) Epp's (54 remedies,) Hering's (46 reme-
dies ) Small pocket cases at ^3, with Family Guide and 27 remedies
Oases containing 415 vials with Tinctures and Triturations for Physicians •

cases with 1/6 vials of Tinctures and Triturations to Jahr's Manual in 2 vols'
Pocket cases with 60 vials of Tinctures and Triturations. Cases from 200-
4()0 vials with low and high dilutions of medicated pellets ; cases from 50-SO
vials of low and high dilutions, etc. etc. Refined Sugar of Milk, pure
Globules, etc.

;
as Avell as Books, Pamphlets, and Standard Works on the

System, in the English, French, and German languages.
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HOMCEOPATHIC BOOKS.

THE HOMCEOPATHIC EXAMINER, 4th vol., (new scries,) will be

issued on the 15th day of August, 1845, and thereafter on the first of each

month. The Journal will hereafter be edited by Drs. Gkay and Hempel,

Wm. Radde, publisher and proprietor.

HAHNEMANN, DR. S., THE CHRONIC DISEASES, THEIR SPE-

cific Nature and Homoeopathic Treatment. Translated and edited by Charles

J. Hempel, M.D. With a preface by Constantin Hering, M.D., Phila-

delphia. 8. bound, 184-5. ^l.

The same works, second part. 8. bound, 1845. $1 60.

The third, fourth, and fifth volumes are in press.

HAHNEMANN, DR. S., MATERIA MEDICA PURA. Tran.slated and

edited by Charles Julius Hempel, M. D. 1845.

BCENNINGHAUSEN'S ESSAY ON THE HOMCEOPATHIC TREAT-
ment of Intermittent Fevers. Tran.slated and edited by Charles Julius

Hempel, M.D. 1845. 50 cts.

A TREATISE ON THE USE OF ARNICA in cases ofContusions, Wounds,

Strains, Sprains, Lacerations of the Solids, Concussions, Paralysis, Rheuma-

tism, Soreness of the Nipples, etc. etc. With a number of cases illustrative

of the use of that drug. By Charles Julius Hempel, M.D. 18^ cts. 1845.

* JAHR'S NEW MANUAL OF HOMCEOPATHIC PRACTICE. Edited,

with Annotations, by A. Gerald Hull, M.D., from the third Paris edition.

This is the second American edition of a very celebrated work, written

in French, by the eminent Homoeopathic Professor Jahr, and it is considered

the best practical compendium of this extraordinary science that has yet been

composed. After a very judicious and instructive introduction, the work pre-

sents a table of the Homoeopathic medicines, with their names m Latin, Eng-

lish, and German ; the order in which they are to be studied, with their most

important distinctions, and clinical illustrations of their symptoms and eftects

upon the various organs and functions of the human system.-^1 he second

volume embraces an elaborate analysis of the indications in disease, of the

medicines adapted to cure, and a glossary of the techmcs used in the work,

arranged so luminously as to form an admirable guide to every medical stu-

dent The whole system is here displayed with a modesty oi pretension, and

a scrupulocity in statement, well calculated to bespeak candid investigation.

This laborious work is indispensable to the students and practitioners of Homoe-

opathy, and highly interesting to medical and scientific men ot all classes.

2 vols., bound. Price ^6.

LAURIE, DR. J., HOMCEOPATHIC DOMESTIC MEDICINE with

the treatment and diseases of fem.iles, infants
^l^^^''^'^, ^^i^'^^^itV

can edition, with additions by A. G. Hull, M.D. 1344. Bound /5 cts.

ON ECCLECTICISM IN MEDICINE : or a critical review of the leading

medical doctrines. An inaugural thesis, presented at the ^ew-York Umver-

sity, on the first ofMarch, 134j. By Charles J. Hempel, M.D. 2o cts.

THE HOMCEDPATHIC EXAMINER, by A. G. Hull, M.D. 1840, 1841,

1842, 1843-1845. 3 vols. $15.

THE BRITISH JOURNAL OF HOMCEOPATHY. Edited by J. J. Drys^-

dale M D. ; J. R. Russell, M.D. ; and Francis Black, M.D. London,

1843,1841. No. 1-11.
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RUOFF'S REPERTORY OF HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE, nosologi-

cally arrano-ed. Translated from the German by A. H. Okie, M.D., translator

of Hartraan's Remedies. 2d American edition, with additions and improve-

ments by G. Humphrey, M.D., etc. 1844. Bound, $1 50.

HAHNEMANN'S, DR., ORGANON OF HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE.
2d American from the British translation of the 4th German edition. With
improvements and additions from the fifth, by the North American Academy
of the Homoeopathic Healing Art, New-York, 1843. Price, bound, f1.

JAHR'S PHARMACOPCEIA and Posology of the preparation of Homoeo-

pathic medicines and the administration of the dose. Translated by F.

Kitchen. $2.

THE PRACTICAL ADVANTAGES OF HOMOEOPATHY, illustrated

by numerous cases. Dedicated by permission to Her Majesty Queen Adelaide.

By H. DuNSFORD, M.D. ^1.

JAHR'S MANUAL OF HOMCEOPATHIC MEDICINE. Translated

from the German. With an introduction and some additions by C. Hering,

M.D. 1838. $2 50.

A POPULAR VIEW OF HOM(EOPATHY. By Rev. Thomas R. Ever-
est, Rector of Wickwar. With annotations, and a brief survey of the state

and progress of Homceopathia in Europe. By A. Gerald Hull, M.D. From
the second London edition. Bound, price $1.

THE FAMILY GUIDE TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF HOMCEO-
Sathic Remedies. Third edition, after the 2d London edition, with additions,

detail price, 25 cts.

AN EPITOME OF HOMOEOPATHIC PRACTICE. Compiled chiefly

from Jahr, Rueckert, Beauvais, Bcenninghausen, etc. By J. T. Curtis, M.D.,
and J. LiLLiE, M.D. 1843. Bound, 87^ cts.

C. HERING, MD., DOMESTIC PHYSICIAN. Third American, with
additions from the fourth German edition. 1844. Bound, ^2.

M.GROSERIO,M.D , ON HpMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE. Illustrating

its superiority over the other medical doctrines, with an account of the regimen
to be followed during the treatment of Homoeopathy. Translated from the
French. 25 cts.

EPPS, DR. J, DOMESTIC HOMCEOPATHY; or Rules forthe Domestic
Treatment of the Miladies of Infants, Children and Adults, etc. Second
American from the fourth London edition. 1845. Bound, 75 cts.

W. C. BRYANT'S POPULAR CONSIDERATIONS ON HOMCEOPA-
thia. Delivered before the New-York Homoeopathic Society. 18^ cts.

C. NEIDHARD, M D. AN ANSWER OF THE HOMOEOPATHIC
Delusions of Dr. O. W. Holmes. 18| cts.

HARTMANN, DR. F., PRACTICAL OBSERVATIONS ON SOME
of the chief Homoeopathic Remedies. Translated from the German by A. H.
Okie, M.D. First series. Bound, ^1.

The 2i and last series will be published in a short time. Bound, ^1.

MANUAL OF VETERINARY HOMCEOPATHY, comprehending the
treatment of the Diseases of Domestic Animals. Second edition. London,
1342. Bound, #1 50.

A. H. OKIE, MD., HOMCEOPATHY EXPLAINED AND OBJEC-
tions Answered. 12i cts.
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J. A. M'VICKAR, M.D., HOMCEOPATHIA A PRINCIPLE IN MEDI-
cine and not an Exclusive System. In a letter to Alban Goldsmith, M.D.
25cts.

J. JEANES, M.D., HOMCEOPATHIC PRACTICE OF MEDICINE. $3.

A. G. HULL, M.D., THE DOMESTIC TREATMENT OF THE CON-
vulsions of Infants. 25 cts.

DR. CHANNING'S DISCOURSE OF THE REFORMATION OF
Medical Science demanded by Inductive Philosophj'. 37^ cts.

DR. CURIE, ANNALS OF THE LONDON HOMCEOPATHIC MEDI-
cal Institution. Reports of Cases. Nos. 1-21, 1842. f4.

DEFENCE OF HAHNEMANN AND HIS DOCTRINES, INCLUDING
an Exposure of Dr. Alex. Wood's "Homceopathy Unmasked." London,
1844. 50 cts.

F. VANDERBURGH, M.D., AN APPEAL FOR HOMCEOPATHY ; or

Remarks on the Decision of the late Judo;e Cowen, relative to legal Rights of

Homoeopathic Physicians. 1844. 12J cts.

HYDRIATICS, OR MANUAL OF THE WATER CURE,—Especially
as practised by Vincent Priessnitz, in Graftenbere; compiled and translated

from the writings of Charles Mundie, Dr. Oertel, Dr. B. Hirschel, and other

eye-witnesses and practitioners. Fourth edition, by Francis Graeter. Price

50 cts., with one plate or six engravings. 1844.

ROKYTANSKY'S PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY, translated from the

German, with additions on diagnosis from Schonlein, Skoda, and others. By
Dr. John C. Peters. 1844. 75 cts.

Opinions of the Press.—"Dr. Rokytansky's hook is no more than it professes

to be : it is morbid Anatomy in its densest and most compact form, scarcely

ever alleviated by histories, cases, or hypotheses. It is just such a work as

might bs expected from its author, who is said to have written in it the result

of his experience gained in the careful examination of over 12,000 bodies, and

who is possessed of a truly marvellous power of observing and amassing facts.

In the course of our analysis we have said comparatively little of its merits,

the best evidence of which is found in the length to which our abstracts have

been carried without passing beyond the bounds of what is novel or important.

Nor would this fault have been committed though much more had been bor-

rowed, for no modern volume on morbid Anatomy contains half so many genu-

ine facts as this ; it is alone suffisient to place its author in the highest rank of

European medical ohservers."—British and Foi^eign Medical Revieic, January,

184:3.
" Among others of our profession at Vienna, who are ably endeavounng to

advance the reputation ofsound medical science on the only secure basis upon

which it can march, that of practical experience at the bed-side, and in autopsic

examinations, we (Dr. Mott) must not omit to mention Professors Rokytansky

and Skoda. Dr. Rokytansky, availing himself of the wide field of inquiry

which his position gives him, has, after years of the closest and most diligent

application, recently published a work, than which none was more wanted by

the i)rofession, and which, being a faithful description of what he himself saw

in more than 12,000 dead bodies, and a well digested theory of the greater

number of morbid processes, which he has minutely traced throughout their

stages, will form a most valuable accession to Pathology. Professor Skoda,

after a' number of years of the most laborious application to the subject ofAus-

cultation and Percussion, has brought out a great work on those modes of

applying the principles of acoustics, to the illustration of pathological phencv

mena, which wUl probably give it the precedence over all others. It is founded
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wholly on his own observations on the livinp; subject, confirmed by mimerous

post mortem examinations."—Dr. 3Ioifs Travels in Europe and the East.

ENCHIRIDION MEDICUM, or the Practice ofMedicine ; the result of SO

years' experience, by C. W. Hufeland, counfellor of State, physician in ordi-

nary of the late King of Prussia, professor in the University of Berlin. From
the sixth German edition ; translated by C. Bruchhausen, M.D. Revised by

R. Nelson, M.D. Second American Edition. 1844. Bound, $2 50.

QpiTOons .-—The following lines from Dr. Manley, formerly president of the

Medical Society of the State of New-York, contains his opinion in few words

of the merits of the book :

—

I am happy to have the opportunity ofrecommending to the medical profes-

sion the Manual of the Practice of Medicine, by Hufeland. It is not often that

books of this character, on perusal, make good the claims which their titles

assume, but this is a Avell marked exception: its descriptions of diseases,

though concise, are comprehensive ; its reasonings just and philosophical, and

its practice, as a consequence, intelligible and rational. The character of the

author, and his experience of more than half a century, together with ihe

unexampled popularity of the work in its original language, render, in my
opinion, all individual recommendation superfluous. 1 hope that it may soon

be found in the hands of every medical man, whether pupil or practitioner.

New-York, September?, 1842. James R. Manlev, M.D.

Certificate of John F. Gray, M.D., formerly resident physician to the
New-York Hospital, Lecturer on the Theory and Practice of Physic, Censor
of the State and New-York Medical Societies, etc , etc.

I am very glad to find the press engaged in diffusing a knowledge of the
German medical literature in this country. At the heaS ofthe German books
of practice stands this book of the good Hufeland. Mr. Bruchhausen and Dr.
Nelson have laboured with diUigence and good faith in rendering the Enchiri-
dion; and, so far as 1 have had leisure to compare their work with the original,

I find no error of magnitude. Another edition will, no doubt, be called for

soon, and then the worthy American curators can dispense with the somewhat
meagre characteristic given to it by their too close adherence to the letter

of the author. I heartily wish success to the good enterprise.

New-York, September 8, 1842. John F. Gray, M.D.

The reputation of the venerable eclectic of Germany scarcely requires
endorsement even on this side of the Atlantic. An independent and original
thinker, Hufeland laboured for the cause of medical science, and has acanired
a universal renown, amply attested to by his " Journal of Practical Medi-
cine," " Art of prolonging Life," " System of Practical Medicine," and
numerous Essays, besides personal contributions of humane and necessary in-
novations in the treatment of " Inoculation," " Small Pox," and " Signs of
Death." His last work, ^'ncftir^'dzon Medicum, concentrates the experience
of his entire medical life, and fully maintains in its careful and concise descrip-
tion and diagnosis of diseases all the evidence of the disci'iminating intellect
of the Patriarch of German medical literature.

New-York, September 12, 1842. A. Gerald Hull, M.D.

The writings of the great Hufeland need no recommendation of mine. His
name, as a medical authority, is so well established, that I have no doubt tliis

work will find a ready and extensive sale.

John B. Beck, M.D.,
Professor of Materia Medica and Medical Jurisprudence in the

College of Physicians and Surgeons of New-York.
New-York, 14 Le Roy Place, September 6, 1842.
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I have looked over the Enchiridion Medicum of Professor Hufeland. It is

an excellent compendium of German practice, and will be found a valuable
vade-mecum to the student and practitioner. It can profitably be perused,
and ought to be in the hands of all physicians. The justly distinguished repu-
tation of the author will make it a work generally sought for.

Valentine Mott, M.D.

The publishers have conferred a benefit upon the medical literature of our
coimtry, by producing this translation of the Enchiridion Medicum of Hufe-
land. Few works on practice contain so much useful matter in so small
compass. But independently of the value attached to any work from the pen
of Hufeland, this book is especially useful to Americans, by furnishing them
with the modes of thinking and practising, peculiar to the medical men of a

large portion of continental Europe, to which they have few means of access.

Edward Delafield, M.D.

103 Bleecker-street, Sei)tember 5, 1842.

JUST IMPORTED:

M. J. WEBER, M.D., LARGE ANATOMICAL ATLAS OF THE HU-
man Body in Natural Size, coloured. Eighty-four plates, also the six newest

supplement plates, and a text-book or explanation of the Atlas. This is the

ORIGINAL and CORRECT edition, and has been always sold for $40 without the

six supplement plates. At present, but for an uncertain time only, at $25.

LONDON BOOKS.
ILLUSTRATIONS OF CUTANEOUS DISEASE, a series of delineations

of the Affections of the Skin, in their most interesting and frequent forms,

with a practical summary of their symptoms, diagnosis and treatment, inclu-

ding appropriate formulie. By Robert Willis, M.D , Licentiate of the Royal

Coltege of Physicians, and physician to the Royal Infirmary for Children.

The drawings are after nature , and lithographed by A. Henning. These illus-

trations are comprised in 94 plates, folio ; the draAvings are originals, most

carefully coloured, elegantly bound, $30.

R. WILLIAMS, M.D., ELEMENTS OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE.
Morbid Poisons, containing Typhus, Scarlatina, Morbilli, Variolas, Varicella,

Erysipelas, Pertussis, 2 vols., 8vo., $7.

MARSHALL HALL, M D., F.R S., &c., ON THE DISEASES AND
Derano-ements of the Nervous System, in their primary forms and in their

modifications by age, sex, constitution, hereditary predisposition, excesses,

general disorder, and organic diseases. Svo., bound, $3 75.

SYME JAMES, F.R.S.E., PRINCIPLES OF SURGERY. 3d edition,

enlarged and illustrated with sixty-four wood cuts and fourteen plates. Bound,

$5 50.

GERBER, FR., ELEMENTS OF THE GENERAL AND MINUTE
Anatomy of Man and the Mammalia, chiefly after original Researches; to

which are added. Notes and an Appendix, comprising Researches on the An-

atomy of the Blood, Chyle, Lymph, Thymous Fluid, Tubercle, &c. &c. By

G. Gulliver, F.R.S. Bound, 2 vols., $6.
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SAUNDERS, EDWIN, M.R.C.S., ADVICE ON THE CARE OF THE
Teeth, with a coloured copper plate. London, 1843.

RYAN, M., M.D., THE PHILOSOPHY OF MARRIAGE, IN ITS SO-

cial, Moral, and Physical Relations ; with an account of the Diseases of the

Gen'ito-Urinary organs, which impair or destroy the reproductive function,

and induce a variety of complaints with the physiology of generation in the

vegetable and animal kingdoms, &c. &c. Fourth edition. London, 1843.

Bound, ^1 50.

MARTIN, W. C. L., F.L.S., A GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO THE
Natural History of Mammiferous Animals, with a particular view of the

physical history of man, and the more closely allied genera of the order Qua-

drumana, or Monkeys. Illustrated with 296 anatomical, osteological, and

other incidental engravings on wood, and 12 full plate representations of ani-

mals, di-awn by Wm. Harvey. Bound, ^4.

PRICHARD, J.C., M.D., F.R.S.M.R.I.A., THE NATURAL HISTORY
of Man; comprising inquiries into the modifying influence of physical and
moral agencies on the different tribes of the human family. With 36 coloured

and four plain illustrations, engraved on steel, and ninety engravings on wood.
London, 1843. Bound, $7.

THOMSON, THOMAS, M.D., CHEMISTRY OF ORGANIC BODIES,
Vegetables. Bound, ^6 50.

THE ZOIST: AJOURNAL OF CEREBRAL PHYSIOLOGYAND MES-
merism, and their applications to Human Welfare. Published quarterly. Each
number, 622 cts.

LEBAUDY., J., M.D., THE ANATOMY OF THE REGIONS INTE-
rested in the Surgical Operations performed upon the Human Body, with
occasional views of the pathological conditions, which render the interfe-

rence of the surgeon necessary. In a series of plates engraved on India paper.
The size of life, f6.

FRENCH BOOKS.

CRUVEILHIER. ANATOMIE PATHOLOGIQUE DU CORPS HU-
main, ou Descriptions, avec figures lithographiees et coloriees, des diverses
alterations morbides dont le corps humain est susceptible

;
par J. Cruveilhier

professeur d'anatomie pathologique a laFaculte de Medecine de Paris, mede-
cinde I'hSpital de la Charite, president perpetuel de la Societe anatomique,

L'ouvrage completforme2 forts volumes, reli6, grand in-foHoavec2SS planches
colorizes. .^130.

RAYER. TRAITE DES MALADIES DES REINS, et des alterations
de la secretion urinaire, etudiees en elles-mfimes et dans leurs rapports avec
les maladies des ureteres, de la vessie, de la prostate, de I'uretre, etc.

; par P.
Rayer, medecin de I'hopital de la Charite, medecin consultant du Roi, mem-
bre de I'lnstitut, etc. Paris, 1839-1841, 3 forts vol. in-8. ^6.
Le bel atlas pour cet ouvrage, representant I'Anatamie pathologique des

reins, de la vessie, de la prostate, des ureteres, de I'urfetre, etc., a ete publie
en 12 livraisons contenant chacune 5 planches grand in-folio, gravees et mag-
nifiquement coloriees d'apres nature, avec un texte descriptif. Ce bel ouvraee
compose de 60 planches grand in-folio est complet. Prix ^50.
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RAYER. TRAITE THEORETIQUE ET PRATIQUE des maladies de

la peau ;
par P. Rayer, medecin de I'hopital de la Charite ; deuxume 6diiion

entibrement refondue. Paris, 1835, 3 forts vol. in-8, accorapagnes d'un bel atlas

de 26 planches grand in-4, gravees et coloriees avec le plus grand soin, repr6-

sentant, en 400 figures, les differentes maladies de la peau et leurs variet^s.

Prix du textc seul, 3 vol. in-8. $6.
^

Prix de I'atlas seul, avec explication raisonnee, grand m-4 cartonne. $20.

Prix del'ouvrage complet, 3 vol. in-8. et atlas in-4. cartonne. $25.

BOIVIN ET DUGES. TRAITE PRATIQUE DES MALADIES DE
I'uterus et de ses Annexes, appuye sur un grand nombre d'observations cli-

niques ; par Madame Boivin, docteur en medecine, sage-femme, surveillante

en chefde la Maison royale de Sante, et A. Duces, prof. la Fac. de Med. de

Montpellier. Paris, 1833, 2 v. in-8. $3 50.
, . . ,

Atlas de 41 planches in-fol., gravees et coloriees, reprtsmtant Us pnnapales

altdrations morbides des organes genitaux de lafemme. Paris, 1833, in-fol. , avec

explication. $6. . r i m-on
L'ouvrage complet pris ensemble, 2 vol. in-8, atlas m fol. $20.

VELPEAU. NOUVEAUX ELEMENTS DE MEDECINE OPERA-
toire, accompagnes d'un Atlas de 22 planches in-4, gravees, representant les

principaux procedes operatoires et un grand nombre d'lnstruments de chirur-

iie par A. A. Velpeau, chirurgien de I'hopital de la Charite, professeur de

clinique chirargicale a la Faculte de medecine de Paris. Deuxitvie edition,

entihrement refondue et augmentee d'un traite de petite chirurgie, avec 191

planches intercalees dans le texte. Paris, 1839. 4 forts vol. in-8. de chacun

800 pages et atlas in-4. $10.

Avec les planches de I'atlas coloriees. $16.

R \SPAIL. NOUVEAU SYSTEME DE CHIMIE ORGANIQUE, fonde

sur de nouvelles methodes d'observation ;
precede d'un Traite complet sur

Part d'observer et de manipuler en grand et en petit dans le laboratoire et sur

le porte-obiet du microscope ;
par F. V. Rasp ail, Dcuxilme edition, enture-

ment refondue, accompagnee d'un atlas in-4de 20 planches de figures dessinees

d'aprfes nature, gravees avec le plus grand soin. Pans, 1838, 6 iorts vol. in-»,

et atlas in-4. $9.

ENCYCLOPEDIE ANATOMIQUE, comprenant I'Anatomie descriptive,

I'Anatomie generale, I'Anatomie pathologique I'histoire du Developpement

et celle deskaces humaines, par G. T. Bischofi-, J. Heide, L. Buschke S_T.

Scemmerring, F. G. Theile, 6. Valentm, J. Vogel, R. Wagner G. et E. We-

ber, tradMit de l'Allemand,Par A. J. L. Jourdan, membre He 1 Academie roy-

ale de medecine, Paris, 1843, 10 volumes in-8. prix de chaque volume, $1 7&.

Prix des 2 atlas in-4. $3.

G H G JAHR.-ELEMENTARY TREATISE UPON HOMOEOPA-
thia and the manner of its practice, with some of the most important effects

of ten of the principal Homoeopathic remedies. Second French edition,

corrected and enlarged. Translated by Edward Bayard, M.D. 50 cents.
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